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Government in Kana is the third in a set of five studies on the processes of political change in northern Nigeria. The first two, Government in Zazzau (Oxford University Press, 1960) and The Affairs of Daura (University of California Press, 1978),
are both currently out of print. The remaining two studies, on Katsina and on
Sakoto, though written as long ago as 1968, are still unpublished (the typescripts
are available for consultation at University College London). A short, sixth book
was planned, to close the series and draw out the conclusions. In 1992, at the
enthusiastic urging of the historian Professor Paul Lovejoy, M.G. Smith finalised
the text of Government in Kana for publication by Westview Press. On Christmas
day that year, however, he was taken ill, and died on January 5th 1993, aged 71.
That this text did not return to the archive is due to the editorial persistence of
Mary Smith and the generosity of Professor Don Brown.
It is a matter of great regret (and some surprise) that Government in Kana, perhaps the most important of these five histories, has taken so long to appear in
print. The existence of the histories has been no secret; for years historians of
Hausaland have been waiting eagerly to read them. There is a certain irony here:
professionally researched beforeAfrican History became a leading discipline in the
new universities in Africa, the text is at last offered to readers only after the popularity of the pre-colonial period among researchers has sharply declined. The
forty years, between 1958 and 1998, have witnessed the giddy rise of History in
Africa; in Nigeria alone, it is now taught in some forty university departments. In
those years the city of Kano, with over five centuries of source material, has been
the focus of doctoral and master's dissertations in a range of disciplines. Yet M.G.
Smith's account of the transformations
in the government of Kano constitutes,
forty years on, still a very important contribution to the analysis of Kano society:
there has never been anything quite like it in Kano studies, offering as it does both
empirical rigour and a theoretical overview. And it is unlikely to be superseded.
The significance of this study lies partly in the fact that it contains important
material from oral sources that no other scholar has ever had access to--the
eighty-year-old elders with whom M.G. Smith worked have long been dead; and
partly too because Kano is the key emirate in northern Nigeria-it
was the economic engine of the region for both the nineteenth and the twentieth centuries.
Demographically the most densely popUlated with its rich farmlands, industrially
the most productive with its range of skilled craftsmen, the best financed and the
most widely connected with its networks of merchants, bankers and transporters,
the Kano hinterland was the entrepot, to which inevitably the railway came in

1912 and where the international airport was sited. Metropolitan Kano today has
over two million inhabitants. Its traditions of government, particularly as they
have adapted to changing conditions and ideologies over the last two centuries,
are an important resource within the broader political culture of Nigeria.
But there is a third reason for this study's significance: it offers the reader a
dissident view of jihad and colonial history-reflecting
not some alien theoretical
perspective
but rather the rarely expressed hurt of the exploited and the
oppressed. The voices that come through are often those of the loser, of the
deceived. M.G. Smith was not as impressed as have been other scholars, particularly historians, by the elite practitioners of either Islam or "benevolent colonialism./1

M.G. Smith is not, however, writing as a historian but as a social anthropologist interested in political organisation
and the dynamics of organisational
change. He covers the same periods as a historian would, but with an eye for
material on which to draw out inductively the generalisations that would illuminate the underlying principles of Hausa political practice. The insights from this
Hausa "lab" could then be applied to, and tested in, other contexts. The "scientificness" of social science was important to M.G. Smith: it demanded a seriousness
and a rigour--of evidence, of analysis-that
drove him to cross-examine his informants, as if they were in a court-room, with a persistence that sometimes
annoyed. Indeed, he was apt to seek in his material a tidiness and a truthfulness
that belong more properly to a lab book than to people's memories. It is not for
nothing, perhaps, that as a young student M.G. Smith was fascinated by (and
rather good at) Chemistry; here, in Government in Kano, it is formulae for the political chemistry of Hausaland that constitute his ultimate quest, with an experimental algebra in which to express them.
By taking these five polities as his sample he could, he hoped, eventually eliminate the idiosyncratic and isolate what seemed to be the consistent patterns of
change-and
identify the specific variables that brought about one type of change
and not another. It was a bold project: but rarely do you find five basically similar
polities with their own histories intact and in sufficient detail to be analysable.
Furthermore, all five polities went through the same two basic changes-the
desperate struggles of the jihad c. 1804-1808; conquest by the colonising British a century later, c. 1903. The idea for the project had come to him as early as 1952, when
two northern Nigerian scholars, M. Hassan (who taught Hausa in London to
M.G. Smith and others in the School of Oriental and African Studies) and M.
Shuaibu together published their remarkable study of Abuja, now the name of
Nigeria's new federal capital, but then the small town known today as Suleja. The
study showed that it was possible to reconstruct in detail the political system of
pre-jihad Zaria. Might one now go further and decode the patterns underlying all
the structural change that had taken place in a single administrative system over
two centuries-first
under the "Habe" sarakuna, then under the Fulani umara', and
finally under the British colonial residents and the emirs they appointed? The
answer was not only "yes," but it also yielded exciting results, as the resulting
classic study, the prize-winning
and twice-reprinted
Government in Zazzau,
proved. Having written that monograph, M.G. Smith (who was then at the Institute for Social and Economic Research, University of the West Indies) proposed

comparing the processes he had just uncovered in Zaria (or "Zazzau") with
apparently similar processes in Kano, in Katsina and the anti-Katsina state of
Maradi, in Daura (where Zango was the counter-state) and, finally, in Sokoto
where the model of administrative practice drew not only on Abbasid handbooks
of Islamic government but also on local traditions from Kebbi and Gobir. Bornu
was added in, for good measure.
In 1958-59 he took leave from ISER in Jamaica, joined the Nigerian Institute
for Social and Economic Research, and carried out the necessary fieldwork. In
Kano he and Mamman Yola were given lodgings with the Turakin Soro, in the
slaves' section at the back of the Emir's palace. He concentrated particularly on
talking, in Hausa, to those elders, both Hausawa and Fulani, who had reached
adulthood before the British took over Kano, and therefore knew the old system
first-hand.
It was not of course his first fieldwork in northern Nigeria. From April 1949 to
December 1950 he had carried out the economic study which was published in
1955 as The Economy of Hausa Communities of Zaria. This was both his doctoral dissertation, for Professor Daryll Forde at University College London, and a commissioned report to the Colonial Social Science Research Council. The thesis and the
report differ in one important point: chapter six of the thesis is missing from the
report. In that chapter, mildly titled "Economic aspects of political activity," M.G.
Smith detailed the way farmers were systematically defrauded and the various
corrupt practices of the Native Authority, and its staff. He was not simply repeating standard rumours or merely scandal-mongering;
to put his case beyond
doubt, he conducted a series of experiments, sending farmer-assistants with preweighed consignments of cotton to the buying stations; he could then calculate
the extent of the systematic underpayment
of farmers by officials. The farmers
had to be ready to swear on a complete copy of the Qur'an to the truth of their
evidence. M.G. Smith was angry, and blunt-a bluntness that Daryll Forde as his
supervisor turned into language that became in its cool acceptability perhaps an
even sharper critique of the colonial collusion between local elites and British officialdom. That chapter w,as kept back until 1964 and published as "Historical and
cultural conditions of political corruption among the Hausa" in Comparative Studies in Society and History (6:2, 164-194).
His criticism of the system was, however, well known; he was, he thought,
already persona non grata in Nigerian government circles. Hence his academic
attachment to NISER, on a project to write comparative histories, was intended to
seem anodyne. At a time when the Sardauna of Sokoto, as Premier of the new
northern-regional
government, was reviving the symbolism and certain forms of
the nineteenth-century
Sokoto Caliphate, the history of local administrative systems was in no sense an antiquarian's hobby: it was of real contemporary significance. M.G. Smith's accounts, researched in 1958/9 and written up between 1965
and 1968/9, do not always buy into the "golden dream" that was the common
currency of the day; he was not part of the new academic scene in the Nigeria of
the 1960s nor experiencing first-hand the growth of that new nation. Instead, his
analysis draws its subtleties and its flavours from a different soil; for a good text is
like good wine-the
complexity derives from the particular combination of limestone and climate that together affect both root and fruit.

It was as a Jamaican that M.G. Smith was born (in 1921) and educated, under
colonial rule. This meant not only a British-style training at Jamaica College but
also being part of the 1930s nationalist awakening; as a sixth-former he spent his
school holidays in the household of Norman Manley Q.c., whose son Michael
was a younger school fellow and later Jamaica's Prime Minister-M.G.
Smith's
own mother had died at his birth, and he was rather distant from his quarrelsome
father, who was then growing bananas on a small scale in a remote valley of the
Blue Mountains. Winning in 1939 the one annual Jamaica Scholarship for study at
a university abroad, M.G. Smith first chose Bombay but was sent instead to
McGill to read English (he was already writing a lot of poetry); after a year, however, he joined a Canadian armoured regiment, refused to go for training as an
officer, and was shipped to England. In 1944 he took part in the Normandy landings and was in the thick of the action through France, Holland and Germany
until the end of the war.
It was, then, as a 24-year-old demobilised soldier that he came to University
College London to study Law. This was" the real world" -not the world of poetry
and the "Paradise Lost" that he used to quote to pass time in a slit-trench. Disappointed to find that Law was not in fact about justice, he turned to Social Anthropology, doing the combined degree in Philosophy, Psychology and Anthropology
in two years-with
such good results that the external examiner, Professor Max
Gluckman, recommended him for postgraduate work in anthropology. Hence, his
Colonial Social Science Research Council studentship, and his economic survey of
Zaria Province under Daryll Forde's supervision. The survey involved not just
Hausa communities but also the non-Muslim societies of Kadara and Kagoro in
southern Zaria; these areas had been the butt of jihadi attacks and subsequent
(mal-)adrninistration-they
were as much an under-class as were the slave settlements that M.G. Smith included in his sample of households around Giwa in
northern Zaria.
It was at this time, in Giwa and in Zaria, that M.G. Smith's wife, Mary, completed her famous autobiography
of Baba of Karo. Baba dictated the episodes of
her life's story to Mary Smith in Hausa. As an experienced secretary (and wartime
radio-operator, as well as a qualified social worker), Mary Smith was able to take
Baba's own words down verbatim in long-hand, with Baba herself taking care to
speak in a Hausa that was not so colloquial or idiomatic that Mary would make
mistakes (the Hausa original is now in print and readily available). It was truly a
collaborative work, one of the first African autobiographies of an ordinary working woman; but it is all the more important as a document that takes the reader
back into the rural world of southern Kano before the colonial conquest.
In short, in writing Government in Kano M.G. Smith was drawing upon several
years of previous research experience in Hausaland. He had already become
familiar with the lives of ex-slaves, "pagans," poor farmers, petty traders and
women as well as with the manners of titled office-holders with power and
wealth. As an antidote to authority and its myths he brought, too, a scepticism
honed both as a soldier in war and as a radical schoolboy within a colonised society. Ethnicity was a matter of personal experience too; his mother was not
"white," he grew up in the plural society of the West Indies where skin-colour
had potential consequences socially, and now, 1952-8, he was back in Jamaica at

the University, publishing on Caribbean culture and the nature of pluralism. In
West Africa therefore he was readier than many to recognise the real power of ethnic labelling and the (ab)uses to which people put "tribal" and lineage identities.
When reading Government in Kano we can hear a distinct voice-the
lawyer-realist, the might-have-been
scientist, the romantic radical in the M.G. Smith who
once wrote and learnt poetry. All this may help the reader to take the measure of
M.G. Smith's driving passion for exactitude, accuracy and reliability in matters
intellectual; he had a formidable memory and expected no less of others. Truth
mattered. Untruths, polite fictions, fudges had to be contested-and
contested
now. There was an urgency to what he wrote because, he felt, it had real implications, whether for policy or for the hearing accorded to the victims of government.
The publishing history of this book and the other two unpublished typescripts
in the set (the 800-page The Two Katsinas, the lOOO-page The State of Sokato) can be
briefly told for the record. When M.G. Smith moved to University of California at
Los Angeles in 1961 and received two years (1965; 1968) of National Science Foundation grants to write up all the histories, the University of California Press
agreed to publish them as a set. The typescripts were drafted by 1969; M.G. Smith
then left Los Angeles that year for London. Government in Kano and The Affairs of
Daura were revised for the University of California Press in 1972. A final version
of Government in Kano was sent to the Press in 1976. Nothing happened. In the
event, only The Affairs of Daura was published by them-and
that was in 1978.
That same year M.G. Smith moved to Yale (between 1969 and 1978 he had been at
University College London and in Jamaica); the Department of Anthropology at
Yale then expressed interest in publishing the remaining unpUblished histories in
their Series in Anthropology and had the thousand typescript pages of Government in Kano typed onto their computer system. Nothing more however came of it
(except for a disk) by the time M.G. Smith retired from Yale in 1986. Yale University Press did, however, reprint Mary Smith's Baba of Karo in 1981. Finally, Professor Paul Lovejoy was interested in including Government in Kano in his African
History series with Westview Press, and prevailed on M.G. Smith to dig out the
unopened parcel containing the text and to prepare the typescript once again for
publication. He did so, and Mary Smith edited Yale's existing disk. There was
then a further delay waiting for funds to get everything into the camera-ready
form required by Westview, but this difficulty was overcome with assistance from
Don Brown, an old student and colleague of M.G. Smith's at the University of
California.
In the meantime, with M.G. Smith now dead, there was no one else but Mary
Smith to proofread, index, prepare the tables, and clear up all the niggling queries that arise in preparing a text for the press. Even for someone as closely
involved in the creation of these histories as Mary Smith, it is difficult to reconstruct what would have been M.G. Smith's preferred reading of a passage or a
problem. If there are, then, errors and shortcomings in the text, the reader will
surely forgive them in the circumstances. A particular problem has been the eight
missing maps and the five genealogies; they were not with the rest of the text in
the parcel returned from Berkeley and are nowhere to be found amongst his other
papers. Given how meticulous M.G. Smith was over maps and genealogies, their

absence is a serious gap. The maps included here are cobbled out of those found
in the publications of other scholars-and
do not necessarily match his conceptions exactly (as he did not "walk" the Kano countryside, he did not know some
sites and the problems of their exact location).
A final question. M.G. Smith in 1992 did not substantially update the text of
Government in Ktzno (he had done so in 1972/6). Though he kept abreast of the
main issues in Hausa studies, his research interests had moved on to such subjects
as the comparative analysis of political conflict within nations worldwide, or to
the problems of education and society in the Caribbean. A reader new to Kano
studies may then well ask, given that thirty years of scholarship have passed since
the first typescript of Government in Ktzno was finished: how out-dated is this analysis? What has been written that would seriously call into question, let alone add
depth to, this study? Different scholars would offer different answers to these
questions, but few would deny, I think, that the pace of northern Nigerian scholarship and research has never been as fast or as radical as in some other branches
of academia. More importantly, intellectual interests have shifted, away from
"straight" political history towards more socially oriented topics with greater contemporary relevance and a wider range of source materials. A brief survey of the
literature on Kano will indicate some of the directions scholars have taken in
recent years.
The major area where scholarship on Kano has grown dramatically has been
in economic history, where pioneering studies-for
example, of merchants (Dba
Adamu, Ahmed Beita Yusuf, Ibrahim Tahir, Paul Lovejoy; Mahdi Adamu on the
Kano diaspora, Sabo Albasu on the Lebanese); of the manufacture or trade in
cloth (Philip Shea), calico (Marion Johnson), leather (Ifeanyi Anagbogu), ironworking (Philip Jaggar), groundnuts
Gan Hogendorn); on changes in slavery
(Paul Lovejoy, Jan Hogendorn), urban labour (Paul Lubeck), secluded women
(Enid Schildkrout, Barbara Callaway), industry (Alan Frishman), peri-urban
farming (Polly Hill), urban food-supply (Michael Watts), taxation (Tijani Garba),
to name but a few-have
transformed our knowledge. Add to these the studies of
geographers (e.g., Michael Mortimore and his many colleagues at Bayero University on Kano's close-settled zone; and J. M. Baba on Kura) and the various scholars, based mainly at Ahmadu Bello University, who analysed the political
economy of colonial Kano and its region (Abdullahi Mahadi, Sule Bello, Robert
Shenton, for example; and Ahmed Bako on Sabon Gari)-and
the new reader will
realise not just the wealth of detailed work on widely different aspects of Kano's
economy, but also the widely divergent intellectual approaches to the field of economic history.
Another important area of research has been the intellectual history of Kano,
by historians (for example, M. A. aI-Hajj and Priscilla Starrett on early scholars;
John Chamberlain and Ismail Abdulla on the legal and medical tradition; Salah
Hassan, Neil Skinner, Abdullahi Mohammed and John Mcintyre on the materials
of traditional scholarship and schooling; Ousmane Kane, Auwalu Anwar and
Roman Loimeier on Muslim radicals and sufis). Religious culture has similarly
been studied by political scientists such as John Paden, by the Islamists under the
leadership of Professor Sani Zahradin at Bayero University and by their colleagues the specialists on Hausa custom, language and literature (such as the late

Professor Ibrahim Yaro Yahaya and Kabiru Galadanci, Bello Said on jihadi poetry
or Baba "Impossible" on the tradition of Kano magic). There have been studies of
Kano's music (Monty Besmer), of Kano's architecture, its city walls and rural
strongholds (Tukur Sa'ad, Len Moody, N. 1. Dantiye); of the culture of the palace
(Beverly Mack, Ruqayya Ahmed Rufai and Heidi Nast for example) and inter-ethnic relations (Z. O. Ogunnika). Above all, the historians such as John Lavers (with
his creation of the Kano Museum), Halil Said on the Kano jihad, Adamu Pika on
the civil war, C. N. Dbah on Kano government, Allan Christelow on the emir's
court records, as well as the proceedings of the two international conferences on
Kano history run (and published) by Professor Bawuro Barkindo and his colleagues, have made distinctive contributions which over the years attracted M.G.
Smith's attention.
Much less has been done on the early history of Kano, but this was marginal to
M.G. Smith's concerns. Given how the longevity of a specifically Hausa political
culture has now been called into question, there is an urgent need for an archaeology of Kano to give substance to a re-analysis that is clearly overdue (Murray Last,
Patrick Darling). At the other end of the period covered by M.G. Smith's analysis,
there is surprisingly little published on the internal workings of Kano's Native
Authority. But what the new reader has to remember is that published work represents only the tip of an iceberg whose underside is made up of innumerable
small (and not so small) dissertations done in Nigerian university departments not
just for the Ph.D. but also for both the M.A. and even B. A. honours degrees, some
of which are listed in the special issue on Kano (vol. 4, 1993) of Sudanic Africa.
Finally, there are small studies still being published and sold in Kano outside the
university milieu-booklets
with historical material in Arabic, Hausa or English
(for example by Ibrahim Ado-Kurawa).
M.G. Smith, had he been writing Government in Ktzno today; would have enormously enlarged his understanding
of Kano in all its complexity by reading this
mass of new material. Given his meticulous system of indexing all the notes he
ever took, he would certainly have extended the text well beyond its current six
hundred pages of typescript. I am not so sure, however, that he would have drastically altered the core substance of his work; he would have added many footnotes, included more caveats, corrected detailed errors of date or place or name.
But the central project-the
comparative analysis of the dynamics of political
change-is
scarcely amenable to updating. The intellectual vision that M.G. Smith
had in the 1950s and 1960s of the contribution that a truly searching analysis of
Hausa political dynamics could make to history not only in Africa but beyond
remains both a challenge and a contribution" The study of African society and culture was not a matter, for him, of only parochial significance. Government in Ktzno,
though enormously detailed and close-worked, offers to the reader both the materials and the leads for exploring much further.

Murray Last
University College London
January 1997
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The Problem
The Hausa city of Kano, situated at 12 degrees north and 8 degrees 30 minutes
east, has long been world famous for its arts and industries, its commerce, wealth,
and position in the network of trans-Saharan and trans-Sudanic trade. This city
long served as a terminus for one of the two central caravan routes which crossed
the Sahara from Tripoli via Ghadames, Ghat, Tintellus, Agades and Katsina, while
the other, 300 miles to the east, ran parallel from Murzuk through Kauwar and
Bilma to Bornu. Standing in the southern Sahil, in an area of dense population,
Kano was also one of the major centres of the trans-Sudanic traffic by which
Kukawa and Wadai in the east were linked commercially to Gwanja and Timbuktu on the Niger bend, to Kumasi, Bida in Nupe, the old Yoruba capital at
Katanga, and to Zamfara, Kebbi, Katsina, Zaria, Zinder and Agades; so that all
were brought into a common, continuous intercourse.
In this book I try to describe the growth and organisation of the Kano state as
far as my materials permit and my analytical objectives require. This is not a
history of Kano, although it may serve as an interim substitute, and may perhaps
stimulate others to prepare such an account. It is rather a historical study of the
Kano polity undertaken'by
a social anthropologist with two major purposes in
view. This account forms one of a series designed to advance our understanding
of political organisation
and the processes of political change. This general
enquiry is comparative in its framework and methods. It encompasses parallel
but separate studies of several Muslim emirates of the central Sudan, namely, Katsina, Daura, Maradi, Zazzau (Zaria), the Fulani sultanate of Sokoto, and Kano.
Most of these states adjoin one another and all share certain major historical experiences and cultural traditions. Together, these six units include the majority of the
people and territory of western and central Hausaland. In effect then, in pursuing
the comparative analysis of political changes in these several states, I must first
provide adequate and comparable accounts of their political ethnography and
history over a uniform time span long enough to ensure that most of the developmental tendencies which are intrinsic to these variable political structures may be
brought to our notice. Indeed, in a sense, we may consider these several states

and their histories as variations on a common theme; but to isolate the constants
in this theme and to seek out their fixed relations, an inductive procedure is necessary. Not until I have independently analyzed each historical continuum as a separate coherent formation can I abstract their common structures and tendencies or
attempt to generalize about the processes of political change on the basis of these
comparative studies.
I can neither claim that these several accounts are authentic and comprehensive histories of the states to which they relate, nor that their ensemble constitutes
an adequate basis for universal generalisations about the structure of the processes of political change. Our inquiries are restricted as to their typological
range, and being subject to numerous historiographic
contingencies, some of
which are discussed below, are correspondingly limited in their scope. At best I
am merely hoping to elucidate some constants in the processes by which these
polities of the central Sudan have persisted or changed over the past 200 years.
Even if I am so fortunate as to derive some regularities from the mass of historical
and ethnographic detail these studies present, such generalizations could at best
apply only to units of a similar base, structure, and geosocial context, that is,
unless it can be shown that these regularities are logically necessary and invariable expressions of fixed relations between the determinate elements that constitute political organization. This theoretical possibility, however exciting, does not
immediately concern us. My present problem is rather to indicate the utility and
adequacy of the data presented below for the description of the Kano polity and
its development and for the analysis of political change. Some critical assessment
of our materials and approach should logically precede the narra tive and description; and it is with these questions that the present chapter is concerned.

Hausa Historical Periods
The broad outlines of recent Hausa history are well known. Between 1804 and
1810 the Muslim Fulani reformer, Shehu Usman dan Fodio launched a jihad or
holy war for the revival and expansion of Islam against the Sarkin Gobir Yunfa in
whose territory the Shehu and his kinsmen lived. The approaching
conflict
between Shehu Usman and Yunfa attracted general attention among the Fulani
who were scattered widely throughout other chiefdoms of Hausaland. When
Yunfa and the Shehu came to blows in 1804 at Matankare and shortly after at
Tabkin Kwotto many Fulani from distant areas rallied to the Shehu's cause; and
when the reigning Hausa chiefs responded favorably to Yunfa's appeal for support, the initial conflict between the ruler of Gobir and the Shehu's jema'a or community was rapidly extended throughout and beyond Hausaland. By 1810 all of
the Hausa bakwai -the seven Hausa states-had
been conquered by the Shehu's
forces and representatives.
West of Bomu only Kebbi withstood the Fulani
assault. Thus between 1804 and 1810 Hausaland experienced a major political
upheaval. By the latter year the traditional Hausa states had been incorporated as
provinces of a new Muslim caliphate under the Shehu Usman dan Fodio as Amirul-Mu'minin, or Sarkin Musulmi, the Caliph or Commander of the Faithful. With
one exception, namely Bauchi, all the conquered territories were placed under
Muslim Fulani rulers whose status and relation to the Shehu and his successors

were those of emir to sultan or caliph. Some of the defeated Hausa chiefs withdrew from their capitals to establish successor states in other areas; and for most
of the last century, the successor states of Katsina at Maradi and of Gobir at Tsibiri, as well as recalcitrant Kebbi, pursued an unrelenting war against the Fulani
sultan, his emirs and chiefs.
This conflict only ceased with the partition and occupation of the central
Sudan by France and Britain at the turn of the present century. Under the Convention of Paris and its subsequent modifications, the French obtained control over
the two independent Hausa states of Gobir and Maradi together with Adar and
Kwonni northwest of Sokoto, the sultan's capital; while the rest of the Fulani
empire or caliphate came under British rule. By 1899 the French had imposed
their authority in Agades and Zinder; but it was not until 1903 that the British,
moving northwards from the coast under Sir Frederick Lugard, overran Kano,
Katsina and Sakoto, the three most populous Fulani states. Thenceforth till 1914
Hausaland formed part of the British Protectorate of Northern Nigeria. Between
1914 and 1922 Northern Nigeria was integrated with other southern areas under
British control to constitute the modern territory of Nigeria. Following World War
I, that part of the German Cameroons which lay due east of Nigeria was attached
to it as mandated territory under British administration.
In effect then, all the traditional Hausa states have experienced common conquests first by the Fulani and then by the British. They have also been exposed
equally to two different systems of rule, direct administration by their Fulani conquerors and indirect administration under the British. This community of historical experiences distinguishes the Hausa-Fulani emirates of northern Nigeria from
other polities within that or adjoining regions. It accordingly establishes a useful
framework for controlled comparison and analysis, enabling us to see how variegated were the political organizations and sequences of development of these
states before, during, or after the period of unqualified Fulani rule. Moreover by
comparing developments at Maradi during the present century under French rule
with those of adjacent and cognate Katsina under the British, we may in some
measure explore differences in the methods and effects of these alternative
systems of colonial admfrtistration.
Between 1951 and 1960 Hausaland underwent yet another major political
transformation as its people and their British rulers together set about constructing and introducing all the poltical and administrative machinery requisite for
internal autonomy of the Northern Region on the basis of free elections by universal suffrage as part of an independent Nigerian Federation. In March 1959 during
my field study of Kano, Northern Nigeria achieved full internal autonomy under
a.cabinet whose members were all born in the region. Within two years the Nigenan Federation had obtained dominion status as a fully autonomous unit of the
British Commonwealth;
and shortly afterwards the federal constitution was
revised to replace the British Queen as head of state by a native president, Dr.
Namdi Azikiwe. These in broad outlines are the changing contexts within which
our study of Kano is centered; and although my inquiry is not directed to the
general problem of modernization in traditional regimes, it is possible that political developments in Kano since 1925 may shed some light on that theme.

The Twentieth Century
Looking back at Kano's past we may usefully distinguish three periods by reference both to the quality, kind and abundance of data available about them, and
to their differences of political regime. It is perhaps no accident that these documentary differences coincide with abrupt and extensive changes of political direction and, to a lesser extent, of administration also. For the twentieth century, as
might be expected, we have a fair and steadily increasing supply of useful materials available from administrative files, reports and official sources of various
kinds. The reliability of these data varies greatly by time and topic. It is presently
uncertain how far population returns, whether by periodic census or those compiled annually as a basis for tax assessment and collection, merit confidence. We
should also be ill advised to accept administrative enumerations of the numbers
of Fulani pastoralists or their cattle as accurate. The amounts officially collected as
jangali (cattle tax) or haraji (the Muslim land tax which in this century has been
levied as a capitation tax) are set out clearly in the Native Administration (emirate) accounts as verified by British administrative officers. That this officially
reported tax represents only a variable portion of the gross actually collected from
the talakawa (commoners) by local chiefs is not in doubt. But precisely what proportions of the total population have been officially subject to tax, and what proportions of the amounts levied as tax have been officially reported at any period,
no one can confidently say.
Until the closing days of British rule, village and district chiefs augmented
their personal incomes by receipts from unregistered individuals and communitiesj often fairly substantial numbers of persons were simply not reported by the
local village chief. Administrative files illustrate the continuance of this practice
throughout the colonial period in the periodic discoveries of divisional officers. If
the district and emirate returns of population enumerated in the 1952 census are
compared with returns from these units for purposes of tax assessment and collection, the generality and scale of this practice can be seen. In short, quantitative
data available in the administrative files on local conditions during this century
vary greatly in their validity and historical value.
Much information of immediate relevance to our knowledge of the processes
of political development and change is also missing from the files, either because
it was not recorded in the first place, or through vicissitudes of time and chance.
As late as 1932 some Kano files dating from 1907 and 1908 onwards were available at the secretariat of the regional government in Kaduna; however in 1959 I
was unable to trace any unpublished administrative documents on Kano written
before 1915.1 Thereafter divisional files and semi-annual reports of provincial residents provide substantial data; but these documents record only such information as the British officers thought relevant or worthy of note. Much that the
student of the indigenous society wishes to learn cannot be found in such sources.
Perhaps some of the information I sought was familiar to particular administratorsj much may not have been. Perhaps also some of the missing data I need may
be scattered in personal correspondence, unpublished diaries, or similar places.
No attempt has been made in the course of this study to pursue such fragments
and personal relics. It is doubtful whether the memoirs and souvenirs of British
administrators would yield sufficient new and relevant data to warrant such a

survey; and it is virtually certain that such information collected from expatriates
could not equal in its range, intimacy or significance the corresponding body of
historically relevant data from this period that perished with the contemporary
chiefs and rulers. Fortunately, even in 1959 much could be learned about these
decades from elders alive in Kano. Moreover, despite inevitable shortcomings and
data gaps, our information on affairs at Kano during this century is so superior to
the material available on earlier centuries in its range, abundance, systematic
detail and verifiability, being often simultaneously and independently recorded
by two or more officials, that we may treat our account of twentieth century Kano
as set on reasonably firm foundations.

The Nineteenth Century
For the political organization and development of Kano under Fulani rule
during the nineteenth century we are also greatly indebted to the detailed historical inquiries of numerous unidentifiable divisional officers who sought in the
course of their rural tours to learn the traditional distribution of political allegiances and authority among the local communities of modem administrative
districts. Most of this valuable, concrete and readily verifiable historical data is to
be found in the district notebooks compiled for each administrative division of
the emirate. Of the twenty-six territorial districts extant at Kano in 1959, I
obtained district notebooks for twenty-one. For other units which had once
served as separate districts but no longer did so, I could only obtain by these
means such historical data on the nineteenth century organization as had been
transferred to the notebooks of those districts in which they were currently incorporated.
Some allusions to Kano are present in the various historical writings available
from Sokoto, the imperial state, during the last century. In his account of the
Fulani jihad thecaliph Mamman Bello, son and successor of Shehu Usman, mentions its conquest briefly.2 AI-Hajj Sa'id, in his invaluable first-hand account of
Sokoto under caliphs Bello, Atiku and Aliyu, that is, from 1817 to 1849, also
makes scattered referenc~s to Kano and adjacent emirates.3 The present waziri
(~izier) of Sokoto, Alhaji Junaidu, in his excellent history of the Fulani, also proVIdes valuable occasional materia1.4 In addition the waziri and his senior student
Malam Halidu, graciously translated into Hausa from the original Arabic most il
not all of the imperial correspondence between the sultans and viziers of Sokoto
on the one hand and successive emirs of Kano on the other that still remains in his
personal care at the waziri's compound in Sokoto. Of about 200 letters from Kano
that Malam Halidu translated into Hausa for me, I copied 50 from his dictation for
their historical value.s However as most of this correspondence dated from the
last three decades of the nineteenth century, I have no knowledge of the correspondence between earlier Fulani emirs of Kano and their suzerains at Sokoto.
That some relics of this earlier imperial correspondence may still exist at Sokoto
or elsewhere is quite probable in view of materials published by Mr. Bivar.6 Moreover, I failed to seek the permission of AIhaji Sir Muhammad Sanusi who ruled
~o
in 1?~9to peruse such historical documents as remained in his care. Finally,
m the wntmgs of the Shehu Usman and his brother, Abdullahi dan Fodio, there

are occasional references to Kano, together with much else of great interest to historians of Hausa society and the Fulani jihad.
A selection of 131 letters from the Fulani imperial correspondence was published in translation in 1927 by H.P. Backwell with an introduction and notes.7
However, Backwell's selection concentrates mainly on the correspondence
that
passed between Fulani capitals during the last five years of the autonomous
caliphate, while my transcriptions of correspondence between Kano and Sokoto
relate to the preceding thirty years.
At Kano itself through the kindness and courtesy of Alhaji Muhammadu
Nasiru, I transcribed Hausa translations of two local histories, the older of which
was completed by the Alkalin Kano (the senior qadi of the emirate) Malam Zangi
on the sixth Zulkida 1281 A.H., that is, in 1864-18658 while the latter was written
by a local Arab, Malam Adamu na Ma'aji, around 1940.9 Both texts were located at
the Shahuci Judicial School in Kano city of which Alhajji Muhammadu
Nasiru
was, in 1959, the principal. Following the technique of Muslim isnad, the Alkali
Muhammad Zangi beginS his account of the affairs of the Shehu's community at
Kano by citing in detail his chain of authorities and eye-witnesses to the events
that he reports, namely, the jihad, and concludes by describing certain campaigns
of the emir Abdullahi under whom M. Zangi served as chief judge. In quite different style, Malam Adamu, who seems to have been born in Kano and to have set
out on pilgrimage during the early years of World War II, begins by listing all the
holders of some fourteen senior offices of state, each official being identified by
his paternity, as is usual among Arabs. Malam Adamu then proceeds to review
briefly the history of Kano, beginning with the pre-jihadic Hausa chiefdom, its
dynasties, political and ritual forms, and its fall. This is followed by data on the
six leading Fulani clans in Kano on the eve of the jihad, their leaders and locations,
and the work concludes with a chronicle of the reigns of all Fulani Emirs up to
1938.
It would seem that Malam Adamu belonged to the local colony of Arabs from
Ghadames who lived near Dalla rock in the city and who have long served as its
commercial elite. It is perhaps to these naturalized Arabs that Kano owes its
famous Arabic chronicle; but it seems clear from internal evidence that although
quite familiar with this document, Malam Adamu had access also to other sources
of information on the history and organization of Kano before the jihad. Whereas
the Alkali Zangi's narrative compiled from the statements of participants is especially valuable in providing details of the jihad in Kano and the campaigns of the
emir Ibrahim Dabo (1819-1846), Malam Adamu gives greatest attention to such
institutional patterns as office holding and succession, dynastic change and ritual
observance. Thus these two Arabic histories complement one another nicely and
furnish much valuable information.
In September 1972, when the early draft of this monograph had been twice
revised, the Sudanese historian, Dr. Muhammad Al-Hajj, kindly dictated an
English translation of a second history of Kano, AI-ilan bi ta'rikh Kana, which was
completed in 1352 A.H. (1933-34 A.D.) by another local Arab, Malam Adam
Muhammad ibn Adam el-Funduki, who lived near the Kadiriyya mosque in the
city.lo While covering the same time-span as the work of Malam Adamu na Ma'aji,.
the two accounts are clearly independent in authorship and preparation. AI-llan bl

ta'rikh Kana differs from the book of Malam Adamu na Ma' ajji in details as well as
construction and scope, and five chapters of geographical interest precede its
chapters on the origins and foundations of Kano state.
For the reigns of the Fulani emirs, Muhammad Bello (1882-1893) and his son,
Tukur (1893-1895), whose accession precipitated the bloodiest civil war experienced by any Fulani emirate in the last century, I was able to obtain a translation
of the Faid al qadir ausaf al-malik al-khatr,u a work of anonymous authorship prepared for H. R. Palmer in about 1908 by some well-informed supporter of the
emirs Muhammad
Bello and Tukur, whose testimony accordingly helps to
balance hostile accounts from other sources.
Recently, at the request of the former emir, Alhaji Sir Muhammadu Sanusi, the
late Dokajin Kano, Alhaji Abubakar, son of the vizier Alhaji Muhammadu Gidado
compiled a fuller history of the state for publication.J2 I visited Kano before the
Dokaji's book came off the press; but he graciously provided me with a typescript
of his earlier draft and generously advised about the selection of knowledgeable
elders on the Fulani and pre-Fulani periods of Kano. Though busy with affairs of
state as one of the emir's councillors and district chiefs, he nonetheless found time
to discuss various areas and problems of Kano history and thus gave me the
benefit of his experience and knowledge. Clearly, this work owes a great deal to
the Dokaji Alhaji Abubakar and to Malam Nasiru, though its shortcomings and
errors are mine.
Unlike Malam Adamu na Ma'aji, the Dokaji based his account of Kano under
the Hausa and early Fulani squarely on the famous chronicle translated into
English by the late Sir H. Richmond Palmer;!3 but like Malam Adamu na Ma'aji
and Malam Adam Muhammad, the Dokaji Abubakar supplemented this chronicle in various places with data from other sources. In the foreword to his book,
Alhaji Abubakar lists several local elders on whose oral traditions about the preFulani state he had drawn. Several of the Dokaji's informants also came to my
assistance, for example, Malam Buhari, Malam Maigida Hausawa, M. Maikano na
Isan Taba and others named below. Thus, having access to the texts of Alkali
Zangi, M. Adamu na Ma: aji, and the then unpublished work of the Dokaji Alhaji
Abubakar, as well as most of the historically relevant administrative files, in my
interviews with these Kano elders and repositories of oral tradition, I naturally
tried to extract further unrecorded information by discursive and systematic
inquiries alike.
Finally, however fragmentary and incidental in many respects the observations of such explorers as Homeman, Clapperton, Barth, Baikie, Staudinger, Wallace, Robinson and Monteil, they also furnish-information
of great value on social
and economic conditions in Kano at different points in the last century, as do the
periodic reports of administrators and others for this. Though they rarely provide
appropriate materials on such intimate features of the social order, the reports of
these explorers enable me to check, supplement and extend the account of Kano's
government derived from systematic compilations of oral and other data that
bear directly on the conditions and processes of political organization and change.
Accordingly, I draw readily on all remarks by those first-hand observers that may
enrich and deepen my understanding of Kano and its development under Fulani
rule.

Kana Before the Jihad
Though they all treat Kano under its successive Hausa, Fulani and British
rulers, the Kano Chronicle and recent histories by the Dokaji Abubakar, Malam
Ada~u na Ma'aji and Ma~.am ~dam Muhammad together supply the most consecutive accounts of pre-Jlhadlc Kano available to us. Here also, while corresponding in many particulars, each of these accounts contains some information
not to be found in the others, while omitting some data recorded elsewhere.
Undoubtedly these differences illustrate the attempts of these authors to scrutinize independently all the oral and other materials on this period they could find.
Malam Adam Muhammad, for example, often refers to divergences in the reignlengths of the five king-lists he had consulted in preparing his account of Kano
before the jihad.
Another valuable historical document which incidentally provides a new perspective on the famous chornicle is a folk poem, "The Song of Bagauda," which is
commonly sung by beggars and destitutes in Kano city and which is now also
available in written form. This long poem is evidently a collective creation, as
Mervyn Hiskett, who recorded, translated and studied it, has shown.14 It seems
clear from Hiskett's collation of alternative versions that the poem is revised and
extended during succeeding reigns; and by collating this text with previously
unrecorded information on Hausa Kano from Malam Adamu and the Dokaji
Alhaji Abubakar, it is clear that the poem preserves part of a complex tradition
that has passed through song and story from generation to generation in a stereotyped form. Perhaps it was this or some parallel tradition which formed the basis
for t~e original compilation of the local chronicle, of which the current though not
the final form was translated by Palmer in 1906 or 1907 while he was still British
Resident in Katsina andunfarniliar
with details of the Kano regime. The Arabic
script of the chronicle from which Palmer worked broke off in the reign of the
emir Muhammad Bello (1883-1892), who had ordered the text that Palmer used to
be prepared. Palmer notes that the authorship of this chronicle
is unknown, and it is very difficult to make a guess. There is an almost complete
absence of bias or partisanship ... The style of the Arabic is not at all like that usually
found in the compositions of Hausa malams in the present day; there are not nearly
enough "classical tags," so to speak, in it. A young Arab in the employ of the writer
who, though he can read and write colloqUialTripoli and Ghadames Arabic, finds it
difficult, and in fact impossible, to construe the Arabic books which are most
commonly found in Hausaland, read and translated the manuscript without difficulty. That the author of the work was thoroughly au fait with the Kano dialect of
Hausa is evident from several phrases used in the book ...The original may perhaps
have been written by some stranger from the north who settled in Kano, and
collected the stories of former kings handed down by oral tradition.l5
With the publication of the "Song of Bagauda" and the new information independently cited by Dokaji Alhaji Abubakar, by M. Adamu na Ma' aji and by Malam
Adam Muhammad in their writings, the persistence and character of a substantial
part of this complex of traditions has been revealed. Perhaps the Arabs or other
literati resident in Kano first recorded and then preserved these ancient traditions,
and subsequently added to them on the death of each chief a summary account of

the salient features and personalities of his reign. In like fashion the Wakar
Bagauda lengthens gradually by a couplet or stanza at the death of each chief.16
In 1933 Dr. R. M. East, then head of the Translation Bureau at Zaria from
which the Gaskiya Corporation and newspaper both derived, published a Hausa
translation of the Arabic chronicle of Kano for the growing body of Hausa literate
in the Roman script.17 In his general evaluation of the text Dr. East follows Palmer
closely; however, in preparing his Hausa version for publication, East followed
the method as well as the spirit of local tradition, and by careful study of the relevant literature, he brought the' chronicle forward forty years from Mamman
Bello's reign to that of Abdullahi Bayero who ruled Kano in 1933. Intentionally or
otherwise, East's version illustrates the pattern by which the chronicle has evidently grown, as he argues strongly in his preface.l8 This is also the way in which
the celebrated chronicles of Songhai and Timbuktu came into being before
Mahmoud Kati19 and Es Sadi20 gave them their present shape. The date of completion of those two chronicles, especially the earlier, coupled with internal evidence
from the Kano chronicle, some of which is allusively cited below, strongly suggests that the initial attempt to sift and record the oral traditions of early Kano
and its rulers probably took place not long after 1500 AD. It is moreover likely
that the impetus for this literary effort was external in its source; but whether this
initial edition and transcription of Kano historical traditions reflects the stimulus
of Mali in the 14th century or influences from Songhai or Bornu, both imperial
states with vigorous literary cultures, which at one time actively contested domination of Kano and Hausaland, we cannot say. The fluent Arabic in which the text
is written suggests an Arab author, while the author's evident familiarity with the
Hausa language and culture and with the political institutions of Kano indicates
long local residence.
Besides carrying forward the narrative of the Chronicle, East made important
contributions by correcting the many mis-spelt proper names of places, titles and
people which, given the nature of the Arabic script and his unfamiliarity with the
toponymy, titles and names of Kano personalities when he undertook the translation, Palmer could hardly avoid. Because of these frequent mis-spellings of place
and personal names, titles and the like, his pioneer work has remained at best an
opaque guide to the interior details of Kano's early history. Often Palmer's translated version frustrates rather than facilitates identification of the units to which it
refers. It is here especially that East's Hausa version of the Arabic text proves most
rewarding. By 1933 the modem Roman orthography of Hausa had been officially
adopted; and this, coupled with East's linguistic interests and skills, and his deep
knowledge of northern Nigeria, enabled him to correct those misdirections of
identity which inevitably resulted from the many minor slips in spelling proper
names that makes Palmer's script so difficult to use for detailed reconstruction of
the ancient polity. A systematic collation of place and personal names, titles and
unfamiliar terms in these two translations enables one to identify most of the local
institutions and units mentioned in the Chronicle. It is thus possible, having
established the principal forms and details of the Hausa polity on the eve of the
jihad, by employing the information available in this ancient text, to outline earlier
phases of the political organization and to identify some of the processes by
which it developed and the principal factors that helped to promote this.

We have numerous external checks on the validity of the Kano Chronicle.
Many specific statements about the relations of Kano to such nearby polities as
Azben, Bornu, Katsina, Gobir or Jukun, have been verified from the traditions of
those units.21 For developments at Kano during the reigns of Muhammad Rumfa
and his successor Abdullahi that together span the years 1463 to 1509, I have been
able to check, verify and supplement many statements in the text. The writings of
Muhammad EI-Maghili, Leo Africanus and the letter that Abdurrahman Es Syuti
addressed to the ruler of Tekrur and to Ibrahim, the chief of Katsina22 are valuable
contributions in themselves and also furnish external corroborations of events
reported in the local Chronicle. As far back as the reign of Dawuda, the son of
Kanajeji (AH 824--841; AD 1421-1438) we can verify salient local events from the
court chronicles of Bornu.23 During Dawuda's reign the Chronicle reports the
arrival of a great prince with a host of supporters from southern Bornu. This is
almost certainly the deposed Mai (sultan) Othman Kalnama, who withdrew to
Kano between 1425 and 1432.
Such external data demonstrate the accuracy and specificity of the information recorded in the Kano chronicle; but of course the Chronicle does not record
everything. It was neither written for strangers nor with a view to publication. Its
compilation and preservation may well have been known to the rulers and probably had their support; but as the accounts of individual reigns demonstrate, such
court patronage did not insinuate any obvious bias or misrepresentations into the
document. This was probably due to the fact that the accounts of individual
reigns were only compiled for inclusion after the deaths of chiefs whose immediate successors had little interest in glorifying them. In effect the prevailing context
of dynastic rivalry and court intrigue allowed the chroniclers to record the most
striking events of each reign with equal freedom and neutrality. Intimate details
of the considerations underlying decisions and policies of various sorts are rarely
given. Instead the Chronicle reports the public actions of chiefs and officials, those
events that were indubitably common knowledge, and others which, being
unusual, seemed most worthy of note.
Accordingly the Chronicle omits much routine information of the utmost
interest to us. It neither describes nor "explains" the traditional patterns of territorial and administrative organization. As it was a purely local document that
recorded the reigns of successive chiefs in Kano, successive compilers of this
Chronicle could validly assume that their audience would be fully acquainted
with the political and administrative systems, the geography and social composition of the state whose history they preserved. Thus instead of describing familiar
and traditional arrangements, the chroniclers recorded such significant innovations, deviations, changes and events as the appointment of eunuchs to state
offices, wall building, the establishment of new markets, currency innovations,
changes in military organizations or techniques, the introduction of new texts on
Muslim theology and law, changes in commercial and foreign relations and in the
internal distribution of power, famines, wars, eclipses, some creations of new
office, some local revolts, the arrivals of notable sheikhs or unfamiliar ethnic
groups and similar unique incidents. To appreciate the considerations that governed selection of the items recorded, and to assess their significance to the community and chiefdom, it is therefore necessary to reconstruct in sufficient detail

the general patterns of the society and its government. On this basis we may then
derive the greatest benefit from the many discrete and apparently bizarre items
recorded in the Chronicle. Against such a background, that which at first seemed
bizarre often becomes meaningful as an index or moment of innovation and
change in the structure, content or context of the traditional regime. But to reconstruct this regime with sufficient detail and depth to illuminate the concrete references in the Chronicle we must draw on other bodies of data including, besides
available documentary materials, a structurally systematic collation of oral traditions and an equally intensive study of political developments at Kano from the
jihad to the present day. With this knowledge we can reconstruct in outline the
Hausa state of Kano on the eve of the jihad with reasonable detail and verifiability.
Such reconstructions are developed by algebraic methods of exclusion and restoration, that which is known to have been modified subsequent to the Fulani conquest being restored to its original state as far as our information permits, while
all that is known to have been introduced after 1803 is eliminated from our
account of the previous regime, and all that is known to have been discontinued,
abolished or replaced following the jihad is also restored. The hypothetical and
fragmentary nature of the reconstructions that result from such procedures,
however meticulous and exhaustive, is not in question. All historical statements,
descriptions, narrative and analyses are unavoidably and unfortunately hypothetical and incomplete. Were they otherwise, if they were total representations of
the events or forms to which they refer, their historical reproduction and analysis
would be simply postponed to some future date, since history is inevitably a
selective, implicitly synthetic summary of knowledge of past conditions and
events.
Some Problems and Criteria of Adequacy
in Historical Reconstructions
For scholars whose historical inquiries fall squarely within a range for which
there is an abundance of contemporary documentation, historical reconstructions
such as those presented below may seem too weakly grounded to possess historical validity. It is necesary then to discuss this central question briefly but carefully.
Any historical statement or series of statements integrates three dimensions of
reality: certitude, significance and adequacy; and it is only by combining these
separate scales that we can evaluate historical statements with reasonable confidence.
As regards certitude, historical statements must be evaluated at two levels.
Directly or indirectly, such statements presUme or refer to concrete events and
conditions that prevailed at specific times and places in the recent or remoter past.
These events or conditions constitute the irreducible raw material for historical
presentation and analysis. We may designate them briefly as facts or as pseudofacts. In the most mundane senses of the term it is essential that the events or conditions to which any historical statement refers should be verifiable fact rather
than pseudo-fact. By a fact here, as elsewhere, one merely means any observation
whose particulars can be verified objectively, that is, by independent observers or
by external evidence.24 However, assertions of concrete character which are not
directly verifiable vary in their status, probability and base. Some of these asser-

tions may be valid inferences from other verified data. Others may lack such supports; and in all cases the unverifiable assertion can only have a probability value
that varies with the relative uniqueness of the events or conditions to which it
relates in its particular historical context.
Unverifiable assertions vary in their probability values also as a correlate of
the events or conditions to which they refer. Institutionalized practices, being routine, standardized and often obligatory, normally possess high degrees of generality and persistence in traditional regimes whose fabric and continuity are both
identified with the validity, maintenance and operation of a traditional order.
Thus to delineate the form and history of such an order, we need two major categories of fact. First, we need a sufficient body of relevant information to delineate
the institutional forms, categories, procedures and relations that constitute the
traditional order. In the nature of the case, these institutional categories, procedures, forms and relations will be collective rather than unique. For example, the
forms and modes of taxation, the law and its administration, patterns of community organization and the relations of the chief to officials of various sorts, to the
dynasty and to the commoners-these
and similar categories of institutional fact,
being constitutive, are general throughout the regime, and being standardized are
subject to limited variations of content and form. To establish the historicity of
such institutional patterns, it is merely necessary to observe the current practice,
to record and segregate all known historical changes since the period to which the
reconstruction refers, and independently to collect and examine the statements of
traditional relations and practice during this earlier phase, collecting these from
as many qualified sources, documents or informants as are required to furnish a
reasonably full account of such practice by their concordance with one another
and with the model extracted by the method of residues. Once these antecedent
institutional patterns and categories have been adequately determined, it is then
relatively easy to identify the statuses of differing units, offices and collectivities
of varying kinds. This step enables us to specify the modal patterns of relationship by which those units were formerly integrated into a common polity; and by
this process we are able to move from a general description of the institutional
order to specific identifications of its component units and their interrelations.
This briefly is the method that I shall employ in the following reconstructions of
Kano during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
It is evident that definitions of past institutional patterns based on a systematic combination of contemporary observations, on the specific identification and
exclusion of intervening changes, and on the collation of documentary and oral
accounts of earlier periods, warrant high degrees of confidence, especially insofar
as these patterns are adequately reported and describe a coherent and viable
social system. The historical description of such an institutional system consists
largely in a series of statements about its institutional categories, procedures, relations and forms. The statements that constitute such an historical account of an
institutional order thus differ in form, focus and kind from those that specify the
detailed composition of this order, that is, the distribution of component units
among its prevailing categories. They also differ in kind from equally specific
statements about the conditions or processes by which this order emerged or
changed. It is these specific distributional statements and reported incidents of

change that are most easily isolated as discrete representations of fact for verification from alternative sources, documents, field inquiries and subsequent institutional or material evidence.
In the nature of the case, specific statements of organizational or processual
events fall into three broad categories: those that are verified with or without supplement or modification; those that are falsified with or without qualifications;
and those to which uncertainty attaches either in consequence of conflicting assertions about them, or because appropriate external and! or internal checks are not
immediately available.
If we seek the same sorts of data and level of details for all eras of Kano history, it can be expected that the relative incidence of verified fact will decline as
we move backwards in time from the present. However, this tendency for verifiable data to diminish over time is not uniformly constant. The incidence, quality,
and scope of verifiable data fluctuate unevenly as a function of historical perspectives, events and developments within and around the unit concerned. The Fulani
conquest and the British occupation both terminated historical periods at Kano;
and in consequence both events shed an intense light on the society at these dates.
Information of comparable quality and scope is also available for the years 1450 to
1550 and for the reigns of most Kutumbawa rulers, that is from 1620 onwards.
Even so, as we move backwards in time, our knowledge of Kano's organization
and history steadily decreases, while uncertainty and ignorance take its place.
Even as regards the details of Kano's organization on the eve of the jihad, there are
many gaps in our data. Much that we should like to know is obscure or lost, while
other conditions are the subject of conflicting assertions. However, such deficiencies and ambiguities of data are a common condition of historical inquiries; and
they need not dismay us. It is merely necessary to practice caution and parsimony
in sifting our data; and to separate clearly the verified from the uncertain materials. Provided that we can establish the major institutional forms and their relations, we neither need an exhaustive inventory of the composition of the system,
nor do we need to employ unverified or uncertain data. Provided that our verified materials enable us to understand and describe adequately the constitution
and operation of the regime, and to identify instances and processes of change,
we can pursue our political history without undue distress over the gaps or
uncertainties in our information. Provided only that the body of verified fact
available does furnish an adequate understanding of the nature and conditions of
the regime and its change, we can rest our account and analysis on this hard core
of established observations while reporting uncertain events and reserving uncertain data for further study. However, if we cannot verify the institutional framework which constitutes the substance and subject of historical change, then even
the most extensive list of verified concrete data about its components and their
activities can by themselves neither define the order nor indicate in detail its processes of change. In effect then, given a valid and adequate account of the institutiona,l structure, we can usefully study the historical processes of political change
prOVIded that our verified data, although incomplete, are sufficiently abundant
and detailed. Conversely in the absence of an adequately grounded account of the
institutional organization, this sort of analysis can scarcely be pursued unless an
adequate outline of the order is implicit in the valid materials at hand.

Undoubtedly the following account contains many errors of asserted fact and
interpretation, perhaps even of chronology also. Though I have made strenuous
attempts to avoid or reduce such mistakes, it seems fairly certain that I must have
made many; and though naturally I cannot now identify these errors, it is to be
hoped that others will correct them. Assuming then that besides its uneven coverage of the composition and development of the Kano polity under the Hausa and,
to a lesser extent, under the Fulani, the present text includes various erroneous
statements and interpretations
apart from those reported but segregated as
unverified, it is necessary to ask whether its account or analysis may still be useful
or valid. Subject always to correction by subsequent research, and being presently
unaware of the errors assumed but acutely conscious of various gaps in my information, it seems clear that, however provisional, our study does enjoy adequate
validity on various counts. While numerous shortcomings should elicit corrective
research and data, and may thus contribute to the promotion of a more detailed
and authentic history of Kano, at the analytic level, errors of asserted fact and
interpretation in the present text can hardly determine our theoretical approach or
conclusions, since this study is merely one of several that are presumably subject
to equal degrees of error of many differing kinds. The comparative framework of
the general inquiry thus provides some measure of protection against the derivation of erroneous generalities from analysis of erroneous "fact." However, as we
shall see, a serious effort has been made to guard against erroneous reporting and
interpretation.
Verified or probable facts are merely the indispensable data of history. They
are by no means identical with it. Chronicles such as that of Kano differ from
history-as
I use the term-in
their determination to record events or "facts,"
including opinions and value judgments, to the virtual exclusion of any analysis
of their interconnections.
History as practised by Western writers since Thucydides, and as conceived by Ibn Khaldun, has been progressively concerned with
the interconnections
of events, conditions and other social facts. According to
their interests historians of different persuasion pursue relations of differing sort
between varying bodies of fact. Some merely seek to establish objective sequences
in developments integrated as a series by the presence of one or more common
participants, by their occurrence in a common community, or by reference to some
other variable. Other writers are preoccupied with seeking causal relations or
perhaps correlations within and between sequences of historical events. Some
sociological historians seek to reduce a given historical ensemble to a meaningful
integration of ideas or orientations, whose internal consistency and compatibility
with the social environment, may then be analyzed. It is at this level that historical
statements vary most widely in their significance. A typical historical statement
asserts one or more relations of varying evidential status between two or more
apparently discrete facts, conditions or events. The "typical historian" rarely indicates the theoretical models or axioms that guide his predication of such relations
or his assessment of their relative significance. By contrast, as we have seen,
Hausa chroniclers tend to regard innovation and change, the unexpected and the
bizarre, as significant in themselves and worthy of record, while treating the traditional structure of political relations as too mundane and familiar to note.

Historians document, relate, describe and analyze processes of social change,
economic, legal, religious, political or other. Such change occurs always in the
interstices or relations between and among antecedent and correlative events. It is
inherent in social milieux that many Significant interconnections between the
same sets of simultaneous and successive facts or events can be produced by
scholars with different orientations, assumptions and methods of procedure. Philosophies of history probably differ no less in their range and variety than do the
theories of society advanced by sociologists and anthropologists.
These differences are nonetheless evidence of the uncertain significance of the relations
adduced by different historians with regard to various types of development.
Levels of significance vary; and any given social fact, however unique, can be
shown to stand in some "significant relations" to a wide range of other social
facts, whether these are antecedent, subsequent or simultaneous. However, since
historical interpretation typically selects one or some of these various connections
as Significant to the exclusion of others which may be equally relevant for analysis, and since historians characteristically eschew general theories or models of
the sequence or system under analysis, it is often difficult to determine the degree
or level of significance possessed by a specific datum or set of relations in regard
to a determinate system or sequence of events. Thus historical selectivity, conditioned in part by sheer abundance of documentary materials from those western
communities with which historians have traditionally been preoccupied, in part
by differences of methodology and interest, in part by the traditional hostility of
some historical schools to the framework of social science, and doubtless by
various other factors, seems often to defeat its own ends; assertions of Significant
connection demonstrated by such a theoretical and whimsical selection of data
are often purely subjective at best.
It is appropriate then to ask in what respects and by what means the present
inquiry may avoid similar subjective assertions of significance or selectivity in the
assemblage and presentation of fact.
The comparative research of which the present study forms one part was preceded by an intensive study of the society and history of Zaria emirate,25 which
lies directly south of Kano. This study of Zaria served to identify the institutional
forms and relations that together constitute Hausa society; it served also to identify the forms, procedures and relations that together constituted the native
system of government; and it is accordingly by reference to their place and roles
in these social and political systems that units, procedures or forms of different
type are seen to differ in their significance. In effect, the standard and measure of
relative significance which has guided the present field work and analysis alike
rests on an analysis of the part played by institutions and units of different level
and type in the maintenance or change of these traditional polities. This significance varies with the relative centrality or marginality of such elements or events
in the Hausa political structure.
The field study of Zaria served also to identify the minimally requisite framework of units, forms, processes, conditions and relations concerning which verified data are essential in order to describe a Hausa polity or allow us to analyze its
development and change. It also indicated the most rewarding techniques of field

inquiry and methods of data analysis.26 My field inquiries in Kano have accordingly followed the procedures employed in Zaria, Daura, Katsina and other chiefdoms; they have pursued the same general topics together with any recognizably
significant local patterns or developments; and these data have been analyzed by
the same techniques.
For this analysis, on quitting the field, an exhaustive index of all recorded
materials, oral or other, was first compiled. Some years later, the accuracy and
completeness of that index was checked by compiling another, following which
all references were summarized and tabulated under every entry in the index. By
this means all my information on each particular item-place,
person, event, institution or other-has
been systematically brought together, thereby juxtaposing
data from different sources, oral and documentary, as well as data from the same
informants on different occasions, in a form that simultaneously
facilitates the
identification of inconsistencies and the collation of all my information on each
verifiable item. The same tabular inventory and re-organization of data under
these index headings serves also to objectify and indicate the relative significance
of items and events of the same or different sorts, since the more significant the
item, the greater the number of cross-references under various index headings
that relate to it. Such measures of relative significance are clearly crude and
imperfect. However, significance is a qualitative attribute of structural relations
which it is not always easy to measure quantitatively by relative frequency of
index entries or by other means. Relative significance can only be demonstrated
by the processes of historical change or by an intensive sociological analysis of the
connections between various elements that constitute a common structure or
system and isolates their several contributions toward continuity or change. To
validate such analyses and estimates of significance, it is necessary then to study
historical sequences of continuity and change with special care; and unless that is
done, sociological specifications of necessary or contingent relations of varying
types among the components of a common structure are subject to the same reservations that apply to the general run of asserted historically significant relations.
The third dimension of historical analysis is its adequacy for the understanding or representation
of the conditions or sequences under review. Often that
which is said to be most significant is merely one of a multiplicity of the relevant
or related aspects or relations of given units or events. But adequacy at the representational or analytic levels neither entails nor consists in the complete viridical
reconstitution of the total complex situation or ensemble to which the events or
elements under study belong. Rather it seems that the criteria of an adequate historical or sociological representation and analysis consist in the minimum sum of
verified data required to identify the forms, processes, conditions and interconnections of the institutional units or relations under study, and of the sequence
and processes of change to which the account and analysis relates. In effect, then,
like its significance and certitude, the adequacy of an historical or sociological
account is contingent on the scope and character of the structure to which it refers.
This study of Kano is explicitly conceived as part of an inquiry into the structure of the processes of political change. It accordingly concentrates almost exclusively on the political and administrative institutions and relations of the Hausa
society. Together these political and administrative subsystems constitute the gov-

ernment by which the polity and territory of Kano are identified. But this governmental order represents merely one of several institutional systems that together
constitute and define the Hausa society. Assuming that I can list all elements and
relations that enter into the government of Kano, it is relevant to ask whether an
account or analysis of this system of political relations abstracted from its social
milieu is likely to prove adequate or meaningful.
To this query, the appropriate reply is presented in the following chapters. As
a Muslim state, the society and government of Kano were variably subject to the
prescriptions and proscriptions of Muslim law. Society and government alike
were supported by an economy based on rural agriculture, pastoralism, urban
commerce and craft production. The government drew its revenues and remunerated its representatives by arrangements and procedures which varied in their
legitimacy, legality and public acceptance, but which are also easily recognizable
accommodations of the rulers to their social and economic milieu. In like fashion
the structure of social categories and stratification characteristic of Kano at different periods finds full expression in the organization of the government as a
system of offices differentially allocated among persons of differing category and
status. Besides the dynasty and hereditary nobles identified by offices reserved
for their particular lineages, the Muslim intelligentsia of malams (clerics), community chiefs, craftsmen, slaves, ennuchs and such ethnic groups as the Tuareg,
resident Arabs, Nupe, Kanuri from Bornu, pastoral Fulani of different "clans" and
provenience, settled Fulani, princes, or others of royal descent, were all distinguished by specific political arrangements and provisions as related below. In this
way each major social category or unit was represented in the official hierarchy
directly or indirectly. Likewise, all the major interests and institutional processes
of Hausa society, law, cult, economy, kinship, marriage, stratification and descent,
pastoralism, landholding, slavery, and the long distance caravan trade are relevant to a study of the political system, as they furnish necessary conditions of its
operation and subjects of its regulation.
Clearly at Kano the political order attempted to integrate and regulate the
interests and relations of all other institutional systems. Thus, to describe or
analyze the society as an integrated order of interdependent
activities and relations, we must examine its political structure and processes of government. Alternatively, we may usefully segregate these political institutions for descriptive
analysis and historical study, provided only that due attention is paid to the relevant and variable social conditions, for example, crop failures and famine, epidemics, population
movements,
population
growth
and loss, economic
fluctuations, ideological movements and religious changes, and to many social reorientations or alterations in the internal status structure. Thus, given the multiplicity of social conditions and factors that entered into the constitution and operation of the traditional polity, it is neither necessary, valid nor useful to assume
that changes in or of the political system were governed by constant factors, such
as economy or cult. The best answer to such deterministic interpretations
of
Hausa political history is given by the data directly.
In Kano as elsewhere the relation between government and society has always
been complex and flexible. The variety of social interests and elements that enter
into the form and substance of the regime as essential constituents, themselves

served to protect the political order against domination by any single institutional
interest for very long, however imperious its claims. As shown below, this was
equally the case after the jihad and after the British conquest. In effect, this means
that changes in the form, content and orientation of the local government developed in consequence of internal or external events of an explicitly political character, for example, the conquests by the British or Fulani, decolonization or the like.
This means, briefly, that it should be possible to identify the forces and conditions
of change within the political regimes of Kano without undertaking an exhaustive
analysis of the societal order and its various non-political subsystems, such as
economy, kinship and cult, to seek the ultimate sources of these developments.
Thus, providing only that our account of the essential institutional elements of the
local government and of the conditions and courses of its historic changes is
sound and analytically adequate, we may examine its form, content and change
without continuous attention to other types of institutional data.
In its general plan the present study follows freely the pattern of my earlier
book on the political history of Zaria. I shall begin by trying to describe the polity
of Kano on the eve of the jihad, using all the recorded and verified oral information at my disposal. Next I shall try to sketch the development of the Hausa polity
by confronting my reconstruction of its eighteenth-century
form with a detailed
study of the Kano Chronicle. Besides thus checking my reconstruction, this confrontation should also advance further our understanding
of the Hausa polity
and of the Chronicle that records its development. Next I shall describe the Fulani
jihad and the development of their state up to the time of the British conquest. The
chronicle is then carried forward to 1954 in an account that includes summary
descriptions of the political regime in 1932 and 1950. I shall then proceed to
analyze these data.
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Kana under Alwali (1781-1807)

Sources
To construct the following account of Kano under the last Hausa ruler,
Mohamman Alwali II, I have drawn on all the information at my disposal. This
includes the Kano Chronicle which says little about Alwali's early years, the later
histories of Kano by Malam Adamu na Ma'aji, Malam Adam Muhammad, the
Alkali Mohammad Zangi, and the Dokaji Alhaji Abubakar; the fragmentary notes
of Homeman, c.L. Temple, W.F. Gowers, and others who have discussed prejihadic Kano; the observations of Clapperton in 1824 so far as they permit regressive extrapolations; administrative files and District Notebooks which provide
valuable if unsystematic data on Kano organization before the jihad; and especially the oral data collected from several elderly men in Kano City who were
Widely respected as local "authorities" on the pre-Fulani government and society.
Besides Malarns Buhari, Maikano Abdullahi, Dan Isa and Maigida, the pre-Fulani
institutions of Kano were also discussed at length in several interviews with each
of the following: the Wamban Sankira Zubairu, Malam Mamman Zango, Malam
Mohamman Sani, and the Magajin Dakwara. About one-half of these interviews
were individual and private. On other occasions the groups interviewed varied
freely in composition. Of these local informants, several traced descent to senior
officials who served in the Hausa government under Mohamman Alwali II. For
example, Malam Maikano is three generations removed in the direct line of
descent from Alwali's senior slave official, the Shamaki Mohamman. Muhamman
Zango and Malam Maigida can also trace descent to free senior officials of
Alwali's regime. Another, the Wamban Sankira Zubairu, as one of the emir's
senior Hausa praise singers, had memorized a great deal of valuable historical
material in the stereotyped praise songs which it was his duty to address to officials on appropriate occasions. In addition, out of personal interest, the Wamban
Sankira had gathered other traditions about the last Kutumbawa rulers in his
early youth. All my informants on Hausa Kano before the jihad were of Hausa
("Habe") descent. In 1959 all were over 60 years of age, and Malarns Maikano,
Mohamman Sani, Magajin Dakwara and Maigida were then past 80. In addition,
while in Maradi, Niger, earlier that year, I visited the Hausa Sarkin Kano

Abubakar, Alwali's descendant and the 8th successor to the empty title at Maradun, where this branch of Alwali's lineage have been settled for several generations; and for most of one forenoon we discussed the pre-Fulani organization of
Kano in as much detail as the dispossessed chief, who had never visited his ancestors' domain, could recall.
To derive the following account of Kano under Alwali, I tried to integrate all
these uneven and disparate data by tabulating my information under an extensive series of index categories. This procedure identifies corroborative, conflicting,
complementary
and supplementary information obtained from the same or different sources on the same or different occasions. It thus facilitates the classification and assessment of all available items of data for reliability. In the following
description I shall indicate my reservations with regard to the accuracy or completeness of my information wherever necessary; thus unqualified statements are
assumed to be historically correct.
Kana, Katsina and the Caravan Trade
Kano under Alwali was one of the greatest and most ancient states in the
Central Sudan. Possibly then the most populous and prosperous Sudanese city; it
formed a natural terminus for the central Sudanic caravan trade that flowed
through Ghat and Ghadames to and from Tripoli. It also stood on the main
highway between Gonja and Gasrgamu, the Bornu capital on the Yobe River some
80 miles west of Lake Chad; and by reason of its large dense population, which
probably numbered over 400,000 souls at that date, the state provided an attractive market for visiting merchants. By 1800 the city may have contained about
30,000 residents within its walls. During the long dry season between November
and May when the trade routes and markets were busiest, its population may
have swelled by another ten thousand, most of whom were probably part-time
traders and craftsmen from the densely settled districts round about who moved
into town at this season to pursue their occupations in the vicinity of its market.
By 1780 Kano had lost commercial leadership in the trans-Saharan traffic to its
rival Katsina, which lay just under a hundred miles to the northwest. From 1565
until c. 1650 these neighbouring states had waged a long destructive war, probably in part to determine who should engross the lucrative Saharan trade. However, it is possible that this strife was promoted or encouraged by the rulers of
Bornu, who had earlier sought to dominate the Hausa states to their west. Finally
peace was made with Katsina on Kano's initiative during the reign of Shekarau
Dan Alhaji (1649-1651) through the good offices of three leading Kano clerics, the
Shehu Atuman, the Limarnin Yandoya and a certain Malam Bawa. To ensure that
the peace would be kept, the Shehu Atuman pronounced a formal curse and
invoked Allah's wrath on all who broke it; and thereafter Katsina and Kano have
been at peace.
Cessation of these hostilities in 1650 ushered in a period of great prosperity for
Kano. For the next 80 years, it was the unchallenged commercial capital of the
Central Sudan, an emporium that engrossed the desert and trans-Sahilian trade
linked by frequent caravans to Nupe, Ashanti, Asben and Gwanja and eastwards
to Gasrgamu, Bilma and Wadai. It was probably at this time that Kano's indigodyed cloth became a standard article for fashionable wear from Timbuktu and

further west in the Sudan to Murzuk, Fez and Tripoli on the Mediterranean. Katsina, the center of finest Hausa leatherwork, lay too far north in the Sahil to
compete with Kano in this clothing trade. The cotton and indigo on which Kano's
prosperity and commercial dominance was largely based at this period require an
average annual rainfall of about 35 inches, such as southern Kano receives, unlike
the area of Katsina's densest population, one degree of latitude further north.
To visiting merchants, Kano's cloth industry was a major attraction. During
the 17th century standard strips of cloth, the turkudi (pI. turkuda), of uniform size,
weave, and dye served as an accepted currency throughout the central Sahara
and Sudan. These turkuda were produced in southern and central Kano, in northern Zaria and adjacent Rano, the regions best suited to cultivation of cotton and
indigo. Farmers, weavers, and dyers in those areas thus had a ready and almost
illimitable market for their cloth currency; and of course, although the values of
turkuda varied regionally and seasonally, its currency value always corresponded
in some degree to its local demand as clothing and thus to its local price. Under
such conditions, the Kano cloth industry expanded to supply extensive markets
opened to it by the increasing caravan traffic; and in consequence of the profitability of this clothing trade to merchants as well as to the local producers, the caravan traffic to and through Kano seems to have grown equally with local increases
in the output of quality clothing, and of cloth for currency or wear. Caravans also
visited Katsina, bringing salt, copper, paper and northern goods, and purchasing
the beautiful Katsina leather goods, water skins, some fine clothing, and the like;
yet even then Kano was probably the major market. There the large densely
nucleated population around the capital provided an excellent market; and local
traders as well as resident Arabs were eager to serve as middleman by purchasing
surplus goods for export further south, east or west to Nupe, Katanga (Oyo), Zazzau, Kumasi, and perhaps also to Jukun. Thus Kano merchants learned commercial skills and techiques by competition with Ghadames traders resident in the
city.
Besides clothing, leather, metal work, foodstuffs and other standard Hausa
products in which visiting merchants were interested, slaves, a major staple of the
Saharan traffic, were also exported to Bomu in the east and southwards to Oyo
and Nupe for further shipment to the New World. Once again, Kano was better
placed to supply the foreign markets with slaves than was its major rival, Katsina.
Slaves were generally recruited from nearby communities whose members were
neither Muslim nor spoke the Hausa language as their native tongue. Raiding, the
major means by which slaves were secured for export, had always been stateorganized and regulated. It was thus exclusively an official enterprise; and by
comparison with Katsina, Kano City lay much closer to substantial slave reservoirs.
Due south one hundred miles was the city of Zaria, capital of another ancient
and powerful Hausa state. Today Zaria City still stands only 60 miles north of the
limits of continuous Hausa occupation. By orientation as well as their geo-social
context the Hausa of Zaria relied on slaves as their staple export. Unquestionably
many slaves from Zaria were marketed at Kano and probably by local traders
who visited Zaria to purchase these profitable commodities. Probably few caravans then passed beyond Kano to the Zaria slave markets, as Kano could supply

their demands. The rulers and merchants of Kano also were concerned to keep
their city as the terminus of the trans-Saharan trade by supplying its needs as
fully as possible.
By 1700 Kano was clearly the leading economic center in this region. The overwhelming bulk of the lucrative caravan trade, both trans-Saharan and transSudanic, passed through its market. Not long afterwards, Mohamman Sharefa
(1703-1731) sought to increase his revenues by introducing monthly market
taxes.! Sharefa's son and successor, Muhammadu Kumbari (1731-1743) increased
this market taxation, perhaps in response to inflationary conditions linked with
the introduction of cowrie currency during Sharefa's reign.2 In consequence,
"there was so much disturbance that the Arabs left the town and went back to
Katsina, and most of the poorer people in the town fled to the country."3 From
then until some decades after the jihad, Katsina replaced Kano as the commercial
capital of Hausaland; and by 1770 in consequence Katsina enjoyed an unprecedented wave of prosperity and expansion.
The new cowrie currency did not immediately displace the old cloth currency.
As late as 1824, Clapperton notes that cowrie currency had penetrated no further
eastwards than Katagum, then under Fulani rule. In Bornu and to the north,
"native cloth, or some other commodity of standard price, had been the common
medium of exchange."4 On Barth's observations, it seems that cowries had little
part in the Bornu exchange system before the mid or late 1840s, that is, more than
a century after they circulated in the Kano market.s Thus, despite the relocation of
Arab and Tuareg trading agents in Katsina follOWing Kumbari's reign, turkuda
and other Kano cloth was still in great demand for currency and for wear. Perhaps
some Katsina merchants undertook to supply the visiting caravans with this Kano
product. It is also probable that slaves were then brought north from Kano and
Zaria to Katsina for re-export to and across the Sahara. By these and other means
Katsina retained the economic leadership of Hausa which it owed to Kumbari's
policy until the Fulani conquest and subsequent struggles destroyed it.6
Nothing in the Kano Chronicle suggests that Kumbari's successors retrieved
the fortunes he lost. Rather we are told that shortly after his accession, Muhamman Alwali, the last Hausa chief of Kano, anticipating famine, collected huge
stores of sorghum and millet; "nevertheless, famine overtook him."7Alwali's
policy may reflect some economic reorientation at Kano, at least in ruling circles.
Perhaps Alwali sought to compensate for the loss of Kano's lucrative commerce
by renewed emphasis on agriculture. In any event, while there was no famine at
Kano before 1804-1807 during Alwali's reign, the state had lost its chief commercial assets, and probably the expansion of its cloth industry had also slowed to a
halt. There may even have been a significant economic depression at the urban
center. The wave of pmsperity that swept Kano along from 1650 until 1731 had
now passed to Katsina.

Bornu and the Hausa Bakwai
At longitude East 8 degrees 30 minutes, Kano City stands due south of Daura
and north of Rano and Zaria, all capitals of ancient Hausa states. Eighty miles
eastwards stood Biram (Garun Gabas) in modern Hadeija. Northwest lay Katsina,

and beyond that Gobir. These states identified themselves as a group that shared
common kinship and descent. According to the famous Hausa origin myth, all
were founded by the descendants of one Bayajidda or Abuyazid who married the
Queen of Daura after slaying a mythical snake which denied her people access to
their only well.s Bayajidda is said to have fled westwards from Kanem-Bornu
where the Magumi dynasty of Sefawa descent had long ruled. On his westward
flight Bayajidda left his wife, the Magira or senior princess of Bornu, at Garun
Gabas where she bore his son Biram who later ruled this region as its first chief.
In Daura, besides a son, Bawo, by his wife the queen, Bayajidda is said also to
have begotten another, Karba Gari, by a Gwari concubine given to him by his
spouse. From Karba Gari, according to the myth, were descended the Banza
Bakwai or seven non-Hausa states. The latter, Kebbi, Zamfara, Nupe, Gwari, Yauri,
Yoruba (Oyo), and the Jukun, or Kororofa as Hausa call them, are thus said to
share common descent. Of these, Zamfara and Kebbi lay due west of Katsina,
while Yauri stands on the Niger about 100 miles south of Birnin Kebbi. Nupe and
Yoruba (Oyo) lay several hundred miles further south. The Gwari occupy a territory that stretches northeast from Nupe to the southern limits of Katsina and into
central Zazzau. Of the Banza Bakwai, only the Jukun (Kororofa) are east of Zaria.
Notably neither of these contraposed lists of states includes Bornu, from which
Bayajidda is said to have come and to which all the Hausa Bakwai at one time rendered tribute, recognizing its sultan as their suzerain for many years. Of the Banza
Bakwai, only Yauri and perhaps Nupe were similarly subordinate to Bornu. In
addition the seven Hausa states were distinguished as a common cultural group
from the societies on their southern and western borders by two basic features.
All Hausa Bakwai, Daura, Kano, Katsina, Rano, Zaria, Gobir and Auyo, share
Hausa as their common native tongue. Despite some differences of dialect their
speech is mutually intelligible, and their customs and forms of society are very
similar. By contrast the Banza Bakwai include several peoples such as the Jukun,
Yoruba, Gwari, and Nupe whose native speech differs radically from Hausa. Of
the remaining states, Kebbi, Yauri and Zamfara, only the last is preponderantly
Hausa in population. However, Zamfara always remained beyond the reach of
Bornu imperialism, and'perhaps for that reason has not been assimilated to the
Hausa Bakwaiby mythological descent from Bayajidda and Bawo, but is classified
among the non-Hausa states instead.
Between Kano and Bornu lay a region known as Bornu Nguderi that contained several minor chiefdoms during the eighteenth century, Tashena, Shirra,
Auyo, Gasia, Kazura, Gatarwa, and Garun Gabas or Biram among them.9 Like
Kano and the other major Hausa states at this period, all these minor chiefdoms
rendered tribute to Bornu. At Murzuk in 1799 the explorer Horneman learned
from a Hausa marabout who may have hailed from Katsina that that state then
paid an annual tribute of 100 slaves to Bornu.1ODespite the military vigour of
Gobir at that date, Horneman's informant regarded Katsina and Kano as the two
"most powerful" Hausa states.ll In 1851 another explorer, Henry Barth learned
that on their accession, the chiefs of Katsina each had to forward a gaisuwa or
tribute of 100 slaves to the court of their suzerain at Gasrgamu.12 Neither explorer
estimates the tribute from Kano to Bornu. However, it was probably similar in
periodicity; form and value to that furnished by Katsina.

It is said that in the eighteenth century Bornu received Yauri's tribute through
Zaria, together with its ownj while tribute from the northern states, Kano and
Rano, Gobir, Katsina, and Daura, was collected at Daura for transfer east.13 This
may be true since, of all the states thus far studied, only at Daura and at Zaria
have I found special officers charged with the care and transfer of these tributes.14
~y data a~so co~
~arth's observations that under Bornu domination, provided a chief met his tributary obligations regularly, "it does not appear that his
sovereign rights were in any way interfered with."15 Thus, despite its vassal
status, the political autonomy of Kano may not have been severely affected by
Bornu overrule. Perhaps Kano's obligation to render annual tribute as the price of
peace merely reflected prevailing estimates of the balance of military power.
However, during Alwali's reign at Kano, the aggressive chief of Gobir, Bawa Jan
Gwarzo (1776-1796) repudiated Bornu's claims for allegiance and tribute, and led
his army eastwards to assert his independence in the field. Not long before, Kano
had had to wage a brief bu t bitter defensive war against Soba, then chief of Gobirj
and it is probable that, despite the demonstration of Bornu's weakness, Alwali
was well advised to retain his link with Gasrgamu, the Bornu capital, as an insurance against the armies of Gobir which were then resolutely attacking Katsina.
The Boundaries

a/Kana,

1780-1800

Alwali's chiefdom included most of the present territory of Kano emirate.
However, there have since been several important changes. In the late eighteenth
century; when the Kazaure chiefdom did not exist, its present territory was distributed among the adjoining emirates of Katsina, Kano and Daura. The settlement of Kazaura was then a stockaded village (keffi) on the northwesterly frontier
of Kanoj and all Kazaure territory to its south came under Alwali's rule. At that
date, the northeastern frontiers of Kano may also have included most of the territory of Gumel that lies west of Kukalbaldi and Shabiru. Most of this area was
sparsely populated except for Fulani pastoralists and their herds. The Manga
chief from whom the rulers of modem Gumel trace descent then lived further
north in Bornu or Niger. The present boundary between Gumel and Kano was
established later by severe fighting after the Fulani conquest of Kano.
In outline, the present boundary between Hadeija and Kano emirates corresponds fairly well with the limits of eighteenth century Kanoj but in Alwali's day
Hadeija was merely a village within the chiefdom of Auyo, and the present territory of Hadeija emirate was divided among several petty states, all mutually
independent and subject to Bornu. Between 1768 and 1776, Auyo, perhaps the
oldest of these states, suffered a severe attack from Kano, for reasons I do not
knoW.16On this occasion, if I interpret the Kano Chronicle correctly, the ruler of
Bornu may have ordered the chief of Kano, Babba Zaki, to desist.
At the start of Alwali's reign, the Kano boundary ran southwest from its
southernmost junction with Hadeija and past Birnin Bako, Magami and Kongura,
before pushing south towards Riruwe. The district of Bimin Kudu formed an
independent chiefdom at Alwali's accession, but during his reign the chief of
Birnin Kudu is said to have made voluntary submission (cafka) to Alwali, and his
country was incorporated within the Kano domain as an internally autonomous
substate.J7 Birnin Kudu was thus the last of several ancient chiefdoms to be

absorbed by Kano under Hausa rule. From its list of local chiefs, that chiefdom
may have been founded before Kano during the tenth century AD. It then probably occupied most of the present district of Bimin Kudu and included some territory in the modem province of Bauchi. The walls of Birnin Kudu were over three
miles in length and had twelve fortified gates. Its chiefs and people were Hausa of
the same stock as Kano to their northwest.
Between 1768 and 1786, the Sarkin (chief of) Kano Babba Zaki, having overrun
Auyo "built a house at Takai and almost lived there, but the court refused to live
there."IB Takai lies about 25 miles west northwest of Birnin Kudu, and about the
same distance east northeast from Burumburum, then the capital of another independent chiefdom. From Takai, Babba Zaki "made war on Burumburum, (and)
took the town by assault, capturing many of the inhabitants and cutting the
throats of some, whilst the others fled."19 Thereafter, Babba Zaki incorporated
Burumburum into Kano state. Perhaps it was fear of similar treatment that later
led the chief and people of Birnin Kudu to place themselves under Alwali's protection and control without a struggle. The proximity of Takai, which was garrisoned by throne slaves under the command of the Jekadan Garko, a senior
military slave official, was probably critical in promoting this decision.
Until Birnin Kudu was incorporated in Kano by Alwali, the territories of Kila
and Gwaram which lay beyond it to the southeast were also probably independent. Administrative sources suggest that Gwaram was founded by Fulani from
Bauchi after the jihad in Kano, and Kila by Hausa before it.2°Whether this entire
southeastern comer of modem Kano was formerly subject to the chiefs of Birnin
Kudu, and was thus transferred by them to Kano in Alwali's reign, remains
unknown, though probable.
Another obscurity surrounds the status of Rano. According to the Hausa myth
of origin, Bagauda, the first chief of Kano, and Zamnakogi who founded Rano
were either twins or full brothers. Under the version current at Kano, as Bawo's
youngest son, Zamnakogi was denoted by the special term, auta and to this day
the chiefs of Rano are sung as Autan BaWD. The Dokaji Abubakar relates the Kano
tradition that their mother placed Zamnakogi under Bagauda's protection. Politically, these kinship idioms probably indicate that the formerly independent chiefdom of Rano, which by descent and antiquity was Kano's equal, had long since
been incorporated into the senior state as an internally autonomous local chiefdom bound to Kano by ties of vassalage and kinship. This interpretation fits all
explicit statements on relations between Rano and Kano at this period that I could
gather.21 According to the Kano Chronicle, Rano was the target of assault from
Kano under Yaji who ruled from 1349-1385.22 Thereafter, the Chronicle makes no
mention of further conflicts between these unitsj but, apart from numerous assertions that Rano formed an internally autonomous chiefdom within the eighteenth
century Kano state, circumstantial evidence indicates this.
Ten miles southeast of Rano lay Burumburum, a town which at this date was
said to be equal to Rano in population and wealth. We have seen how Burumburum was forcibly incorporated in the Kano state by Babba Zaki between 1768 and
1776. That conquest brought Kano all its present territory which lies south of
Burumburum to the borders of Zaria and Bauchi and northwestwards from
Burumburum to Tudunwada. The major unit in that area was the small chiefdom

centered at ~ruwe in the extreme south. According to my information Riruwe
was subordmate to Burumburum before Babba Zaki's conquest; and although
s~bsequer:tly separated for administration and supervision by the Kano chiefs,
Riruwe still ranks below Burumburum in the Kano order of precedence.
From Tudunwada westwards, the boundaries of Kano have been virtually
unchanged from Alwali's day to ours. All major local units in this area, Bebeji,
Kofa, Kiru, Karaye, Gwarzo, Getso and Shanono, were ancient components of the
Kano state; and, follOWing the peace of 1650 between Katsina and Kano, the
boundary between these states was never disputed until the Fulani emir of Katsina, Mamman Bello (1844-1869) began to build walls around Dan Zabuwa in
southeastern Katsina. His neighbour, the emir of Kano Abdullahi, promptly
claimed the site and its adjoining territory. To avert strife the dispute was referred
to the Sultan of Sokoto, and settled by his decision as related below.23
The Population:

Ethnic Categories

Before proceeding to describe the political institutions and organization of
Alwali's day, it is necessary to give a general account of the Kano population and
society. As might be expected in view of its commercial and ecological situation,
the population was heterogeneous both in its ethnic composition and with respect
to status. Besides Islarnised Hausa, the country contained many substantial
enclaves of pagan Hausa, or Maguzawa as they are called. In the south on the borders of Bauchi, there are other pagan groups, Warjawa, Ajawa, and 'Mbutawa
from whom Kano recruited slaves as tribute (gandu) or by raids. These southern
pagans spoke unfamiliar languages of the Niger-Congo or semi-Bantu type, and
were accordingly subject to harsher treatment from the Muslim Hausa than that
meted out to Maguzawa. In Islamic terms these pagan Hausa were classified by
their Muslim cousins as protected and friendly heathen (kahiran amana); Warjawa,
'Mbutawa and Ajawa who differed in language and culture were regarded as hostile heathen whose subjugation was desirable on religious and secular grounds.
The Hausa chiefdom ruled by Alwali also contained large numbers of Fulani,
many of whom had settled permanently in the city or rural towns while others
lived as pastoral nomads, moving across the country with their herds from wet
season homesteads in search of grass and water, as their descendants do to this
day. Kano Hausa accordingly distinguish two major categories of local Fulani, the
Bororoje or pastoral nomads, who are also called the "Bush" or "Cow" Fulani, and
the Settled or Town Fulani, the Fulanin Gida. Fulani, of course, make many other
and different distinctions among themselves, only a few of which concern us
here. 24
All Fulani share with Muslim Hausa an emphasis on agnatic descent and relationships in the allocation of jural status, inheritance, succession and liabilities.
Moreover, as with Muslim Hausa, agnation entails no exogamy among pastoral
or settled Fulani, whereas among the Maguzawa and southern pagans agnatic
descent groups are exogamous. This feature of their social organization accordingly serves to segregate the pagans from surrounding Muslims, both Fulani and
Hausa. Lacking exogamous localised lineages ordered by prescriptive relations of
descent, patrilineal kin groups among the Muslims, being subject to various situational pressures and contingencies, are labile in their boundaries, composition

and social implications. Today most Hausa commoners, despite their agnatic
transmissions of property and status, find it difficult to name their grandfather's
father;25but free nobles and slaves who have interests in particular titles are much
better informed on these questions; and patrilineal descent groups of considerable
depth and span are characteristic of privileged Hausa. They are even more stringently defined and sustained among the urban Fulani, most of whom practised
clerical occupations as malams, jurists and Islamic scholars, and accordingly
upheld Arabic values, notions and techniques of genealogical recording.
Pastoral Fulani, subject to very different social and ecological conditions, frequently move their wet season residence as their pastoral programs or social situations seem to require.26 In consequence of such progressive dispersals of Fulani
descent-groups throughout the Sudan from Lake Chad to the Atlantic, Hausa
have for long classified Fulani by reference either to the areas in which they reside
or to those from which they have come. This mode of classification is of course
welcome to pastoralists for its anonymity and the opportunity it offers to shed
one's previous local identity. Under the Hausa system of classification, to establish a new identity it was merely necessary for the pastoralists to relocate their
wet season residences at intervals.
The cores of these pastoral communities are recruited by kinship, patrilineage
and marriage; and irrespective of their relocation, among the Fulani themselves,
patrilineal relations are immutable and determine individual identity. Thus while
Fulani may periodically assume new identities among the Hausa by serial relocations, among themselves their relations are constant and ascriptively defined.
I know no comprehensive study of the organization of Fulani society. Being so
mobile and widely scattered across the central and western Sudan, such studies
are difficult to design and execute. Perhaps our best guide on this subject, as on so
many others, are the observations of Henry Barth. He distinguishes four tribal
groups or stocks among the true Fula, Fulbe, Pullo, or Fulani, as they are known
in different places, namely the Iel, the Ba'a, So and Beri.27Each of these stocks contains a plurality of tribes, clans and unilineal descent groups. Many of these lesser
units are endogamous \'lnd occupationally specialized, thus giving the Fulani
community the appearance of a caste-stratified social order. As a correlate of these
emphases on tribal endogamy and occupational inheritance, Fulani society is an
ascriptively defined status order in which prestige and leadership vest prominently in some units to the exclusion of others. This ancient status structure
accordingly furnishes a firm but flexible framework for ad hoc assemblages of
migrating pastoralists, and also orders their relations with the clerical Fulani
intelligentsia of the towns. Once an individual's lineage identity is known, his
position in the status hierarchy is fixed, and his relations with other members of
the Fulani community are consequently determinate and predictable. Their status
structure serves further to segregate the Fulani as an ethnic group from other
people, wherever they may reside. This follows because the status order, which
regulates intra-Fulani relations, being fixed and defined by the myth of their
common descent from Ukuba, an Arab progenitor,2B restricts the incorporation of
non-Fulani peoples by extension or fictions. For example, enslavement only
permits indirect incorporation of descent lines within the community at the
lowest level of slaves and serfs. By the same token, once senior representatives of

high ranking Fulani clans and tribes initiate collective action on behalf of the community as a whole, other Fulani tribes and clans of lower caste readily mobilize
under their leadership. Their high mobilization potential is thus a function of the
social structure of this dispersed, endogamously oriented and internally stratified
people, whether nomadic or settled; and during the eighteenth century this
capacity for rapid mobilization over wide areas was important in facilitating a
number of successful jihads led by Toronkawa clerics who, although assimilated
in the highest Fulani stratum with the Suleibawa or Sussulbe, are more correctly
classified with the Zoromawa, and certain other groups as rim be, or assimilated
people, than as true Fulani.29
Hausa distinguish also a third category of semi-sedentary Fulani who typically occupy discrete settlements close by a rural town. While these semi-sedentarized Fulani normally have small herds of cattle, they depend primarily on
agriculture, craft production and trade. Such groups are generally distinguished
as Agwai, the term Rahazawa being apparently reserved for those Agwai who
combine seasonal transhumance with subsistence agriculture.
Besides designations by provenience, many Fulani communities settled in
Kano are also known by Hausa names which either allude to some specific event
in the history of the group or misstate its correct Fulani lineage designation,
thereby assimilating its Hausa identification to the category of groups distinguished by reference to place. Some examples will illustrate how these Hausa
schemes of denotation conceal Fulani identities and relationships. One of Alwali's
senior Fulani headmen was the famous Malam Maiyaki (warrior), also known as
Dim Tunku, a name which may refer to some title Maiyaki once held. This Dan
Tunku claimed leadership of the Yerimawa Fulani who were settled in northwestern Kano, adjacent to Daura and Katsina, and who formed a distinct community
identified by common descent, history and internal leadership. Their name has
two complementary
etymologies. Some say that their forbears moved to this
region from the district of Yeri in western Bornu, the fief of the crown prince or
Yerima; but it is also said that the Yerimawa migration from Bornu to Kano followed a clash in which these ancestral Fulani slew the Yerima (Crown Prince) of
Bornu. Thus the term Yerimawa, by which this group is currently known in Katsina, Kano, Kazaure and Daura, simultaneously refers to the unit's provenience
and to its formation as a distinct group in response to a particular historical event.
An equally famous example of historical differentiation
perpetuated
by
change of name occurs in the descent group now known as the Jobawa. During
the reigns of Alwali and his predecessors these Jobawa were settled at Utai near
Suma'ila in southeastern Kano. On learning the reputation of the Shehu Usman
dan Fodio, it is related that one of these Fulani of Utai, Malam Umaru, took his
children to the Shehu's home at Degel in northwestern Gobir and asked the Shehu
to accept his daughter Habiba as a pupil. When the Shehu agreed, Habiba immediately asked if he would also consent to teach her younger brother Ahmadu, who
later acquired the lakabi or nickname of Malam Bakatsine. The Shehu is said to
have replied in Fulfulde, "ja ba do," meaning "your wish is granted." According
to this tradition, the agnatic issue of Malam Umam and his two sons, Ahmadu
(Malam Bakatsine) and Sa'idu, were subsequently identified as a distinct descent
group, and named Jobawa to honor this event. However, it seems certain that

Malam Umaru and his agnates were by birth Fulani of Waijobe stock30 and that the
structurally significant condition which differentiated Malam Umaru's zuri'a
(agnatic issue) from other Waijobe was the Shehu's recognition of Malam
Bakatsine as one of his senior representatives at Kano during and after the jihad.
To illustrate conversion of Fulani descent names in Hausa speech into designations for local descent groups, we may cite two lineages settled near Dutse in
Alwali's reign. In Fulani speech these two groups are identified as segments of the
Jelube or Jelbe and of the Yan Lagi'en respectively. Hausa designate them as
Jelubawa (the people of Jelbe) and Yeligawa, the latter being the Hausa equivalent
of Yan Lagi' en. Other Jelbe settled in Kano city at this time were distinguished for
undetermined reasons as Gyenawa (5. baGyeni). In like fashion the Fulanin Jayen
are regarded by Hausa as a segment of the Bebedawa Fulani who take their name
from Bebeji in southwestern Kano where their headman resides. Again, the Fulani
of Jahun in northeastern Kano came to this area from Mali during the seventeenth
century; but such identification of their provenience reveals nothing about their
descent, tribal affiliations, and status within the Fulani community. Another
important group, the Yolawa who were settled in northwestern Kano in Alwali's
day, are Fulani of Ba'a stock. Whether the group owes its common name to its
former or current location remains obscure. It is sometimes said that the capital of
Adamawa emirate which was established by Modibbo Adamu during the
Shehu's jihad was named Yola to honor this Ba'a lineage of Kano. However within
the city, during and after Alwali's reign, the leading members of this Ba'a group
lived in the ward known as Tudun Yola (the Yola rise or slope). It is thus quite
possible that this Ba'a group at Kano received its name from the city ward in
which its leaders dwelt. In like fashion, one branch of Jelubawa are known as
Kurawa because their members lived in that ward of the town.
Merely to list some of the more important Fulani groups who had long dwelt
at Kano under Hausa rule may indicate their variety and importance. Apart from
the Yolawa, Jobawa, Yerimawa, Jelubawa, Yeligawa, Gyenawa, Bebejawa, Fulanin
Jayen, Agwai and the Mallawa at Jahun, there were large, internally diverse
Suleibawa communities in southwestern Kano and adjoining Zaria; Danejawa
concentrated at Zuwo an<;lKiru close by one branch of Suleibawa; Dambazawa,
under the leadership of Malam Dabo of Dambazau in northern Kano, Mundubawa or clerics (Modibbawa), concentrated in Kano city and its immediate
environs; Dokajawa, Daurawa, Jelurawa, Dugujawa, Cilabawa and several Fulani
groups from Bornu, one of whom, the Zarawa, achieved prominence later.

Hausa-Fulani Relations
The political and administrative
arrangements by which this large diverse
Fulani population was incorporated into the Hausa state are briefly discussed
below. Here we should note that besides differentiation through dispersion,
descent and status in Fulani society, Fulani groups were also differentiated by
occupation and ecology. Bororoje, Rahazawa, Agwai and Fulanin Gida occupied
mutually distinctive social and economic contexts in view of their differing measures of nomadism or sedentarization. As we would expect, members of many
Fulani tribes or clans were ecologically differentiated by distribution within these
ca tegories.

Relations between Fulani and Hausa varied as an aspect of the sedentary or
nomadic habits of the various Fulani groups. Pastoralists in transit had very
limited and specific relations with the sedentary Hausa across whose lands they
moved. The pastoralists were most closely linked to those Hausa communities in
which they had their wet season homes and gardens. Rahazawa, having long
established local communities in specific areas, were more or less continually
engaged in a wide variety of social interactions with the Hausa grain farmers and
craftsmen, officials and traders around them. Nonetheless, following Fulani traditions, however sedentary, these localized groups, although freely taking women
from other groups as wives or concubines, disapproved the transfer of Fulani
girls in return. Even in the Hausa capitals, the Fulanin Gida likewise maintained
their distinctness by avoiding intermarriage and kinship assimilation with the
Hausa ruling group. Hausa-Fulani relations accordingly lacked those basic solidarities with which ties of kinship, affinity and marriage furnish communities at
these levels of social and economic development. Instead, even in the Hausa capitals, Fulani strenuously preserved the social distance they found essential to
maintain their ethnic closure and traditional status within the distinctive order of
Fulani society.
Whereas the Bororo, Rahazawa and Agwai categories of Fulani were clearly
subject to Hausa institutions and variably dependent on Hausa goodwill, the
Fulanin Gida occupied a somewhat different position, particularly that large
segment of this group which specialised in clerical Muslim occupations and
served as teachers, priests, scribes, copyists, jurists, marabouts, and in cognate
roles that presupposed literacy in the Maghrebine Ajemic script, and a working
knowledge of Arabic and Islamic teachings on theology and law. At Kano such
Fulani clerics probably constituted the bulk of the local Muslim 'ulama or learned
men (malamai, s. malam), indispensable for the organization and guidance of a
Muslim community. As we have seen, they were also segregated by ethnicity and
language from other local 'ulama as leading elements of a very numerous and
widely dispersed Fulani community. Besides their routine clerical functions,
many of these Fulani malams devoted themselves to intensive study of the available Islamic texts, and in their schools, writings and addresses they discussed and
disputed such critical but apparently innocuous questions as Jibril's assertion that
innovation constituted disbelief and apostasy.31 Many of these Fulani clerics were
already enrolled in the Kadiriyya order (tariqa), knew of the Fulani jihad in Futa
Toro, and were sensitive to the Islamic revival launched by Shaikh Jibril of Agades
throughout the central Sudan. Preoccupied in their religious fraternities and
schools with such doctrinal questions, the Fulani 'ulama kept aloof from their
immediate environment, whose Islamic status seemed to them ambiguous and
questionable. However, many Fulani held important official positions in Hausa
government,
typically as headmen of semi-nomadic pastoral communities.
Others served as judicial assessors, scribes and imams (limam, pi. limamm). A few
clerics probably served as scribes; and those Fulani whose secular orientations
allowed them to accept the ritual syncretisms that characterised the accommodations of paganism and Islam in eighteenth-century Kano could freely assimilate to
Hausa society by pursuing political, military and administrative careers. The
Hausa chiefs of Kano were always ready to welcome and reward such supporters.

Tuareg and Arabs
Scattered throughout the northern districts of the chiefdom were nu~erous
discrete settlements in which the Tuareg of Agades and Damargu had, WIth the
consent of local chiefs and the king's permission, settled their Buzaye (s., Buzu)
slaves and serfs. Annually the Tuareg visited Kano, bringing salt in caravans that
sometimes exceeded 3,000 camels. Having deposited their salt with local age~~s
for re-export or sale, they would purchase the supplies they needed and VlSlt
these serf estates to collect their shares of the grain harvests. One-tenth of the total
crop was transferred to the local chief for the ruler, as required by the Muslim la,:
of zakat (zakka). In addition Tuareg slave-owners were expected to make appropnate gifts to chiefs of the areas in which their estates lay and to its ruler before
setting out for home.
.
.,
At Kano city, besides local communities of Kanurl (Benben), Nupe, and
Hausa from other states, the most notable trading group were those Arabs from
Ghadames and Ghat, who had remained in Kano despite Kumbari's "oppression." Those who remained in Kano after that served as local agents for their merchant kinsmen at the Katsina capital.32 Like other communities of resident aliens,
these Arabs occupied a special ward in the city supervised by an officially recognized headman whom they selected from among themselves. Equally at ho~e in
Hausa and Arabic and in close, continuous contact with their kinsmen at TmtelIus, Ghat and Tripoli, these Kano Arabs acted as bankers, warehousemen and
trading agents for much of the trans-Saharan traffic, administrative and comrr:ercial alike. As the journals of European explorers show, Arabs at Kano or Katsma
would often provide local travellers or merchants with the goods or currency they
sought in return for written undertakings to pay specified sums to other Arabs
living near or on the Mediterranean.33 Conversely, a trader or tt:aveller .c0U:d
make a deposit at either terminus in return ~or a pr?missory note mstr~~ting Its
receiver's partner or agent en route or at the Journey s end to .pay a specI~led sum
or to transfer the equivalent in goods if desired after a stated mterval of time. The
network of credit and commercial relations those Arabs maintained solely on the
basis of mutual good faith and co-operation spread from Chad to Timbuktu and
from the Mediterranean to the Sudan.
Like Fulani, the local Arabs willingly accepted native women as wives or concubines while reserving their daughters for their kinsmen and fellow Arabs; ~ut
while Fulani exclusiveness helped to reinforce their specializations as pastorahsts
or as a closed intelligentsia in which Islamic learning and ideals were preserved
and transmitted within lineages linked by kinship and marriage, among the
Arabs ethnic closure enabled them to preserve their delicate and extensive commercial arrangements as a corporate ethnic monopoly. However ~ey may have
disapproved the local practice of Islam, as a protected gr~up of al~en me:c~ants,
these Arabs apparently withheld their comment and confined theIr pubhc mterests to the market and the caravan trade. Some adopted the local practice of slave
farming in internally autonom.ous se~tlements under r~s~~ent sl~ve headmen.
Occasionally, they served the chief or his treasurer, the Ma aJI, as scnbes, credItors,
commission agents or simply as translators and computers. As we have seen, the!
were also probably responsible for compiling and maintaining the local chrorucle,whether with the ruler's support we do not know. Otherwise, they kept away

from the court, and administered their community
toms, as their descendants still do. 34
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In Alwali's day, the majority of Kano's people were Muslim Hausa, whose
religion and law were pragmatic mixtures of Islamic and heathen practice. Nonetheless, these Muslim Hausa distinguished
themselves from their Maguzawa
ancestors and cousins by their formal attachment to Islam and from all other
ethnic groups in Kano by their historic identification with the state and its territory. This native population of Muslim Hausa were the Kanawa, the "people of
Kano" in the fullest sense. The decisive elements that served to unite and distinguish them as a single collectivity from other Hausa populations nearby and from
other groups within Kano were the polity and the state, the former consisting in
those systems of implicitly or explicitly political relations that spread serially in
intersecting and concentric circles at differing levels of organization to the limits
of Kano society, while the state was identified with and regulated and symbolised
by a highly centralized official hierarchy, whose members were differentiated by
their status, scope, relations, resources, place, history and procedures of action.
As we have seen, even in Alwali's reign, the Kano polity was still expanding
by the incorporation of formerly independent communities and chiefdoms as
subordinate components. For several centuries the Kano chiefdom, that is, the
state and polity conceived as a single integrated structure with these two aspects,
had grown by similar processes to its present dimensions. Besides Rano, Burumburum and Birnin Kudu, in Alwali's day Kano had long since forcibly absorbed
the large adjacent chiefdoms of Gaya, Dutse, and Karaye, together with many
smaller ones such as Santolo, Gano, Dal, Sarina, Debbi and others, either unrecorded or preViously themselves incorporated by Gaya, Rano, Dutse, Karaye and
Birnin Kudu, before they in turn fell prey to Kano. In addition, some small chiefdoms had been founded within the territory of Kano by Fulani immigrants at
Jahun, Bebeji, Shanono, Dambarta, Aujara and Minjibir; and others by movements from the city, such as that which established Godiya in the reign of Shekarau, immediately after peace was made with Katsina c. 1650.35 Residents of these
local chiefdoms and other rural communities participated indirectly in the politicallife of the state by responding to its ruler's policies and measures under the
guidance of local officials and chiefs whose appointments and authority were, at
least in theory and tradition, to some degree contingent on distributions of power
and support within the local community. Thus, in effect, each group of local communities identified by common subordination to a specific local chief constituted
a discrete political unit whose population was frequently organised in contraposed factions (kunjiya; pl., kunjiyOYI) which competed for dominance or independence. Apart from the numerous ties of kinship, marriage and affinity by which
the members of such politically demarcated units were internally differentiated,
bound together, and variably linked to others elsewhere, besides their general
espousal of Islam, and their individual participation in the markets of adjacent
communities, the framework that held these hundreds of discrete units together
consisted in a complex hierarchic administrative structure that bound wards and
hamlets to villages and often several villages to a common local chief, himself

subject to the authority and supervision of officials at Kano. Often, but by no
means always, adjoining communities or collections of settlements sprung from a
common centre were distributed among several chiefs or officials of similar or different status, each separately responsible to the ruler for the administration
of
particular units. Alternatively, relatively large blocs of territory were locally organized under resident chiefs typically recruited by descent from leading members
of the local dynasty as at Rano, Dutse, Birnin Kudu or Gaya. In miniature such
incorporated chiefdoms replicated the administrative pattern of Kano polity. In
scale they constituted social units whose internal integration through interconnected hierarchies of command and obedience and labile structures of alliances,
oppositions, clientage, factional and dynastic strife distinguished their aggregates
as intermediate in size between the discrete communities previously mentioned
and the polity as a whole. To illustrate the point, before proceeding to particularize the institutional structure of this inclusive unit, let me briefly summarize the
essential elements of Hausa social organization.
Principles and Forms of Social Organization
Like Fulani, Arab, Kanuri and other Muslim residents in Kano, Muslim Hausa
emphasize patrilineal descent with respect to residence, occupational inheritance,
status, succession and the transmission of property or liabilities. In the higher
strata of Hausa society, this patrilineal emphasis, coupled with family interests in
status, property and office, usually generates agnatic descent groupings of significant size and depth; but these groupings are neither exogamous nor internally
uniform. Their members differ sharply in status and prospects largely as an effect
of differences in the political rank of their fathers. Moreover those kinsmen whose
father or fathers held the same office or offices of similar rank are unavoidably
competitors for such positions. This follows from the structure of Hausa kinship
and status allocation.
From the late fifteenth century onwards, Hausa society has been characterized
by a marked stratification. It is easy to trace the specific development of this status
order and the conditions which served to promote it at Kana in the local Chronicle. This has already been done in outline and need not be repeated.36 Long before
Alwali's day, Hausa society had assumed its traditional form, much of which still
persists today.
A major distinction within this society lay between the slave and the free; but
slaves were themselves distinguished
initially by the condition that attached
them to their particular owner, namely, captivity, purchase or birth within the
estate of the owners' family. Slaves of the latter sort were distinguished as dimajai
or cucanawa whose alienation was prohibited by morality and law unless their
conduct enjoined it. In contrast, purchased or captive slaves could be disposed of
at their owner's pleasure, being normally pagans and alien by birth, language and
culture. Dimajai and matankara, slaves of the third or succeeding generations, differed by virtue of their socialization from infancy to Hausa society, culture and
language. Though not jural persons under Muslim law or Hausa custom, they
knew no other culture or form of social organization. Though members of the
society, with positive interests and many private rights, particularly against their
owners, the law denied them the status and initiative it granted to free men.

Women also, under this local mixture of custom (al'ada) and Muslim law
(shari'a) remained jural minors, subject to numerous incapacities in relations with
their agnatic guardians and husbands alike. However, by Muslim law women
may demand divorce, recover debts from their husbands or others, and hold
property in their own name. By contrast, Hausa custom denied women the right
to inherit valuable capital goods (dukiya) such as land, farms or compounds,
except when widows acted as trustees for their sons. Women could, however,
inherit slaves, cattle and other res mobiles;37 but pastoral Fulani oppose female
inheritance of cattle, their major capital good. Finally, except for certain offices
reserved to the chief's kinswomen as mentioned below, all females were entirely
excluded from the political system. They nonetheless participated passively in
this sector of social life whether by transfer as brides to cement political alliance,
to reinforce selective kinship links, or as concubines (kuyangi, kwarakwarai, sadaku)
who ranked among the greatest rewards the system had to offer. Under Muslim
conventions, concubines, if they have borne him offspring, become free on their
master's death. Moreover descent being traced agnatically, a man's offspring by
his concubine have the same status at law as those by his wife. Normally, however, offspring of concubines receive smaller shares of their father's estate than
the children of free wives.38
Slave status varied substantively as a reflex of status differences among the
slave-owners. The extremes in this variation are presented by the senior slaves of
a chief and those of a lowly commoner. While the ruler's senior slaves often had
reason to fear him, they had no reason to fear anyone else. Indeed, as throne
slaves they were often far freer than the free; and this condition of political immunity attached also to their juniors, since commoners feared lest they should challenge the chief's authority by challenging that of his slaves. Throne slaves were
thus widely regarded as representatives of the chief, and as manisfestations of his
will and personality. Public attitudes towards the slaves of senior officials, royal
and other, were similar in content and expression. However, only those slaves
who held administrative or political roles as agents or official subordinates
(lawanm) of their lord received such deference from the free community. Others
whose lot was labor on the official's farm, herds or compound, whether born in
slavery or not, had no special claims to public deference independent of their
master's favor.
Eunuchs formed a very small but highly esteemed and distinct social category.
It is said that Kano obtained its eunuchs from Zaria, Nupe, Bornu and other
centers of supply; but probably some were manufactured locally. Eunuchs were
usually familiar with Hausa society and culture by virtue of their socialization
within it or in similar Muslim societies, before or after castration. Even more than
the captive slave, the eunuch was a kinless person, finally and totally divorced
from his family and kinsmen by virtue of his condition, and equally incapable of
marriage and offspring. Moreover a eunuch's status was immutable and his condition could not normally be hidden. He accordingly approached closely the most
stringent criteria of a loyal disinterested servant fully identified with his master's
interests. Lacking heirs, kin, and all essential qualifications for offices other than
those specifically reserved for males of his condition, the eunuch was free of
familial interests, ambitions and antagonisms. At best he could merely hope to

increase his influence with his master by demonstrating his ability and loyalty
among the limited and select company of his fellows. He was usually also too
valuable to destroy. Chiefs who wished to rid themselves of suspect eunuchs
might thus either send or permit them to set out on pilgrimage, that is, informally
set them free; or they could donate them to rulers of other states; or, at Kano, they
'might send them as tribute to Bornu; or, more rarely, sell them in the open market
or present them as gifts to senior subordinates. Characteristically, eunuchs served
in the harems of the chiefs and senior nobles. At Kano in an earlier age, absolutist
rulers had aggrandized power and centralized authority by appointing trusted
eunuchs to senior public office,39but by Alwali's day the ruler's eunuchs had lost
such public authority, and took no part in affairs outside the palace.
The major categories of the Hausa status structure are the masu-sarauta or officialdom, the malamai or Muslim intelligentsia ('ulama), the attajirai or wealthy
merchants and talakawa or commoners, themselves internally classified by reference to occupation, age, wealth and place of residence.4o Of the masu-sarauta, some
held their office on grounds of descent (asall), or traced descent from hereditary
officials. Such people are generally distinguished as sarakuna na asali, or simply
sarakuna, that is, rulers by origin or descent, while other masu-sarauta having no
hereditary claim to the offices they held are generally described as shigege or katsiro, that is, as socially and occupationally mobile self-seekers. Of two men
holding offices of similar level, the hereditary official always outranks the shigege
in status and prestige. Likewise, of two men who practice the same occupation,
the one who claims it by inheritance (gado) always takes precedence over the colleague who adopted his occupation independently. Thus occupational and social
mobility is disvalued and discouraged as the repudiation of one's paternal inheritance, an innovation which if unduly frequent could threaten the continuity of
the status order on which the stability of the political structure depends. Nonetheless, there are no legal or other proscriptions against individual changes of occupation. Men may apprentice their sons to affines, neighbours or friends whose
occupations differ from their own. Orphans are commonly subject to this contingency. More often in adult life, men seek their fortunes in the marketplace, and, if
successful, gradually abandon their paternal craft.
Malanci, or Islamic scholarship, is an inherited occupation among Hausa, as
among the Fulanin Gida. But whereas at this date it was the most prestigious
occupation among Settled Fulani, ~mong Hausa it had competing attractions in
the market and government. Relatively few Hausa lineages therefore maintained
rigorous clerical traditions characteristic of Moorish or Fulani clerical clans over a
span of three or more successive generations, With certain strategic exceptions
such as the clerical community at 'Yandoto in southwestern Katsina, who were
probably of Mandinka (Wangarawa) stock, Hausa malams were generally
recruited from other occupational groups through early attachments to the cleric's
life during childhood in the Koranic school of some benevolent or inspiring
teacher. Such Koranic schools abound throughout Hausaland, and cluster especially in and around its capital cities; but various rural towns also achieved
renown for the number and quality of their resident malams and Koranic schools.
Often clerics moved to places where their calling was respected and where they
could share the company of colleagues advanced in studies of theology, Arabic

and law. Such communities existed at Fatika in Zaria, 'Yandoto in the Guangara
(i.e., Wangara, Katsina Laka) of Leo Africanus, and at Degel in Gobir during the
Shehu's lifetime. There were several such centres of learning in rural Kano during
Alwali's reign. For the most part, however, clerics and their pupils concentrated
in such communities were drawn from the settled Fulani intelligentsia. Islamic
scholarship remained peripheral to Hausa culture; and for such guidance in
Muslim law and doctrine as they required, the Hausa often had to look to Fulani
or foreign clerics.
An important and characteristic Hausa institution is clientage (barantaka,
baranci). This is a relation between two individuals, groups, or social units of different status, for example, suzerain and vassal, principal and agent, lord and
courtier, teacher and pupil, the object of which is the reciprocal and mutual promotion of one another's welfare and interest by mutual loyalty and good faith
(amana) within a competitive context. Clientage thus links members of the various
layers of Hausa society from the chief to the lowliest commoner. Chains of clientage are joined together through the alliances and convergent allegiances of their
patrons; and thus several sets of such relations may be organized in a loosely
pyramidal structure, adjacent levels of which are pinned together by immediate
loyalties of patron and client, while the aggregate as a whole derives its validity
from political competition with some parallel structure or from collective enjoyment of some political advantage.
It is inherent in the Hausa institution of clientage that the client may only have
one political patron to whom he relates immediately, whereas the patron, to
pursue power and influence requires many influential clients. It follows from the
structure of Hausa kinship and local organization that young men can neither
establish relations of clientage independently
of their father nor often, after his
death, though less prescriptively, of their father's brothers. This reflects the fact
that the political and administrative
relations of all who live in joint families
(ganduna, s. gandu) are subsumed by those of the gandu-head. Administrative relations include direct and indirect obligations of obedience to the orders of the local
chief or his representatives. The strictly political relations are those of clientage
and patronage through which factional associations (kunjiyoyi) are developed to
support or oppose the chief and his officials, to compete for office or to press particular policies, appointments and programs. At any level of the social structure,
clientage presupposes loyalty and good faith; but hierarchic groupings built by
serial chains and combinations of these relations are naturally weakest at their
points of linkage where the leaders of important aggregates indirectly affiliate
themselves as clients of some superior patron through some intermediate link. It
is thus at such points that the general framework of Hausa political association is
often most unstable.

Religious Syncretism
The Fulani conquest of Hausaland in 1804-10 is legitimated by the Shehu
Usmanu's call to local Muslims to join his jihad (holy war) for the defence, purification and expansion of Islam in this area. In proclaiming this jihad, the Shehu initially restricted his interest to the chiefdom of Gobir, whose rulers he classified as
heathen because they combined Islam and pagan rituals, and directed or permit-

ted attacks against his Muslim jema'a (community) at Gimbana, Matankare and
elsewhere,41 Only later was the jihad extended beyond the boundaries of Gobir to
Kano and other nearby chiefdoms. The Shehu's son, Mamman Bello relates how
the Hausa rulers of Katsina, Kano and Daura, then all under Bornu protection,
brought their forces against the attacking Fulani and consequently identified
themselves to the Shehu's community as heathens.42 Since ultimate justification of
the Fulani conquest of Kano rests on the charge of heathenism against its Hausa
rulers and specifically against Alwali and his immediate predecessors, it is inevitable that subsequent discussions of the Hausa regime by local Fulani and other
Muslims should stress its heathen elements.
The Kano chronicle merely reports that on Alwali's accession he immediately
collected stores of grain against anticipated famine:
His chiefs said to him, "sarkin Kano, why do you refuse to give cattle to Dirki?" The
Sarki said, "1 cannot give you forty cattle for Dirki." They said, "What prevents
you? If any Sarkin Kano does not allow cattle for Dirki, we fear that he will come to
some ill." Alwali was very angry and sent young men to beat "Dirki" with axes
until that which was inside the skins came out. They found a beautiful Koran inside
Dirki. Alwali said, "Is this Dirki?" They said, "Who does not know Dirki? Behold
here is Dirki. Dirki is nothing but the Koran."
In Alwali's time the Fulani conquered the seven Hausa states under the plea
of reviving the Mohammedan
religion.43 Thus at best this contributor to the
chronicle neither accepted the Fulani justification of their conquest nor does he
prOVide any evidence of Alwali's heathenism. Rather, the Muslims could applaud
Alwali's desecration of the central fetish of the Kano chiefship which Malam
Adamu na Ma'aji, writing 150 years later, plausibly attributes to Usumanu Zamnagawa (1343-1349), though the Chronicle cites Muhammadu Zaki (1582-1618).44
However Malam Adamu also mentions certain heathen practices current at Kano
under Babba Zaki (1768-1776) and during Alwali's reign. He describes a royal
fetish which was said to drink blood and which was sometimes used by the chief
as a substitute for the Koran when requiring witnesses or litigants to take the oath
in court. He says also that' on the Idi festivals the Hausa chief closeted himself
with the Magajiya, his senior kinswoman, presumably for certain heathen rites.
On the Id-el-Fitr and Id-el-Kabir, according to Malam Adamu, the Hausa chief
was also obliged to dress in a special loin cloth (banten dabazau) and cap, wearing
silver armlets and a silken cord (tsakiya) around his neck. Further, according to
Malam Adamu's account, on those days and at other times, the chief would leave
his palace to watch a pagan dance of naked men and women, the Rawar Toji,
which was held at the site of the present city mosque between the palace and the
residence of a senior throne slave, the Shamaki.45
The only comparable incident reported in the Kano chronicle occurs in the
reign of Muhamma Kukunna (1652-1660) after the Jukun had captured Kano.
Kukunnasurnmoned
all the Maguzawa to the city to salute him. They remained 21 days, and played a
game in which they beat each other's heads with iron. The Sarki gave them many
gifts, and asked them who was their chief. On their saying it was Zanku, the Sarki

said to him "Next year come again and let all your men come with their hauyias on
theIr shoulders. If you do so, Zanku," said Kukunna, "God willing, no Sarkin Kano
WIllbe dnven out again."46
It is th~s possible that the Rawar (dance of) Toji had its origin in this event; and
clearly Its purpose, character and timing classified it as heathen a repudiation or
syncretistic corruption of Islam.
'
Und?ubtedly ~here were many ambiguous or explicitly heathen elements in
Hausa ntual practices at Kano and elsewhere during the latter eighteenth century,
~n~ perhaps even more so at an earlier date. All the evidence we presently have
mdlca~es th~t benea~ the Muslim overlay, various pagan or non-Islamic concepts
and onentations persIsted; but this was equally true among Muslim Fulani, Arabs
and, Hausa. Undoub~edly also, the Hausa government and legal administration
devI~ted from. Isla~ m var~ous ways; but so do many polities, including the succeedmg F~aru regime, which strenuously protest their Muslim purity. In his eloque~t . cnti~ue. of Hausa government and incisive summary of Muslim
adrrurustrative Ideas, the Shehu lists several abuses current in Gobir and other
I:Iausa states during his day.47On the evidence available such illegalities had relatively little place in the civil administration at Kano, perhaps because the scale
and wealth of this unit as~ured. officials of ample revenues from more acceptable
pro~edures. Nonetheless m this respect also, the Fulani performance at Kano
durmg the last century compares indifferently with such information as we have
on its government during Alwali's reign.

Scope
The Hausa ("Habe") government of Kano was a complicated structure which
regulated the public affairs of the country and the population by means of diverse
and elaborate proced~e~. Affairs defined as public and thus directly subject to
gove.rnmental regulation mcluded all foreign relations of a corporate kind, that is,
~ela~ons ~etween collectiviti.es in Kano and collectivities elsewhere, for example,
ImmI.gration,. war, p:a~e, al~Iance, or vassalage, maintenance or development of
the CIty and ItS admmlstration, town building and defensive fortifications of all
sorts, and collective relations between the Muslim Hausa of Kano and all other
ethnic groups within its territory, such as the Maguzawa, Warjawa, Arabs, Fulani,
~upe, ,etc. The. Hausa government also reserved to itself regulation of all local
nghts m land, mcluding rights of grazing, mining, or building, the use of trade
routes an~ occupan~y of farm land. Only rarely and with due cause did the gove~nment mte:~ere WIth establi~~ed rights of land occupancy or use held by indiVIduals, far:ulies, or ~ommuruties; but at all levels of territorial organization its
representatives exerc::sed r:versionary and residual claims to currently occupied
land as an ele~ent m theIr roles as trustees and guardians of the territory on
~ehalf of t~e kmg and the wider political community, including future genera~ons ..B! vI~tue of such c~mprehensive claims to land, the government, through
ItS offiCIal hIerarchy, exercIsed control on all immigration and all movements and

relocations of people within the territory. Thus on shifting their homesteads to
new farm sites, family heads had to inform the local chief, and to obtain his
approval of their occupancies. It follows that the subjects of one village chief were
not permitted to farm land in areas under the jurisdiction of another. This practice, known as nama jidde, was quickly suppressed whenever discovered, since it
was inconsistent with the fundamental requirement that jurisdiction over clearly
demarcated territorial units should be exclusively vested in local chiefs who were
each individually responsible to the ruler for the administration of their respective communities and territories. In effect, this meant that men lived and farmed
within the same community, subject to administration by a single local chief.
Adjacent communities were thus politically and territorially discrete units with
separate structures; and their territorial limits and closure were determined by an
explicitly political regulation from above. As defined and organized at Kano, territorial units and claims were thus established by political action and were
accordingly liable to change by these means in their form and content.
Regulation

of the Caravan Trade

The government undertook to secure the major caravan routes within its territory. For this purpose it restricted farming along particular tracts, fortified strategic towns along these routes, garrisoned the perimeter and other vulnerable spots
against bands of Tuareg raiders or local brigands, sunk wells to service the travellers, and encouraged the growth of settlements and markets along the route.
Special provisions were made for reception of caravans at the capital and at
market-towns along the route, to facilitate trade and encourage their regular
return. The caravans were thus met by a special official, the Sarkin Zanga, who
was responsible for their supplies and accommodation. Camels would be
unloaded at the Kofar Ruwa, the watering gate, on the northern wall where they
were corralled at night against prowling hyena, and pastured by day. The Sarkin
Zango distributed his guests in many well designed compounds built by city
traders for this purpose. The Ghadames Arabs probably owned most of the
hostels which stood around the Dalla rock away from the unhealthy Jakara pond
and the borrow-pits that adjoined the market. Normally the visitors conducted
their trade through the agency of the man who served as their host; and in this
way, the compound owner reaped profits on his investment. The visiting merchant would itemize his stock and deposit it in the care of his host for sale at fixed
minimum prices which were set after inquiries about the current state of the
market. The visitors were then free to call on their friends in the city, or to leave
for their slave farms in rural areas. They would normally select appropriate articles from their stock for presentation to the chief and senior officials in charge of
the city. Their host would expect a smaller gift before the caravan departed, as a
gesture of satisfaction and goodwill. The host could retain all receipts in excess of
the minimum prices set by his guests for their articles; or he might understate the
excess and seek a commission on this. Normally the host also served his guests by
changing their currency and purchasing at low current rates such local commodities as grain, cloth, slaves, leather or metal goods as they required. The visitors
accordingly enjoyed excellent protection against bad faith or cheating by the local
agents, especially since all transactions were regulated by the principle of caveat

ve~dor under which the seller remains responsible for the good condition of the
article s~ld. All sales .were thus conditional on the purchaser's satisfaction with
the quahty of the article bought. Credit was available from wealthy local merchants, Arab and other, who also acted as currency changers; the great bulk of
~arket transactions proceeded by cash transfers. Wealthy merchants also prov~~ed wareho.use facilities to visiting traders. Any disputes about the price or condItion of articles transferred could be referred to leading members of the
commercial community for informal arbitration, failing which they were first
referred to. the Sa:kin Zango, and if necessary to the local court for adjudication
b.r the qadI ~d hi~ assess~r~. Local factors and commission agents risked exclu~lOn fro~ thIS traffic by officml order if they were guilty of sharp practice or cheatmg. TheIr tra.d~ prospects also depended on their individual reputations among
the Arabs, vlSltors and other foreign merchants. This external traffic was not
subject to any official dues or exactions. No toll (kudin fito) was levied on caravans
or itinerant traders lfatake, madugu) throughout Kano country, though such levies
were then general in other Hausa states. It seems probable that the rulers of Kano
delib~rately refrained from instituting them to protect the caravans against illegal
exactions represented as tolls and so, by reducing their expenses en route and at
Kano, to attract and engross the caravan trade.
Law and Order
The state also regulated through its courts and senior executives all local
a~tions ~t bre~ched or threatened peace and order-assaults,
thefts, woundings,
kidnappmgs, vlOlence of any kind; and all manifestation of disaffection (renon
sarauta, contempt of office or official authority), rejection of official orders (kin
umuma!) or plotting and threats of insurrection or of foreign attack, engaged its
attention immediately. Individuals suspected of such offences would be taken
into custody by the ruler's police or by the retainers of the local chief, and brought
before the Muslim court where the alkali (Muslim judge) would investigate and
adjudicate the case. If the shari'a (Muslim law) prescribed mutilation or execution
for the offence, the judge would report his findings to the chief for reference to the
Sarkin Kano, to whom the authority to order executions or mutilations was
reserved. This aspect of his authority distinguished the paramount as a Sarkin
Yanka (chief having powers of execution) from other sarakuna, whose status
neither entailed nor conferred this ultimate right, whether these were officials or
hereditary chiefs, within or beyond his domain. In effect then, all punishments for
homicide and comparably serious offences were subject to the ruler's discretion,
following adjudication of the particular charge by the local qadi. As mentioned
below, the chief's mother, and perhaps his "elder sister," who was entitled Magajiya, also had a certain constitutional authority to overrule and suspend certain of
his decisions. It is unlikely, however, that this power was frequently used in
routine cases of private injury and offence. Explicitly political offences such as
disloyalty, conspiracy, kin umurci (rejection of orders), renon sarauta, or usurpation
and trespass of authority were dealt with by executives of appropriate levels
under the Muslim doctrine of siyasa.
Such civil issues as debt, inheritance, property damage, divorce, trusteeship,
manumission and commercial transactions of all sorts were referred to local

courts or chiefs for adjudication, the plaintiff being responsible for initiating the
suit. Under Muslim law, bastardy, the remarriage of women without proper
observance of idda after divorce, or the stipulated mourning period (takaba) are
criminal offences; and so are certain forms of libel or slander.48 However, initiatives for action in all of these cases except the first rested with the individual
whose rights had been transgressed.
Islam prescribed an extremely close and comprehensive integration of law,
polity and ritual observance.49 As a Muslim state, the Hausa government of Kano
maintained the usual complement of malams and Muslim courts. Its chiefs also
commissioned malams to administer the inheritance of estates, to canvass military and political success by prayers and rituals, to serve as assessors in executive
courts, to advise on particular issues of policy or law, and to act as agents in
various affairs. For such services clerics were richly rewarded with cash, slaves,
grain, clothing and other local valuables. Further, the government routinely celebrated the main Muslim festivals of AI Muharram and the two Idis; its clerical
and legal officials supervised the observance of Ramadan; and, besides levying
the various revenues and tithes authorized by Islam as mentioned below, the
Hausa government treated non-Muslims as heathen from whom jizya, the punitive capitation tax, was due, and on whom slaves could be levied as tribute or by
raids on grounds of their heathen status.
To discharge this wide range of regulative tasks, as resources and administrative instruments the government employed slaves recruited by raids or descent,
purchase or inheritance; stockpiles of arms and an exclusive concentration of military resources and organization; revenues levied locally in tithe or tax as
described below, or derived from such state property as large slave farms, and the
workshops AIwali maintained within the palace, including its dyepits that produced turkuda for export. Government resources also included police, prisons,
state compounds, territorial claims, and rights to levy corvee labor and to impress
individuals or their property for service on occasional official undertakings. Only
the chief could authorize construction of such major earthworks as town walls or
defensive trenches; but in these and similar major undertakings he relied on the
corvee labor of his free subjects. Likewise only the chief could authorize military
expeditions, though all able-bodied men were expected to take full part in the
defence of their communities and districts against external attack.

The Chiejship and Islam
Besides this ensemble of material resources and means, the central government identified itself as the final and overriding authority in the territory of Kano,
to which all other local collectivities and units were subject and on which all
depended for the legitimation of their rights and resources. Thus the regulative
order and the supreme regulative organ reciprocally validated one another. The
nature and scope of the processes of public regulation identified their source and
basis as the kingship and its official representatives. A profound, pervasive integration of state, people, and territory identified the chiefship as the central public
institution in three intimately connected senses. First, the chiefship constituted
the state and polity; and, as we shall see, this logical priority of chiefship is
equally evident in the history of Kano's emergence and in the structure of its gov-

ernmental regime. The chiefship was also the only institution that embraced and
represented the entire public as an indivisible unit inseparable from itself. It was
thus the sole institution simultaneously endowed with final validity at all levels
of the corporate organization and, conversely, the only common center to which
all individuals in Kano could appeal for relief, support, justice or protection. It
was therefore the central and supreme agency of public regulation and integration.
The chiefship was endowed with this supreme authority on several mutually
reinforcing grounds. Historically it preceded and created the chiefdom and the
political order. Of all local elements this institution was most closely identified
with the indigenous ethnic group, the Hausa of Kano and with their homeland.
Custom and tradition merely reinforced the many powerful and ramifying ties
that bound people, territory and chiefship into a single polity and state, the pragmatic advantages of which, reinforced by the unthinkable alternative of its dissolution, habituated most natives to accept the current order and its form as the
decisive, presumably perpetual conditions of their social life. Only as a centralized collective unit could the residents of Kano in this historical context hope to
maintain their integrity as a single distinct political entity, their internal autonomy, or their favorable social and economic milieu. But only some of the many
pragmatic considera tions that sustained the current order were clearly instrumental; and even these, examined closely, are sometimes only partially or conditionally so.
There was also a salient concentration of resources and force at the command
of the chief; and though never before the Fulani jihad employed to crush a widespread popular revolt, these military resources were frequently used against
rebellious chiefs, ambitious officials and conspiring dynasts. Indeed, as the territorial administrative structure systematically insulated adjacent communities
from one another, it minimized the opportunities for popular movements and disaffections to spread their roots. Even so, the prompt suppression by central
authorities of such revolts and rebellions as periodically broke out, demonstrated
the dangers and disadvantages of dissidence and collective protest. The equally
prompt apprehension of recalcitrant individuals and their summary punishment
by the chief's siyasa jurisdiction on charges of Tenon sarauta or kin umurci
instructed everyone to practice compliance. Thus the order and regime were reinforced by special administrative arrangements, superior organization, and by a
control of overwhelming force and resources. Further, as we have seen, Muslim
Hausa were encouraged by the ethnic heterogeneity of the population in Kano to
identify their interests and rights closely with the structure, policies and procedures of the state. Only thus could they assuredly remain masters in their own
land. The presence of Tuareg, Arab, Kanuri, Fulani and pagan collectivities in
Kano, all distinguished by various privileges or disabilities and all in differing
ways dependent, probably crystallised to some degree the conscious ethnic identification of Muslim Hausa with the state as their own representative and regulative organization.
Beyond these secular considerations hung the mantle of Islam which prescribes the centralized organization of Muslim communities under an appointed
imam or leader in order that they may pursue and maintain ibada or the good

life.50 Islam abjures acephalous political organizations such as those of the
Bedouin or the Warjawa and other local pagans. In practice also it often differentiates the religious and political leadership of the Muslim community, although
ideally these imamates are one. It prescribes the exclusion of heathen from the
political community of Muslims, enjoins their domination by Muslims, and
ordains continual holy war (jihad) between Muslims and heathen, wherever the
situation favours victory by Muslims. Islam prescribes or permits many political
institutions and forms of procedure that prevailed at Kano in Alwali's day, for
example the administration of the shari'a by formally appointed alkalai (qadis), the
levying of tithe (zakka) on grain or cattle, state appropriation of one-fifth (humushz)
of the booty of war, state inheritance from kinless people and state rights to specified shares of estates under certain other conditions. Allowing for circumstances,
Islam likewise empowers a Muslim chief to suspend certain rules of shari' a in
favor of local custom ('ada, 'urj), or as reasons of state (siyasa) seem to require. The
decisive criterion which legitimates such deviations is fixed by Islam as the
welfare and power of the Muslim community.
For several centuries this zone of the central Sudan and southern Sahara had
been dominated by Muslim states and empires of varying scale and duration.
Throughout this period Kano had steadily grown in area, population and wealth,
although subject to demands from Bornu, to devastating invasions by the pagan
Jukun (Kororofa) based on the Benue, and frequent strife with adjacent Hausa
chiefdoms such as Katsina, Zaria or Gobir. Excluding the Jukun, no pagan power
within reach of Kano presented a threat; and although liable to attacks, conquests
and subordination by other Muslim states, as a Muslim polity Kano enjoyed
many securities in its relation with these units. Its people were not unconditionally liable to wholesale slaughter or enslavement; nor, if conquered, could they be
utterly dispossessed under the Muslim law that regulates the treatment of conquered Muslims.51 The government could also expect sympathetic reception of its
requests from many adjacent and distant Muslim polities. Arabic provided the
prestigious medium and patterns of diplomatic communication. Further, as a
Muslim state Kano qualified for its strategic place in the trans-Saharan and transSudanic caravan traffic which was then almost exclusively in the hands of Muslim
Berbers and Arabs. Thus in effect, its Islamic identity proVided the Hausa state
with many important advantages in its relations with other centrally organised
polities from Lake Chad to Timbuktu and in its commerce with the wider Muslim
world. Thus the chiefs of Kano may well have thought that their long-standing
identification as Muslim rulers of a Muslim state, guaranteed their protection
against Muslim jihads, though not against assault by other Muslim states for
secular political reasons.
Like other theocratic systems, Muslim doctrine concerning the legitimacy of
rebellion by Muslims against an unjust ruler of their own faith is complex and
variable. In discussing this topic the Shehu Usuman dan Fodio adopts the view
that prohibits the rebellion of Muslims against their unjust leaders, provided
these latter do not commit apostasy.52 This qualification is especially significant
for the Shehu, since it furnished the base that legitimated his call to jihad against
the chiefs of Hausaland. From the Shehu's argument, it appears that although
oppressive, secular maladministration
neither justifies Muslim revolt nor the

summons to jihad. However, syncretisms of pagan and Muslim ritual, together
with deviations from other orthodox Muslim forms, are regarded as evidence of
heathenism or apostasy and should therefore be uprooted by means of jihad. The
Shehu's doctrine accordingly cut through those secular securities with which
their Muslim allegiance had long protected the chiefs and people of Kano by
forthrightly denying their status as Muslims and denouncing their Islam as a
hollow fraud, dangerous because it positively obstructed the observance of Islam
and, because of its stability and convenience to chiefs and people alike, contagious and liable to thrive and spread. Thus the Shehu's critique effectively
reversed those traditional principles that had served to legitimate the Hausa
regime by denying their consistency with Islam and by categorically representing
their bases and manifestations as modes of syncretism or paganism.53

Office
Having outlined its scope and conditions or means of regulation as well as its
structural and ideological bases and justifications, we can now discuss the regulative structure of the Hausa state and its modes of operation and perpetuation.
The basic unit of Hausa government at Kano as elsewhere is sarauta (pI.,
sarautu). The term denotes a unique titled office having determinate rights,
powers, resources, responsibilities and relations with other units of similar character whose common organization constitutes the government of the state and
exercises an integrated jurisdiction throughout its territory. The fundamental
sarauta, that from which all others in Hausa political doctrine derive their authority and status, is chiefship, and never the chief. In theory the chiefship possesses
very wide authority and discretion. However, this is neither arbitrary nor undefined. Like other offices, Hausa chiefship enjoys authority within restricted
spheres, however wide, by virtue of the many rules and institutions which
together constitute and regulate it. It is by reference to these constitutional precedents, procedures and rules that the actions of a chief or his representatives may
be classified as legitimate or illegitimate, that is, as consistent or inconsistent with
the authority constitutionally vested in the office over issues of those kinds.
Official action in accordance with routine procedures or directions by superior
authority possessed corresponding authority. Official actions that contravened or
exceeded customary and accepted procedures or directions from above, together
with any usurpations of superior authority, were implicitly illegal though often
unpunished. To enforce official conventions and restrictions following such illegal
activities, superior authority had to overrule and check displays of power by inferior officials. Normally, such ultra vires activities were conducted at the expense of
inadequately affiliated commoners, and were rarely pursued or punished. By contrast, aggrandizements by officials at the expense of their superiors or peers were
rather infrequent, being promptly exposed and sternly punished. Illegalities at
the expense of commoners were probably no less common in Alwali's day than
under the Fulani or more recently the British; but given the hierarchic organization of offices and authority, it was difficult for humble individuals to secure
redress or relief against their immediate superiors. To attempt this was often
rather risky. Such illegal or extra-legal activities of officials which, though known,
escaped correction, manifestly expressed the power latent in the relation of their

office to the collectivity they administered. Such displays of power (iko) always
involved trespasses beyond convention and the constitutionally prescribed
bounds of official authority. They were sometimes undertaken to protect the interests of clients, sometimes to further those of patrons, and sometimes with the
agent's assurance of adequate political protection from patrons or superiors.
However, unpunished exercises of power by officials tended to become routinized in form and scope, so that the prescriptions that governed official authority
only covered a portion of the jurisdiction actually exercised. We lack the necessary
data to determine the exact situation in this regard during Alwali's regime.

The Capital and the Court
The city was the heart of the kingdom, but the city itself had two hearts, one of
which, the market, is discussed below, while the other, the palace or Gidan Rurnfa
(Rurnfa's compound), was the king's residence and center of government. There
the ruler granted audience to foreign emissaries and distinguished guests including shareefs, sa'ids and clerics of great repute. There also he presided over the chiefdom's highest tribunal at the council chamber in the forecourt known as Fagaci.
In theory, anyone, however humble, was free to bring complaints to this court
even without first seeking redress from the qadi. Several palace officials were
especially responsible for presenting these complainants to the chief at Fagaci;
and indeed that was apparently the chief official duty of the Kilishi. To ensure that
complainants were not obstructed permanently by these ushers, custom also permitted anyone thus frustrated to voice his complaint loudly outside the palace
forecourt on Thursday evenings when the Muslim sabbath begins, or in the early
Friday afternoons when the chief set out for the city mosque. Such importunate
complainants would then address the chief indirectly in stereotyped phrases as
follows: "Since God has given you (the chief) your rightful portion (inheritance),
in God's name give me my due for the sake of God and for His Prophet upon
whom be the blessing of God and peace." Declaimed loudly, a few repetitions of
this invocation usually brought free passersby and some throne slaves from the
palace forecourt to the spot where the complainant sat ritually wailing; and before
the group dispersed he woUld normally be conducted to some usher he had not
previously contacted, whose duty it was to provide him with accommodation and
food and present him to the chief when the court met next at Fagaci. Thus determined complainants could indirectly invoke public pressure against obstructive
palace attendants whose exploitive tactics tended to support injustice. However it
does not seem that there was otherwise any institutional machinery by which the
chief was routinely informed of such malpractice by his attendants.
On Friday mornings, the sabbath, the entire court assembled; and on these
occasions, the titled clerics and other senior members of the clerical order also
came to greet the chief and to invoke blessings upon him. In such court assemblies the chief sat among his slaves close by one wall of the large, elaborately decorated audience chamber on a raised dais, while the malams sat directly opposite
to him near the entrance in order of rank, and his free officials, royal and other,
were distributed on his right and left, seniority being expressed by closeness to
the king. On these occasions, after greetings, the chief distributed kola nuts and
addressed whoever he wished, after which the gathering would disperse. These

court assemblies were highly formal affairs regulated by protocol under the guidance of the senior throne slaves, the Shamaki, Dan Rirni, Sarkin Dogarai, and
others. Following dismissal of the court, senior hakimai usually remained behind
for a council meeting with the chief. The council met in a special chamber further
in the palace interior, near the king's private quarters. By tradition, from Rurnfa's
day (1463-1499) the Kano state council consisted of nine senior officials, the Galadima, the Madaki, the Sarkin Bai, the Wambai, the Makama, the Dan Iya, the
Sarkin Dawaki Tsakar Gida, and a ninth who was generally either the Barde
Babba, the Turaki Manya, or, less frequently, Sarkin Dawaki the cavalry commander. Over the generations and during relatively long reigns the council sometimes underwent
minor changes in its official composition; but on available
evidence these were less than we might expect.

Councils and the Constitution
Between sabbaths the chief visited his main audience chamber daily after a
preliminary meeting with his senior slaves and chief eunuch, the Sallama, in
chambers adjoining his quarters reserved for that purpose. Having taken his seat
on the dais that served as a throne, the chief signalled his slaves to announce the
audience and admit the courtiers and officials waiting outside. As usual the chief
sat among his slaves removed from his free officials. Apart from those who visited
the palace daily as councillors, few princes attended these sessions unless they
were specially requested to do so or figured among the chief's confidants and
advisers. For the most part, the daily audience consisted of non-royal hakimai and
courtiers (jadawa), some of whom sought commissions, others favors, gifts or
office; but on these occasions the chief might discuss matters of interest or instruct
individuals to undertake particular tasks. Observing the traditional formalities
that regulated their posture and speech, courtiers and hakimai might also take the
chance to bring to the chief's notice matters of personal or general interest. However, as court etiquette reflected relations of authority, it imposed severe restrictions on free expression of opinion or information. The senior throne slaves who
accompanied the chief on these occasions and ranked among the most powerful
men in the state never spoke to the chief unless directly addressed by him. If their
opinion or information was sought, each spoke in turn strictly according to rank,
first the Shamaki, then the Dan Rirni, then the Sallama. Thus lawanai (subordinate
staff) did not attend court, being represented by their immediate superior.
The state council of Nine, the Tara ta Kana, discussed and decided issues of foreign relations including those with Bornu, alliances, defence, movements or relocation of population, the siting and construction of new towns and walling of old
ones, the administration of local Fulani, pagans, and other ethnic groups, agricultural prospects, harvest yields and levies of tithe and tax, the condition of the
export and import trade, relations with such major local chiefdoms as Rano,
Karaye, Gaya, Dutse, Bimin Kudu and Jahun, any instances of official disloyalty
or maladministration
that had come to the chief's notice, together with such official appointments, dismissals, decrees, territorial reallocations, promotions, transfers or role redefinitions as seemed relevant to the chief, his councillors, or the
senior slaves. The chief might also issue general summons or directives which

would be publicised later through the subordinate staffs attached to each major
office.
According to Kano constitutional doctrine, a chief was not expected to overrule the joint advice of the four senior non-royal councillors, the Madaki, the
Makama, the Sarkin Bai and the Wambai. However, by Alwali's day, the Wambai
was usually one of the chief's agnatic kinsmen, normally his elder "brother," and
another prince often served as Madaki. The Alkali Zangi allusively suggests that
in 1805 the Madakin Kano was one of Alwali's sons.54
On the death of a chief, the four senior non-royal members of the state council,
the Makama, the Madaki-when
not a prince-the
Sarkin Bai and Dan Iya,
together with the Sarkin Dawaki Tsakar Gida, who though a kinsman of the king,
was ineligible by descent for the succession, constituted themselves as an electoral
council to choose and appoint the successor. During this interregnum the /imam of
Kano, its senior Muslim priest, acted as formal head of state; and according to
some informants, the limam and leading city malams had a final say in selecting
the new chief. There are also indications that of the throne slaves at least the Shamaki and the Dan Rimi were probably consulted, though this was informal.
Women were rigorously excluded from active participation in Hausa politics;
but perhaps as a symbolic compensation, most Hausa states reserved at least one
lofty office, which might be invested with extremely wide prerogatives, for some
senior kinswoman of the chief. In Hausa Kano the precise designation of this
office remains uncertain. In some contexts it is identified as the Babar Daki, and in
others as the Maidaki, since both terms have similar meanings, as "owner"
("mother") of the house (hut). In yet other contexts the title Magajiya is cited. It is
thus possible that at different times these superior powers passed from one position to the next perhaps as an effect of personality differences. The Babar Daki
was generally the ruler's mother who actually bore him; the Maidaki was usually
one of his aunts, and probably a paternal aunt, though this is not clear. The Magajiya title was generally reserved for an elder 'sister' of the ruler who had nursed
him as an infant. Another title, Dauduwa, which carried little authority, was generally given to the ruler's younger sister.
It is said that during Hausa days the Babar Daki, and occasionally also the
Magajiya, could overrule decisions of the chief and reprieve or exonerate anyone,
irrespective of their offence. It is also said that this constitutional power was most
generally invoked by the non-royal councillors to prevent a chief from pursuing
courses he had decided to follow against their joint advice in the council. It is said
too that should the chief choose to ignore their joint opinions, the non-royal councillors under the Madaki's leadership could constitutionally proceed to depose
him. However, the last reported instance of such action is the deposition of
Mohammed Kukuna by the Madaki Kuma in 1652, following which the Galadima
recalled Kukuna and defeated the Madaki and his nominee, Soyaki, in battle at
Hotoro.55 Thus either these constitutional doctrines are recent misconceptions of
the Hausa organization; or they preserve principles such as the council's right to
depose the chief which, though rarely given dramatic political form, effectively
restrained his arbitrary rule and enhanced or preserved the significance of the
council as the highest forum of state, its final deliberative organ, and custodian of

the kingship. The traditional powers of veto and reprieve that were formally
vested in the Babar Daki and exercised during and after her lifetime by the Magajiya on the advice of senior non-royal councillors may thus have been a device to
secure the state against autocratic rule.
On the most important decisions of State, including issues of peace and war,
the senior territorial chiefs of Rano, Gaya, Dutse and Karaye were generally consulted. On such occasions, these chiefs would be summoned by couriers to Kano
for a full discussion of the situation and the alternatives under review. It is said
that the chief could not independently dismiss any of his councillors except for
certain grave offences, namely, failure to answer his summons, whether to court
or to war, military cowardice, or treason in either of its three major forms, namely,
contempt of the chief or his office, rejection of orders (kin umumaz), or conspiratorial plotting against the chief. However, serious or frequent failures of duty were
probably acceptable as grounds for dismissal. The senior territorial chiefs of
Karaye, Rano, Dutse and Gaya, thus enjoyed corresponding securities in their
tenures of office. Lesser hakimai and rural chiefs were dismissible by the ruler
independently, but since most of these offices were hereditary, such dismissed
officials were usually succeeded by kinsmen, in some cases on the king's choice,
in others on the choice of the group's senior members, in yet others after consultation with a local council of elders. Under these conditions, territorial officials generally enjoyed high security of tenure in their positions which, even when not
hereditary, were not entirely at the ruler's free disposal. Indeed the chief risked
alienating his councillors and senior hakimai by ill-advised or frequent dismissals
of these staff. The rule that a chief could not dismiss any councillor without the
council's general assent was probably necessary to preserve the council's integrity
against encroachments by the chief; but it also enabled the council to dissuade the
chief against over-hasty dismissals of important territorial officials.
Oral traditions relate that in Alwali's day, the Maidaki Hauwa took such an
active interest in state councils and affairs (as her wide prerogative allowed), that
she enhanced her power greatly. It is related that on one occasion she summoned
a corvee of citizens of the capital to divert the Jakara pond southwest of the main
market, since it overflowed seasonally and had recently destroyed some nearby
compounds. The Jakara is really a marsh that was progressively extended by
removal of soft earth on its margins for the construction of compound walls and
buildings. All Hausa cities have many borrow pits made in this way; but of such
inner-city depressions the Jakara is the largest, best known, and most troublesome, being also a marsh and unhealthy. However, Kano traditions identify the
growth and prosperity of the city and state with the Jakara pond, where the early
pagan inhabitants worshipped their god. Alwali's aunt, the Maidaki Hauwa, is
also credited with the unusual feat of diverting the Jakara overflow by means of a
canal that ran eastward through the city wall, in a tradition that reports several
significant innovations. It is also said that the Maidaki Hauwa attended Alwali's
court and councils freely and took an active part in discussions of policy and State
affairs. Though previously married, during this period Hauwa remained unwed,
administering her distant fiefs through male clients, including princes, under her
senior slave, the Shamaki Zodo, who levied tax therein on her behalf and had

charge of her revenues. The Kano Chronicle also mentions an earlier M~daki
(Maidaki) Hauwa who achieved a similar position under Muhammadu Kisoke
(1509-1565) and also ascribes to Madaki Mariana, the mother ~f Muhamm~du
Sharif (1709-1739), a similar ascendancy.56 It is thus equally pOSSIblethat durmg
Alwali's time the Maidaki achieved the influence described above by these
unwritten traditions; or that traditions have transferred to her some of her predecessor's legendary attributes. In either event, it is clear that the extensive immunities and positive privileges that together defined the Maidaki's status enable.d her,
if so inclined, to wield considerable influence in the government and the CIty by
exercising the initiatives of her unusual position.
Revenues and Taxation
In general outline the nature and scope of the Hausa revenue system is reasonably clear, although many details remain uncertain. As enjoined by Islam, the
State claimed a death duty of ten percent (ushira) on the assessed value of all
vendible property left by private individuals after payment .of their .debts. ?'he
state also inherited any residues after eligible heirs had receIved thel! speCIfied
shares from the estates of private individuals. Further, the chief had rights to onethird of the personal estate of deceased officials and
one-h~lf the ~states. of
those dismissed from office. In either case state properties and nghts WIth which
the office was endowed passed without reduction to the next incumbent.57
Following Maliki law, the State also claimed one-fifth (humushl) of the war
booty (ganima) seized during state campaigns. Slave raiding was perhaps the
most rewarding type of campaign; and this was a state monopoly. Booty collected
in wars with such other Hausa states as Katsina or Gobir was subject also to the
rule of humushi. However, these engagements carried high risks of defeat and loss
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to the Kano forces.
Under Muslim law the State also received ushira (one-tenth) of all values
transferred in civil transactions through its court, for example, refunds of bride
wealth, recovery of debt and property, or compensation for damages. In addition,
the state properly received ~ll monies and prope~ties levied as fine,~;an~ w;;der a
chief's siyasa jurisdiction this principle was sometimes extended to legallZ~ ~onfiscation of an offender's estate and the translation of his immediate kin mto
bondage. At Kano these latter pUflishments seem to have been very rare.
Muslim law was locally interpreted to prescribe annual transfers to the state
of one-tenth of the harvest of certain crops, notably the cereals which are Hausa
food staples. Other tithes, also known as zakka, .were due from st~ck ke~pers and
miners. Accordingly the state claimed and receIVed one-tenth o~ I:on, tin, na~on
or other locally produced minerals, resident head-men in the m~g
ar~as bem?
responsible for the collection and transfer of those revenues. In like fashIon terntorial chiefs and head-men were charged with local collection and storage of the
valuable grain tithe at the harvests in August and late November. It is also possible that a tithe was collected as in other states on the harvest of locust bean (dorawa), another essential foodstuff. Maliki law further allots the state a tithe of dates
harvested within its boundaries. Of all Hausa chiefdoms, Kano had most successfully naturalized the date tree, following its traditional introduction during the

reign of Muhammad Rumfa by Abdurrahrnan, who is identified by local traditions as ~heikh Muhammad El Maghili.58 At Kano all groves of date trees belong
to the chIef as head of state, and at Dutse about sixty miles east of Kano, the ruler
had a valuable date plantation before Alwali's reign.
Being bulky, the grain tithe was stored in specially large granaries under care
of the local chiefs and head-men who collected it. When the chief was informed
by the latters' hakimai of the amounts, types and locations of the grain involved,
this was recorded by his scribes. He might then distribute set portions of this to
courtiers, malams, sharifs, visitors, or to his kin; or he could order its conveyance
as needed to the palace for allocation to the numerous throne slaves settled within
and immediately around the palace walls. Alwali, it is said in the Kano chronicle,
collected stores of sorghum and millet as reserves against war and famine.59 Presumably some of these stores were kept within the palace and in the adjoining
compounds of the Shamaki and the Ma'aji, the latter being the public treasurer;
but customarily, the ruler left the bulk of in state granaries distributed throughout
the country at compounds of the local chiefs who undertook its initial collection.
These grain stores were mainly held as reserves against famine due to drought,
locusts and other pests, or to devastation by enemies; but they were also drawn
on by the chief to assist invalids and paupers or to provide subsistence for immigrants during the first year or two in which they could not normally secure adequate grain supplies by their own cultivation. Finally these grain stores were
scattered over the country at strategic points to serve as food dumps on which the
army could draw when campaigning in the neighbourhood.
Like other sources of revenue, zakka was shared by the chief with his hakimai
and local head-men. In this manner, the state remunerated its officials. As a rule a
local chief and his immediate superior, the hakimi resident at the capital, received
equal shares from local revenues. At most the ruler may have received forty
percent of the local intake while the hakimi and local chief shared the rest.
Since most hakimai held several local units in fief, and the ruler received a
similar share from all hakimai, although in principle approximately equal shares
prevailed at all levels of revenue collection, given the systematic inequalities of
territorial authority on which the administrative
organization was based, the
incomes legitimately received by officials at different levels of the organization
differed sharply in accordance with their status, responsibilities and resources.
Even among officials of the same rank, legitimate revenues varied widely in
accordance with the number, size and prosperity of the units under their control.
This was equally true of hakimai as a category, of local village chiefs, and wardheads. Thus, at the highest level of their officialdoms the Hausa chiefs of Kano
and Katsina enjoyed far greater wealth and prosperity than their peers and kin in
Daura and Zazzau. As regards the chief's receipts at Kano from the four senior
sub-states south of the city, Rano, Karaye, Dutse and Gaya, proportions remain
uncertain. By one account, those chiefs retained the bulk of their local zakka themselves, transferring about one-tenth of it to Kano. On another account, they
reserved for the chief of Kano approximately one-third of the zakka they received.
A similar ambiguity attaches to the king's customary share in the cash and livestock revenues collected by these four senior rural chiefs and by the rulers of
Birnin Kudu.

. Cattle Tithe and Taxation: bin kanu
Under Maliki law zakka levied on cattle, including sheep, represents approxi.'mately one-thirtieth of the total herd each year, provided the herd exceeds a
...certain size.6OAllowances are made for loss of cattle by disease, accident or other
misfortunes, following which the amount due by law is computed and compared
with the increase of the herd in the preceding year. Thus Maliki law prescribes
that zakka on cattle should be computed and transferred in kind; but it does not
clearly proscribe its conversion into cash values for collection. 61
This tithe on livestock fell almost exclusively on the Fulani pastoralists
(Bororo), the Agwai and Rahazawa. Fulanin gida were liable only so far as they
held stock herded for them by their serfs or clients. The Kano Chronicle relates
Kutumbi (1623-1648)
was the first sarki at Kano who collected the Jizia from the Fulani which is called
Jangali. He collected a hundred cows from the Jafunawa, the chief clan of Fulani, 70
from the Baawa, 60 from Dindi Maji, 50 from the Danneji, and others too numerous
to mention. When he had collected the cattle, he said to his slave lbo, "I make you
Serkin Shannu" (chief of the cattle).62
Thus as this quotation shows, jangali was instituted as zakkan shanu, the stipulated
Moslem tithe on cattle collected in kind from resident Fulani; however the Chronicle describes it as jizya, the punitive tax levied on heathen, thus suggesting either
that Kutumbi was oppressive or that the pastoralists were heathen.
During the dry season, transhumant Fulani herdsmen frequently cross over
state boundaries in their ceaseless search for good grazing, water, tsetse-free areas
and better markets for their milk, butter, cattle manure, and old or ailing livestock. As the rains approach such transhumants generally head homeward to
their wet-season pastures, where the poorer ones may cultivate. In like fashion,
Fulani settled at Kano during the rains ranged far afield in the dry season and
often crossed into other states. As Stenning has shown, these patterns of transhumance are fairly stable; and tl;le pastoralists' routine changes little from one year
to the next, provided their social contexts remain favourable. However, over time
there is a tendency for these patterns of seasonal migrancy to change their direction and routes by gradual processes of cumulative drift. 63In general the dry season routines of transhumants change more readily and frequently than their wetseason locations. Thus, bands of pastoral Fulani coming from other territories in
the dry season presented the Kano rulers with a different administrative problem
from the resident Fulani. These incoming bands would often return annually to
adjacent districts before discontinuing their visits. Their homes and future movewere thus uncertain and difficult to determine. Their migrancy enabled
these pastoralists to evade the liabilities they incurred on their routes through
damage to the persons or property of sedentary folk. As migrants, moreover, they
were often ill-informed about local regulations on grazing and other matters.
Transhumants settled in Kano were better informed about its local arrangements
and more easily reached through administrative channels. Such resident pastoralists were called on to furnish zakka in cattle; and each distinct collectivity was
organized under some senior male who served as headman (Ruga, Ardo).

The senior headman of each major group of Fulani was accredited by the king
as their representative and chief; and usually the heads of such segments were
appointed to special offices created for this purpose. Almost without exception
these officially appointed Fulani headmen were designated Sarakunan Fulani (s.
Sarkin Fulani, chief of [pastoral] Fulani), each being further distinguished by locality. Thus in Alwali's day there were Sarakunan Fulani at Sankara, Dambarta,
Bebeji, Jahun and elsewhere. All the Fulani chiefs just named held tambari, the kettledrums characteristic of hereditary territorial chiefs among the Hausa. The Sarakunan Fulani of Bebeji and Jahun, and perhaps those of Dambarta and Sankara,
also exercised the territorial authority and function vested in resident local chiefs
of equivalent rank.
Sarakunan Fulani were recruited within Fulani groups on criteria of descent,
seniority, personal performance, and support within their communities. Normally, each of these Sarakunan Fulani exercised a representative authority for all
members of his ethnic division, wherever dispersed within the chiefdom, unless
they were explicitly subordinated to other officials. For example, the ba Yerime
Sarkin Fulanin Dambarta claimed authority over all Yerimawa Fulani in the chiefdom, whether located at Dambarta or not. Thus, in Alwali's day, the role and
authority of the Sarakunan Fulani were not simply territorial; nor were their differing jurisdictions always distinct. For example, Yerimawa Fulani resident in Jahun
were simultaneously subject to the territorial authority of the Sarkin Fulanin
Jahun and to that of their ethnic chief, the Sarkin Fulanin Dambarta; and though
the implications and interests of these differing relations were normally segregated by the social situation, on certain occasions they would conflict. Presumably in such cases, the local Fulani chief turned over to the head of the ethnic unit
such issues as were usually reserved on ethnic grounds for administration by
Fulani headmen, while claiming the same treatment from other local chiefs in
similar situations; but this is mere inference, and even then, numerous juridical
ambiguities remain. The chiefs of ethnic divisions among the Fulani pastoralists
in Kano traditionally administered such inheritance and civil suits as arose in
their ethnic community, together with other suits of serious character such as bastardy, assault or theft. Chiefs of these ethnic divisions also presided over the
appointment of subordinate Ardos and Rugas who served as their immediate representatives within each mobile segment of their collectivities. Further, as head of
an ethnic unit, a Fulani chief supervised the enumeration of livestock and collection of zakka among his people. He acted as the Hausa ruler's official channel of
communication and representative to the group. Issues involving members of his
group and subjects of other lesser chiefs would be reserved for joint settlement by
these lords when the Sarkin Fulani or his appointed representative was present.
Probably within the territory of Kano the attributes and claims of ethnic chiefship
were modified to accommodate the minimal requirements of an administrative
organization based on a firm devolution of executive authority over distinct areas
or collectivities to resident chiefs and headmen. At the very least, the territorial
authority structure presupposed the subordination of local communities to a relatively uniform pattern of legal administration in all matters of common interest,
irrespective of their differing provenience. It is thus possible that the local
headmen exercised jurisdiction over serious torts or crimes even when the Fulani

in their areas were involved, and irrespective of ethnic affiliations. They also
probably settled all issues that arose between the Fulani and local people in their
executive courts. Even so, the absentee head of a Fulani segment retained the
rights to administer inheritance and other civil issues arising among members of
his segment, to decide appointments to sub-segment headships, and to handle its
communications with the throne and zakka collection.
The administrative arrangements just outlined go by the local name of bin
kanu, which means roughly "following heads."64 Bin kanu was a flexible institution designed to ensure to Hausa officials a constant administrative control over
mobile resident Fulani, wherever they were. Its major interests were the regulation of relations in each ethnic division, corporately through the appointment of
headmen, and individually by the administration of civil suits; the regulation of
relations between members of an ethnic division and individuals or groups in the
wider community; and the enforcement of state claims for zakka, labour dues, and
obedience to its representatives and order as the essential condition of continued
residence within its territory. This institution prevailed in Katsina and other
Hausa states during the eighteenth century. It probably developed in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries as the Fulani influx to this region increased, and
may have then been modelled on the Bornu institution of the chima jeribe. How far
afield the ethnic headmen of this period pursued their mobile' subjects' to assert
their jurisdiction remains obscure; but within Kano resident Fulani were free to
move as and where they pleased, subject only to the ruler's regulations and the
conditions of bin kanu administration just described. It seems also that before 1750
bin kanu jurisdictions were at least periodically, and perhaps regularly exercised
across some state frontiers, presumably by bilateral agreements. For example, a
Fulani chief of Kano might follow his people into Katsina territory and vice versa.
However, on this question the data remain uncertain.
During Sharefa's reign at Kano (1703-1731) cowries were introduced as currency from the southwest;65 and according to the Shehu Usuman, by the end of
the century Hausa rulers were levying cash taxes on pastoralists. The Shehu cites
these taxes by their local name as jangali;66 and, as shown by the Chronicle's reference to its introduction already cited, jangali originally denoted zakkan shanu or
statutory cattle tithe paid in kind. However, by the Shehu's day jangali had corne
to denote cash taxes levied on Fulani. Against this type of levy the Shehu protested vehemently and often, condemning the practice as illegal, but whether
because Muslim law forbids transfer of zakka in cash equivalents, or because these
jangali levies represented a form of double taxation is not entirely clear from the
contexts of his remarks. Undoubtedly, much of the support that Shehu's jihad
received from the predominantly pagan pastoral Fulani of Hausaland and elsewhere illustrates their response to his criticisms of jangali and other administrative arrangements that oppressed them, and the Shehu's evident desire to remove
these burdens.
At Kano in Alwali's time, zakkan shanu was levied in kind from locally resident
Fulani pastoralists. However, jangali was also collected, not so much from these
Kano Fulani, as from the masu-ketare, that is, from those who entered Kano during
the dry season. Such migratory groups would normally have already paid zakka
to officials of their horne states. Thus the jangali levied against immigrant Fulani

~t Kano. in cash appeared oppressive to them on two grounds: firstly, it was an
Innovation an~ an a~ded burden, especially severe because they rarely had the
currency reqUIred, smce they had marginal relations with the urban market
eco~omy ~ which cowrie currency circulated; secondly, the Kano levy ignored
thel! prevIOUS payments of tithe (zakka) in their home countries. Pastoralists thus
co~ceived these jangali levies as demands for double tithe by oppressive Hausa
chIefs. across whose lan~s they were merely moving their flocks, and not settling
~s res~dents. Howe~er, It does not seem that Hausa chiefs consciously regarded
]angall as a second tithe levied on Fulani from other states. Rather, in their view
~e n~w tax. was a legitimate charge on immigrants for dry-season grazing rights
m thel! terntory. Nonetheless, like tithe, jangali was estimated by a head count of
the herd on which it was charged; and it is probably the identical basis of these
two levies that encouraged pastoralists to assimilate them and to represent the
z:ew tax to their Muslim kinsmen and patrons in the towns as illegal and oppresSIve. Moreover, as we have seen, the new cash tax went by the same local name as
the older cattle tithe.

Inflation and Tax Policy in the Eighteenth Century
Two conditions that probably contributed to the introduction of the jangali
cash tax were the increasing use of cowries, and the disputes that periodically
arose across state boundaries concerning the scope and span of territorial and bin
kanu jurisdictions over Fulani. As indicated above, the introduction and increasing in-flow of cowries as currency during the century disturbed traditional price
levels and perhaps upset the fundamental price structure of the major urban mar~ets, with inflationary results. This developed partly because cowrie imports
~creased .the volume of currency in local circulation without corresponding
mc~eases m dem.and or supply of goods. The more ancient cloth currency, of
whic~ the turkudl was a standard unit, continued to function alongside the new
cowne currency; and as the volume of cowries increased, the relative value of the
turkudi in cowrie equivalents should tend to increase in proportion to the cowries
in circulation, provided only that the numbers of turkuda involved remained constant. EVidently this ~id not occur. To extrapolate from the observations of Clapperton .and Barth m the early and mid-nineteenth
century, with minor
fluctuations such as correlating currencies everywhere display, in any area the
v~lues of turkuda and cowries maintained fairly stable relations. In consequence,
gIven the stable supply of turkuda at different periods, as against any expansion in
t~e vol~e
of .circulatiz:g cowries, the inflationary price movements initially
lInked WIth the mtroduction of cowrie currency probably continued at increasing
rates over the decades.
During Barth's visit (1851-54), major Hausa markets embraced two sectors
distinguished by striking disparities of price levels. Locally produced subsistence
goods fetched very little, while such export articles as fine clothing had relatively
high values, and imported luxury goods fetched a very great dea1.67We can thus
distinguish two market sectors by the two major categories of market commodities: the one, local and rural in origin, which served Hausa subsistence needs,
attached very low values to its goods and services; while the other consisted of
export or import articles of urban manufacture and demand which carried much

higher values. In the altered economic contexts associated with the spread of
cowrie currency, the chief's court and officialdom were constrained to seek new
sources of revenue and increased revenues from the resources available, in order
to maintain their traditional standards of living and the many customary disbursements expected of them. As these changing and depreciating currency
values provoked and coincided with its loss of the major part of the trans-Saharan
caravan trade, Kano experienced a sustained inflation from Kumbari's reign until
the jihad; and the essential features of this development were the steady increase
in the volume of cowry currency and a steady decline in the volume of imported
luxury goods, matched by rising prices.
As regards the jurisdictional disputes that may have promoted the introduction of jangali cash charges on immigrant herds, we lack direct data;68 however,
there are suggestive clues. During the nineteenth century, disputes arose between
the Fulani emirs of Zazzau and Kano concerning precisely this issue. Being
unhealthy for cattle, Zaria contained relatively few resident pastoralists. Local
provisions for their administration varied in consequence. Lacking Kano's striking economic advantages, but having similar status demands and obligations, the
chiefs of Zaria thus had to exploit the resources at hand more rigorously than
their peers in Kano. If we interpret the juridical dispute over the migrant Fulani
that arose between Zaria and Kano during the last century in structural terms,
this clash probably had several precedents. Its essentials are quite straightforward. The Fulani emir of Kano asserted the jurisdiction of his Fulani chiefs over
their transhumant communities in Zazzau, as in Kano or elsewhere. The Fulani
Sarkin Zazzau rejected this, and like his Hausa predecessors, levied jangali on
immigrant Fulani from Kano. To forestall war the caliph resolved the dispute in
Zazzau's favour, treating that emirate as a special case, since, although extensive,
it was relatively poor, and lacked an adequate number of resident Fulani. In fact,
climate and latitude were probably decisive. Zaria falls squarely in the southern,
relatively humid belt of the central Sudan. Kano lies equally in the Sudan and the
Sahil, the better zone for grazing. In consequence, most pastoralists cluster in
Kano and similar latitudes, while avoiding Zaria, Niger and other low-lying
southerly regions where tsefse prevails.
These nineteenth century data suggest that the cash taxation of incoming
Fulani at Kano during the late eighteenth century may have begun following disputes over extra-territorial bin kanu jurisdiction with other states in contexts of
inflation, currency change and economic decline. Possibly the jangali then levied
at Kano was intended to force dry-season immigrants either to avoid Kano territory or to settle within it, since either course would relieve them of further cash
taxation by Kano. On available data it seems that at this date Katsina and Kano
recognised one another's bin kanu rights over their pastoral residents. Thus at
Kano, the cash tax levied on incoming Fulani as jangali was probably selective.
Pastoralists from Katsirla and other states with which Kano had agreements for
reciprocal recognition of bin kanu administrative rights were not so taxed.
As his title implies, the Sarkin Shanu was originally a slave officia169but by
Alwali's time he supervised the herds of cattle and sheep collected for the chief as
zakkan shanu. Unfortunately, we cannot say certairlly how this supervision was
organized. Oral traditions indicate two alternatives. In the first case the Sarkin

Shanu is represented as dealing with each Sarkin Fulani individually through his
own personal staff of jekadu (intermediaries, agents) and lawanai (titled subordinates employ:d ~s t~e s~nior jekadu and agents). Alternatively, it is said that the
several Fularu chIefs m eIghteenth century Kano were grouped under two senior
Fulani officials, the Dokaji and the Ja'idanawa, both of whom lived in the city near
the Sarkin Shanu, the Ja'idanawa being in charge of the western Fulani chiefs,
while the Dokaji supervised those in the east. It should be noted, however, that
~s Hausa dichotomization of east (gabas) and west (yamma) rarely corresponds
wIth our usage of those terms. At best this tradition indicates that supervision of
rural Fulani chiefs was perhaps divided between two senior officials of Fulani
stock and of equal rank, each directly responsible to the Sarkin Shanu.
It remains uncertain whether the offices of Ja'idanawa and Dokaji existed
before or during Alwali's reign. Administrative records identify a certain Malam
Husamatu as the first Sarkin Fulanin Ja'idanawa appointed after the Fulani
jihad.70 This appointment may be consistent with an earlier establishment of the
office under the single designation of Ja'idanawa, or with its tenure by others,
including Hausa. Likewise the Hausa title of Dokaji, following the jihad, became
known as the Sarkin Fulanin Dokaji. By 1959 when Alhaji Abubakar, the historian
of Kano, held it, the office was generally designated as Dokaji, though correctly it
remained a Fulani chiefship.
Concerning the etymology of the name Dokaji, I could learn nothing; but
Ja'idanawa is clearly a Hausa term for the Ja'en Fulani who form a distinct ethnic
~iVisio~ among Fulani descent units. To my knowledge, Ja'idanawa is the only
title saId to date from Hausa days which explicitly employs a Fulani descent term
as its referent. The names, status, role-descriptions and histories of these two
offices, Dokaji and Ja'idanawa thus present various unresolved puzzles. Until
further research elicits decisive data, it is wise to suspend judgment.

The Territorial Organization, Karo and Other Levies
Besides grain received from their fiefs as zakka, all hakimai and territorial
chiefs, including village chiefs, had the use of state compounds and farms
reserved to their particular offices. Usually such a senior office as that of the
hakimi or an important rural chiefship, was also endowed with an adequate
number of slaves to execute the official's routine cultivation and domestic or
public service. The great majority of office-holding throne slaves in the king's
household and in the government also had compounds reserved for them within
or immediately around the palace; but only such senior slave officials as the Shamaki, Dan Rimi, Sallama, Magajin Dakwara, or Jakadan Garko, were usually allocated farm sites attached to their titles. These plots were generally set within or
beside the chief's official farms which lay in different parts of the country. During
the last century, Fulani emirs of Kano had estates and country houses at Birnin
Bako, Takai, Nassarawa, Garki, Gurjiya, Arkau, Gogyen, and Panisau. Most of
these royal estates were simply taken over by Fulani emirs from their Hausa predecessors. It was on these estates that specific plots were reserved for senior
slaves holding public office. Such plots were worked by locally resident slaves
under slave overseers, the total labour force being subdivided into work teams
separately responsible to the officials whose plots they cultivated.

There was no land tax in Kano under Hausa rule, but cash taxes were then collected at a rate of 500 cowries per family head for married men of moderate
means. In Alwali's day, the wealthy were also taxed at 1,000 cowries each. Slaves,
officials, royals and clerics were traditionally exempt from tax; nor did a man
have to pay tax on behalf of his slaves. Pastoral Fulani, being subject to zakkan
shanu and onerous labour dues, were exempt from other taxes. As protected
pagans, Maguzawa paid a much heavier jizya, levied at the rate of 3,000 cowries
per family head. This jizya was specially punitive to Maguzawa because they had
very peripheral relations with the urban cash economy. It accordingly reinforced
their institutional preferences for large households and joint families.71 Whether
Muslim tax collectors then demanded jizya from each married man we cannot
say; but this seems unlikely. Warjawa, 'Mbutawa and Ajawa were expected to
render tribute in slaves and! or local products; but the volumes involved remain
unknown.
Although it is highly probable that these cash taxes were collected routinely
and without protest when they were due, and although oral traditions assert this,
further study of these transactions is desirable. The Kano Chronicle says that
Muhamman Sharefa (1703-1731) "introduced certain practices in Kano all of
which were robbery,"72 one of these being karo, the tax on family land. Sharefa's
son and successor, Kumbari "collected jizya in Kano (that is, in the city) and made
even the malams pay."73 At this stage, "the Arabs left the town and went back to
Katsina, and most of the poorer people in the town fled to the country."74 The
Chronicle expresses the public reaction to this new impost, the karo, most succinctly by describing it as jizya or illegitimate, since under Muslim law, Muslims
are not liable to jizya though they are usually required to pay haraji, (kharaJ) the
traditional Islamic land tax.75 At Kano the Muslim Hausa evidently regarded
Sharefa's karo as zalunci (oppression).
To this day the cash tax levied on Kano Muslims by Hausa chiefs is known
only as karo; and it is this designation which obscures its status, periodicity, and
normalcy. The term karo currently has two meanings; it denotes a cash levy of any
kind; but it is also used at Kano to describe levies made by chiefs and hakimai on
their appointments to office. Following custom, candidates for office recommended themselves to those who controlled the appointment or could influence
the decision, by gifts that simultaneously served as declarations of loyalty, as
demonstrations of the candidate's substance and support, and as material inducements.76 Apart from these informal expenses, on appointment the new official was
required by tradition to transfer a certain sum that varied for offices of differing
resources and rank. This payment, known as the kudin sarauta (money for office),
served three main functions. It compensated the chief for the outlays he had to
make on each official appointment. For hakimai and senior rural chiefs these
chiefly expenses of installation included garments appropriate to clothe the individual completely, namely trousers, robe (riga), turban and burnous (alkyabba),
besides a fully clad horse that symbolised the official's political and military obligations. On these occasions the ruler did not present appointees with swords,
each official being expected to purchase his own. However if a new official had
limited private means, as was often the case in appointments to hereditary office,
the chief might select four slave women (kuyangl) to wait upon him, and send

them to the official's compound a day or two after the formal installation which
was always held at the palace. Hakimai and senior rural chiefs were installed in
the ruler's presence at the palace forecourt, while village chiefs were appointed
publicly at the southern gate, the Kilishi presiding. Hakimai and senior territorial
chiefs, being vested with considerable discretionary power (iko) and responsibilities, were required to make an act of allegiance on their appointment. This consisted of shaking the ruler's hand, the new official bowing meanwhile. Those
were the only occasions on which the ruler shook hands with any of his subjects.
Village chiefs, being either subordinate to hakimai or to senior rural chiefs did not
make this act of allegiance (mubaya'a) directly to the ruler. The fundamental principle on which the administrative hierarchy rested can be stated simply: only the
chief could dismiss anyone whom he or his predecessors had appointed.
The kudin sarauta was paid to the chief on most appointments. Even those paid
by village heads served also to express their submission to the reigning chief and
their support of the political order. Finally kudin sarauta served as a valuable
source of occasional revenue. In less prosperous states such as Daura the institution was systematically exploited for revenues.77 This was not the case in traditional Kano, perhaps because the ruler's income relieved him of any need to do
so. Indeed, by some accounts at Kano, the chief was expected to present all
hakimai on their appointments with four kuyangi to serve as concubines and handmaidens. If this was always the case, the ruler's expenses on some appointments
probably exceeded his receipts of kudin sarauta.
Slaves, clerics and princes did not pay kudin sarauta on appointment at Kano,
nor did the rulers' titled kinsmen. Thus, in effect, kudin sarauta was due mainly
from non-dynastic offices endowed with territorial authority and usufruct of state
resources.
On their appointments, territorial officials could levy "gaisuwa" from all
householders subject to their authority. This levy simultaneously served to
declare the new official's authority, the people's acceptance and recognition of it,
and remunerated him for his appointment expenses, including both the unofficial
gaisuwa and the official kudin sarauta. The levy on appointment was known to officials as the kudin wankan sarauta, that is, money for washing the office; and when
levied by hakimai, it was also sometimes called kudin wankan takobi, meaning
money for washing (purchasing) the sword. To its collectors and subscribers it
was more laconically known as karo. Under Kano conventions, the collection was
undertaken within seven days of an official's installation, during the period when
he was expected to remain within his new quarters, receiving visitors and gifts
and distributing largesse. The kudin wanka thus enabled the new official to clear
off some of the pressing debts incurred in his pursuit of office, to reward some
supporters, and to supply some of his immediate needs.
Data available do not indicate whether the karo introduced by Sharefa and collected in Kano city by Kumbari refers to this occasional levy or to the recurrent
annual demand for cash tax from household heads. In this case as with jangali and
Ja'idanawa, uncertainty hinges on the multiple connotations of specific terms and
on some discernible shifts of meaning and usage. For such reasons, several questions about pre-jihadic Kano may remain permanently unresolved.
Among Sharefa's seven oppressive innovations, the Chronicle mentions

market taxation, and murgu (ransom?), here used for payments due on the first
marriage of maidens which among Hausa generally occurred between their 13th
and 15th year.78 This murgun buduruwa was still collected in Alwali's day; and
some informants cited its rate then at about 20,000 cowries which, even 80 years
later when cowries abounded in Kano, would be highly excessive, equalling 8-10
Maria Theresa silver dollars. (These were first minted in 1783 for export to the
Sahara and Sudan as currency.) At most the murgun buduruwa may then have
stood at 2,000; but even this figure seems rather high, given the relative scarcity of
cowries in Alwali's day.79Evidently, this innovation did not diffuse to Gobir, the
Shehu's home, as it escapes mention in his list of those administrative abuses and
oppressions against which the jihad was in part directed, these being condemned
by the Shehu as modes of apostasy and incompatible with Islam. like the annual
tax, this murgu on maidens was collected locally by village chiefs for transmission
to the Sarki.
The term murgu is of interest. Murgu is a rent or cash payment by slaves for
free time in which to pursue their own enterprises. This was a standard source of
income to slaveowners in Kano City and other important towns during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Thus, in describing Sharefa's demand for
payment on the first marriage of maidens as murgu, the Chronicle implicitly condemns the marriage tax by assimilating it to the payments levied on slaves for
free time. Implicitly then, by this term the Chronicle suggests that the chief
regarded all Kano maidens as his concubines or property, and consequently,
claimed a portion of their marriage fee, approXimately equal to that which a slave
owner would receive on the marriage of his female slaves.
Our information as regards the kudin wankan sarauta is ambiguous in one
important particular. Some informants assert that this was payable to the chief on
the seventh day after the official's appointment, while others suggest that at least
the majority of the sum collected remained with the new official.

Market Dues and Taxes
We have seen that Mohamman Sharefa introduced monthly taxation at the
main city market, the kasuwan kurmi, which Mohammed Rumfa had established
to service the growing caravan trade.BoUnder Sharefa's successor, Kumbari (17311743) these market taxes became a burden, probably because their form and
modes of collection permitted or encouraged various extortions. Arab merchants
withdrew to Katsina; and when tax was later demanded of the city folk, many
moved away from the town.81 The Chronicle says nothing further about this
market taxation under Kumbari's successors; but some inferences may be tentatively drawn from occasional comments. It is possible that Alwali's father Yaji
(1753-1768) reduced, regulated, or even suspended it. The Chronicle describes
him as a "just and good Sarki, and a man of mild disposition ... In his time there
was no trouble ... There was no difficulty either with his Sarkis (officials) or his
chief slaves, or his household, or anyone. Many men came and settled in Kano
land in his reign."B2
Yaji's immediate successor and senior son, Babba Zaki quickly established an
autocratic regime by playing off his official courtiers and slaves against one
another, and by imposing new burdens and far more rigorous control on them

than they had known. "He curbed the power of the Sarkis (the rural chiefs and
them every day. He forced them to give
presents under compulsion, and to go to war unwillingly."83 Babba Zaki's power
seems to have been achieved at the expense of his officialdom rather than the
general public. His autocracy consisted in subordination
of his administrative
staff by novel political means. Despite his constant campaigning and domineering
regime, the Chronicle indicates that many Arabs had already returned from
Katsina to Kano where their influence on the chief was pronounced. Babba Zaki
"imitated the Arabs of Kano in almost everything."84 Evidently, following Yaji's
reign the Arabs and the chief had achieved a rapprochement
and some had
returned. It seems likely that this concord involved some concessions of immunity against market taxes to the Arabs by the chief. Five years after Babba Zaki's
death Alwali succeeded; and for his reign our only specific data on market taxation at Kano comes from local oral traditions.
In his critical contrast between the Hausa ("Habe") governments of his day
and the ideal government ordained by Muslim traditions, the Shehu Usuman dan
Fodio cites as abuses of Hausa government that "the superintendent
of the
market takes from all the parties to a sale, and the meat which he takes on each
market there from the butchers, they call this tawasa, and ... the cotton and other
things which they take in the course of the markets, ... they call this agama." Further, "one of the ways of their government is to impose tax on merchants, and on
other travellers."ss Referring specifically to Kano in 1826 the explorer Clapperton
remarks that "a small duty is also levied on every article sold in the market; or, in
lieu thereof, a certain rent is paid for the stall or shed; a duty is also fixed on every
tobe that is dyed blue and sold. On grain there is no duty."86 Twenty-five years
later Barth mentions a standard charge of 500 cowries on "every slave sold in the
market."87 And rather less clearly he indicates that loads of natron carried by pack
oxen or asses paid a toll (kurdin fito) of 500 cowries for rights of transit through the
territory.88 On this point, Barth's phrasing is unfortunately ambiguous and suggests that the "passage money" he mentioned may be the minimum average
profit or commission charged by city merchants for handling the re-export of this
natron. If the "passage money" was an official toll, then some official would have
been specifically responsible for collecting it. However, neither in Fulani nor in
Hausa Kano did I find any official authorized to collect kudin fito.
Concerning the market taxation that prevailed in Alwali's day, our oral data
are in some respects conflicting. By one report, butchers paid a slaughter fee of
approximately 1,000 cowries per beast to their chief, the Sarkin Pawa, who exercised administrative control over the city markets. Commission agents dealing in
cloth were taxed according to their goods and turnover at rates that varied from
200 to 1,000 cowries over unspecified periods, this sum being also collected by the
Sarki Pawa. Further, a fee, equivalent to 5 percent of the price, was charged on all
slave sales, the vendor being liable. This was collected for the Sarkin Pawa by his
agent in charge of the slave sheds, who was often called the Sarkin Turawa. Presumably, vendors of other standard articles who were not liable either to these
fixed charges or to the customary exactions mentioned below, were obliged to pay
small monthly fees for the use of market stalls. This tradition states that the Sarkin
Pawa was obliged to transfer a fixed sum to the local chief after each market day,

hakimaz) and head slaves and plundered

thus implying that these modes and rates of taxation were not restricted to the
city markets but were general throughout Kano. The putative amounts claimed
by local chiefs from the Sarkin Pawa for each market day varied with the size and
wealth of the town and market. Figures of 5 to 10,000 cowries sometimes cited
assert modal variations as matters of fact, rather than precise or probable rates.
Each Sarkin Pawa was personally responsible for supplying his local chief
with appropriate portions of meat on market days. At the city, there were several
daily markets, and perhaps a night market also. In other larger towns the market
met daily. Further, in Kano City and probably in the more important rural administrative centers, the Korama, who was always a woman, appointed by the Sarkin
Pawa over all grain sellers and other vendors who used standard measures of
capacity in their trade, was obliged to provide the local prison warder with the
grain he needed for his wards. In effect, the market bore the major costs incurred
by government for subsisting prisoners.
In certain nearby states, markets were subject to customary levies by chiefs or
their slaves and agents on the Muslim Idi festivals. Such levies were commonly
known as agama and are cited thus by the Shehu. Their incidence varied widely.89
Whether this custom or oppression prevailed in rural Kano at this period I do not
know; but on the data available it certainly had no currency within the city in
Alwali's day.
The alternative account of market administration
at Kano in Alwali's day
asserts that, excepting slaves, no market sales were subject to official tax. This tradition admits that certain categories of market activity were subject to demands
for fees; but it expressly defines these imposts as unofficial and perhaps illegal
abuses of their administrative positions by the Sarkin Pawa and his assistants.
Being in charge of the market and its conduct, these men could suspend or otherwise punish vendors who opposed their demands. Their authority thus enabled
them to aggrandize their incomes and positions by the exercise of power. On this
tradition such payments as the Sarkin Pawa made at the palace did not go to the
chief but to his senior slaves to retain their support. On this account, stall charges
were perhaps the sole official form of market taxation in cash at Kano on the eve
of the jihad. In addition the San Kurmi in charge of the city prison drew his grain
supplies from the Korama; and the Sarkin Pawa supplied the chief with meat.
When he wished to sell some of his livestock, the chief employed the Sarkin Pawa
as his agent.

Craft Taxes and Organization
Three craft activities of special interest to the chief were metalwork, tanning
and leatherwork. All three were organized and controlled by the administration
through formally appointed craft heads. Metal workers were distinguished
as
blacksmiths and those who worked "white metal," namely, silver or tin. Goldsmithing is not a characteristic Hausa craft. The senior metalworker was the
Sarkin Makera, chief of the blacksmiths. The Sarkin Makera Fari, chief of the silversmiths, supplied the court with necklaces, bracelets, armlets, anklets and fine
work of various types; but the head of the blacksmiths was responsible for producing such war weapons and tools as the chief required; he was also expected to
keep himself informed about the local production of pig-iron (tamma), thus pro-

viding the ruler with an indirect check on his receipts from local smelters. As necessary the chief would instruct his senior slaves, normally the Shamaki, to supply
the Sarkin Makera with sufficient raw metal to furnish a set quantity of standard
articles such as arrows or spearheads, crowbars, axes, stirrups and other horse
gear, throwing knives and the like. The Sarkin Makera was then responsible for
completing the order by the date agreed; and to this end, he simply distributed
the pig among blacksmiths in and outside the city with appropriate instructions.
The smiths were then required to set aside all other work till they had finished
that of the chief. Standards were maintained by Sarkin Makera's inspection of the
articles produced. In return for these services, blacksmiths at Kano were exempt
from official learo. So were silversmiths whose corvee production on similar lines
provided valuables for the court and for export to other Hausa states and beyond.
Likewise tanners and leatherworkers, being subject to labor impressments by the
chief, were exempt from learo.Such exemptions and obligations applied throughout the country to all who practised these crafts.
Tanners and leatherworkers were primarily required to produce the heavy
leather shields and suits of armor known as lifida (s. lifidi), which together with
chain mail (sulke) and quilted cotton distinguished
the heavy cavalry used for
assault and defence. Lifida were commonly made from cowhides. The chief's prerogatives included rights to the tusks and hide of locally slain elephants, and to all
lion and leopard skins. The chief's leather was tanned under the direction of the
Sarkin duleawa na ajema (the head of the tanners) who distributed it among his
craftsmen within and outside the city as he saw fit. Thus leatherworkers had to
prepare articles requested by the chief through their headman, the Sarkin
Dukawa.
These four craft officials, heads of the butchers, blacksmiths, tanners and
leatherworkers, were recruited from particular descent groups of craftsmen at the
city; and each headman usually recruited his assistants from his agnates and
friends. Having a final voice in the allocation of work imposed by the chief on his
craft, craft headmen could use their administrative authority for personal ends by
relieving those who furnished adequate gifts (gaisuwa). The craft chief might also
send his agents annually on tour through the countryside or visit leading rural
centres himself; and his incomes from rural specialists in his craft would guide his
distribution of state work during the coming year. Like some of the market collections reported above, some receipts of these craft-heads were extra-legal and
unofficial. They accordingly illustrate the use of public authority for private ends;
but given the concentration of authority in Hausa government, the difficulties of
supervision and complaint, and the general acceptance of a social order based on
differential privilege and liability, these abuses were probably unavoidable.
Despite occasional statements to the contrary, it does not seem that dyers or
dye pits were subject to tax under Alwali or his predecessors at Kano; and no official was authorised to collect such taxes. As we have seen, the chief had a marina
(set of dye pits) at the palace to produce dyed cloth for currency and export.
Builders were also exempt from karo, but had to work as required on public buildings, such as the palace, official compounds and the city mosques, especially on
their roofing, the town gates, wall construction and repair. Under the Fulani in the
nineteenth century, one of the senior non-royal hakimai, the Makama, had charge

of all royal building in the chiefdom under the emir's direction. This was also the
Makama's responsibility under Hausa rule. Wall repairs at the capital and other
towns were undertaken as necessary by local corvee. At the capital, responsibilities for wall repairs were initially distributed among the hakimai, each having to
complete a certain section of the wall with labor summoned for that purpose from
his followers and fiefs; but city folk could also help.
Palace construction and repair was distributed between the three senior
slaves, Shamaki, Dan Rimi and Sallama, the last being a eunuch, each having
charge of set areas. Slave compounds were built by palace slaves, while the royal
apartments and court chambers, which were elaborate in design and decoration,
were constructed and maintained by expert builders under the Sarkin Gini (head
of the builders). In Hausa days it seems that the Sarkin Gini was a free hereditary
official attached to the throne, who supervised the repair and maintenance of
state compounds and mosques within the city.
Excluding metal workers, tanners, leatherworkers, builders and malams, learo
was levied on all craftsmen and traders along with the general population. However, until Kumbari's reign, cash taxes were not collected within Kano City; and
whether Alwali maintained Kumbari's practice in this respect we cannot say. Certainly, zakka was collected in Alwali's day on grain grown within the city walls;
and the three gate keepers at each of the fourteen city gates were then each remunerated by rights to zakka from specified farms within and outside the walls.
These benefices were designated as hurumi, a Muslim institution, by which a ruler
could allocate revenues from specific resources for such varying purposes as the
remuneration of functionnaires, the support of religion, charity, or as rewards to
favorites, sayids, princes, and so on. In addition several crops not liable to zakka
were cultivated for subsistence and marketing, for example, cassava and sweet
potato were grown as reserves against locusts, and cotton, groundnuts and indigo
for local trade. During the nineteenth century these marketable crops were subject
to taxes known as kudin shuke or crop taxes. Under Hausa rule it seems that no tax
was levied on these crops at Kano, although such taxation prevailed elsewhere.90
However, on this matter also traditions differ; and though Hausa administrative
organisation includes no official specifically authorized to collect such crop taxes,
this question merits further study, as such taxes could have been collected
through the territorial organization, as was done by Fulani during the nineteenth
century.
Besides its revenues in cash and kind and from the services of specialist craftsmen, the government had extensive claims against commoners for free labor on
public works or business. Corvee was employed to build and repair town walls,
mosques and state compounds at the capital and in rural towns, to clear and hoe
the farms of hakimai and dagatai (rural village chiefs; s. dagaci) as well as those
belonging to the king, and to transport loads or run errands as required. Officials
claimed the right to impress local beasts for these purposes.91 They were also
authorized to conscript all able-bodied men for the defence of their community
and adjacent units against attack. While commoners were not obliged to volunteer for expeditions against other countries, military service was obligatory for
territorial officials, hakimai and dagatai being dismissible for failure to turn out
with adequate contingents when instructed. The Shehu's criticism of Hausa

("Habe") government for levying fines in commutation of military service92 may
thus refer primarily to cash payments levied by despotic chiefs on members of
their officialdom, as, for example, was done by Babba Zaki at Kano.93 However, it
is clear from his context and phrasing that the Shehu's criticism of this practice,
known as gargadi, refers primarily to its use against settled Fulani and other
"Muslims" on whose behalf he protests.94 It is indeed likely that during the eighteenth century labor burdens and levies on the pastoral Fulani steadily increased;
but whether such Fulani liabilities increased faster than those of the local Hausa,
remains uncertain. Pastoralists, being exempt from tax, craft liturgies and corvee
cultivation, were frequently impressed, together with their beasts, for the transport of public supplies; and they were also recruited for wall building. Unless
commuted by appropriate gifts, their chiefs were also liable to dismissal for
failure to turn out on campaigns or furnish adequate contingents as required.
Being segmentally assimilated to Hausa society, various Fulani communities
apparently regarded these state demands as forms of ethnic oppression; but
without adequate data on their relative distribution among Fulani and Hausa, we
cannot now determine the validity of this view.

The Legal Administration, Police and Prisons
The Shehu also criticizes "Habe" (Hausa) governments for various practices
that violate Muslim law: the bribery and corruption of judges, the commutation
of physical penalties such as mutilation into fines, decisions according to customary law rather than the shari'a, and illegal appropriations of property left by
deceased travellers.9s In substance, these charges are undeniable; but they are
equally true of succeeding Fulani regimes. In general Hausa deviations from or
suspensions of shari'a procedures, rules and punishments represent accommodations of this sacred law to their social milieu and cultural conditions. Offenders
for whom the shari'a prescribed such punishments as amputation or stoning were
normally reprieved if they or their kin could furnish fines that varied with the
character and context of each offence. Clearly, such fines enriched the judicial and
political officials who shared them; but given their collective character, they were
also effective punishments.96 Even if reserved only for first offenders, they were
certainly more humane than the punishments prescribed by the shari 'a; but
equally, they allowed an offender's agnates to be compelled to furnish the fine
levied on their kinsman. These enforced compositions were also described locally
as karo (levy, fine); and it is possible that this was one of Sharefa's "oppressive"
innovations.
In Hausa days, besides the senior Alkali or judge in Kano city, there were
appointed alkalai at Gaya, Dutse, Rano, Karaye, Kura and perhaps at other centers
also. It is said, too, that most senior rural chiefs who held the hereditary offices of
which tambari were critical insignia, appointed local alkalai to administer the
current mixture of Muslim law (shari'a) and Hausa custom (al'ada) within their
domains, for example, Burumburum, Birnin Kudu, Suma'ila, Dambarta, Bebeji,
Jahun, Gwaram, Babura and similar units. I cannot verify these specific attributions; but it is clear that, however numerous the distribution of formally
appointed and adequately trained alkalai in rural Kano during Hausa days, most
rural people still remained subject to territorial chiefs for the administration of jus-

tice. These chiefs normally employed senior local clerics as court assessors and
jurisconsults on technicalities of Muslim law. Their local imam was often responsible for administration of the Koranic oath. The territorial chief generally
reserved the right of decision, following interpretations of the evidence and law
by his malams. As the ruler's representative, he also administered all suits involving claims to local land, compounds and economic trees. Likewise, following the
ruler's practice, he decided the appropriate action in cases of local maladministration by his subordinates. If a matter was serious he might either report it to his
hakimi or refrain from public, though not necessarily private, action.
Those rural chiefs who appointed alkalai kept local prisons and police staff at
their headquarters. Though not empowered to order or execute any physical punishments beyond those whippings the shari'a prescribed, these territorial chiefs
could levy and collect fines. Such restrictions accordingly encouraged them to
substitute fines for punishments they could not ordain. To apprehend offenders
and to enforce their decisions, the rural chiefs maintained police known as dogarai.
The prison warder had custody of suspects awaiting trial, and of convicts whose
fines remained unpaid.
At the capital the ruler had three prisons, in the larger of which commoners
were placed under the San Kurmi's charge. This prison was within the gidan
(compound of) San Kurmi away from the palace, the prisoners being kept in deep
pits within a central courtyard. At Kano, the San Kurmi provided his wards with
a minimal diet. Imprisonment for debt was unknown. The second prison was
reserved for persons of high rank such as officials or princes, and stood within the
palace. It was controlled by the Sarkin Yara who, though junior to the San Kurmi
in rank, was not his subordinate. Alternatively the ruler could dispatch noble
prisoners to the Shamaki whose compound then stood on the site of the modern
mosque. Stocks and chains were sometimes used to immobilize noble prisoners,
but as a mark of their status, such persons were isolated within guarded enclosures, and not placed in pits. The king's executioner had the title of Hauni.
Routine executions were publicized by impaling the victim's head on a pole
beside the market or on the city walls. However, executions of noblemen or
princes for reasons of state varied in their context, publicity and form.

Fief Administration
It is said that in Hausa, as in later, days, ward heads in rural areas of Kano
could appeal for protection and redress against their immediate superior, the
dagaci or village chief, to the hakimi who held the unit in fief. In theory this was the
situation; and undoubtedly on many occasions such appeals were made and some
may have proved effective. However, whether wisely or not, the administrative
organization tended to discourage such appeals. A hakimi normally administered
the various units under his care through titled agents Uekadu; s. jekada), each
directly responsible for the levies and good order of one or more discrete communities. To have access to the hakimi who formally appointed him, a ward-head normally had to win the support of his jekada; but this depended on the jekada's
interest in supporting, replacing or subordinating the local chief.
Likewise, in theory a village (local) chief could appeal to the ruler against
oppressive administration by his hakimi or to the hakimi against oppressive

administration by his jekada. In practice jekadu were probably assured of the
hakimi's favor by ties of kinship, clientage and long service. The hakimi could normally rely on the senior court ushers, Kilishi, Ciroman Shamaki, and Makaman
Dan Rimi to obstruct complainants with various excuses until he had either composed the matter or insinuated his view with the chief through the appropriate
throne slaves and eunuchs. We cannot now determine how this leap-frogging
authority structure actually worked in different cases. Though directly subject to
the jekada's administration, the village chief was formally only the hakimi's subordinate; and, although the hakimi could engineer the dagaci's dismissal, he could
not effect this independently. Only the ruler could dismiss anyone he appointed.
The jekada was appointed and freely dismissible by the hakimi. He was accordingly vulnerable to complaints from the dagatai he supervised. The hakimi normally appOinted ward heads on the guidance of his jekadu and village chiefs; and
he could dismiss them freely. By alliance with the jekada, a ward head could preserve his position against encroachments by the village chief and might even
secure his dismissal. Unless he had such alternative routes of access to the king as
those discussed below, a dagaci could only address the ruler by personal appeal to
his judicial court. However, the king could summon the village chief or address
enquiries to him without restraint. Clearly this set of counterbalancing structures
which linked each pair across an intermediary administrative level, was designed
to facilitate and stabilize central direction and control. Babba Zaki evidently capitalized its value in this respect. At the centre power was formally dispersed
between the chief and his council, and informally between the chief and those
senior slave officials on whom he depended for communications with and
beyond the hakimai. It is thus probable that inferiors at any level of organization
were encouraged to seek redress or protection against their immediate superiors
through political relations of alliance and clientage with officials further up the
hierarchy rather than through judicial or administrative appeal. The hereditary
character of most important central offices served to protect the regime against
subversion by insulating the administration with protective political shields of
kinship and clientage while restraining its inherent tendency to aggrandizement
and autocracy. Most hakimships vested in specific descent groups; and as indicated above, these units were deeply cleft by rivalries for lineage office and
cognate values. Often then, the clienteles of successive incumbents and rivals differed sharply in their social alignments and relations of patronage. The probability of successive alternations in local distributions of power that was implicit in
this political system thus furnished some constraints on those holding authority
at any moment.

The Military Organization
Despite the strength latent in its population and prosperity, Kano has always
had a mediocre military record. Evidently the chiefdom lacked both the military
spirit and sense of "national" unity that characterized Katsina and Gobir. Kano
had grown great by dominating and incorporating several old chiefdoms, its
equals in age and once in status; but this incorporation was formal rather than
complete. Local particularism reinforced communal antagonism to the central
government. Further as indicated above, the polity included many Fulani com-

munities under chiefs of their own. Though dispersed, divided and clearly subordinate, these collectivities were only loosely attached to the Hausa state, and
certainly not part of its corporate body. Moreover, even among the Muslim Hausa
its political stratifications weakened Kano. Commoners (talakawa) were normally
not required to take part in offensive campaigns, and when attacked in force, they
were often best advised to flee. Rarely could the chief mobilize his army in time to
relieve them. Campaigns were thus in form always offensive; and even when
undertaken for defensive purposes, the general object was to defeat the enemy in
battle. Offensive action often consisted of raiding and devastation.
Commoners could participate in these campaigns only as foot soldiers or
bowmen, unless provided with a horse and armor by their patrons; but all who
sought and received mounts simultaneously undertook to present themselves
whenever summoned by their patrons for campaigns or such other services as
escorting their jekadu to rural areas, or attendance at Sallah in the patron's retinue.
By virtue of their positions, hakimai were well placed to acquire horses; but
they were expected to distribute them among their kin, slaves and ablest clients.
The chief likewise presented horses to his hakimai, to his titled and untitled courtiers, and to his palace slaves.
The core of the chiefdom's fighting force consisted of the king's slave soldiers.
Many of these, equipped as lifida, were held in reserve around the chief and the
commander for defence or final assault in phalanx formation. Lightly armed
cavalry (barade) were used for scouting, raiding and swift attacks. The vanguard
contained a cluster of lifida, spearmen, and bowmen, infantry sheltering between
the horses.
The chief himself rarely took the field except for ceremonial attacks against
Wasai. Though Babba Zaki was unusual in this respect, even he placed the
eunuch Muradi in charge of his cavalry.97As field commanders (tirikal), the chief
usually relied on the Madaki, Makama, Barde Babba, or Sarkin Dawaki; however,
he could also commission other captains of known prowess though lesser rank as
he pleased. The field commander (tirika) had tactical discretion but defined objectives. He supervised the distribution of booty following the campaign and
received a share of the state's portion for his services. Senior throne slaves only
went on campaigns with the chief. Clerics and certain specialized officials
remained at the capital, for example, the Alkali, the Limam, the Ma'aji (treasurer),
and the Sarkin Shanu who formally administered the government during the
ruler's absence from the city.
Campaigns were planned by the chief in council, following which state forces
would be mobilized by detailing hakimai to summon levies from their fiefs at a
given date and place. Usually the force was marshalled in or near Kano City. It set
out with a numerous train of concubines, camp followers and a reserve of riderless horses for use as replacements. The four senior rural chiefs, Rano, Gaya,
Dutse and Karaye, held high military rank and could be given independent commands. These chiefs could also independently levy their forces to intercept
raiders or to join the Kano armies in attack. However they lacked authority to raid
or campaign independently, even against the pagan tribes in Bauchi.98 While this
prohibition was clearly designed to prevent internal violence and war within
Kano itself, it reinforced the dominance of the central authority by reserving to it

all rights of military agression. To further enhance this dominance, Babba Zaki
crea~ed a unit of slave m.usketeers as royal guards,99 following the practice of
GobIr and Bornu. At that time even the senior rural chiefs lacked such weapons.
Rulers and Ruled, Officials and Subjects
The state consisted of an organization of offices, each distinguished by specific
d.uties, re.sources, p0.wers and rights. Its authentic representatives were the officIals, theIr commrs~Ioned agents (jekadu) and their fadawa (courtiers). Though
nu~erous, these .office-hol~~rs and their agents were only a small part of the population from which the offiCialdom was recruited. At any moment most of those
who were eligible for office at any level of the organization lacked it. Such eligible
pe~s?ns who lacked office consisted mainly of senior agnatic kinsmen of current
offiCials and other members of those lineages for which specific titles were traditionally reserved; but senior clients, slaves, clerics and eunuchs and warriors of
proven valour were also included.
This reservoir of potential office holders should not be regarded as a determinate stratum. Rather it contained several discrete groupings, scattered across the
various ethnic and territorial divisions of the society; and within each local unit,
these elements were drawn from such distinct status-categories
as slaves, free
men, clerics, hereditary nobles and others, most offices being prescriptively identified with particular collectivities and status-categories,
local and/or ethnic.
Thus eligibility for a particular office or discrete set of offices generally excluded
an individual from all others. For example, those eligible for hereditary offices at
Dutse were thereby ineligible for office at Rano, Gaya, Karaye and other local
~its. Occasio~ally some of these rural officials and nobles were selected by the
kmg for appomtment to central offices of state or for promotion and transfer to
other communities whose chiefships were not prescriptively closed by descent;
but such occasions were relatively rare; and most officials, local and other, were
unlikely to be transferred or promoted from positions identified with their local
ethnic or occupational segment and reserved for members of their own status category within it. Promotion was thus restricted in range and scope by this combination of segmental and status criteria which normally defined the social locus
and context of office, and its relations with the central authority. Citizenship was
correspondingly
qualified by this segmental ethnic and local structure .
.In the~ry citize~hip derived from allegiance to the chief rather than simple
resid~nce m the chIefdom. It was the primacy and exclusiveness of this political
allegiance (capka) that underlay extra-territorial assertions of kanu jurisdiction
over Kano Fulani adrift in other countries. However, as we have seen, jangali taxation of migratory pastoralists revealed the ambiguous relations of these two principles, territoriality and political allegiance. In like fashion Ghadames Arabs at
Kano city were not citizens of Kano, though either native or effectively naturalized by long residence; neither were Kano immigrants in Zazzau or Katsina, citizens of thos~ state~ ~til they formally made allegiance to their rulers directly, or
to some semor offiCIal who stood proxy for the chief. Such declarations of allegiance (capka) from individual immigrants or small family groups were neither
required nor general; but they were obligatory for the leaders of large and ethnically alien immigrant groups, such as a Fulani Ruga, Ardo or lineage head.

While it was sufficient for individual immigrants to report to the local village
chief and ask his permission to settle, leaders of immigrant collectivities, being
obliged to preserve their corporate boundaries and their internal autonomy, had
first to establish good political relations with the ruler by declaring allegiance, presenting gifts, and undertaking to uphold his order. In return, the ruler usually
directed such immigrants to some suitable unoccupied sites; and, provided their
rank or number merited, he might appoint a headman among them, thus creating
a new segmental title. Alternatively he might place the immigrants under one of
his hakimai or reserve their administration temporarily for himself. In the latter
case a senior throne slave normally served as the official channel of communication (kofa, door) between the chief and the immigrant community.
Irrespective of theory, in practice citizenship, at Kano as elsewhere, and under
the Hausa as under the Fulani, was pervasively particularistic at base. Most men
became citizens of Kano because they were citizens first of local or ethnic communities located there. Resident aliens, though subject to Kano, were not Kano citizens until they made declarations of personal allegiance. Members of such
dispersed ethnic communities as the pastoral Fulani, were only conditionally
subject to Kano. Should they formally transfer allegiance on relocation elsewhere,
for example, in Katsina or Bornu, they simultaneously
ceased to be subject to
jurisdiction by Kano, but remained under their headmen. Thus pastoral Fulani,
although residents and conditional subjects, were not citizens of Kano state in any
prescriptive sense. Instead they were primarily citizens of their particular ethnic
groups. Likewise, local Arabs, Nupe and administratively discrete Kanuri groups
remained incompletely assimilated to the degree that their membership was circumscribed by the boundaries of their corporate groups. This was also the situation of Maguzawa and other pagan groups.
Among the Muslim Hausa of Kano, citizenship was also qualified in content
and form by community membership. Men were citizens of Kano state because
the communities with which they were identified were corporate components of
that polity. Only at the centre, and even there, only for the limited population of
rulers and their slave staffs" was citizenship directly and exclusively identified
with the state. The Muslim Hausa derived his identity within the polity from his
membership in a community or ethnic segment that it incorporated.
Normally, rural folk participated indirectly in the political life of their village
communities under the heads of the wards and hamlets in which they lived and
were organized. Their participation in the political life of the state was thereby
mediated through the institution of community chiefship. In several rural areas
this structure of allegiance and citizenship was further qualified by intermediate
levels of social and administrative
organization. For example, such large substates as Gaya or Birnin Kudu, Rano, Karaye, Dutse and Burumburum were historic polities orgarlized as hierarchies with several levels under resident hereditary chiefs. In these districts, individual citizenship was mediated serially
through affiliations in wards, villages, fiefs, and subdistricts, all of which were
integrated as a separate system by allegiance to the hereditary local chief. In consequence of their constitutions, the citizenship of people living in such areas was
more intensively bound to the local unit than that of any others in the chiefdom.
Structurally and historically, Kano was an aggregate of local and ethnic segments

of differing complexity, extent and kind, coordinated as a heterogenous but distinctive polity by their differential subordination to a common central authority
that demanded uniform obedience to its orders, but distributed these differentially in accordance with local differences of history, ethnicity, organization and
scale. In effect, the polity was an aggregate of disparate parts unified by subjection to a common central executive; but neither were all its component parts
equally and continuously coordinated, nor was the whole a genuine unity. Indeed
to some extent, despite many shared values and institutions, this was equally true
even within local segments, including both the once independent substates and
communities of simple structure.
For example, if residents of Gaya distinguished themselves from those of
Rano or Dutse, they also contraposed their collective interests and citizenship
with those of Kano state and the community centered at and around the capital
which had served as its historic core, and which continued to dominate the country, while reaping the major economic benefits from the regime. However, even
within that central community, whose history the Chronicle revealingly relates as
the history of Kano chiefdom and state, citizenship was conditioned by differences of descent, community and status. As the primitive chiefdom grew by the
subordination and partial absorption of similar units on its borders, its chiefs and
officials progressively lost their initial exclusive identity with the central community and expanded their interests and claims throughout the territory. Thus, in the
course of expansion, as the Kano chiefship and state organization became progressively segregated from its immediate communal context, the stratification at
the centre deepened, its chieftaincy was magnified, elevated and isolated in an
increasingly elaborate complex of ceremonial organization and activities; and
inevitably the officials were progressively differentiated from other strata. Thus,
paradoxically, solidarities based on communal interests and citizenship were
often weakest within the dominant central community; and to a lesser extent, a
similar situation also obtained in such substates as Gaya, Rano, or Karaye, where
the elevated status and authority of the local chiefs and courts generated corresponding social disjunctions. However, in consequence of their variable positions
within the inclusive hierarchic structure, such internal divisions differed in kind
and intensity among communities of different constitution, history and complexity.
Only the capital concentrated the entire span of differential status, power,
wealth and authority characteristic of Kano; but there the structure was at once
predominant and ubiquitous. The population of the capital was rigidly divided
into categories distinguished by status, political position and prospect. Clientage
ramified extensively to link individuals and families of different levels into pyramidal structures, whose internal solidarities varied as a function of their constitution and their immediate administrative and political context. Some social
mobility was institutionalized within and through frameworks of clientage; and
all officials sought to maintain and increase their clienteles by appointing one or
('" more senior clients to offices on their staff. The ruler likewise made variable use of
\ such shigege appointments. Though strongly stratified, the official order was
\ neither fixed nor closed; and though firmly based on differential status over most
/ of its range, its differential statuses were sometimes specific and sometimes
'-",.,.

diffuse in their authority elements and political connotations. Together these conditions furnished the social framework of Hausa government.

Tambari Titles
In Kano, as in other Hausa states, officials were differentiated by various criteria as free or slave, hereditary or shigege, royal or other, central and resident in the
capital, or local and resident in rural communities, territorial or nonterritorial,
military or civil, secular or religious, senior (shugaba) or subordinate (lawam), and
by other specifically functional or structural criteria. This combination of dichotomies does not exhaust all the critical factors that differentiate particular offices.
For example, some territorial officials (hakimai) held large continuous tracts of territory (yanki; jiha), while most did not. Further, as we have seen, such chiefs as
Gaya, Rano, Karaye, or Dutse held distinct though equivalent positions. These
senior chiefs were usually distinguished from the hakimai resident in Kano as
rural chiefs (dagatai); but they all exercised a wider territorial authority than the
hakimai; and though generally ranked with other dagatai, these chiefs and others
like them had many dagatai of their own as direct subordinates. Indeed, it seems
likely that, unlike hakimai, these senior rural chiefs may have themselves
appointed local dagatai over their subject communities.
In status, jurisdiction, and provenience, important local chiefs could be
regarded as vassals, though their autonomy was rather reduced by comparison
with the vassalage at Zazzau, for example. In Kano, "vassals" were subject to
central taxation, whereas in Zazzau and elsewhere, vassals paid tribute. In Kano
also these rural chiefs lacked authority to mobilize their forces or wage war
without permission of the chief at Kano. Moreover, the four chiefs listed above
were only the most senior of many hereditary chiefs of rural communities whose
titles carried tambari (kettle-drums), the common symbol of former political independence. It is said that in H?\usa days, as under the Fulani, there were about 50
rural chiefs in Kano territory, who held tambari as insignia of hereditary and formerly independent office. Most of these territorial chiefs were recruited by
descent from lineages that had traditionally held these offices; but in some cases
shigege appointments to such positions had been institutionalized long before
Alwali's reign. Moreover, in their political significance, these drum-chiefs, as we
may call them, differed widely. Several administered large compact areas that
contained many communities and substantial populations. Others presided over
single villages or towns, for example, at Gano, Sarina or Dal; and it is quite likely
that several community chiefs in such large substates as Dutse or Gaya also held
tambari and hereditary office by traditional right.
This distribution of tambari chiefships at Kano has persisted from Alwali's day
to the present despite two major changes of regime. Tambari titles are not lightly
abolished but rather tend to be preserved for their value in expressing and reinforcing the political order. Thus the historic and current distribution of these
drum titles, each differentiated by locality, lineage and history, furnishes a vivid
institutional record of the processes by which these lesser chiefdoms grew in

Shentali

earlier centuries at Kano, sometimes absorbing one another before they were
themselves in turn subjugated and incorporated by the Kano chiefs. In consequence of such variable antecedents, tambari titles in Kano do not constitute a separate distinctive order; but are generally assimilated to other local chiefships that
lack such insignia and traditions, in the order of dagatai. Their position, while
variable, is structurally ambiguous. The most important tambari titles carried
rights to a voice in the councils of state, while the less important were administratively little different from ordinary dagatai. Between these extremes there were
great variations in status, importance and authority, which sometimes expressed
the differing histories of these units.

Dan Tama

Dynastic

Madakin Galadima
Dan Ruwata
(Cognate?)
Dan Goriba

(Free client)

Dan Gaje

Sangetso
Ja'idanawa
S.P. Sankara
S.P. Dambarta
S.P. Kunci
S.P. Jahun
Gyerengi
Azaure

-> Gezawa
Other Fulani Ardos
Jeru Kusheyi
Madakin Jarmai
Galadiman Jarmai
Shentalin Ciroma
Madakin Ciroma
Makaman Ciroma
Ciroman Madaki
Galadiman

Madaki

Shentalin Madaki
Barden Madaki
Barwa
Dawaki
Shamakin Babbar Daki
Sarkin Gida

Offices

Titles reserved for the ruler's kinsmen differed likewise in their political and
administrative
significance, seniority, and traditional distribution. Some offices
were by tradition reserved for the ruler's cognatic kin, who were ineligible for the
succession; for example, the offices of Sarkin Dawakin Tsakar Gida, Dan Kade,
and Barde Kereriya. Such senior hereditary office holders as the nonroyal councillors and the four senior tambari chiefs were also usually linked to the ruler by ties
of kinship and marriage, it being customary for the royal lineage to intermarry
extensively with these descent groups. Nonetheless, since these titles passed by
agnatic descent, though their holders were often also cognates of the ruler, they
were sharply distinguished at Kano from those reserved for the king's cognatic
kin.
As indicated above, some titles were reserved for the king's womenfolk, specifically for his mother and probably for his paternal aunt, for his elder and
younger sisters, and for his favourite concubine, the uwar sora (mother of the bedchamber). Likewise, the more numerous and administratively
important offices
reserved for princes were traditionally distinguished by their distribution among
differing categories of the king's agnatic kin. Thus, such offices as Ciroma, Tafida
and Dan Lawan were usually reserved for the ruler's sons, while the titles of
Wombai and Galadima were r~served for his elder brothers who were unlikely to
succeed him under Hausa conventions. Such titles as Dan Maje or Dan Buram
were traditionally allocated among the chief's younger brothers, while the position of Turaki Manya was reserved for the chief's agnatic parallel cousins, and
normally for the grandsons of previous chiefs, and the office of Dan Ruwata was
generally held by the Galadirna's senior son. Other princely titles such as Sarkin
Shanu or Dan Makwayau could be alloted to the chief's sons or brothers equally.
Each of these various categories of titled royal kin differed in their relations with
the ruler, their relative rank, political prominence and promotional prospects.
While some titles were allocated to leading candidates for the succession, others
went to princes who, though formally eligible to succeed, were unlikely to do so
on personal, political or constitutional grounds. Yet other princes however, such
as the Galadima or Wombai even if ineligible for the throne, ranked first among
princes in authority, power and wealth.
The throne itself was an object of constant strife. Alwali and his immediate
predecessors belonged to that dynasty or segment known as the Kutumbawa

after their ancestor Muhamman Alwali I (1623-1648), who was nicknamed "EI
Kutumbi." These Kutumbawa had evidently displaced an earlier "dynasty" or
segment of their own dynasty; who were identified as Rumfawa after their outstanding member, Muhamman Rumfa (1463-1499). Muhamman Alwali II is said
to have faced a revolt of Rumfawa and their supporters shortly after his accession
in 1781. This incident is well remembered, though not recorded in the Kano
Chronicle. Other traditions also relate rebellions of Rumfawa during Sharefa's
reign (1703-1731). According to the Dokaji Alhaji Abubakar, the Kutumbawa
ruled Kano for 186 years till Alwali's death, following 163 years of Rumfawa
rule.JlJO Malam Adamu na Ma'aji assigns the Kutumbawa 195 years and distinguishes them from their predecessors as Tubawa, that is, Muslim converts. WI Both
the Dokaji and M. Adamu associate the Rumfawa with Gaya, but Dokaji
Abubakar also identifies them as a segment of the Daura dynasty which had
immigrated to Kano via Gaya and displaced an older line of Daurawa, the Gaudawa, who had founded and ruled Kano since Bagauda's day around 1000 A.D.l02
According to the kinship ascriptions reported in the Kano Chronicle, both Rumfa
and Kutumbi descend from their immediate respective predecessors, Yakubu
(1452-1463) and Muhammadu na Zaki (1618-1623); however for neither does the
text of the Chronicle specify paternity, although, following Temple and Palmer,
East lists these rulers as sons of earlier chiefs.103 It is thus possible, as tradition
affirms, that the Kutumbawa are merely that segment of Rumfawa which successfully excluded others from the throne over a series of reigns. Whether or not this
is the case, under Kutumbi rulers, many Rumfawa remained within the Kano
population, a constant threat to their power; and it seems clear that senior Rumfawa, though untitled, were widely regarded as princes formally entitled to rule
provided they could seize the throne. Thus, even the category of princes and
royals had obscure and variable boundaries, since presumably the Rumfawa
dynasts rejected Kutumbawa status claims.104
It is said that before the jihad the rulers of Rano, Dutse, Gaya, Getso, Godiya,
Suma'ila and Burumburum, were linked to the Kutumbawa chiefs by ties of
kinship and frequent intermarriage that influenced appointments of local chiefs.
In addition, Kutumbawa princes consolidated their rule by marriage alliances
with noble lineages that held senior offices in the capital and the outer districts.
The Rumfawa faction accordingly found little support among the senior officials.
Hakimai-the

Fiefholders

As already indicated, in popular opinion, the relative importance of hakimships of similar rank held by members of the same status category varied with the
number, size and wealth of their respective fiefs. Though many central offices
lacked fiefs, fief administration was the characteristic mode of official action; and
territorial jurisdiction was the prototype for senior offices directly subordinate to
the throne. Routine objects of this territorial administration included the maintenance and enforcement of law, order and peace within the local units concerned;
the transmission and enforcement of royal commands; the organization of a
steady inflow of detailed information on affairs in the fief and its immediate environs; the administration of land rights, inheritance suits and similar civil issues in
the area; the supervision and control of local officials by various means, including

the exercise of influence on local appointments and dismissals; routine levies of
tax, zakka, corvee, or military contingents as directed by the king; provision of safe
conduct for caravans in transit, the public transport of state goods; and the maintenance of local state property in good repair. In addition to customary shares of
revenue and zakka from their fiefs, and customary rights to free labour on their
local farms, hakimai normally sought to extract further incomes to meet their continually increasing personal and administrative expenditures by exploiting the
various opportunities the administrative structure prOVided.
Hakimai administered their distant fiefs through titled staffs of jekadu recruited
from their kin, clients or slaves. On his appointment to the official staff of a hakimi
as a jekada, the subordinate (lawani; pI., lawanm) usually received one of the titles
derivatively attached to that of his superior. Thus, the Madaki's lawanai bore such
titles as Barden Madaki, Shentalin Madaki, Ciroman Madaki, Galadiman Madaki,
Shamakin Madaki. The designations of these subtitles corresponded with prototypes attached to the chief, but distinguished their holders by specific reference to
the Madaki. Thus, while the title of Ciroma was reserved for the ruler's senior
son, the Ciroman Madaki was normally the Madaki's eldest son; and while the
office of Barde was usually reserved for the chief's client, Barden Madaki was
usually the Madaki's client, though the office might also be given to a collateral.
Likewise Shamakin Madaki was usually the Madaki's senior slave. Under Kano
conventions, slaves were not usually given territorial authority; nor were they formally put in charge over collectivities of free men. Accordingly slave members of
the Madaki's staff had limited public roles; and their offices were generally
regarded as having purely household relevance.
A hakimi with several fiefs would allocate them among his lawanai and modify
established precedent and custom to fit his situation. Some fiefs attached to an
office were traditionally reserved for its holder's Ciroma, others for his Galadima,
and the like. The hakimi was required, on appointment, to remain at the capital
and attend the ruler's court regularly. Unless otherwise instructed, he only visited
his fiefs once or twice a year. The jekada maintained contact with his fief directly or
through his own messengers qnd agents. The jekada thus relayed instructions and
requests from the centre and information, supplies and tax from the fief, dealing
with the unit through its official head and the latter's titled subordinates. The
chains of communication and command were identical; and it was formally at
once a serious affront, a breach of procedure and a trespass of authority for the
jekada to communicate with ward heads directly rather than through their superior, the village chief. However, the consequences of such conduct varied with the
situation and its content. Likewise a hakimi avoided routine dealings with his
village heads except through jekadu he had officially appointed.
.
One brief example, the Madaki's administration, illustrates the general form
and scope of these territorial jurisdictions. In Alwali's day the Madaki had several
fiefs in a large compact area in northwestern Kano. These were divided among his
titled lawanai, each of whom was responsible for collecting the tax, zakka, and
other local supplies from the units under his care, for referring serious local disputes to the Madaki for settlement, for levying labour and troops, and for keeping
the Madaki informed about all local incidents and conditions of administrative
relevance. The Madaki selected and appointed his lawanai personally, with

turban, robe and horse, at his official compound in the city; and thereafter he
alone could dismiss them.
Village heads were selected by the Madaki and jekadu for recommendation to
and formal appointment by the Chief, who alone could dismiss a village head.
Ward-heads were selected by the jekada and village head concerned for commendation to and appointment by the Madaki; and he alone could dismiss them. Each
jekada kept a customary share of the revenues from his fief, whether zakka, jangali,
or cash, and turned the rest over to the Madaki who transferred the Chief's share
to the Ma'aji or Shamaki as required, and retained a portion for himself. When an
expedition was planned, the Madaki ordered his jekadu to have their village chiefs
announce in the local markets that talakawa warriors should renew or prepare
their weapons and war medicines by a set day, and all horsed clients should see to
their mounts and gear. The village chief would lead his contingent to the jekada at
Kano, and the Madaki would report to the palace when his contingents had all
come in. Neither the Madaki nor his subordinates had any independent legislative power, but such legislation (doka, law; pI. dokob) as the chief decreed would
be announced locally at the village market by the town-crier in the presence of the
village chief and jekada.
In theory, the Madaki could promote subordinates to senior offices on his staff.
In practice the differing status qualifications of these offices restricted his freedom. Thus instead of promotion, the Madaki might reallocate administrative
control of fiefs as he deemed appropriate. I did not learn whether any Hausa
Madaki or his peers had claims against the estates of lawanai who died in their
service, or against those they dismissed. However, it seems unlikely in the context
that a Madaki would assert such claims unless the subordinate's disloyalty or
cowardice seemed to merit punishment, in which case he could either impose a
heavy fine on his agent or dismiss him.
The Madaki's official estate consisted of public property, including the horses,
state compounds, farms, economic trees, slaves and other wealth endowed to the
office. This aggregate remained for his successor. On his death, the Madaki's personal property was usually divided into three portions of theoretically equal
value. One of these went to the late Madaki's immediate family, the second to his
successor, and the third to the Chief, who might, if he wished, distribute it as he
pleased among his courtiers or among his late Madaki's clients and kin. By
Muslim law, the Madaki's fertile concubines were freed by his death. Under
Hausa practice, all the personal property he had given away in his lifetime was
excluded from the inheritance. However, horses transferred to clients or slaves
would be returned to his estate. After those belonging to the office were removed,
the remainder were distributed as already described, with their riding gear and
weapons. The chief normally appropriated these and other military equipment
from the estate of hakimai as his share. That reserved for the fief holder's issue and
widows was usually divided unequally according to the relative rank of the
women's lineage, the largest portion going to those children whose mother was of
royal rank.
In such adjacent Hausa states as Zaria, Katsina and Daura, the office of
Madaki, or Kaura, its traditional equivalent in Katsina and Daura, whether hereditary or not, normally ranked second only to the chief. This was not so in Kano. At

Zaria, the Madaki, and in Katsina and Daura, the Kauras, were the officials .in
charge of war. They normally commmanded the field force, unless too o~d or 111;
and even when the king campaigned, they directed the cavalry opera~o~s. At
Kano the chief had several tirikai or field commanders; and the Madaki himself
had: subordinate, entitled Dawaki, to direct the field operations of his horser:nen.
Thus at Kano the Madaki was not primarily a military office. Perhaps by deliberate p~licy of successive chiefs, there was no senior mili~ary offic~ in Kano. At an
earlier date, the Chronicle suggests that the Mai-dawaki (owner, l.e., c~mmander
of horses, Le., cavalry chief, of which Madaki is the abbreviated form) dId se~e as
the state's war leader; but by 1780 that was long past. Learning from expenence,
chiefs enhanced their position by dispersing military .leade~ship a~ong several
offices such as Makama, Barde, Sarkin Dawaki, Madaki, SarkinJarmal and others,
while concentrating supervision of the civil administration in ~e hand~ of the
Galadirna, who was usually an elder kinsman of the chief el~er unlikely to
survive him or ineligible to succeed. Indeed at Kano, even in Fularn d~ys, the ~aladima was regarded as the Sarki's vizier (wazin); and when~ver his execu~ve
powers passed to another, usually some favourite of the chief, the Chrorncle
remarks this unusual development. Only after some major upheav~l would the
Galadirna's powers and functions be reduced by th~ formal appomtment of .a
vizier- until then the Galadima constitutionally exercIsed many powers of deClsion ;hat were otherwise reserved for the chief, together with wide territorial
authority. As vizier, the Galadirna's functions were .consistent :,:ith. his close
kinship with the chief, and his decisions were onl~ ~ubJe~t to m~~lfication by ~e
chief. Responsibilities for routine and ad hoc adm1IDs~ative deClSlOns~d action
were delegated to him by the chief directly or in council. One effect of this transfer
of executive powers to the Galadima as vizier w~s to ~en! thr?ne slaves the
chance to dominate the state by dominating or marnpulating Its chief.

The Throne Slaves: Babba Zaki's Reorganization
At Kano senior slaves served as administrative heads of police departments,
supervising and directing the 'work of o~er .sl.a:es. The power of. the cadre of
senior throne slaves, was dispersed by thel! dIVISIonunder three shlgege heads. of
equivalent rank and diverse function. Beyond the ruler's household, tw? sernor
slaves Shamaki and Dan Rimi, and the eunuch Sallama, served as the mam channels of communication (kofoft, wasidodl) between the chief and ~ free o~ficials..In
his unpublished history of Kano Mallam Adamu expressly attrIbutes this admmistrative innovation to Babba Zaki (1768-1776);105 and oral data on the distribution
of these communication channels among the throne slaves during Alwali's reign
tend to support M. Adamu's assertion that this. communication structure developed during the closing phases of the Hausa regIme.
..
Apart from throne farms and a few scattered co~umties
res:rved for allocation among his fadawa, slaves and untitled kin as Jekadu, the chief held no land
directly in fief, being lord of all. The territory was thus entirely parcelled out
among his hakimai for administration; and such substates. a.sRano or Karaye, als?
came under particular hakimai who served as kofas and ongmally handled all theIr
communications with the king.
For various reasons Babba Zaki evidently regarded this arrangement as unsat-

isfa~tory, fer~aps because it, concentrated excessive power in the hands of the
seruor halamal, thereby reducmg the ruler's freedom and control' but also because
these arrangements permitted such powerful rural chiefs as D~tse and Gaya to
plan and initiate revolts with security. As we shall see, there were several such
outbreaks unde~ B~bba Zaki's predecessors during the eighteenth century. Evidently by establishing a new set of communication channels Babba Zaki simultaneously sought to reduce and undermine the power of his halamai and to bring
t~e senior rural chiefs and others holding tambari under closer central superviSIon. Apparently he made no attempt either to abolish or to modify in any major
way the preva.ilin? distribution of administrative responsibilities for these units
a~ong his haklmal, probab.ly because such action might have promoted his depoSItion. Instead Babba Zaki sought to abolish the hakimafs strategic positions as
exclusive intermediaries between the tambari chiefs and the court by two measures he introduced simultaneously. First he placed his senior slaves in charge of
his official communications with halamai, and distributed the latter among these
wasidodi (intermediaries). Simultaneously he made these slave "doors" responsible also for his communications with the tambari chiefs. For the most part it seems,
from the oral data collected, that communications with the tambari chiefs were
then segregated from those with their halamai, and passed through differing slave
kafas, thereby enabling the king to playoff the tamban' chiefs, the hakimai and his
slave kafas against one another, kafa against kofa, hakimi against tambari chief, kofa
against the official whose communication he handled, or the hakimi and his kafa
~gainst the tambari chief and his. In any of these situations the king's political
mdependence and initiative were greatly enhanced.
The Kano Chronicle corroborates this interpretation. Having stressed Babba
Zaki's ability and power, the Chronicle reports that he "curbed the power of the
Sarkis (hakimai and drum chiefs) and head slaves and plundered them every day.
He forced them to give presents under compulsion, and to go to war unwill, I "106 C on temporary pralse-smgers,
,.
mg y.
perhaps the most reliable if cryptic reporters, acclaim Babba Zaki as "the three-pronged fork for roasting elephants" (Jan
Rino Gasa Giwa ).107Such terms as "elephant" or "lion" denote powerful territorial
chiefs. Babba Zaki's name, "great lion," itself indicates his unusual dominance
and power. The three-pronged fork clearly refers to the new communication
structure, with its dislocated alignments and new facilities for "roasting elephants." Moreover, having listed Babba Zaki's five senior war captains, his chief
eunuchs, chief malams, leading Arab advisors- "he imitated the Arabs in almost
everything"108-and
several senior slaves, the Chronicler surrunarizes the situation curtly. "In all there were 42 ('great men'). Each of them thought he was
greater than the rest in the Sarki's eyes. Thus the Sarki planned. Babba Zaki ruled
Kano eight years."I09 To no other chief does the Chronicle attribute such mastery.
Indirectly, the Chronicle confirms Malam Adamu's direct statement that
Babba Zaki introduced the system of slave kofas (wasidodl); and its context
explains the basis and purpose of this peculiar formation, the major characteristic
of which is its systematic segregation of halamai from the tambari chiefs they had
previously administered under different slave kofas. In Table 2.2 that surrunarizes
these alignments as revealed by oral data, the dispersal of communication networks and administrative allignments is immediately clear. However I do not

claim that the chart is either complete or accurate in all its details. Many gaps and
problematic or controversial affiliations may be detected by comparing this catalogue with others given below; yet even with these qualifications the underlying
Structure is equally remarkable and clear. Babba Zaki's innovation was a masterly
device for centralising control at the throne while simultaneously reducing the
political potential of hakimai and masu-tambari. By this measure, even those masutambari who shared a common kofa with their halamai were brought into direct
contact with the Sarki, exclusive of the halami who administered their affairs.
Moreover, Babba Zaki's innovation also placed those senior territorial Fulani
chiefs who held tambari under palace control by establishing direct links with
them through throne slaves, thus enabling them for the first time to communicate
with the chief as seemed necessary or desirable, and to transmit their complaints,
requests and reports through their kofas to him. By these means Babba Zaki simultaneously sought to bring the throne into more immediate and continuous contact
with senior rural chiefs, and to bring the latter more directly under his administrative control. The various revolts under his predecessors probably stimulated
Babba Zaki to redesign and centralize the communication system in this way.
Until the jihad none of his successors experienced similar difficulties; and even
though Alwali had first to suppress the Rumfawa and later to fight the Fulani, our
information indicates that several Fulani chiefs brought into relation with the
throne through the new kofa system remained aloof from the jihad, at least until its
triumph was clear. Only one of Alwali's territorial Fulani chiefs, Dan Tunku, the
Sarkin Fulani of Dambarta, figures among the leaders of the Kano jihad; and
although in the end Dan Tunku betrayed Alwali, it remains uncertain whether he
openly opposed him before the final battle at Dan Yayya.
At the top of Table 2.2 I have inserted those offices for which the chief reserved
communications to himself, namely, the San Kurmi, who had charge of prisons,
the Sarkin Dogarai in charge of police, the Sarkin Shanu who was responsible for
supervision of the Fulani sarakuna, for administration of the royal herd, and for
the government of Kano in the ruler's absence, and the Ma'aji or public treasurer
who had charge of the chief's stores of cash, grain, and other valuables. It is
revealing that Babba Zaki reserved communications with these specialized and
critical offices to himself, and refused to place them under the eunuchs or slaves.
Through the Sarkin Dogarai, the chief dealt with Hauni, the public executioner;
and through the Sarkin Shanu, he could also communicate with the rural Fulani
chiefs independent of their slave kofas.
In summarising my data on the territorial organisation of Kano during
Alwali's day, I have set out the distribution of local units among central offices at
that time for comparison with the corresponding organization under the Fulani
before and after the civil war of 1893--4. Here again, despite the care and patience
of my informants, and an exhaustive tabulation of all the relevant data recorded
in the administrative files and district notebooks available to me, there are
undoubtedly many errors and omissions. Moreover, these omissions and errors
affect our representation of the Hausa territorial distribution under Alwali more
severely than that current at Kano under the Fulani until the latter half of the last
century for two reasons. Firstly, several informants on Fulani Kano, being themselves over 80 years of age in 1959, had witnessed the territorial organization
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before and after 1893-4. Two of these men, both aged 86 in 1959, supplied much of
my data on these distributions during the last decades of Fulani rule. Their initial
statements sometimes concurred and sometimes disagreed, but their disagreements were then brought forward at joint discussions in the presence of other
knowledgeable elders, with the results presented below. Being by then reasonably
informed about the history and details of Fulani organization, I could check the
criteria and differing sources cited as evidence in these discussions. However, on
this score also we are fortunate. These elders were men of fine character and good
faith, who sought to recall and report what they could of the Kano of their youth
as fully and accurately as possible. In addition, there are ample administrative
materials available on this period to supplement, check and verify their oral information. Much of these administrative
data had been recorded 40 or 50 years
earlier when the territorial organization of Kano during the late nineteenth
century was still highly relevant to the distribution of territorial offices under the
regime introduced by the British, and in circumstances when detailed examination of contradictory reports by the field investigations of administrative officers
was equally necessary and rewarding.
For the Hausa period, on the other hand, we merely have such data on territorial organization as accidents of personal, family or collective history have helped
to preserve, overlaid or obscured by later modifications and redistributions under
and after Fulani rule. To recover the exact pre-jihadic Hausa territorial organisation accurately is doubly difficult, especially because the Fulani simultaneously
revived, employed and modified the preceding structure. All my specific distributive data for Hausa Kano are subject to qualifications of this sort. All require independent verification, correction and extension by more intensive study, especially
by enquiries within the rural areas, than the resources or time at my disposal
allowed. Nonetheless, having given special care to their collection and collation in
recognition of these uncertainties, I believe that most of these data are substantially correct.
Table 2.3 indicates some of the gaps and ambiguities in our information. The
relative importance of different territorial offices may be provisionally assessed
by the admittedly inadequate criterion of the numbers and names of fiefs attached
to them. Implicitly also the Table identifies those offices that lacked fiefs under
Hausa rule. These are easily listed.
The Officialdom Under Alwali: Some Status Shifts
We can now review the specific composition of the officialdom in Kano under
its last Hausa ruler, Alwali. Table 2.4 represents the main categories and details of
this organization as far as I can reconstruct it. Information summarized there is
largely derived from field discussions with city elders who enjoyed particular
repute as authorities on Kutumbawa Kano; but the Table also includes data from
District Notebooks and other administrative records, from the Kano Chronicle
and the histories of the Alhaji Abukakar Dokaji, Malam Adamu na Ma' aji, Malam
Adam Muhammad and the Alkali Mohammad Zangi. Much information required
to tabulate completely the official organization at this period is undoubtedly lost;
and much that remains is variably ambiguous in relevant particulars or uncertain
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Much of the obscurity in the available information may faithfully reflect historical conditions of political Structure. For example, the Kano Chronicle cites
several cases in which Alwali's predecessors had appOinted slaves or eunuchs to
offices traditionally reserved for free nobles or princes. Conversely, in some cases,
offices initially alloted to eunuchs had been transferred to other status categories
by Alwali's day. Thus, of public offices to which Mohammed Rumfa (1463-1499)
appointed eunuchs, in Alwali's day the Ma'aji or treasurer was a free shigege official, the Sarkin Bai, a senior hereditary hakimi, the Dan Turbuna, one of the throne
musicians, and the Sarkin Ruwa, a slave in charge of state ferries at different
points of the Challawa and Kano Rivers near the city.1l0We read also of eunuchs
holding such offices as Sarkin Dawaki, Turaki Manya, and, possibly, Dan Maje in
Babba Zaki's reign,11l though the Turaki Manya was a princely office under
Muhammadu Sheshere (1573-1582).112We read also that slaves were appointed to
the senior princely title of Wambai, and that the Wambai Giwa was given Karaye
by Mohammed Zaki (1618-1623) after Giwa had independently
extended the
southeastern city walls from the Kansakali gate to its present junction with the
older wall midway between the Kofa Gadankaya and Kofa na'Isa.ll3
Such irregular and changing distributions of office among persons not traditionally eligible by status to hold them are inevitable and frequent features of patrimonial chiefship among the Hausa. Until Babba Zaki solved the problem of
centralizing control over hakimai and major rural chiefs by superimposing a new
communication
network on the older chain of command, to strengthen themselves against their entrenched and powerful officialdoms, his predecessors had
often tried to attach strategic offices to the throne by shigege appointments such as
the Sarkin Dawaki, or even to such senior princeships as the Wambai.1l4 They
might also confer an informal viziership on some able and trusted favourite,
though that was a risky step. As effects of these deviations from the prescriptive
order on which allocation of office was routinely based, the distribution of certain
offices among status categories varied over time and thus remains unavoidably
obscure. In other cases, despite some deviant appointments,
the status designation of an office was never in doubt. However, in several cases, an office might be
given to slaves or freemen indiscriminately as the ruler willed. In others, an office
firmly reserved for members of a single status category such as throne slaves,
might be filled by shigege appointments although traditionally ascribed to a distinct lineage as a hereditary (gada) status. The resulting obscurities accordingly
reflect the traditional politically expedient manipulations of distribution by rulers
concerned to preserve or enhance their positions and to penalize disloyalty or
incompetence among officials of various ranks. In such cases, if the culpable official had held a hereditary title, this could either be transferred to a rival segment
of the holding lineage; or if the occasion warranted, it might be given to some
member of the same status category who had no hereditary claim to the office.
Ostensibly the initial transfer of gada office to a shigege appointee served to
warn the titular lineage that it risked losing its traditional rights to the post; but
the consequences often varied. Sometimes a shigege incumbent established hereditary claims to the office for his sons or kinsmen. This might occur if his early

demise created the urgent need for an equivalent replacement, such as a son or a
younger brother, or as an effect of long and distinguished tenure of the office.
Sometimes also descendants of the shigege holder managed to pre-empt the position exclusively for themselves, as for instance the Kutumbawa dynasty was
thought to have done. Alternatively, through serial but not necessarily successive
appointments to the office, the shigege lineage might gradually develop hereditary
(gada) claims upon it, in which case during that period, the status and lineage
locus of the office would remain obscure. Finally if some dissident or unsatisfactory official originally held a free shigege title, the ruler might replace him by a
eunuch or slave. Subsequent appointments would then be made to the office from
these or other status categories at the king's discretion.
Shigege titles were thus more directly exposed to risks of reallocation among
members of different status categories than hereditary titles, which were normally
reallocated in the first place to other descent groups of the same status category.
However, here also, alternative procedures could obscure the traditional status of
an office. While princeships retained their royal identity even though alloted to
slaves, free or slave offices appropriated to princes exhibited status uncertainty,
unless thereafter exclusively filled by royals for successive appointments. While
certain princeships were frequently allotted to free noblemen, for example, the
titles of Dan Iya, Barde Kereriya, Dan Kade, Dan Maje, and Dan Makwayau, other
princely titles were exclusively reserved for specific categories of royal kin as
related above. Although even these latter might be allocated by the king to
agnates of other categories, it was unusual for him to appoint non-royals to these
royal ranks. Thus such offices as Ciroma (crown prince) Galadima, Wambai, Dan
Lawan, or Tafida were unlikely to pass beyond the king's immediate kin, some of
whom might also be appointed to titles normally reserved for collateral agnates,
as the conditions of dynastic rivalry allowed. Alternatively, positions reserved for
the ruler's collaterals were sometimes allocated to trusted free cIients, affines, or
cognates to exclude possible rivals eligible for the succession from territorial
office. Similar considerations influenced the distribution of titles traditionally
identified with the ruler's cognatic kin.
In short, the prescriptive identifications of office by traditional reservation for
members of distinct status categories and for particular lineages within them,
furnish an ideal model of the Hausa officialdom which reveals the normative
design that underlay and justified their distribution. By reference to this scheme
we may segregate the various political principles that regulated the actual allocations of office on different lines. However, the rigidity and specificity of the traditional model made such variation necessary if the structure was to endure and
adapt as the exigencies of internal or external conditions required. Some of these
adaptive developments were subsequently institutionalized
as traditional prescriptions. Others being strictly situational and temporary, for example, displacements of the Galadirna as vizier by favourites, although recurrent, were
inconsistent with other fundamental elements and never institutionalized.
Yet
other developments were clearly institutionalized
either as ambiguities or as
legitimate alternatives through which the structure maintained the flexibility requisite for its efficient operation and survival. Thus beyond the normative model
with its clear distributions of office among status categories, sometimes overlying

this, and in part arising from and sustained by it, are numerous alternatives and
variant practices and relations, some institutionalized, others not, but all equally
generated by their structure and context, and reflecting or servicing these in different ways.
Transfers of Resources and Functions
Just as offices were frequently transferred from traditional lineage groups and
status categories as situations required, so fiefs and functions were also periodically reallocated piece-meal between offices for similar reasons. By such means
chiefs sometimes sought to strengthen themselves and their leading supporters
within the officialdom. They could also be employed to weaken an official whose
authority and power they wished to reduce. However, when such powerful officials held senior hereditary seats on the council of state, the chief had to move
warily. His office was not that of a despot, and he was subject to numerous traditional prescriptions that restricted his independent direction of the state. Indeed,
to rule, the chief depended on his entire officialdom, and particularly on those
senior territorial officials who constituted his council. Thus, although he could
transfer fiefs or functions between offices, that was usually done piece-meal; and
such action rarely escaped notice by the public or officialdom, since it always represented a possible extension of royal power which, if unchecked, could undermine the total structure and, through successful usurpation, promote despotism.
For the regime as constituted identified the king as the individual most capable of
such usurpation; and to avoid this charge, in their piece-meal reallocations of
functions and fiefs, rulers normally refrained from appropriating further powers
or domains directly to the throne. Thus by such transfers of fief or function, they
simply enhanced some offices at the expense of others.
Unless there were good reasons for so doing, rulers were otherwise welladvised to leave the traditional distribution of official functions fairly intact. If for
various reasons it was thought desirable to reduce an office to strengthen the
throne, the chief, having dismissed the official, might simply place the units' fiefs
under the temporary but indefinite administration of his courtiers or slaves. His
successor could then decide whether to retain administrative control of those
units or return them with the office to the lineage or status group concerned, or he
might reallocate the fiefs and office, separately or together, within or across the
boundaries of status groups. In either event it was essential that the chief should
not aggrandize his immediate territorial jurisdiction at the expense of his officialdom.
Two important patterns of functional transfer and reorganization have been
cited above, namely, the periodic displacement of Galadima as vizier by chiefly
favorites, and the fundamental centralizing innovation of Babba Zaki. While
developments of the first sort remained contingent and anomalous, and were thus
recurrently revoked, Babba Zaki's communication system persisted as a permanent feature of the regime and supplied the basis of its remarkable political centralization. No other pre-jihadic state in Hausaland displays a degree of
centralization comparable with Kano; and when reconstituted in the following
century, this structure also distinguished Kano as the most intensively centralized
emirate in the Fulani empire.

It was simpler for the chief, and less offensive to his officials, to create new
functions and distribute these as he pleased than to transfer routine ones from
offices that had traditionally discharged them. Likewise it was simpler for the
chief to expand his territory by diplomacy or conquest as opportunity allowed;
and by distributing those units to alter the relative status and power of officials
and descent groups, than to effect such redistributions of power by reallocating
the fiefs already incorporated under particular offices. On the available data, no
wholesale redistribution of state functions or fiefs was ever attempted for simply
structural reasons in Kano under the Hausa. On the other hand, such outstanding
chiefs as Rumfa, Kutumbi, Sharefa and Babba Zaki all added new functions,
offices and territories to the state, and distributed these to promote the royal
power. Such innovations were readily institutionalized, largely because they
simultaneously expanded the size, revenues and scope of the officialdom, but also
because they disturbed no one and enhanced the strength of the state. In effect,
those structural considerations that enjoined the conservation of traditional forms
themselves generated and encouraged institutionalization of new structures and
functions through continuous processes of internal complication and territorial
expansion. Both tendencies and developments were closely associated. Both had
their roots in the same structure.
These considerations together indicate that reservations are advisable with
regard to many statements of the concrete allocations of fiefs or function between
offices, and of offices among status groups and between the hereditary or shigege
categories, in any detailed reconstructions of Hausa government at Kano under
Alwali. The same considerations also account for numerous apparent obscurities
or inconsistencies in the available oral and documentary materials on the Hausa
polity of this period. Given such variations and modifications of pattern maintenance through internal redistribution and elaboration, and through external
growth, it is clearly unlikely that sources that refer with different levels of precision to different aspects or phases of the system will furnish perfectly corroborative data. Thus the numerous specific ambiguities or uncertainties indicated in the
tabular data and accompany;ing text may reflect structural features or variant traditions, or both together. It is not always simple to determine at this stage on the
available data the source of present uncertainty in any particular case; even to
gauge its extent we have concretely to relate the alternatives before us to their
common systemic contexts. It is thus certain that our errors and ambiguities have
diverse sources both in the traditional structure and in the structure of the traditions themselves; but they are distributed irregularly at different points in both
these representatives of "reality."
'
Another set of distortions in Table 2.4 has much simpler foundations. Following Hausa practice, though I have classified these offices by status categories and,
where relevant, by the presence or absence of hereditary restrictions on their allocation, the result corresponds closely with the basic division between territorial
and other officials of state. All princely offices and others reserved for the king's
kinsmen, together with most hereditary titles held by freemen, had territorial fiefs
and accordingly ranked as hakimai. However several shigege offices alloted to
freemen lacked such fiefs, and besides hakimai resident at the capital, several
tambari chiefs and Sarakunan Fulani, though not normally ranked as hakimai, being

themselves supervised by their hakimi's jekadu, enjoyed the essential powers and
status of hakimai. Further, even excluding princes, hakimai resident at the capital
varied widely in status and power. Such differences usually correlated with parallel differences in the number and value of fiefs attached to these offices, and with
their hereditary or shigege distribution. However, it is by no means clear that relative status or power always or only had these bases. It is equally possible that
such differing distributions of office and fiefs might reflect initial differentiations
of status and power and derive therefrom. Probably both alternatives held for different sets of offices and both developed in different historical contexts. Similar
effects or institutional patterns often have very different historical roots and processes of growth.
Ambiguities

of Structure or Information?

In Table 2.4, by classifying offices in the status categories for which they were
reserved, I have inevitably assimilated territorial and functionally speCific offices
concentrated at the capital. These assimilations fall within the order of barori
ranks in the table. Most of the functionally specific offices reserved for free men
were shigege positions filled on the basis of capacity or chiefly favour, rather than
by seniority within a noble descent group. Several of these functionally specific
positions had strictly military roles, for example, the SarkinJarmai, Sarkin Karma,
Sarkin Baka, and their lawanai. Except possibly the Sarkin Jarmai, who commanded the lifida, none of these titled captains administered fiefs. However the
senior military post filled by free shigege clients, the Sarkin Dawaki, was an important territorial office.
Most of the craft heads appointed in Hausa Kano were recruited by descent.
This is established for the two metal working chiefs and for the heads of dyers
and leatherworkers; but it is not beyond doubt for the Sarkin Gini or Sarkin Pawa
who had charge of the market. The Korama appointed by Sarkin Pawa over the
grain vendors was a shigege appointment.
None of these several craft heads
administered
fiefs. Following Hausa practice I have therefore separated them
from other free officials as a distinct order of occupational officials (masu-sana' 0'1).
Certain functionally specialized officials such as the San Kurmi and the Ma'aji
B.a~b~ may well rank as ~akimai, being entrusted with the administration of speCIfic fiefs. Though descnbed as the state jailer, San Kurmi administered Jayen,
Unguwan Kwari, and perhaps also Tudun Mazadu and Samagu. Besides the state
treasury, the Ma'aji Babba was also responsible for routine administration of the
capital, including the selection, appointment, remuneration and discipline of its
fourteen gate keepers, and the selection and supervision of the many ward heads
through whom the city population was immediately organised. As necessary the
Ma'aji dealt with these ward heads directly or through messengers, but directed
cases arising from the wards to the city judges, or, if land and political issues were
involved, to the court of the chief. His jural powers and responsibilities were thus
very slight. Likewise until Kumbari's day, the Ma'aji did not collect karo within
the city. Under Sharefa (1703-1731) when the city markets were first taxed, the
Ma'aji was charged with supervising this tax collection through the Sarkin Pawa
and his market staff. The Ma'aji also received as personal income all zakka due to
the state from farms within the city walls and their immediate environs, apart

from those areas reserved for the various gatekeepers; and this tithe provided
much of his legitimate income. The Ma'aji lived in a state compound which
served also as the treasury; and his office was endowed with a farm and certain
field slaves. It seems doubtful whether this combination of attributes assuredly
placed the Ma'aji among the hakimai.
As mentioned above, such hakimai as the Madaki, the Makama, or the Sarkin
Bai administered extensive continuous tracts of country that contained contiguous fiefs. Other hakimai, such as the Barwa, Dan Goriba, Magajin Malam, and Dan
Jigawa, had a few small units which were widely scattered. The Barwa, for example, was the king's senior messenger to other independent chiefs in Zazzau or
Katsina who were authorized by tradition to levy capital punishment, tribute, tax,
or war, and were accordingly distinguished as sarakunan yanka (chiefs of execution). The Dan Jigawa, Sarkin Yaki, Ubandawaki and Barden Goriba were titled
courtiers who served as agents (jekadu) of the chief and sometimes received particular fiefs. However, such allocations were optional and often revoked by succeeding chiefs. Formally, when holding fiefs, these men ranked with the Madaki
or the Makama as hakimai since hakimship consists in territorial administration
through fief-holding, and with its civil jurisdiction went distinctive military and
political obligations to constitute the role. However, differences of status and
power between such senior hakimai as the Madaki and the Sarkin Bai who held
positions on the electoral and state councils by hereditary right, and such minor
functionaries who occasionally served as hakimai as the Barwa, Magajin Malam or
Turakin Romo, all of whom held shigege appointments and hence depended on
the chief's continued favor, are of such an order that indiscriminate assimilation
of these titles as hakimai would seriously misrepresent the political structure and
their several positions within it
Similar variability of status and power also appears among and between
masu-tambari and other dagatai. Tambari chiefs differed widely among themselves
in status, power and domain. So did dagatai; and some dagatai undoubtedly
administered larger units than several masu-tambari. Nonetheless, though assimilated to the general category of dagatai, tambari chiefs took precedence, and the
most senior among them also ranked above hakimai on grounds of asali (origin,
descent, i.e., dynastic status).
Of the various Fulani chiefs settled in rural Kano, several held tambari on differing historical grounds; but one or two did not. Though these Fulani chiefs were
distinguished by their specific titles, they were evidently not regarded by the
Kano Hausa as constituting a separate rank order. However in segregating them
from strictly territorial Hausa hakimai I have indicated those who held tambari by
appropriate marks. These Fulani chiefs also differed among themselves in the
degree to which their authority had been institutionalized
on strictly territorial
grounds. That development had probably gone furthest at Bebeji and Dambarta,
where the territorial and ethnic orientations of the Fulani chiefships were equally
prominent, and sometimes pulled in opposite directions. By contrast, the Shanono
chiefship seems at this date to have been predominantly ethnic in its orientation
and exercise. Such variations are masked by our uniform classification of these
titles; but it is for this reason, among others, necessary to segregate the Fulani
chiefs supervised from the city by the Sarkin Shanu. Thus, with reservations men-

tioned above, Dokaji and Ja'idanawa
hakimai and fadawa.

are classified in the barori category among

Precedence and Seniority
Two further comments are necessary before presenting summary role descriptions of unfamiliar titles in this list. Both centre on relations of precedence and
leadership among these offices. The Hausa term shugabanci carries both connotations. In several senses the Galadima could be described as shugaba (senior or
leader) of the royal ranks and the Madaki or Makama as shugaba of the baron'; but
such usage denotes relations of precedence rather than the leadership expressed
in direct administrative responsibility and controL The typical instances of direct
leadership are structures of lawanai attached to senior offices. Such lawanai may
themselves differ in relative rank, characteristically by their relations of kinship or
clientage with their common chief; and in consequence, these lawanai titles may
form an order of precedence. However, unless specifically authorized by their
common superior to do so, no subordinate exercised direction over others. All
ranked equally as their superior's subordinates and proceeded independently
with their tasks, unless directed otherwise. A similar pattern of administrative
segregation prevailed among the primary offices of state. For instance, the
Madaki conducted his administration without reference to Makama, or any official except the chief, unless specifically directed otherwise by the latter.
Such relationships are not the only type of administrative supervision institutionalized within the officialdom. For example, the Sallama supervised all throne
eunuchs; but as each normally had his own clearly defined role, their offices were
all distinct; and these eunuchs were not Sallama's lawanai. By contrast his subordinate staff bore the titles of Makaman Sallama and Turakin Sallama respectively.
Similarly, the Shamaki supervised those free and slave officials directly attached
to the throne such as the Sarkin Yara, the Jekadan Garko, the Dan Sarai and
others; but these men, though responsible to Shamaki, were not his subordinates.
The latter held lawanai ranks derived from the Shamaki title, such as the Ciroman
Shamaki, etc. Thus administrative relations of shugabanci had at least two modalities, one identified by a discretionary power over the subordinate that vested
directly in the superior, the other by the absence of such discretionary power.
Likewise relations of precedence had at least two modes-the
Ma'ajin Watali
ranked below the Madaki and Sarkin Bai in all respects, individually and as an
office. In other cases, offices might form a promotional series through which individuals could pass. For example, in Hausa days the routine cursus honorum to the
office of Galadima usually proceeded from the village chiefship of Badari to the
tambari title of San Getso, in charge of Getso, and thence to the office of Dan Tama
in charge of Godiya which lay between Getso and Kano. Alternatively such senior
titled princes as the Dan Lawan, Tafida or Dan Buram who had been passed over
for the succession might be promoted to the Galadima office. Notably none of the
Galadima's senior subordinates, including the Dan Ruwata, his son or kinsman,
the Dan Goriba, Dan Gaje, or the Dan Darman, were eligible to succeed him.
However the Dan Ruwata was often promoted to some other royal office, such as
Turaki Manya, after the Galadima's death.

As befitted his unique position under the king, the Galadima alone had discretionary power (iko) over these four offices, Dan Ruwata, Dan Goriba, Dan Gaje
and Dan Darman, though each was formally an independent unit of the state
organization. A fifth, the Shentali, arouses controversy among Kano savants who
dispute whether this office was then attached to the Galadima or to the Kano
sarauta (chiefship) directly. It seems probable that like the other four state ranks
assimilated as lawanai to the Galadima's office, the title of Shentali was initially
attached to the Kano chiefship, but in due course came under the Galadima's
direction. Perhaps such relational ambiguities merely evidence processes of institutional change linked with the development of the Galadima as the unofficial
vizier at Kano, its senior state councillor and civil official.

Some Official Roles
To conclude this descriptive account of the state and government over which
Alwali presided at Kano, I briefly cite the salient features of those offices which
remain undiscussed. To review the structure of this officialdom it is convenient to
follow the order of presentation in the preceding Table of organization (Table 2.4).
Most of the critical data on the roles and relations of the titles reserved for the
ruler's kinswomen have already been presented. It seems likely that the Hausa
terms of Maidaki and Babbar Daki are synonyms; alternatively the Maidaki may
have designated the king's paternal aunt, or occasionally his father's mother, and
rarely became prominent during the ruler's mother's lifetime. Failing both Babbar Daki and the Maidaki, the Magajiya might exercise their powers of intercession and overrule. Thus these three offices constituted a series that preserved the
oligarchic distribution of power and authority between the chief and his councillors against erosion or dissolution by aggrandizement
of the chief. Whether the
Dauduwa was ever eligible for promotion to these positions remains unknown. It
is said that on their accession chiefs were expected to replace their predecessor's
Babbar Daki by their own mothers. Presumably, this principle applies also to the
Maidaki.
Of princely titles, little ne~d be said. Dan Ruwata, as the Galadima's kinsman
or son, was normally an agnate of the king, the Galadima being usually the ruler's
brother. The Ciroma title was reserved for the ruler's eldest son, his predecessor's
Ciroma being usually transferred to some other royal office with reduction in
status and power. Except for the Sarkin Shanu, a title initially created for slaves,
and subsequently appropriated to princes and cognatic kinsmen of the king, all
princely ranks functioned as hakimai. Two of them, the Galadima and the Wambai,
had permanent positions on the council of state; a third, the Dan Iya title, was
sometimes held by royals eligible for the throne, at other times by the ruler's cognatic kin, and alternatively by noblemen of non-royal descent. When the Dan Iya
was ineligible to succeed, he served on both the electoral and the state councils.
The Sarkin Dawakin Tsakar Gida was generally a uterine cross cousin of the king.
He was traditionally expected to remain near the ruler, whenever the latter left
the palace. Presumably kings appointed to this office their favourite cross cousins
and joking relations. Several of these cognatic (wajen mace) ranks had ambiguous
distributions, being alternatively allocated to the ruler's agnates or to noble free-

Limam, Na'ibi, Alkali, S. Sherifa
S. Ladanai. (? S. Malamai)

Sarkin Fulanin Sankara,
S.P.Dambarta, S.P.Bebeji,
S.P.Kunci, S.P.Shanono, S.P.Jahun

S. Rano*, S. Gaya, S. Dutse*
S. Karaye*, S. Bimin Kudu,
Sangetso, S. Godiya,
S. Burumburum*, S. Gwaram*,
S. Buduru, S . Babura*, S. Aujara,
S. Riruwe, S. Fagam, S. Kahu,
S. Garki (= Dirani), S. Garko,
S. Kiru, S. Gwarzo, S. Ringim,
(Soyaki), S. Garza*, S. Kila*,
Dawakin Kudu, S. Suma'ila*

Madaki, Makama, Sarkin Bai,
Barde Babba, Dan Atuman

FREE OR SLAVB
status obscure

Jekadan Garko, Dan Rimi, Hauni,
Magajin Dankama, S. Dogarai,
Madakin Zarbabi.

FREECRAFT HEADS S. Makeran Baki, S. Makeran Fari,
S. Dukawa
Musicians
S. Kakaki, S. Busa, S. Tambari,
S. Jauje, S. Kida na Kuso

(a) Hausa
tambari chiefs
* Direct access
to Sarkin Kano

ifadawa)

and Courtiers

Hakimai

NON-ROYAL

Shamaki, S. Bargo, S. Ruwa, Lifidi,
Garkuwan Karfe, Ubandawaki, S.
Hatsi, Kilishi, S. Rakuma, Maje Sirdi

Sallama, Abin Fada, Mabudi, Kasheka,
Turakin Sora

Dan Kwando, Dan Turbuna

Korama, S. Baka

Turakin Romo, Dokaje, Soyaki, Sarkin
Dawaki, Ma'aji, Sankurmi, Barwa,
Sarkin Karma, Dan Jigawa, Madawakin
Gawo, Ubandawaki

Galadima, Wombai, Turaki Manya, Sarkin Dawaki Tsakar Gida, Dan Iya,
Ciroma, Dan Isa, Dan Lawan,
Dan Kade, Sarkin Shanu, Dan Darman,
Dan Buram, Tafida, Dan Ruwata
Dan Makwayau, Barde Kereriya,
Dan Maje

Male

Uwar Sora

Babbar Daki, Magajiya, Maidaki,
Daudawa,Iya

Female

Dan Sarai, S. Zagi, S. Masu,
S. Takuba, Butali, Hangaza, S. Garka,
Jekafada, S. Sirdi

S. Gini, S. Pawa, S. Dillalai,
S.Kasuwa

Dan Goriba, Dan Gaje, Ja'idanawa,
Sarkin Jarmai, Dan Bugumsuwa,
Sarkin Yara, Dan Amar, ? Shentali,
Gadomasu, Jeru Kusheyi,
Sarkin Fada, Sarkin Karma

men. For example, the Dan Darman, usually a cognatic kinsman of the Galadima,
and thus sometimes of the chief, could be appointed to other cognatic ranks following the Galadima's death. Alternatively, the Galadima's "cognate" might also
be a prince in the direct line of descent, given the Hausa practice of cousin marriage within as well as beyond agnatic groups.
Much has already been said concerning the complexity of offices classified as
barori (free non royal) ranks in the preceding list. Occasionally it seems in Hausa
times the Madaki office was given to princes. Thus the Alkali Zangi mentions that
Alwali's Madaki was his son; but this may be an error. Of unfamiliar hereditary
free titles on this barori list, the Ma'ajin Watali, Barde Babba, Dan Bugumtsua and
Dada all ranked as lesser hakimai. However only for Ma'jin Watali are fiefs now
known. The Makama, Sarkin Bai and Madaki had seats on both electoral and state
councils. Of those barori whose hereditary or shigege modes of recruitment remain
uncertain, only the Dan Tama has not been mentioned. This office exercised hakimi
functions. So did the Dan Goriba and Dan Gaje, both subject to the Galadima. In
the eighteenth century the Sarkin Yara seems by contrast to have lacked fiefs. He
served as warder of the palace prison reserved for men of high status. Though
formally subordinate to the San Kurmi, he was also subject to Shamaki's guidance
and supervision, the latter being in charge of this palace department. The Sarkin
Jarmai was a free official sometimes recruited from a particular lineage to
command the chief's lifida and was rewarded with valuable fiefs. The Jeru
Kusheyi (lit. "lines of graves") was the senior lawani of the Sarkin Jarmai, and
served as his jekada and military captain. The Soyaki is said to have been placed in
charge of Ringim following a serious revolt there in Kumbari's reign.115The roles
of Dan Goriba, Ma'aji Babba, San Kurmi, Barwa, Sarkin Karma, Sarkin Baka,
Dokaji and Sarkin Dawaki have already been indicated. The latter, who was
sometimes placed in command of the state forces, retained the position by
prowess and chiefly patronage. Through the latter, he often had a seat in the
king's councils. The Ubandawaki was a less prominent master of horse. The Dan
Jigawa like the Barwa served the chief as courtier and messenger (jekada), and was
occasionally remunerated with minor fiefs.
The office of Turakin Romo, classified here as a free shigege title, had evidently
passed to throne eunuchs before Alwali's day. Several informants identified this
with the title of Turakin Kuka which is mentioned frequently in the Kano Chronicle. It seems rather that these were distinct positions initially allocated to palace
eunuchs. The Turakin Kuka title may once have been designated Turakin Soro.
Under Alwali, freed men, presumably former throne slaves, were appointed to the
title of Turakin Romo which then carried fiefs northwest of Kano and Panisau in
an area of immediate strategic interest to the ruler. Concerning the Madawakin
Gawo little is known, except from the Kano Chronicle. There, creation of this office
is attributed
to Jaji (1349-1385) who replaced his Madaki Gasatoro by the
Mandinka warrior Goje. "Gasatoro who was turned out of the post of Madawaki,
built a house at Gawo, and for that reason was known as Madawakin Gawo, to
distinguish the twO."116By Alwali's day, the Madawakin Gawo had become the
Kano equivalent of Sarkin Daji (chief of the bush) with a vague authority over local
hunters and certain military functions, perhaps serving as a scout. It was through
the Madawakin Gawo that elephant tusks, lion and leopard skins were presented

to the chief annually by successful hunters. Periodically also the chief required
hunters to capture lions for "palace customs" that were probably pagan rites.
Of the clerical order, only the Alkali is said to have held official fiefs in the
Hausa state. This title was thus provided with sufficient independent revenues to
make it unnecessary for the judge to accept bribes from litigants. Evidently appeal
could be made from the Alkali's court to that of the chief. Of the other hereditary
clerical offices, the Na'ibi was the Limam's deputy, close kinsman and probable
successor. The Limam then conducted both the Friday mosque and the Idi
prayers. The Sarkin Ladan was head of the Kano muezzins. Although not subordinate directly to the Limam he worked along with him. The title of Sarkin Sherifai is said to date from the reign of Mohamma Zaki (1618-1623). According to oral
traditions, its holders are recruited from the descendants of Sidi Fari, the white or
first sa'id, Malam Isa, who is generally said to be El Maghili's senior son whom he
left at Kano in Muhammad Rurnfa's reign (1463-1499) with the necessary instructions and materials to establish Islam. Since the Sherifai descended from Sidi Fari
are concentrated at Zainawa, it was placed under the Sarkin Sherifai as their lineage head.1l7 However, the Sarkin Sherifai had no strictly territorial jurisdiction,
his authority at Zainawa being based solely on kinship and ritual status. Like
titled clerics other than the Alkali, he depended on the chief's largesse, receiving
gifts of grain, clothing, money, slaves and other valuables at the major Muslim
feasts, and irregularly at other times during the year. Of other clerical titles attributed to Alwali's Kano, the office of Sarkin Malamai (chief of the malams) is the
least well established. Magatakarda, the sole shigege cleric, served as the chief's
scribe responsible for correspondence with Bornu and with nearby chiefs, for
compiling lists of zakka, and for assisting the Ma'aji (treasurer) as necessary.
As indicated above, clerical skills were in great demand at court whenever
military and political success seemed uncertain. Clerics were then required to
divine the future, to manipulate Providence and to guide the ruler propitiously. In
return they received substantial payments in cash and kind, evidently whether
their rituals succeeded or failed. Officials and private citizens also appealed for
similar aid in times of need, presumably at lower rates. Most important offices
had such ritual agents attached to them, often as their /imam, though generally
without formal appointment.
The Abin Fada relayed messages and information to the chief in his private
quarters. The Turakin Soro was in charge of the chief's personal apartments, to
which his concubines were summoned. Most chiefs had such large harems they
refrained from entering them. The Kasheka was the Sallama's senior assistant and
likely successor. He may also have served as a kofa at this time. Presumably one of
these two senior eunuchs accompanied the chief when away from the palace, the
other having charge of the harem and state insignia. From his title, it seems likely
that Kasheka ("Kill you") controlled the harem guards. The Mabudi (Opener, key)
supervised entrances to the chief's private quarters, while the palace entrances
were under the Sarkin Dogarai who was responsible to the chief. It is said that
there were several other eunuchs with strictly domestic functions. Sallama,
Shamaki and Dan Rimi were the chief's senior palace staff and advisors. They
were expected to keep him abreast of events and opinions within the palace and
the town.

Of Hausa slave offices that are still remembered, some were hereditary, others
were not. Of the hereditary offices, Dan Rimi was senior; of shigege ones, the Shamaki. Our data indicate that of these two, the Shamaki had the more important
role. However, influence over palace staff was divided between the three senior
slaves, each of whom had many clients within the palace, among the free officialdom, and among city folk with political aspirations. Their free clients frequently
visited the palace to pay court to these senior slaves, and if they then attracted the
favourable notice of the chief, these freemen might be gradually admitted among
his circle of fadawa (courtiers), and could then aspire to intermittent and subsequently to continuous appointment as jekadu, often on the staff of some hakimi
who frequented the court. Each of these senior slaves had one lawani always with
the chief. For the Sallama this was the Yora, for Dan Rimi his Makama, and for
Shamaki his Ciroma. These slave lawanai reported all Significant events to their
superiors who would visit the chief together early in the morning and at noon,
being otherwise summoned as they were wanted.
As we have seen, the senior throne slaves served as communication centres
for the chief. Each accordingly directed a staff of mounted messengers. The
Shamaki also supervised the Maje Sirdi who had charge of the chief's stables, the
Lifidi who had charge of the palace stores of cotton and leather armour, the Sarkin
Rakuma who looked after the chief's herd of camels, the Sarkin Masu who captained the slave spearmen, the Sarkin Takoba who captained the swordsmen, and
other minor figures. The Garkuwan Karfe was slave commander of those lifida
who guarded the chief in battle. This title, meaning "shield of iron," indicates its
role. The Ubandawaki commanded a troop of slave horsemen. Sarkin Garko was
another slave warrior who also served as one of the chief's jekadu to the estates
and rural areas that formed part of his domain. Sarkin Hatsi administered the
palace stores of grain under the Dan Rimi. Sarkin Dogarai commanded the police
and palace guards, and was directly responsible to the chief. When the latter went
on campaign, the Sarkin Dogarai proceeded a day's march ahead of him to
prepare his quarters. Besides a marginal communications role, the Magajin
Dakwara had some responsibilities for the chief's estates. Further, like the Shamaki, the Sallama, and the Dan Rimi, the Magajin Dakwara administered a
segment of the palace slaves, having responSibility for the repairs and order of a
ward in the palace. The Jekadan Garko was placed at Takai by Babba Zaki with a
sufficient slave force to consolidate his recent conquests in that region and
overawe nearby pagans. The Madakin Zarbabi was a slave jester and zagi, that is,
a footman who accompanied the chief as he rode to the mosque or elsewhere,
clearing his way with a litany of standard jokes. Kilishi, who may have been a
hereditary slave official, served as the senior court usher along with the Makaman
Dan Rimi and the Ciroman Shamaki. Another official who was required to remain
at the court and palace in close contact with Kilishi was the Mala. This title which
is of Bomu origin was given to the senior lawani of the San Kurmi in charge of the
public prison. Mala, with his staff of warders, escorted prisoners between the
palace and public prison. The Hauni's role has been described above. That of the
Dan Sarai at this date remains obscure. He appears to have served mainly as a
jekada and court attendant, but may also have been a spy.
Hausa chiefship required an elaborate musical and poetic setting to celebrate

its magificence and glorify the chief. This aspect of the institution and court is
indeed most impressive, and difficult to recapture in the cold language of an ethnographic report. Most court musicians were free persons of low status whose
offices were hereditary. As senior trumpeter, the Sarkin Kakaki bugled the royal
presence on slender horns of beaten metal six feet long. The Sarkin Busa was a
virtuoso on the algaita, a reed instrument as penetrating as the bagpipe, which he
played on horseback as well as on foot. The Sarkin Tambari, recruited from Tambarawa where his lineage lived, repaired, guarded and played the royal kettledrums, which were beaten on the Sabbath eve (Thursday night), nightly in
Ramadan, and whenever the chief mounted for the ldi festivals or for war. These
drums ranked among the central insignia of the chiefship, of which the most
important, until Alwali destroyed it, was the fetish Dirki whose possession finally
established the chief's accession. The Sankira was the ruler's chief praise-singer,
and like other court officials, he recruited titled lawanai from his kinsmen and clients. Together these eulogists memorized the traditional praise songs (kirari, tab)
of the chief and leading officials of state. The Dan Kwando and the Dan Turbuna,
like the Madakin Zababi, were court jesters, dancers, and entertainers. The Sarkin
Kidan Kursu and the Sarkin Kidan Lauje headed drum troupes that played
instruments of differing type. There were probably other titled court musicians
and attendants not listed here.
Concerning the sarakunan Fulani and the tambari chiefs, the basic information
has already been presented. There is also no need to itemize the titles and roles of
village chiefs or ward heads. Such rural chiefships as Dan Tama, Dan Akasan,
Dan Ataman, Madawakin Gawo, Dirani and Sarkin Maji'a had distinguished
antecedents, while most had not.
Two titles of special interest remain, Jarmai and Sarkin Fada. Jarmai was an
honorific conferred on individuals for distinguished military exploits.1l8 Jaramawa
(its plural) might be free or slave, royal or other. They were respected and
rewarded by the chief with gifts and horses, concubines and the like, and might
be given small commands on dangerous missions. The honorific title, Jarmai,
carried no military or administrative authority. It merely distinguished its holder
as a warrior of proven valor:
The last title which should be mentioned is not a true Kano title at all. This is
the lakabi or folk designation, SarkinFada, "chief of the palace." This term was
usually applied to those untitled favourites or upstarts whose influence with the
chief seemed to subvert traditional constitutional procedures and authority for
policy formation and execution, before or after the temporary transfer of vizieral
functions from the Galadima. Such unofficial power attracted public notice and
elicited two folk descriptions. The favourite was commonly described as Sarkin
Fada without mentioning his name, while the chief was described as his vizier, to
indicate his favourite's influence.
These popular terms, which reflected court gossip and intrigue, and focussed
attention on usurpations underway, identified a basic feature of the political order
with typical Hausa terseness and clarity. By the unwritten constitution that
underlay this oligarchic regime, with its complex but flexible dispersal of administrative and political initiatives, all executive authority or influence on policy formation or implementation exercised by untitled persons was unconstitutional

and subversive. That is to say, in theory, public authority was exhaustively distributed among the offices of state, their duly appointed staffs and subordinates
in the central and rural administrations. Unofficial influence and executive capacities over public affairs were thus inconsistent with this exhaustive distribution of
administrative responsibilities among the offices of state. Accordingly such informal authority was neither public nor legitimate, but an insidious expression of
private influence.
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Accession and Revolt
Mamman Bello died late in 1893, one year after the redoubtable Sarkin Rano
Jibir had been defeated and slain by the Ningi; shortly after Rabeh had overrun
Bornu, and destroyed Kukawa; and at about the same time that Ahrnadu Maje
Rinji succeeded Suleiman as Sarkin Damagaram at Zinder. The Kano Chronicle,
extended in 1933 under the supervision of RM. East, relates that Mamman Bello
died at the palace and was buried there. The vizier of Sakata being then in the city,
Bello's horse and sword were sent to [caliph Abdu at] Sakata. A message was sent
to the Sultan to say that Yusufu should be appointed, otherwise blood would flow
in Kano. But the Sultan replied that Tukur should be appointed, even though intestines flowed, let alone blood. The vizier of Sokoto [Muhammadu Buhari] then
summoned Dan Rimi Yahaya and [Shamaki] Sa'idu, Mallam Mayaki and Galadima
Tukur, and consulted with them, saying, "Who should be appointed to succeed?
Tukur or Yusufu?" Shamaki Sa'idu said, "Whoever is appointed from among
Dabo's grandchildren, it is the same to us." Dan Rimi Yahaya said it should be
Yusufu; and after listening to their speech, the Waziri said "The Sultan has said that
Tukur should be appointed."!
Oral traditions recorded at Sokoto before 1913 confirm the Chronicle's brief
account, but suggest also that following his defeat at Argungu, caliph Abdu's
judgment was clouded by suspicions and distrust of his Waziri to such a degree
that he may have overriden Yusufu's nomination and designated Tukur from personal pride and pique.2 Another report, sympathetic to Tukur,3 holds that for
various reasons the vizier wanted to appoint Yusufu but was overruled by the
caliph. Thereafter, according to this source, the vizier studiously betrayed and
subverted Tukur, assisted Yusufu, and sabotaged the caliph's deSign. That possibility certainly merits further study; but unlike the deadlock that followed Abdullahi's death, when caliph Umaru and his Waziri Abdullahi Bayero debated the
succession without trying to overrule one another, on this occasion neither did

a~y survi~ing da~ghter of Shehu Usuman intervene to mediate the matter, nor
did the ~ahph hesitate to overrule his vizier or the elders and people of Kano.
Irorucally, and by accident, on this occasion the vizier's presence in Kano
when Bello died allowed him to initiate discussions with the leaders of Kano t
cho~s.e their next chief, an ~usual departure from Sokoto's normal procedure fo~
deCldmg the Kano succeSSlOn.Accounts differ in their details;4 but all agree that
when the vizier assembled the notables of Kano, he was told that they preferred
Yusufu to ~ucceed rather than Tukur. The Dokaji Alhaji Abubakar says that the
seruor haklmaJ, presumably. those officeholders drawn from founding lineages
who held seats on the council of state, protested the caliph's choice of Tukur, since
Yu~ufu had the people's support, and that they asked the vizier to write and ask
cahph Abd~ to revoke his. de;ision.5 However, a tradition recorded at Sokoto by
Edgar confirms the Chrorucle s report that Buhari consulted the princes, malams
a~d theYlTone slaves, who warn~d him o~ learning of Tukur's nomination, "Not
so. Wazm, do not make the appomtment like that. If you give Galadima Tukur the
throne of Kano, you will see that Yusufu will rise up and start to wage war until
many men have be~n. kille~."6 Even so, despite these warnings of danger, caliph
Abdu ordered the vIzier to Instal Tukur, forbidding him to return to Sokoto otherwise.? At ~hat po~t the Waziri gave in, summoned Tukur to his quarters at night,
and appomted .him formally but privately, without the customary assembly or
fanfare. (Ba a klrawo kowa ba.)8 From the vizier's quarters Tukur proceeded to the
palace with a few slaves who constructed a shed (rum/a) and attended on him
during the conventional seclusion that followed accession. Only when the royal
d~ums (tambaru) began to play later that night, announcing Tukur's coronation,
did ~e nobles and people of Kano learn of his accession. Evidently the vizier
appomted Tukur clandestinely in this manner for fear of violence in a public
assembly at the mosque. During the ten days that Tukur spent in seclusion in the
palace forecourt, receiving declara tions of allegiance from officials, princes, clerics
and other notables, few of Abdullahi's sons visited him to render homage. Of
these the Kano Chronicle reports that only the Wombai Shehu and Mamman
Mailafiya made formal allegiance; but the Dokaji Abubakar says that Yusufu did
likewise. 9
T~ur ascended the throne grimly in a city silenced by foreboding. By his
accession Tukur had vacated the Galadimaship. It is just possible that had he
offered. t~s to Yusufu, he might have bridged the breach, at least sufficiently to
avert CIVilwar and permit a political resolution of the crisis. However, shortly
after he had completed his seclusion, follOWing consultation with the vizier
Buhari, who remained at Kano, sending messages to caliph Abdu at Sokoto as the
crisis unfolded, Tukur installed the Tafida Malanta, Emir Usuman's son, as his
1o
Galadima. While it is possible that Tukur considered Yusufu's restoration as Galadima, it is unlikely that he communicated with Yusufu about this. Perhaps, convince.d of Yusut:z's hostility and inclination to revolt, he decided against such an
appomtment. Smce Tukur anticipated further opposition from Yusufu and the
zuri'an (d~s~endants of) Abdullahi, he could hardly have chosen to strengthen
them by gzvmg them the most powerful and richly endowed office of state under
the throne. Instead, he used the political opportunities presented by that vacancy
to promote the Emir Usuman's son Malanta, and thus to strengthen the alliance of

Usuman's and Mamman Bello's sons against those of Abdullahi; but curiously,
having transferred Malanta from the Tafida's office, Tukur did not fill the latter,
preferring perhaps to keep this post and its resources under palace administration
throughout his reign.
According to the Chronicle, when the Wombai Shehu visited the palace to
render homage to Tukur, the throne slaves mocked him, saying "Five men
defeated a hundred," meaning that the five surviving sons of Mamman Bello had
overcome Abdullahi's large progeny. Continuing, the Chronicle says that this
','taunt so pierced the Wombai's complacency that he then went to visit Yusufu in
his compound, although he had never done so since the death of their father,
Abdullahi. Following that, the sons of Abdullahi assembled at Yusufu's compound to discuss their situation and decide what to do. On~y Ma~an
Mailafiya,
who had paid homage to Tukur, refused to attend the meeting. Havmg completed
their discussions, they all left Kano, assembling at Nassarawa, the summer palace
near the city that Abdullahi had built. On the following day they moved further
south to Wudil, then to Kademi, and thence to Takai, the town Abdullahi had
rebuilt as his headquarters for the Ningi campaigns.l1 At Takai Yusufu established
himself in the Emir's compound, his father's old quarters, and despatched letters
"to hakimai and village chiefs throughout Kano calling them to join his side.12
The Chronicle reports a long estrangement between the Wombai Shehu and
ex-Galadima Yusufu following Abdullahi's death; their rapprochement removed
the final obstacle to the Yusufawa revolt. Oral traditions at Kano attribute the initiative for revolt to the Wombai Shehu. According to the Dokaji Abubakar,
"Wombai began the discussion saying, 'The only thing we can do now is to quit
the city entirely at once; otherwise Tukur will finish us off, since his father has cornered (confined) us.' They all agreed with this opinion, so they went out by the
Nassarawa gate, together with all their supporters, heading towards Dawakin
Kudu."13
If Shehu had avoided Yusufu since Abdullahi's death, perhaps in disgust at
Yusufu's shameless ambition and disrespect for Abdullahi, his estrangement may
have recommended Shehu to the vizier and Mamman Bello for appomtment as
. Wombai when Sokoto finally mtervened to secure this office for one of Abdu's
sons. If so, in appointing Shehu, the vizier and Mamman Bello may have hoped to
neutralise Abdullahi's sons by dividing them between the Wombai Shehu and the
dissident, officially discredited ex-Galadima Yusufu, who was nonetheless their
leader. It is possible that Shehu, either on or after his appoirltment as Wombai,
was forbidden to have any further dealirlgs with Yusufu, perhaps by the vizier
himself. In either case, throughout Bello's reign the sons of Abdullahi had waited,
divided between the contrasting policies represented among them by Yusufu and
the Wombai Shehu; but after Bello's death, only Mamman Mailafiya maintairled a
policy of accommodation, perhaps, like Shehu earlier, because of his disgust at
Yusufu's past conduct and his reservations about the future. Mamman's sobriquet
"Mai lafiya" reveals the popular evaluation of his conduct, and suggests that temperamentally he sought peace and well being (Iafiya) at any price. Like other
casual, fragmentary data, this Iakabi illustrates the general sentiment that Abdullahi's sons, and Yusufu in particular, had been treated so harshly and unjustly that
they were "entitled" to revolt. When the Wombai Shehu, stung by the the throne

slaves' scorn, abandoned his accommodative position and sought reconciliatio
with Yusufu, the only appropriate proposal he could make was for immediat:
revolt under the leadership of Yusufu. Following the Wombai's conversion t
a
th eu corporate cause and his reasoned appeal for revolt under Yusufu's leader_
ship, the sons of Abdullahi acted quickly and fled the city before Tukur could
learn their plans or intercept them.
o

Mobilization by Segmentation
. ~ its ~hronology and major movements, the general outline of the ensuing
C.lvil War IS reasonably clear; but many minor engagements and transfers of allegiance cannot be dated precisely. The Chronicle records that Tukur ruled Kano for
eleven months, thus treating his flight from Kano to Katsina as the end of Tukur's
reign.14 Although that event did not terminate the struggle, it initiated a pause of
three and a half months, during which the victors established themselves at Kana
and prepared for the final campaign against Tukur on the Katsina border. At
Sokoto, where Tukur's reign is commonly reckoned as one year and three months
it ends with his death at Tafashiya in 1895.15 Since Tukur succeeded during th~
early dry season of 1893, the struggle initiated within two weeks of his enthronement proceeded without interruption except for the rainy season of 1894; and
even then sporadic fighting continued in rural Kano.
While at Takai, Yusufu circulated letters to the chiefs of strategic villages
throughout rural Kano, summoning them to his side. As replies came in, the "Yusufawa" (rebels, i.e., the active supporters of Yusufu) were able to identify those
who refused th:ir aid an~ others who did not respond as loyalists supporting
Tukur. Meanwhile at Takal they corresponded also with leading Fulani of noble
families in Kano City, and by these appeals, as well as the prospects of fortune
and office, they attracted many warriors to their cause.16 Broadly, the Yusufawa
seem to have drawn most support from east and southeastern Kano, whereas the
west and north were generally loyal to Tukur. However, in either half of the
country rival chiefs had to deal with centres of resistance; and even within a town
or a lineage which had declared for either side, the distribution of loyalties was
often complex and unstable.
Nowhere was this bifurcation of collective loyalties more evident than in the
southeastern area from Wudil to Takai, Yusufu's headquarters. Since the jihad and
even earlier, the Fulani of this region had recognised and followed Jobawa leadership; and ever since Malam Bakatsine's son Mandikko, the Makaman Kano had
administered the area and the Jobawa as their hereditary chief. Not since Dabo
removed Mandikko for contumacy had any Makama been dismissed; nor had
any but a baJobe of M. Umoru's lineage held that high-ranking office. Shortly
before Tukur's accession, the Makama Haruna died and was replaced by his
brother's son, Isma'ila, who died shortly after and was succeeded by Fula'ilu, a
son of the Makama Isa who had succeeded Mandikko, and who was himself a son
of Bakatsine's younger brother. After thirty days in office Fula'ilu also died, following which Makama Isa's grandson,.Iliyasu,
succeeded as Makama. These last
two appointments to the Jobawa chiefship were made by Tukur in Kano, where
many leading Jobawa resided. In turn all three Makamas, Isma'ila, Fula'ilu and
Iliyasu, made their homage to Tukur as the caliph's representative and remained

loyal to him. All were descendants of Sa'idu, Malam Bakatsine's younger brother;
nor had any of Bakatsine's lineal issue held the office of Makama since
Mandikko's dismissal by Dabo. Predictably, under such circumstances, while
Sa'idu's descendants rallied to Tukur's side under the leadership of Makama Iliyasu, the grandsons of Malam Bakatsine and other Jobawa lines attached themselves to Yusufu under Mujeli, Harnza and Umaru. Moreover, through the good
offices of these Jobawa rebels, and perhaps also because of regional loyalties that
dated from Abdullahi's and Yusufu's prolonged residence in the area during their
Ningi campaigns, with few exceptions Jobawa-dominated
communities from
Wudil to Suma'ila and Takai rallied solidly around Yusufu and his brothers, so
that village chiefs in this area who remained loyal to Tukur were replaced without
difficulty. Thus people here turned deaf ears to messages from Makama Iliyasu.17
Excluding the Wombai Shehu, all senior officials in Kano remained loyal to the
caliph's nominee, Muhammadu
Tukur, whatever their personal reservations
about the wisdom of his appointment. Without exception, the official heads of all
Fulani founding clans, the Yolawa, Jobawa, Dambazawa, Danejawa and the
Suleibawan (of) Jamau honored their allegiances to Sokoto and their homage to
Tukur, often with their lives;18 but in almost all cases some close kismen of these
loyal titleholders grouped themselves with Abdullahi's issue behind Yusufu's
flag, thereby lending the rebels the prestige of their presence and names, while
. jockeying for their lineage titles when victory was won. Thus while the ba Yole
Madaki Ibrahim fought on Tukur's side, his ambitious maternal half-brother,
Muhammad u Kwairanga, fought first for Yusufu, and then for Yusufu's successor.
Likewise while the Dambazawa Sarkin Bai Muhammadu Bashiri honored his allegiance to Tukur, another grandson of Dabo Dambazau, Abdusallami, led his
kinsmen and supporters to the rebel side. Of Malam Jamau's kin and descendants, a discrete Suleibawa clan, the Sarkin Dawaki Mai Tuta fought for Tukur,
while his younger brother Shehu fought on Yusufu's side.19 Even the heirs of
Malam Usuman, the leading local Hausa muhajarini, illustrate the determination
of individual aligrunents in this dynastic strife by prevailing distributions of office
and intra-familial
competitions.
Thus Mamman Bello's Magajin Malam na
Hausawa Rabi'u, the grandson. of Malam Usuman, remained loyal to Tukur and
died in battle at the Dan Agundi Gate of Kano City during the first Yusufawa
attack on the capital; but his kinsman Sule, eager to obtain the office for which he
was eligible by descent, fought for the Yusufawa. Among the lineages that led and
fought the Kano jihad, only Dan Zabuwa's line, the Danejawa, depleted by emigration and misfortune, remained entirely loyal to Tukur throughout the crisis.
Similar conditions of intra-familial rivalry for hereditary office also decided
the alignments of many ambitious men drawn from lineages that had prescriptive
rights to such important rural chiefships as Rano, Dutse, Birnin Kudu and
Gwararn. At Rano, following Jibir's death fighting the Ningi in 1892, his eldest
Son Hamadu had succeeded. Predictably, Hamadu's younger brother, Yusufu,
sought to displace him, and joined the rebels at Takai. At Dutse, following the
death of its chief, Abdulkadir, on the eve of the rebellion, the Madakin Dutse
Salihi of the Yeligawa seized power, ostensibly to assure the town for Tukur. His
leading Jelubawa rival, Ibrahimu, proceeded at once to Takai, where he declared
allegiance to Yusufu. At Birnin Kudu the recently appointed chief, Muhammadu
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Nafi, remained loyal to Tukur, while his nephew and rival, Zakari, attached
himself to Yusufu.
At Gwaram also, the reigning chief, Musa, stood by Tukur, while his rival, the
ex-chief, Suleimanu, seeking to regain office, joined Yusufu. Of the major southeastern chiefships, only Gaya remained solidly behind Tukur. There the Kurawa
Fulani had only recovered their hereditary title on the death of Sarkin Yaki Garba
in 1891. Under their new chief, Ibrahim, the ruling lineage and people of Gaya
fought stoutly for Tukur. In the southwest, at Bebeji and Kiru, the chiefs, their
families and people also remained solidly for Tukur. Northeast of Kano about
fifteen miles, the communities of Minjibir and Gezawa initially did likewise; but
even at Minjibir, while the Turakin Romo Gamdo, its hereditary hakimi, supported
Tukur, three of his kinsmen, seeking office, joined the Yusufawa, re-entered the
town, subverted the people's loyalties to Tukur, and provoked a drastic response.
At Gezawa likewise, where the chief Dabugel remained loyal to Tukur, the
Dawaki Husaini, Yusufu's ambitious Habe field commander, spread subversive
propaganda within the town, and persuaded the people to revolt and install him
as chief.20
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All throne slaves honored their amana obligations and obeyed Tukur loyally
until he quit the palace and Kano and fled to Katsina. As it is known that several
senior slaves personally sympathised with the sons of Abdullahi, their loyal
support of Tukur illustrates their corporate discipline. The head slave, Shamaki
Sa'idu, had undertaken personally and on behalf of the palace staff, to obey and
support the caliph's nominee when the vizier consulted him. On that occasion,
the Dan Rimi Yahaya, who administered the royal estates throughout the country,
had expressed his preference for Yusufu. Nonetheless, Yahaya remained loyally at
his post in Tukur's service throughout the following months.
Two rural chiefs who responded promptly and gladly to the news of Yusufu's
revolt were the Madakin Kila Muhammadu and the Sarkin Jahun Modibo, both of
whom, as already related, had broken their ties with Mamman Bello and seceded
from Kano for different reasons and in different ways. Both chiefs now came in
person to declare their allegiance to Yusufu and his faction at Takai during the
opening months of the revolt. So did the Sarkin Dal Sambo and the Sarkin Sarina,
chiefs of two substantial communities west of Takai, together with the Sarkin
Suma'ila Sati, a baJobe.21
By timidity and dilatoriness, Mamman Bello had forfeited the allegiance of
Kila and Jahun to Kano, and alienated most of the southern and eastern districts
on whose support the Yusufawa based their campaigns.22 Undoubtedly Bello's
heavy taxation and military inactivity contributed to this general disaffection, and
alienated those territories in southern and eastern Kano that were most directly
exposed to threats of attack from Ningi in the south and Gumel in the north. Traditionally administered by hereditary local chiefs, these communities were only
partially and indirectly incorporated in Kano. Abdullahi's long residence and tireless efforts in defence of this area had endeared his name and his family to its
inhabitants; but in backing Yusufu's revolt, however passively, many whose
poverty or low status assured their passive role in this struggle, expressed their
frustration and dismay at the twin evils of rising taxation and inflation, both of
which enlarged the oppressive tendencies of the Fulani administration.
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madu together. On reaching Kano Yusufu camped at Fage, just outside the city
walls, with a thousand men. On the following day he launched a direct assault. By
mid-morning
the rebels had broken through the Women's Gate (KoJar Mata) ,
slaying the Dan Iya at the wall; but as the Yusufawa poured through the gate
along the narrow paths between compounds, the Sarkin Gaya Ibrahim Dabo cut
off these routes, hemmed them in, and threw his troops against them with devastating effect. In these narrow spaces the Yusufawa were trapped, unable to flee, to
form defensive ranks or move freely. Many fell among the dyepits near the gate,
others within or between the clusters of compounds, while those who could
sought safety in flight over the walls or through the gate. In all 340 fell within the
city. Those who escaped fled towards Takai through the Dan Agundi Gate, led by
Aliyu Babba, the Kofar Mata being now closed behind them. At the Kofar Dan
Agundi, the Magajin Malam na Hausawa Rabi'u was killed trying to block their
route; but 400 rebels failed to escape and were captured in Kano.28
Buhari meanwhile had hurried back to the city, where the victorious Tukur
welcomed him and asked what should be done with the captives. Buhari says that
he told Tukur to do whatever he wished. Kano traditions credit caliph Abdu with
the decision; and the vengeance it authorised was prompt and vicious.29 According to the Chronicle, after Yusufu's unsuccessful attack on Kano Tukur
wrote to the Sultan (Abdu) to tell him what had happened between himself and his
kinsman. The Sultan replied, saying "Since they have resorted to war, slay them
without respect to their ancestry." The messenger returned and gave Sarkin Kano
Tukur this message. From then on, whoever was captured was killed; so was
anyone suspected of going over (to the enemy) caught and killed. Some of Yusufu's
men were seized, divided into fives, and killed at each of the thirteen gates. Not
long after, Tukur set out and conquered the men of Minjibir and Dawaki ta Kudu
and kept on selling them (as slaves), haVing ceased execution; because of this a song
was made saying "May God reduce our misfortunes, slaves are selling free men at
Kano!" ... Then the vizier of Sokoto came to reason with Yusufu; but Yusufu
rejected his speech and said, "I will not agree, it is better that everything should be
broken up since you have betrayed us." 30
Minjibir was governed at this time either by the Sarkin Fulani or by his senior
kinsman, the Turakin Romo, who held it in fief along with Garun Gudinya and
Baushi. Traditionally these two offices were reserved for those Yerimawa Fulani
descended from Gamau who had helped Dabo against Dan Tunku. In 1893 the
Turakin Romo was Gaudo; but while he supported Tukur, three of his kin,
Usurnan, Buwaye and Maso, had joined Yusufu at Takai. From Takai, Buwaye led
a force of horsemen to Minjibir and won over the town for Yusufu. In retaliation
Tukur sent a force against Minjibir under the Kauran Katsina who had brought
troops from the Emir of Katsina on Sakoto's orders to assist Tukur.31 The Kaura's
men broke into Minjibir, expelled Buwaye, captured the Ciroma Kadiri of Minjibir
and 80 householders,
and burnt the town. The captives were taken to Kano,
where the Ciroma of Minjibir, Kadiri, was executed and the others were imprisoned.32
The war had now taken two serious turns. First, it had spread beyond the
route from Takai to Kano across the countryside. The Yusufawa attacked and

seized Lamire south of Wudil. They also attacked, but failed to take, Durum
southwest of Kano. They sent forces against Bebeji and Karaye. Tukur responded
by sending a force against Wudil under his brother, the Ciroma Umaru, and the
Sarkin Gaya Ibrahim Dabo. However, finding Wudil heavily manned, the force
passed on to attack Lamire where many rebels were seized and removed to Kano.
Throughout the country many local communities, internally segmented by
long-standing rivalries for their chiefships, tottered on the brink of internecine
strife and ruin, polarised by the increasingly bitter and vicious struggle of the
Yusufawa and the Tukurawa. At Getso near Gwarzo, west of Kana, the Katsina
"Habe" and Bedde inhabitants seized the chance to expel their Fulani rulers, the
Sangetso Danhazo and his Alkali, and drove them both to Musawa in Katsina.
The Getso people then burnt the Sangetso's compound and, on their own initiative, elected Dahuwa from among themselves, as their chief. Dahuwa ruled this
"Habe" community independently
for several months until Tukur's successor
removed him. Though to my knowledge unique, this upheaval at Getso indicates
how the dynastic war now threatened to engulf the ruling Fulani of Kano and
destroy their hold on the state.33
Secondly; besides its expanded geographical range, the conflict had also
increased its intensity beyond a critical threshold, since on the caliph's orders
Tukur now routinely executed or enslaved captive rebels. Hitherto, despite their
irreconcilable differences, the two princes and their followers had observed the
current conventions of Fulani chivalry. A valiant opponent was respected though
not released. The political loyalties and considerations that determined his opposition were probably recognised as mirror images of those that aligned and motivated his captors. In battle, slaughter was necessary for survival and victory.
Thereafter it was abhorred. Cold-blooded executions have always appalled the
Hausa, who dramatise tyranny by contrasting the situation of the executed and
his executioners. Thus when, following caliph Abadu's decree, Tukur made a
daily spectacle of his enemies' executions at the gates and markets of Kano, he
horrified all, including his supporters, who now feared their own fates, should
they fall into Yusufawa hands. Predictably, reports of Tukur's brutalities and
terror blackened his name throughout the land, and steeled the Yusufawa to
attack and drive him out, thereby ending the slaughter and sale of free people into
slavery as soon as possible.
We are fortunate in having an impartial eyewitness report on the situation at
this time from Sir William Wallace, who visited the city in 1894 on his way to
Sakoto to negotiate a treaty on behalf of the Royal Niger Company with caliph
Abdu. Learning that the vizier Buhari was then in Kano, having "been sent at that
time to Kano by the Sultan of Sokoto to try and quell the civil war," Wallace came
to Kano to meet him, since "it would have been useless, for the purposes of my
mission, to proceed to Wurnu, the capital of the Sokoto empire, while the Grand
vizier was absent"; but after waiting a month on the vizier at Kano, Wallace
regretfully proceeded to Sokoto without him. During that time, as he observes,
civil war held the entire province in its grasp. Every few days batches of prisoners
were butchered in the market place with the customary indignities to the dead,
parts of the bodies being utilised as medicines and for poisoning arrows, and the

remains left to the dogs and vultures. Numbers of women were strangled simply
because they belonged to the rebel party without the town ..All this, com~ined with
the simultaneous destruction of Kuka (Kukawa), the capItal of the nelghbourmg
kingdom of Bomu, by Rabba (Rabeh) .,. caused an almost entire cessation of the
movement of Hausa caravans from the East and North.34
His indiscriminate slaughter of captives whose revolt inspired widespread
sympathy identified Tukur as a tyrant, particularly by its contrast with the relatively lenient conduct of the rebels until then. The Yusufawa had thus far contented themselves with pillage and foraging, while attacking only those loyalist
towns they could not subvert by political means. Hav~g captured or subv~rted a
town, they had merely replaced its chief by one of theIr own me~ and garnson~d
it with a sufficient force of horsemen and infantry to ensure theIr control, while
avoiding reprisals. However when the news of Tukur's executions spread among
them, Yusufawa attacks became more ruthless. On both sides the original struggle
for dominance had now become a struggle for survival and vengeance, largely in
consequence of the caliph Abdu's vicious order that even Tukur later set aside,
unfortunately only after it had done irreparable moral damage.
Yusufu's Last Campaign
Following their setback at Kano, the Yusufawa remained at Takai for nearly
three months, replenishing their forces; but they then also attempted to reduce
various towns that had withstood them by propaganda and promises, or by displays of force. One area of particular importance for ~he rebels was D~waki-taKudu and nearby townships north of the Challawa rIver about ten mIles from
Kano on the route to Takai. Had the Yusufawa been assured of support and
succour from those towns, followmg their defeat at Kano, they might have fallen
back and regrouped with fewer losses, and thus renewed the conte~t more
quickly and with greater strength. Instead, lacking secure bases near the CIty,they
had lost many men for lack of reinforcements to strengthen the troops that ha~
broken through the wall, and others on their long disorde~ly re~reat to Takal.
Anticipating a second longer struggle for Kano, Yusufu an~ hi~ adVIsors theref?re
determined to secure this strategic area within the home districts near the capItal
as a base for their second assault; and since Gaya supported Tukur, and stood
only some twenty miles east of Dawaki ta Kudu and north of Takai, they decided
to reduce that also, to forestall any attack from Gaya on Takai, and to eliminate
Gaya as a threat on the flank of their second advance against Kano through
Dawaki ta Kudu.
Until his accession, as Galadima, Tukur had administered Dawaki ta Kudu,
Tamburawa, Tsakuwa and Kumbotso, northwest of Wudil, between Kano city
and the Yusufawa stronghold. Kumbotso was then formally divided between the
Wombai and Galadima; but while its chief, Gutu, was loyal to Tukur, its people
supported Yusufu and the Wombai Shehu. At Dawaki ta Kudu also t~e ~hief kept
the community on Tukur's side until Yusufu's lieutenant, the Jarmal Dila of B~~bura, visited the town and persuaded the townsfolk to support Yusufu by pohtical promises and arguments. Tsakuwa and Tamburawa were subverted m the
sameway.35

While the Jarmai Dila cultivated support for the rebels around Dawaki ta
Kudu, Yusufu led a large force against Gaya, where a strenuous fight took place
without and within the walls. Resistance ceased when the Sarkin Suma'ila fired
the compounds, and the Sarkin Gaya Ibrahim fled to Tukur in Kano. "The slaughter was very heavy and a survivor described the town that day as having been
paved with corpses."36 Leaving the baJobe Umaru, Malam Bakatsine's grandson,
in charge of Gaya, Yusufu then turned east towards Dutse, where the ba Yelige
Madaki Salihi had seized the chiefship in Tukur's name on the death of Sarkin
Dutse Abdulkadiri. Guided by Salihi's rival, the baJelube Ibrahima, Yusufu's
army cut down the resistance at Dutse, driving the usurper Salihi in flight northeast to Hadeija. Shortly after Dutse had fallen, Muhammadu of Hadeija sent his
forces to seize the border towns of Miga and Kwanda, ostensibly as the wages for
. his support, but perhaps in response to appeals from Salihi of Dutse or Sokoto
that he should help Tukur. Those seizures later created a border conflict between
Hadeija and Kano which remained unresolved until the British came. There is
some evidence that Yusufu had agreed to give Kwanda and Miga to Muhammadu in return for field support by the Hadeija army; but for various reasons that
was not forthcoming. Perhaps anticipating a prolonged civil war in Kano,
Muhammadu thought the moment opportune to seize these desirable units; but it
is also possible that the vizier had discussed such boundary changes with
Muhammadu in seeking Hadeija's support for Tukur. However, we have no
record of that. 37
Leaving Dutse under his baJelube client, Ibrahima, Yusufu directed his force
against Tukur's few remairIing strongholds in southeastern Kano, namely, Gantsa,
Katanga and BUji, northeast of Birnin Kudu, which also surrendered at this time,
its loyalist chief Muhammadu
Nafi being replaced by his nephew and rival
:Zakari. Returning to Takai, Yusufu next sent a force against Rano to expel the
chief, Muhammadu, and instal his supporter and namesake. After the fall of Rano,
Yusufu then sent his agent Dan A'i to the southwestern border town of Tudun
Wada, which had so far remained loyal to Tukur under its shigege chief Jaye, a client of Mamman Bello's. Employing the persuasive techniques of Jarmai Dila, Dan
.A'i subverted Tudun Wada by promising its people tax exemption under a Yusufawa government of Kano. The village chief Jaye was thrown out by a popular
riot, and the shigege Dan A'i assumed authority in Yusufu's name and cause.3B
Yusufu fell ill during the Gaya campaign. Having reduced Dutse and Birnin
Kudu, he returned to Takai, as mentioned above. While his squadrons campaigned in the west he recovered and awaited their return to march on Kano; but
having set out for Kano from Takai, Yusufu's health collapsed and he died at
Garko, thereby precipitating a political crisis among his supporters.
liyu's Succession and the Fall a/Kana
Before dying, Yusufu instructed the Shamaki Harisu, his personal slave, to
ring the senior slaves and princes to him. Yusufu then nominated Aliyu Babba as
. successor on the grounds that as a grandson of the caliph Aliyu Babba, Aliyu
auld receive the support of many Toronkawa who were dissatisfied with the
caliph Abdu, thereby legitimising the revolt and facilitating the reconciliation of
the victorious rebels and the caliph at Sokoto when the war was won. Aliyu's

mother, Saudatu, the daughter of caliph Aliyu Babba, was herself among the
rebels, though she was probably at Takai when Yusufu died.
After burying Yusufu at Garko, his senior slaves, the Shamaki Harisu, the Dan
Rimi Nuhu and others decided to fulfil his final instructions without delay.
Accordingly they crowned Aliyu by installing him on the royal dais and presenting him with the royal insignia, the double-pronged
spear, ostrich-feather shoes
and other symbols of Kano chiefship dating back to the reign of Muhammadu
Rurnfa that had been revived by Dabo under Kuturnbawa guidance after disuse
in Suleimanu's reign. Having enthroned Aliyu, the slaves then sent to summOn
the princes, Abdullahi's sons. As each appeared in turn and expressed his grief,
he was required to present himself before Aliyu and render homage while the
slaves stood by with swords drawn to discourage dissent. Several senior princes
objected to this procedure on various grounds; firstly, because the slaves had
transgressed in enthroning the chief; secondly, because they resented the threat of
force by Yusufu's slaves if homage was witheld; and thirdly, some objected that
Yusufu's nomination of Aliyu Babba contravened both the usual Islamic procedures for settling succession, and those current in Fulani Kano. Nonetheless this
display of slave power and loyalty (amana) to the throne and to their dead master
may have saved the rebels from falling into dispute about the succession, and
may thus have prevented their destruction at Tukur's hands.
A Sokoto tradition relates that the rebel baYole leader, Kwairanga, Yusufu's
throne slaves, and certain others, having decided on Aliyu Babba, nominated him
to the assembly, all of whom assented except the ex-Ciroma Musa, Abdullahi's
son, who said "I should be the chief since I am now the most senior (eldest). Otherwise I shall return to Takai to wage my own war and kill whoever you choose as
chief." Those in control of the assembly replied "Go ahead, you alone; as for us, .
since Yusufu is dead, we will follow Aliyu." In the end the ex-Ciroma Musa,
finding himself without support, abandoned his threat of withdrawal. It is thus
possible that had Yusufu failed to select an acceptable successor before his death,
and had the throne slaves not acted resolutely to dissolve the succession crisis
before it matured, the rebels might have fallen asunder from internal divisions
and rivalries at Garko. Lacking any precedent to guide them in their extraordinary situation, the rebel leaders, made equal by Yusufu's death, were likely, as
Musa's conduct shows, to destroy their enterprise by denying its leadership to
one another. In these circumstances, the throne slaves invoked their obligation of
amana and traditional status as custodians of the chiefship to impose on all assembled the fulfilment of Yusufu's last instruction, the wasiya which, when delivered
by a leader shortly before his death, is regarded as almost sacred and especially
binding. Thus they effectively restored the Yusufawa's cohesion and revived their
morale by installing Aliyu as their chief.39
For some months thereafter the rebels remained at Garko while Aliyu sent
urgently to Lokoja and Bida to purchase elephant-guns that shot harpoons with
flaming tips, rifles, and other equipment needed for the coming assault.40 From
Garko also Aliyu wrote to caliph Abdu to inform him of his succession.
From the deputy (wakil), greetings and friendship, good wishes and increased
prestige to our excellent leader, caliph Abdu, son of the late caliph Abubakar

(Atiku). After greetings, the reason for this letter is to inform you that our leader
Yusufu died in the month of Muharram, on the day that he withdrew [from Kano?].
His people have not kept anything that he left behind him; but they assembled all of
us; and following consultation, both the men from the city and those from the
country parts said that after Yusufu there was no other one to lead them except me
(Aliyu). 50 I have accepted, I have taken up their burdens. What is certain is that
nothing can resolve our affair except God or his Messenger or 5hehu Usmanu or all
our leaders, unless it is the hand of the Amir a/-Mu'minin (caliph). As for me,! stand
on the side of Allah, I stand beside his Prophet, I stand beside you. We have not left
the ways of our fathers or our grandfathers. Farewell and peace.41
If caliph Abdu acknowledged this letter, I have not seen his reply. Having
determined to stamp out the rebellion and assure Tukur's succession, Abdu was
angered to learn that Aliyu had assumed the leadership of the rebels after
Yusufu's death, thereby preserving their power and revolt. On the other hand
when she had learnt of her son's succession, Aliyu's mother Saudatu, the daugh· of caliph Aliyu Babba, intervened to overrule the ex-Ciroma Musa's divisive
eats by appealing to the assembled rebels not to set Yusufu's wasiya aside.42
ereby, Saudatu aligned herself squarely behind her son's assumption of leader'p and responsibility for the revolt. Saudatu moreover was both a cross-cousin
d an affine of the vizier Buhari.
Caliph Abdu's response to the news of Aliyu's accession took several forms.
e sent letters directing those emirs on Kano's borders to prepare troops for an
ly campaign against the rebels. He instructed the vizier to exert himself to the
tmost to persuade Aliyu to cease the revolt. According to Malam Adamu's
ccount, this led to a breach between the vizier and Saudatu, the mother of Aliyu,
ho had already taken up his cause. In a cryptic passage Malam Adamu na
a'aji suggests that, having failed to halt Aliyu's revolt, the caliph or his vizier
· ay later have intrigued secretly with Damagaram to attack Kano, thereby initiat:g the heavy fighting that later broke out between Zinder and Kano in Aliyu's
· ign. 43 Nonetheless, despite her failure to persuade the vizier or caliph Abdu
at the rebels' cause was just, Saudatu was influential in securing the sympathy
fher kinsmen descended from caliphs Mamman Bello and Aliyu Babba for Aliyu
d his people.
From Garko Aliyu sent an expedition under the Sarkin Yaki Yusufu of Rano
gainst Bebeji in southeastern Kano on the route to Zaria City, whose Fulani chief
as loyal to Tukur. This attack may have been launched merely to weaken Tukur
ther, but its success also protected the southwestern flank of the rebel advance
Kano by blocking that road against incoming reinforcements from Zaria. At
's time also the Dawaki Husaini, a "Habe" lieutenant of Yusufu, overawed
zawa and drove out its loyalist chief, Dabugel, thereby threatening Kano from
northeast. Meanwhile Aliyu prepared to launch his main attack from the
utheast, as Yusufu had done earlier, but from firm bases near Dawaki ta Kudu,
ser to Kano.44
Tukur perceived the threat and moved to prevent it, sending the pick of his
avalry under the Galadima Malanta and his kinsman the Sarkin Dawaki Tsakar
ida Mamudu to drive the Jarmai Dila from Dawaki and secure the town. The
Ukurawa fooled their opponents by moving towards Tamburawa, another rebel

stronghold, thus leaving Dawaki on their flank, and appearing to invite an attack.
When that was launched, Tukur's cavalry drove the Jarmai Dila and his people
headlong into Dawaki, which they sacked, burning the town and seizing many
women and children for sale as slaves, while those who could withdrew southwards to Garko, with the Jarmai.
This setback probably determined Aliyu's plans for the coming campaign.
Within a month the Yusufawa had moved from Garko to Tsakuwa, four miles
southeast of Dawaki ta Kudu. After skirmishing, they sent a body of horsemen
under the Sarkin Yaki Yusufu of Rano and Abdu na Gwangwazo, a grandson of
the Emir Abdullahi, as a decoy to entice Tukur's troops from Dawaki ta Kudu into
an ambush at Salanta, where some 1200 duly met their deaths, including the
Sarkin Dawaki Tsakar Gida Mamudu, the Galadima Malanta, his younger
brother, Sule Harsa, and many other cavalry leaders and horsemen Tukur could
not replace.45 Immediately after that victory, the Yusufawa marched on Kano, and
camped at Anguwar Rimi outside the city.
There Aliyu wrote to Tukur, announcing his arrival. Tukur led out his forces
from Kano to Tudun Maliki, where the two armies joined battle, close by the city
wall. Tukur's forces were outnumbered
and outgeneralled,
and the harpoons
hurled from Aliyu's elephant guns spread panic among them. After a brief resistance they gave ground and retired to the city. For the next five days Aliyu waited
at Fage, presumably for reinforcements due from Gumel, while Tukur remained
in a command post opposite at the Women's Gate (KoJar Mata). On the sixth da~
before the Yusufawa advanced against the city, Tukur fled to Dawaki near Tofa
and thence to Bici, Gurum and Kusada in Katsina, leaving Kano through the
Waika Gate, which has since been tabooed to his successors.46 Meanwhile, caliph
Abdu ordered his Emir in Katsina, Abubakar, to mobilise the Katsina army and
support Tukur. Abubakar unwillingly obeyed, and established his camp at Yashi,
just inside his border with Kano. Other imperial directives had been sent to the
Emirs of Kazaure, Zarnfara and Zaria to do likewise; and the caliph sent the
Waziri Buhari from Wurno to the battlefront to direct the campaign. However,
neither Kazaure, Zarnfara, nor Zazzau sent any troops; and when the Katsina
forces were wanted, they were not at hand.
Accompanying Tukur from Kano to Bici and Kusada were those nobles and
commoners who, having fought for him throughout, either feared to stay in Kano,
or from conviction and loyalty decided to stay by him to the end. Unlike those refugees, the throne slaves remained behind to serve their new master Aliyu as they
had served Tukur throughout his days in the palace. Though neither the Shamaki
Sa'idu, the Dan Rimi Yahaya, nor any others who had fought for Tukur until his
flight had good reason to expect Aliyu's favour, true to their obligations as they.·
interpreted them, the throne slaves awaited his entry to serve as required. Thus in
fleeing Kano, Tukur forfeited the slave staff and heavy cavalry ('yan lifida) to his
opponents.
The Kano Chronicle records that "when Aliyu first entered the palace, his followers began to break into people's compounds, confiscating their property-this
is what we call "basasa" (raiding and plundering); people were seized and bound,
some to be killed, some to be sold, some women to be secluded in harems; some
were enslaved directly and remain so to this day (1933). After this Aliyu said,

'Whoever seizes a free man may sell him, except a slave. "47 Though it is probable
at these punishments were directed at the compounds of men known to have
upported Tukur, it is also likely that in the general breakdown of law and order
they were not entirely confined to them. In any event, Aliyu's treatment of his
defeated opponents differed little from Tukur's original conduct in its form, scale
or violence. We have no way of knowing how many families that had remained
aloof and neutral throughout this struggle suffered during the basasa that concluded the civil war within Kano, as the victorious Yusufawa wreaked revenge on
their enemies and on others believed to have opposed them.
The Death of Tukur
Once in the palace Aliyu worked quickly to reconstitute the territorial administration by allocating its central offices to his leading followers. As the Madaki
Ibrahim had supported Tukur, Aliyu replaced him by Muhammadu Kwairanga,
his senior ba Yole supporter. Aliyu's brother, the former Wombai Shehu, was made
Galadima, and the Womb ai' s office was given to Ishi' aku, another son of the Emir
Abdullahi. As Ciroma, Aliyu appointed his full brother Mamudu (Muhammadu),
another son of the Emir Abdullahi; and since the Daneji Dan Iya Muhammadu
ad fled with Tukur to Kusada, Aliyu appointed a baSuleibe supporter, Malam
Gajere, to hold that office. In place of Tukur's Ma'aji Son Allah, a slave, Aliyu
appointed his follower Usumanu, a son of that Ma'aji Gado who had served Suleimanu and Dabo. As Shamaki he replaced Sa'idu, who had served Tukur, by
arisu, who was Yusufu's personal slave and who had taken a leading role in
securing Aliyu's accession. As Dan Rimi, Aliyu replaced Yahaya by Nuhu, and as
$allama, the senior eunuch, he appointed a slave called Barde. In addition, to
command his slave troops armed with elephant-guns and rifles, Aliyu instituted
the new title of Shettima borrowed from Bornu, and conferred it on Shekarau,
who had captained his slave riflemen.
. To the ex-Ciroma Musa, who had contested his succession, Aliyu gave the title
OfMagajin Malam na Hausawa. This was a double insult, since it identified Musa
~ith the "Hausawa" and also signified demotion, the office having fewer fiefs
and less prestige than the Ciroma title which Musa had held more than ten years
earlier. As Turaki he appointed Abdullahi's son Muhammadu in place of Zakari,
e son of Mamman Bello, who had withdrawn with Tukur to Katsina; and in
place of Tukur's Sarkin Dawaki Tsakar Gida Mamudu, who was slain at Salamta,
Aliyu appointed his brother Abbas, another son of Abdullahi, who had successfully commanded the Yusufawa forces against Buji near Birnin Kudu. As Dan
Kade, Aliyu appointed his nephew, Abdullahi's grandson, Abdu na Gwangwazo,
the first prince to hold this title in Fulani times; and his client Jamau replaced
Jukur's Barde Suleimanu, who had been killed with the loyalist Sarkin Dutse
Ibrahim outside Fage. As Sarkin Shanu in place of Mamman Bello's son and
ukur's brother, Dati, who had withdrawn to Kusada, Aliyu installed his slave,
ankwari. He also created a new office of Waziri in Kano, and gave it to his
rother Ahmadu. Thus on entering the palace, Aliyu promptly filled sixteen
offices, two of which, the Waziri and Shettima, were new creations. Of the remaining fourteen, three had been traditionally reserved for palace slaves and seven for
free clients of noble family. However, of these sixteen titles, Aliyu gave four to

slaves, four to clients, and eight to the sons and grandsons of the Emir Abdullahi
thereby demonstrating beyond doubt the root of their revolt, and his determina~
tion to satisfy his kinsmen's desire for office.
Meanwhile, having reassembled his supporters, Tukur had moved from
Kusada to Kamri nearby, a more commodious and suitable SpOt.48 His brother, the
Ciroma Umaru, having died at Kusada, Tukur appointed his own son Lele, also
called Abdu, as Ciroma. Until then Lele had held the title of Dan Lawan, but
Tukur made no attempt to fill that office at Kamri. At Kamri also he filled the
vacant title of Magajin Malam na Hausawa by appointing Zailani, a son of the
previous holder, Rabi'u, who had fallen in battle at the Kofar Dan Agundi. Tukur
also appointed Modibo as his Alkali, the baGyeni Alkali Batta, who had fled West
with him, having died. Finally at Kamri, Tukur also initiated a viziership, probably on learning of Aliyu's innovation, and appointed his son Dibgau to that post.
Perhaps Dibgau's role as vizier was merely that of a confidential magatakarda, the
official scribe or secretary, who was commonly described at Kano as the Wazirin
Waziri, i.e. the Galadima's chief assistant, being personally responsible for the correspondence and records. In that post the shigege Ibrahim had acquired such thorough knowledge of the Galadima's role in the central administration
that the
Emir Abdullahi did not hesitate to instal him as Galadima, following Yusufu's
disgrace. However as Tukur's Magatakarda
accompanied him from Kano to
Kamri, Tukur probably appointed Dibgau as Waziri with other reasons in mind. 49
In Kano, where Aliyu is credited with the creation of the vizierate, Dibgau is
usually described as the Wazirin Kamri (vizier of Kamri). Unlike Tukur's appointment, Aliyu's vizierate symbolised Kano's assumption of parity with and independence from Sokoto, since in Yusufawa eyes the caliph and vizier of Sokoto
were together responsible for the civil war, by their studied refusal to heed local
opinion. Since the war, though initially groundless, was necessary to erase the
blunders of Sokoto and restore harmony in Kano, the new chief and his supporters were determined that it should not happen again. They therefore united in
rejecting further claims for suzerainty over Kano from the caliph or vizier of
Sokoto. Indeed at that moment the caliph's Emir, Tukur, still survived at Kamri
with his supporters and depended on the caliph for military aid. When Tukur fled
from Kano he took with him its allegiance to Sokoto. The new rulers had been
obliged to fight long and bitterly to overthrow an emir imposed on them against
their will by the obstinacy of an arrogant and politically inept caliph. To punish
this rejection of his authority, the latter had ordered that all rebels should be slain
without quarter, thereby irreparably destroying the tenuous allegiance of the Yusufawa leaders to his rule. Anticipating that Sokoto would seek to reassert its
dominion, after Tukur's flight, Aliyu probably created the office of Waziri to
announce to the people of Kano and to other Fulani emirates that Kano was now
independent from the caliph and vizier of Sokoto. Those bonds of vassalage and
subordination, that had grown so thick in Mamman Bello's reign that they threat-<.
ened to strangle Kano, in Tukur's were now abruptly cut.
For three months the opposing sides prepared for the final struggle by diplomatic and military means. Caliph Abdu having ordered the Sarkin Katsina to·
restore Tukur to Kano, "when the Sarkin Kano Aliyu learned this, he sent to the
Sarkin Katsina Abubakar to say Kano's affairs were not his business."so Presum-

bly similar letters were addressed by Aliyu to the Emirs of Kazaure, Zazzau and
arntara, who had also received orders from Sokoto to reinforce Tukur at Kusada
ut failed to do SO.51Meanwhile Aliyu kept sending to Bida and Lokoja to purchase ammunition, elephant-guns and rifles.
To command the imperial forces supporting Tukur, caliph Abdu had sent his
vizier, Muhammadu Buhari, to Katsina. When he felt that preparations were complete and the time opportune, Buhari directed Tukur to move from Kamri to Tafashiya on the border of Kano, thereby signalling his intent to invade Kano and
challenging Aliyu to open battle. Aliyu was well informed of Tukur's plans by his
spies in Tukur's camp. On Tukur's move to Tafashiya, Aliyu set out from Kano
with his army on February 19th 1895, according to the diary of C. H. Robinson,
who was then in Kano and witnessed his departure. "It would be hard to imagine
a more unwarlike set of men than his warriors are. Dressed in every colour of the
rainbow, they are apparently subject to no discipline of any kind."52 From Kano,
Aliyu went to Bici via Dawakin Tofa; from Bici via Dan Zabuwa he moved
wards Tafashiya, and pitched his camp at Macinjim on the boundary between
tsina and Kano.
In the preliminary skirmishes, Tukur left the fighting to his Sarkin Gaya Ibra. ,who drove back some of Aliyu's men towards Kano and Zaria. Only when
the weight of Aliyu's cavalry had forced the Sarkin Gaya back to Tafashiya and
surrounded it, did Tukur himself appear, armed and apparently determined to
settle the issue by a single charge. On one report, he set his spear and galloped
headlong towards the circle of thickly-corsletted slaves grouped around Aliyu,
. tending to break through their ring and slay his rival. It was a gallant, unexected gesture; but unfortunately for Tukur, his horse tripped and fell in midallop. Having disentangled himself, Tukur then settled on his shield with folded
ands, in the traditional stance of the noble Fulani warrior who awaits death
ithout fear. At this sight Aliyu shouted an order that Tukur should be captured
without harm. In the circumstances only those immediately beside him seem to
ve heard. One of Aliyu's keenest horsemen, the Dan Kade Abdu na Gwangazo, grandson of the Emir Abdullahi, who had already broken ranks, galloped
to the spot where Tukur S<1,t,
and despatched him.53
Though desperate, Tukur's decision to seek out Aliyu personally in this fatal
charge was not irrational. As Aliyu marched towards Tafashiya, the Waziri Buhari
had allowed the Sarkin Katsina Abubakar to withdraw his forces on the pretext
at Abubakar had learnt that his enemies, the Hausa of Maradi, were about to
attack his capital, an attack that never materialised. Katsina's withdrawal left
Tukur heavily outnumbered by the Yusufawa. Under the circumstances, Tukur
decided to take the fortune of battle into his oWn hands, perhaps hoping thus to
duce the general slaughter. This was not to be. Most of the Kano nobles who still
ood by Tukur perished at Tafashiya or at Kamri nearby. Those who survived
vvisely abandoned Kano to settle in Sokoto.
The victorious Yusufawa returned to Kano, where Aliyu shortly received a
visit from the vizier Buhari, bringing back some refugees with a letter from the
caliph to say that their compounds should be returned. The Waziri also bore with
. those traditional insignia of the Kano chiefship which had been removed to
koto on Tukur's death. These actions were interpreted as proofs that the caliph
d

finally accepted Aliyu's chiefship and rule over Kano;54 but in return Aliyu
rejected Sokoto's claims to political suzerainty, while not openly challenging the
religious leadership of the caliph as the successor of Shehu Usuman dan Fodio.
Throughout the remaining years of caliph Abdu's reign, Aliyu steadfastly refused
to visit Sokoto or to send tribute; and only after Abdu's death in the face of a
grave external threat and at the most inopportune moment did Aliyu set out for
Sokoto to make formal reconciliation with Abdu's successor. Thus throughout his
reign, unlike his predecessors, Aliyu ruled Kano as an independent Fulani state
owing political allegiance to none.55

The Initial Situation
It is said that on his deathbed, having summoned Kwairanga, the future
Madaki, and his senior slaves, Yusufu gave Aliyu Babba his turban and robe, as
signs of his appOintment to lead the Yusufawa, and ordered his slaves to ensure
that Aliyu succeeded and received allegiance from all. When Aliyu was finally
installed after the forceful intervention of his mother Saudatu, he swore to fulfil
all promises and undertakings that Yusufu had made to his followers, after Tukur
had been defeated. In the nature of the case, we cannot detail all the commitments
that Yusufu had contracted in recruiting and holding together the rebel force; but
many of Aliyu's initial appointments were obviously intended to discharge some
of these pressing obligations. Moreover, several of Yusufu's promises were inconsistent with the surveillance and close control that Sokoto had traditionally exercised over administrative
appointments
at Kano. Thus, instead of swearing
allegiance to the caliph on his enthronement at Garko, Aliyu had implicitly sworn
allegiance to the dead leader of his rebel faction.
Abdullahi's sons and grandsons were the core of that faction; but without the
determined support of others seeking hereditary or shigege appointments
and
many adventurers, seekers of fortune, and warriors disaffected by the state of
Kano under Mamman Bello and Tukur, the Yusufawa might well have fared badly
in the struggle, despite the assistance received from Gumel and the Ningi. Aliyu
therefore, on Tukur's flight from Kano, found himself committed to satisfy two
important categories of free supporters whose interests were distinct from and
potentially at odds with those he had assumed as the ruler of an independent
Kano. These two classes of free supporters were princes descended from Abdullahi, and rebel leaders of other lineages, together with some Hausa adventurers.
In relation to the princes, Aliyu's position at this stage was rather that of a senior
representative, obliged to promote their interests and reward their services, than a
ruler. Unless he satisfied the claims of his brothers and nephews for appropriate
rewards, Aliyu risked withdrawal of their support for his regime. To alienate
them could invite their active revolt, which would certainly be abetted by disaffected persons of non-royal rank, and perhaps by those Tukurawa still resident in
Kano. Under such pressures, Aliyu had begun to distribute offices and fiefs as
soon as he established himself at the palace after Tukur's withdrawal to Kamri. In
these initial appointments, he had few formal obstacles, since almost all hakimai.

and free officials of Kano had fled westwards with Tukur on Aliyu's triumph,
thereby vacating their positions; and he could also replace the throne slaves at
will. Nonetheless, in allocating these positions, Aliyu's freedom of choice was
restricted by commitments inherited from Yusufu. Thus his situation on assuming
the chiefship emphasised his dependence on those leading followers and veterans
for the continued and active support on which his chiefship relied, in the absence
of any alternative political base.
Aliyu's predicament as supreme head of a fully independent Kano, compromised in advance by these conditions and commitments that restrained his autonomy, differs notably from that of his predecessors in several ways. Firstly, unlike
preceding emirs of Kano, Aliyu did not enjoy the protection from local revolt that
Sakota's suzerainty had offered until Tukur's accession. Yet if he could not rely on
external support against local rivals, neither was there anyone outside Kano
whose right to threaten dismissal he now had to fear. Nonetheless, although
Aliyu's supremacy in the government of Kano was formally unqualified, it was
substantially compromised by the commitments he had made or inherited.
Secondly, unlike previous rulers, having by his accession repudiated the surveillance of Sokoto and with it so many restrictions on the scope and autonomy of
the Kano chiefship, Aliyu was formally free to appoint and dismiss all subordinate officials of Kano at his discretion, since his rejection of Sokoto's suzerainty
. also terminated Sokoto's control of such senior administrative
positions as
Madaki, Makama, Galadima, Wombai, Sarkin Dawaki Mai Tuta, Dan Iya, Ciroma,
Shamaki and the like. Indeed, when Allyu installed Muhammadu Kwairanga, his
senior ba Yole supporter, as Madaki in place of Madaki Ibrahim (Iro) who had fled
west with Tukur, the removal of traditional imperial restraints on the chief's
autonomy was made doubly clear, firstly, since the Madaki Iro was then replaced
without any attempt to consult Sakoto, and secondly, since no preceding Fulani
emir of Kano had ever dismissed a Madaki. In like fashion, Aliyu's initial appointments to the offices of Galadima, Wombai, Ciroma and Dan Iya, together with his
creation of the vizierate, proceeded without reference to Sokoto or slavish observance of Kano's political traditions.
By his allocations of these and other offices such as Dan Kade, Sarkin
Dawakin Tsakar Gida, Magajin Malam na Hausawa, Barde and Shettima, Aliyu
indicated for all who cared to see that he did not regard himself as bound by those
traditional norms that had hitherto regulated the distribution of fiefs and office
among the various politically prominent lineages and status categories at Kano.
As though to force this point on public notice, Aliyu appointed his slave Dan
Kwari to the princely office of Sarkin Shanu, which traditionally administered the
. state during the ruler's frequent absences on' "pilgrimage"
to Sokoto or on
extended campaigns. By this appointment, Aliyu obliquely indicated his intention
to control his most powerful but troublesome supporters, namely, his brothers,
Abdullahi's sons, who may have expected this title on traditional grounds. Simultaneously, Aliyu also revealed his desire to extend the number and sphere of the
slave administrators in the government of Kano, to strengthen his position and
control.
Thus on finding his autonomy restricted and his authority correspondingly
compromised by political dependence on his free followers, royal and other, very
c

early in his reign Aliyu decided to increase the administrative functions of his
most reliable aides, the palace slaves, to whom he owed his initial enthronement,
reserving to himself the power to direct or remove them, and thereby centralising
the critical control of strategic state structures in his hands. In effect, while Aliyu's
circumstances
obliged him to regard his brothers and leading supporters as
potential threats to his authority as chief, the throne slaves, politically neutralised
by their status, their personal loyalties and by their collective amana with the
throne, provided an excellent instrument through which he could simultaneously
extend his authority and recover his independence.
Aliyu's regime differs in so many directions and details from preceding ones
that we are constrained either to assume that, despite his familiarity with the
norms and conventions of Fulani Kano, he breached or honored them indifferently and without design, or we must seek the meaning and purpose of his
actions in his own perception of the constraints, resources and requirements of his
situation. 1£ we adopt the second approach, it is necessary to recognise that
Aliyu's initial situation on occupying the palace differed no less radically from
that of his predecessors than from the position he held during his closing years;
and in my view, the striking differences in Aliyu's position at the start and the end
of his reign provide the best evidence of his political objectives and achievements.
On entering Kano at the head of a triumphant rebellion, Aliyu's major problems were twofold. He had to legitimate his rule, since violence and force were
neither appropriate nor sufficient to stabilise his government, being themselves
the antithesis of order. Simultaneously, Aliyu had to convert his power into a
superior authority which would be equally valid and binding on his unruly supporters and on his terrified subjects. Traditionally, the Fulani Emirs of Kano had
derived their legitimacy and authority by delegation from the caliph of Sokoto, as
emirs appointed by and responsible to the caliph for the enforcement of Muslim
religion and rule in Kano. By the method of his accession, Aliyu lacked such validation of his claim to rule; in traditional terms, without the caliph's blessing and
mandate, his chiefship remained illegitimate. Caliph Abdu's post facto ratification
of Aliyu's accession could not erase the means by which it was achieved, and'
carried too many obscure conditions to be acceptable. Like Buhari of Hadeija
before him, Aliyu could therefore be described as a rebel or an apostate (kahin) in
terms that implied heathenism, despite the caliph's belated gesture of recognition.
However, Aliyu was deeply religious, a learned Muslim, steeped in the conventional Fulani concepts of Islam formulated by the Shehu and Abdullahi dan
Fodio. He was accordingly sensitive to the anomaly of his position, with its taints .
of illegitimacy and apostasy. On the other hand, after such bitter, prolonged and
finally vicious conflict, it was equally impossible for him to accept caliph Abdu's
gesture of remission and amnesty, or to forgive Buhari and Abdu for the havoc
they had wreaked. Least of all could he submit to Abdu, even though the latter
condoned his victory by returning the Kano insignia and surviving Tukurawa ....
from Sokoto in the custody of Waziri Buhari. For Aliyu, such tokens of the caliph's •.
recognition and overtures of reconciliation were primarily valuable for their
implied endorsement and recognition of his legitimacy as Kano's chief. By the
manner and content of his message, Abdu appeared to admit that he had erred in
appointing Tukur, and that he no longer regarded Aliyu as an apostate. However,

such a convenient resolution of the problem of Aliyu's legitimacy could neither
establish his authority in Kano nor his submission to Sokoto.
In repudiating Kano's traditional subordination to Sokoto, Aliyu asserted his
own legitimacy as Kano's ruler on grounds beyond the range of the caliph's
authority, by asserting Kano's right to self-determination
following its sufferings
under the mismanagement
of Sokoto. Indeed by withdrawing from the city to
revolt, Yusufu had simultaneously repudiated the caliph's authority and Tukur's
chieftainship; and in subsequently repudiating Kano's subordination to Sokoto,
Aliyu was merely honoring this second, "nationalistic" aspect of the Yusufawa
revolt. By so doing, he could claim moreover that the Yusufawa had stood and
fought for Kano against external tyranny and misrule.
Within the palace, Aliyu's authority was assured. Beyond, despite the submission of a people terrified by the basasa his victory had released, Aliyu's authority
remained initially contingent on the inclinations and power of his leading free fol·.Iowers. For this reason among others, Aliyu distributed eight of his first sixteen
appointments to his brothers, Abdullahi's sons, and four to trusted slaves. Of
these eight princely titles, five, namely, the Waziri, Galadima, Wombai, Ciroma
and Turaki, were endowed with extensive fiefs and military authority. By such
. appointments Aliyu sought to associate his senior siblings firmly with his rule,
and motivated them to uphold his authority.

'From Emir and Oligarchs to Sultanism
Like Dabo, Aliyu assumed the chiefship without assurances of support from
the founding lineages of Fulani Kano; but unlike Dabo, who faced a revolt generated by those lineages after his accession, Aliyu had won the throne by revolt
against two allied segments of Dabo's dynasty descended from the Emirs
Mamman Bello and Usuman. The civil war in fact developed, centred, and conuded within the "dakin Shekara," that is, among the descendants of the sons that
ekara had borne to Dabo; but, beginning in strife between descendants of
Abdullahi on the one hand and those of Mamman Bello and Usuman on the other,
it concluded with the elimination of Bello's and Usuman's progeny from Kano,
including Tukur's son, the,ex-Ciroman Kamri Lele, who returned to Kano in 1894
n the caliph Abdu's intercession, but soon withdrew to Zinder.
Thus, whereas Dabo had been forced to assert his authority against the oppoition of the founding families, the Yusufawa had asserted theirs against rival
ynastic segments; and whereas Dabo's triumph had left the founding families in
enjoyment of their hereditary titles, extensive domains and privileged political
status, Aliyu's triumphs vested the chiefship of Kano in Abdullahi's heirs by eliminating their rivals. Dabo, having conquered, ruled a state in which wide powers
and territories had already been endowed to the founding oligarchy. As under its
Hausa chiefs, so too in Dabo's day; the government of Kano was an uneasy combination of patrimonial and oligarchic institutions which changed substantially
during Dabo's later reign. Under Usuman, and more so under Abdullahi, while
the patrimonial power increased greatly, and became predominant in political
and military affairs, the oligarchs retained their positions, estates and authority
der the express protection of Sokoto. Had Sokoto seen fit to employ these oliarchs as effective electors of the Kano chiefship, it might then have preserved

their political power as a counterpoise to those of the dynasty and its chief.
Instead, as we have seen, time after time, for reasons of its own, Sokoto completely ignored the "electors" of Kano, and, most recently and painfully, on
Bello's death, it had ignored their advice as well. Dabo's authority, though conferred by Sokoto, was initially qualified by the presence of an older, dispossessed
and rival dynasty, the Mundubawa, around which the oligarchs could cluster to
defend their "rights." With Tukur's defeat and Aliyu's rejection of the caliph's
authority; in which he was supported by dissident members of several founding
families, relieved of his dynastic rivals, and as heir of the politically predominant
partrimonial chiefship, he was now restrained neither by directives from Sokoto,
nor by a powerful local oligarchy in his allocations of fiefs and offices.
Indeed the scope and intensity of the Civil War is itself conclusive evidence
that, even in the eyes of its members, the original oligarchy had ceased to exist as
a solidary political bloc or force capable of resisting or restraining the chief. Since
Dabo's day it had owed its continued prominence and high status so heavily to
the caliph's protection and favour, that in the general Yusufawa revulsion against
Sokoto the oligarchs were doubly compromised, by their relations with Sokoto,
and by their services on Tukur's side. Structurally the basasa could not have
occurred had not the power of the patrimonial chiefship already outstripped all
other local institutions to such a degree that within the dynasty, while one
segment held the throne, another could simultaneously
challenge the chief and
his master the caliph, recruit several foreign allies, including Kano's chief enemies
the Ningi, and mobilise approximately one-half the country and ruling stratum
under its flag. The old unwritten constitution that had persisted from Dabo's day
to Bello's and Tukur's was thus no longer consistent with the current structure
and distribution of power.
Despite several warnings during Abdullahi's reign, the rulers of Sokoto had
failed to perceive that the Suleibawa dynasty in Kano was too deeply entrenched
to be regulated at their will. Unlike his vizier Buhari, caliph Abdu had also failed
to distinguish between the power of the dynasty and its several segments, and the
authority conferred upon its head by his appointment as chief. To Abdu it initially
seemed certain that, by virtue of his appointment with Sokoto's support, Tukur
would possess sufficient material and political resources to defeat his opponents.
Here also the caliph had miscalculated seriously, for without the active support of
the largest dynastic segment, the chiefship was neither powerful nor secure. As
the contrast between Abdullahi's reign and those of Usuman and Mamman Bello
illustrates, following Dabo's rule, chiefly authority at Kano presupposed political
power based on sufficiently Widespread dynastic support to assure its unquestioned validity. While the original oligarchy had long since lost its coherence and
capacity to govern, the Fulani state presupposed effective control of its Hausa
population for its continued existence.
Dabo's reign had established a new political constitution at Kano by modifying that inherited from Suleimanu. In essence, under Dabo the pre-eminent chieftainship was restrained by two complementary
and co-operating structures, the
entrenched local oligarchy and the caliph's supreme authority. Under Dabo's sons
the chiefship developed and maintained an excellent modus vivendi with the local
oligarchy by assimilating the oligarchs to its interests through dynastic marriages,

official allocations, reserved places on council, and other arrangements. By such
means, the Suleibawa emirs of Kano progressively neutralised the oligarchy as a
distinct political force contraposed to theirs. Recognising this, Sokoto progressively reduced the prerogatives of Kano chiefship by assuming the right to decide
the final allocations of senior offices, including dynastic positions until, in Abdullahi's reign, as we have seen, the caliphs asserted their decisive control by threatening to depose the emir of Kano without adequate cause.
Notably, no such threats were levelled at Usuman or Mamman Bello despite
their incapacities; and none of the various attempts to depose Abdullahi had
proved successful. Mamman Bello and Usuman were both rather weak chiefs,
temperamentally disinclined to military activity, to vigorous administration or to
independent policies. Both deferred willingly to the judgment of Sokoto; and, as
Bello's correspondence
illustrates, he consulted the vizier and caliph on many
minor events and questions that had hitherto formed part of the routine internal
administration of Kano Emirate. Abdullahi appears to have handled most of these
issues himself without seeking the caliph's guidance or approval for the policies
he proposed to pursue. At Kano the repeated attempts of successive caliphs to
depose Abdullahi are frankly attributed to their jealousy of Abdullahi's autonomoUS administration
and military strength. caliph Abdurrahrnan
had failed to
learn the lessons of Abdullahi's reign, namely, that a powerful and energetic emir
who enjoyed sufficient dynastic support at Kano could retain and increase his
power despite the attempts of successive caliphs to remove him, primarily
because the Fulani of Kano supported his leadership as essential for the preservation of their rule. A weak chief whose farnilistic policies ensured his political isolation within the dynasty was correspondingly obliged to rely on Sokoto's support
and guidance, being himself incapable of mobilising local support for vigorous
domestic policies. This was Mamman Bello's situation; and perhaps Bello's subservience misled the rulers of Sokoto to believe that his political weakness, which
was partially the result of his familistic policies, was either a desirable or a necesary feature of the Kano chiefship. If so, the lessons of Abdullahi's reign had been
apidly forgotten.
With his victory and repudiation of vassalage to Sokoto, Aliyu had removed
the last traditional restraints of an institutional or material kind on the patrimonial chieftaincy of Kano, since the original oligarchic control had long since
lapsed, and the oligarchy itself was now divided and weakened. In this situation
the only extrinsic restraints on the ruler's power at Kano were those that Aliyu
had inherited from Yusufu or contracted himself in leading the revolt. However,
y distributing offices to his senior supporters, Aliyu simultaneously institutiona1ised the rebellion as the decisive condition of his chiefship and terminated it by
transforming its champions into state officials and chiefs. Thus while obliged to
ward these powerful supporters, on whom he was politically and administra'vely dependent, Aliyu was constrained by his anomalous situation to seek politcal security by maximising his resources and autonomy, and to discourage
issidence among his followers and maintain their loyalties while increasing his
omination.
In the absence of an effective oligarchy or countervailing external supervision,
ch policies implied that the patrimonial chieftaincy which had developed from

Dabo's day to Mamman Bello's would progressively be transformed into an autocratic sultanism as fast as the situation allowed.56 In truth, the civil war that inaugurated Aliyu's reign represented the birth pangs of this new political stucture,
with its undiluted thrust towards centralization of military and civil resources
under the chief, to the exclusion of conciliatory imperial restraints. The civil war
had destroyed and discredited the unstable political constitution that had swung
like a pendulum under Dabo's sons between the ineffective and the formidable
variants, of a patrim?ni~l ~ta.te. The Civil ~ar.had changed that by eliminating
those dIspersals of JUrISdIction and constitutional power that had previously
characterised the traditional Fulani regime at Kano as a tripartite structure consisting of a patrimonial chiefship, an entrenched local oligarchy, and an aggressive suzerain. The profound structural transformation and simplification which
the polity of Kano underwent in Aliyu's reign is illustrated with equal clarity by
his distributions of titles and fiefs and by other important events and developments at Kano during these years.
Territorial Replacements
As mentioned earlier, most of the senior hereditary rural chiefs whose title
carried tambari had remained loyal to Tukur. Some, such as the Sarkin Gaya,
Sarkin Bebeji and Sarkin Dutse, had fought strenuously on his side. Of Tukur's
captains, the Sarkin Gaya Ibrahim Dabo was conspicuous for his efforts and bravery. So too among the Yusufawa was the Jarmai Dila of Babura, who had won
Dawaki ta Kudu for the rebels almost single-handed. To replace Ibrahim Dabo,
Aliyu therefore awarded the Jarmai Dila the chiefship of Gaya. Later when Dila
died at Bashe fighting the Ningi, Aliyu appointed the Madakin Kila Ahmadu,
whose rebellion against Mamman Bello was reported above, as chief of Gaya; but
when at Gezawa, against the armies of Damagaram, Ahmadu disgraced himself
by cowardice, Aliyu promptly dismissed him and appointed a Kanuri client,
Mamman Kwallo, to succeed. Notably, all three appointments set aside the traditional claims of the Kurawa lineage who had ruled Gaya since Dabo's day, its
members having fought for Tukur. Moreover, whereas in Bello's reign the Ciroma
had supervised Gaya, Aliyu transferred it to his brother the Waziri Ahmadu,
thereby altering Gaya's political situation at two levels.
The Chief of Birnin Kudu, Muhammadu
Nafi, had also supported Tukur;
athough constrained to submit to Yusufu's forces when his town was attacked in
the campaign of 1894. Muhammadu Nafi was therefore dismissed and replaced
by his nephew Zakari, who had fought for the Yusufawa. Zakari, "a disreputable
character ... soon embarked on a course of oppression. No property was safe from
his greed, and his henchmen were often guilty of raiding markets and even of'
highway robbery. After five years the extortions had become so gross that Aliyu
dismissed him,"57 and appointed Muhammadu Mazadu, another member of the
ruling lineage, in his place. Mazadu retained the office until 1930.
At Karaye, Hassan, the chief, had remained loyal to Tukur and wisely fled on
his defeat. Aliyu replaced him with a Fulani cleric (malam), Ahmadu Dabo, whose
ritual assistance was highly valued during the war; and on Ahmadu Dabo's death
in 1897, Aliyu appointed Dabo's son, Abdulkadiri, as the resident chief of Karaye.

Thus here also the traditional ruling family lost their rights to the chiefship as
reprisal for their support of Tukur. However, Aliyu left Karaye under the supervision of the Sarkin Dawaki Mai Tuta who had held the town in fief before the

basasa.
At Kiru, Mamman Bello had dismissed the hereditary chief, Ahmadu, in 1891,
for embezzling the kudin shuke tax, appointing in his place Ahmadu's brother
Abubakar, who fought for Tukur in the Civil War; but when Yusufu of Rano, the
Sarkin Yaki, stormed Bebeji nearby on Aliyu's behalf, Abubakar fled and was
replaced by that Ahmadu whom Bello had dismissed; and following Ahmadu's
death in 1897, Aliyu appointed Ahmadu's brother Muhammadu to rule at Kiru.
At Bebeji, where the loyalist chief had fled on the Yusufawa attack, Aliyu
appointed his client Jibo, a Fulani from Jahun, as Sarkin Fulani Bebeji. At Rano,
the Yusufawa captain, the Sarkin Yaki Yusufu, replaced his brother, the loyalist
chief. At Ringim the chief, Bature, having stood by Tukur, was replaced by one of
Aliyu's men. At the same time Aliyu transferred Ringim, with its subordinate settlements of Mallamawa and Biyamusu from the Galadima's administration to the
Wombai, thereby reducing the Galadima's extensive fiefs. In like fashion, Aliyu
replaced the chiefs of Sankara and Debi, who had supported Tukur, by Yusufawa
veterans of non-royal stock. At Gwaram the chief Adamu (Adaji) fled to Kamri
with Tukur and was replaced by Suleimanu, who had held and lost this office
under Mamman Bello. At the same time Aliyu transferred administrative responsibility for Gwaram from the Dan Rimi to the Waziri Ahmadu. Following Suleimanu's death at the hands of the Ningi in 1896, Aliyu appointed Sule's brother
Abubakar, but dismissed him in 1900 on suspicion of conspiracy with the Ningi,
and chose Abdulkadir of the same family to succeed. At Gwarzo, where the
village chief Garu had fled with Tukur, Aliyu appointed Garu's rival, Dambo,
who had supported the Yusufawa, but dismissed him in 1898 for cowardice at the
battle of Tattarawa against Zinder. Aliyu then appointed a Katsina Fulani, Dan
Jika, who fled not long after to avoid Aliyu's wrath, following a fight at Gwarzo
between their men. Aliyu then appointed Daba, Dan Jika's younger brother, who
was killed by the British at Kotorkwashi in 1903. At Gezawa, where the "Habe"
Dawaki Husaini had displaced the Fulani village chief Dabugel, Aliyu appointed
Ibrahim, Husaini's son, to succeed, following Husaini's death in the battle at Tafashiya, although Ibrahim was then a minor. After the Sarkin Damagaram
Ahrnadu Maje Rinji attacked Gezawa and burnt the town in 1898, Aliyu restored
Ibrahim and his people and helped to rebuild the town.
During the Civil War the southern frontier town of Tudun Wada, a fief of the
Galadima, had been subverted by the Yusufawa adventurer Dan Ai from Garun
Danga, who promised the townsfolk tax exemption if they supported Aliyu, and
rove out the loyalist chief Jaye. In return for this service Aliyu confirmed Dan Ai
as chief of Tudun Wada. He likewise confirmed the Sarkin Jahun Modibo who,
having rebelled and seceded from Kano in Mamman Bello's reign, had visited
Takai on Yusufu's revolt to declare his allegiance and support of the cause, thus
restoring Jahun to Kano. Aliyu likewise confirmed the rebel Madakin Kila
Ahrnadu in his village chiefship, following Ahmadu's alignment with the Yusufawa when Danyaya brought the Ningi to their assistance. At Dal due south of

Garko, Aliyu also appointed the Yusufawa lieutenant, Sambo, as village chief, in
place of the hereditary ruler, who had remained loyal to Tukur; but for reasons
unknown, in due course Aliyu dismissed Sambo and appointed instead a shigege
client, the Barden Sallama Abdulkadiri, thereby once more excluding the traditional rulers from their chiefship.
Such distributions of senior rural chiefships holding high rank and tambaru
illustrate Aliyu's determination to increase his autonomy, even while fulfilling the
political commitments
he had inherited from the revolt. He systematically
replaced Tukur's supporters by Yusufawa leaders in these rural chiefships, which
he used to reward distinguished achievements, such as those of the Jarmai Dila,
the Dawaki Husaini and the Dan Ai. He also restored to office at Gwaram, Kiru
and elsewhere, chiefs whom Mamman Bello had dismissed, while welcoming
such rebels as Modibo of Jahun and Ahmadu of Kila back to the state of Kano.
However, having thus rewarded his supporters with lucrative posts, Aliyu clearly
did not regard himself as obliged to retain them in office at any cost. As we have
seen, on various grounds he dismissed several chiefs whom he had appointed at
differing points in his reign. In each case the man dismissed discovered that he
was isolated as an individual by the political context from other Yusufawa rebels,
and that he risked more serious punishment by challenging the emir's decision
and authority. In effect, under Aliyu appointment
to office carried uncertain
implications and no guarantee concerning its tenure. Each office held its holder
hostage to the chief, who, having fulfilled his political obligations with the
appointment,
thereafter demanded loyal, efficient service in those spheres he
regarded as critical.
Finally, as we have seen, Aliyu often combined the installation of a rural chief
with transfer of that chief's territory from one hakimi to another, and sometimes to
the throne. For example, both Dawaki ta Kudu and Tsakuwa had been administered by the Galadima Tukur in Bello's reign and by the Galadima Malanta in
Tukur's. Throughout the civil war, and even after the Jarmai Dila had persuaded
them to join the revolt, the allegiance of both these towns remained as critical for
Tukur as for the Yusufawa. As we have seen, the decisive battle at Salamta was
fought to determine their fate. To indicate his recognition of their significance, on
promoting his brother, the Wombai Shehu, to the Galadimaship, Aliyu transferred
Dawaki ta Kudu and Tsakuwa to the throne for administration by commissioned
agents of his choice, including palace personnel. Besides Jahun, Dutse, Rano,
Tudun Wada and Riruwe, he simultaneously removed Ringim, Malamawa and
Biyamusu from the Galadima's portfolio, and restored Ringim to the Wombai
who had held it in Alwali's day. By such measures Aliyu simultaneously asserted
and increased his own autonomy, while redressing those territorial inflations of
the Galadimaship that Mamman Bello had made to promote Tukur's power and
dominance. By way of compensation, after Galadima Shehu's death in 1897, Aliyu
transferred Gazara and the pleasant fief of Sarina, a tambari-holding chiefship, to
his brother Ishi' aku, who then succeeded Shehu as Galadima on promotion from
the office of Wombai. By so redistributing fiefs among the senior central offices,
Aliyu simultaneously
asserted his overriding powers as chief, corrected the
imbalances Mammon Bello had made, and realigned the territorial administration
to eliminate extraordinary concentrations of wealth and power.

The Situation of "Rabe"
Aliyu's greatest difficulties in rural administration we~e concentrated ,at Getso
here as mentioned above, the "Habe" and Bedde VIllagers had seIzed the
:ppor~ity
presented by the civil war to eject, their Fulani chief, the Sa~getso
Dan Hazo and his Alkali, from the town, replacmg them by a ruler of theIr own
choice, Dahuwa, a local Habe. These developments at Getso constituted a direct
revolt against Fulani overrule. Following his installation, Dahuwa had rendered
allegiance to no one, neither to the Yus~f.awa nor ~o Tukur. Perhaps the Ge~so
people hoped that Fulani rule would dlsmtegrate In the ruthlessly destructive
civil war; and they may even have hoped by ~heir exa,mple to encourage nearb?
"Habe" communities to revolt and expel theIr Fulam rulers. However, Getso s
example had no known imitators.
On assuming the throne, Aliyu could not overlook thes~ dev~lo,pments at
Getso since they challenged his authority as well as the Fulam dormmon. To the
suggestion that he confirm Dahuwa in office, it is sai~,that A~iyu replied,
will
-never make a Sangetso from among the Getso people. Cer~amly D~uwa s .c~nfirmation could establish an explosive precedent. Instead Ahyu ap~o~nt~d TSlgI, a
Fulani from Kura nearby, to replace Dahuwa. However Sangetso TSlgl faIled to establish control in the face of intense local opposition; and following his ejection,
Aliyu appointed Mamudu, a Fulani of Ruma in Katsma. It seems likely that Mamudu was installed as chief at Getso by a strong force from Gwarzo and Karaye.
However, when the force withdrew Mamudu's troubles began. As chi,ef, he
claimed the right to dates growing on trees in the compounds and farms of ~lS subjects, although the owners of these trees also paid an annual tax of 70 cownes, the
kudin dabino, on each. Whether Mamudu's claims had legal or local customary
foundation is not clear; but they crystallised local disaffection. One villager, Ladan,
finally refused to allow the Sangetso's agents to enter his compound to pick dates
from his tree. Mamudu's reaction generated public protest. The Beddes of Getso
-besieged his compound until Mamudu and his retainers came out and fought with
., them. The Sangetso reported the matter to Aliyu at Kano, who pr?mptly ordered
the arrest of all rioters, and despatched sufficient force to effect It. Mamudu accordingly sent a contingent of Getso recalcitrants t~ Aliyu, w~~ placed them in the
Sankurmi's gaol at Kano where many died in the filthy condItiOns.
Despite this success, Mamudu was soon replaced as San~etso. by Gandau~ a
Fulani from Daura or Kazaure, who shortly slew a villager WIth his sword while
facing a hostile mob of Getso people. When the incide~t was report~d to Aliyu, he
chose to adjudicate it under his siyasa jurisdiction as chIef. The case IS remembered
as especially difficult to decide. Some judicial assessors exculpated Sangetso Gandau on pleas of self-defence; others interpreted the evidence as demonstrating
homicide. Two Getso leaders, Bala and Buna, gave witness against Gandau. In the
end Aliyu removed Gandau from office, while dropping the charge of homici~e.
A Fulani of Getso was then appointed, following which the Bedde communIty
withdrew en bloc from Getso to settle in a neighbouring village. 58
These incidents illustrate GetsD's continued resistance to Fulani overrule, primarily because of its oppressive, unequal character. Even as late as 1910, at Getso
as elsewhere in Kano, "only the 'Habe' people are asked to do some forced
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labour";59 and as we have seen from Dabo's day to Mamman Bello's and Aliyu's,
"Habe" were taxed twice as heavily as Fulani. They were also virtually excluded
from political and administrative office and discriminated against at law. Following the revolt of Malam Hamza and his colleagues in Usuman's reign, Fulani hostility towards their "Habe" subjects was reinforced by their fears of "Habe"
sympathy and collusion with the Ningi, whose remarkable fighting power illustrated the quality of their Hausa leadership. Even without intended malice, the
Fulani regime was at once corrupt, exploitive, and unequal. The Kano Chronicle
casually relates that
in the reign of Aliyu there was no famine, but people would break into the women's
quarters of commoners' compounds from the rear without seeking permission. This
continued until Allah sent relief when the Europeans came. Until then the
commoners had a certain song, "Christians, you have waited long without
coming." They (the common people) thought that when the Europeans came they
would not have to do the work of subjects, they thought they would merely rest, but
this was not so. Moreover, in Aliyu's reign there were many campaigns and wars
until even boys of ten years old were ordered to bear quivers; if they did not, they
would be arrested. 60

punishments administered ... are, mutilation, slavery and death. In some towns, if a
man is convicted of stealing, his hands or feet are both cut off ... if a man is unable
to pay a debt which he has incurred, his creditor may claim him as a slave.... There
is, as might naturally be supposed, a great deal of bribery practised, and it but
seldom happens that a rich man is condemned, unless it be for a distinctly political
offence.61
On March 22nd 1894, Robinson recorded the return of Aliyu to Kano in his
diary. "The king came into the town this morning. It appears that he has killed
Tukr. Tukr, on leaving Katsena, retreated to Kamri, one of the towns subject to
Kano, the inhabitants of which were powerless to prevent his entry into their
town. The result is that the king of Kano burnt this town and carried off its inhabitants as slaves. "62Walter Miller, the missionary, who visited Kano and met Aliyu
Babba in 1902, related how in Tripoli in 1899 he had met "the pick of the Hausa
people, the religious, the more intelligent and educated, I heard from them before
I had ever been in Nigeria, of the atrocities of these Fulani rulers, how the people
everywhere were groaning under their cruel selfishness and lust for power, and
how the pagan people were gradually becoming decimated by constant slave
raids."63 In his autobiography, Maimaina, a native of Lokoja, who visited Kano at
the turn of the century on Lugard's behalf, disguised as a trader, to spy out
Aliyu's military preparations, describing his journey north, remarks casually that
"at Kafi (Keffi, a minor Fulani Emirate south of Zaria) for the first time I saw
slaves in the market, women and men and children, all sitting down with their
feet stretched out before them for sale, just as we sell horses or cows or donkeys
nowadays."M

Monteil, who travelled through Hausaland in 1892, reckoned that slaves outnumbered the free population; but in Kano Robinson estimated that only onethird of the people were slaves;65 while for the empire as a whole, Wallace estimated that the Fulani were "less than one-sixth of the whole population ... onethird consists of pure Hausas, and the remaining half of slaves."66 If so, since
neither slaves nor Fulani performed corvee or paid the onerous tax, the free
Hausa minority alone bore those burdens together with such other inequities as
the rulers reserved for their free non-Fulani subjects. Yet that Getso alone, of
several hundred predominantly
"Habe" communities at Kano, persistently and
strenuously resisted such oppression, demonstrates how effectively the Fulani
political organization isolated these subject communities from one another, and
thereby ensured central control of them all.
Though little has been said directly about the conditions of Hausa commoners
under Fulani rule in describing the Kano polity and narrating its development, its
punitive, illiberal character should not be overlooked. There was some truth in
Robinson's assertion that "the great majority of the slaves in Hausaland are
obtained not from foreign or outside sources, but from villages or towns, the
inhabitants of which are of the same tribe and race as their captors .... There is no
real security for life or property anywhere."67 Despite this, popular revolts against
Fulani exploitation were confined to small communities, such as Getso, Gwararn
or Kila, by the insulating effects of the political and administrative organization,
which could thus contain and suppress these local revolts at leisure. Perhaps the
best evidence that no general revolt of Hausa or "Habe" was possible at Kano
under this regime is the flight of Malams Hamza, Mai Mazari and their followers
from Kano and Tsakuwa to the Ningi to preserve their lives.
Reorganization

at the Center

Following the conquest, Aliyu's political difficulties lay rather with the central
administration than in the rural areas. As we have seen, he could easily place his
own men in those rural chiefships vacated by the flight, death or defeat of Tukur's
supporters. He could also redistribute those rural units as fiefs of central offices,
while reserving strategic units for his own supervision. Thus, besides Tsakuwa
and Dawaki ta Kudu, Aliyu appropriated Madobi and Kura, formerly a fief of the
Sarkin Dawaki Tsakar Gida, for the crown. As with Tsakuwa and Dawaki ta
Kudu, by this measure Aliyu sought to demonstrate his gratitude to the people of
Kura for their valuable assistance during the recent war, and to secure direct
control of that strategic centre. Until Abdullahi's reign, Kura had been ruled by
those descendants of the Hausa Alkali Usuman. for whom the office of Magajin
Malam na Hausawa was created. In 1863 Abdullahi had replaced these Hausawa
by his Buzu client, Abubakar; but when the civil war broke out, Usuman's grandson, Sa'idu, once more held the chiefship. Sa'idu sided with Tukur but was driven
out by the townsfolk who supported Yusufu's claim and opened the gates of Kura
to Aliyu after Yusufu's death. Aliyu then moved a large force to Kura, and from
that base he reduced Bebeji and several towns southwest of Kano. As village chief
of Kura he appointed a Kanuri supporter, Muhammadu
dan Dalma; and after
Muhammadu's
promotion to the larger town of Garko, Aliyu selected another

shigege soldier of fortune, Malam Muhutari, to rule at Kura. Meanwhile, ostensibly to assure the people of his continued interest in their welfare, he kept Kura
under his own direct supervision.
At the centre, Aliyu faced more complex problems. He had first to discharge
various commitments made by Yusufu or himself to their senior followers. He
had also to establish Abdullahi's sons in princely positions. He was expected to
distribute traditional family titles among those qualified by descent and military
support to hold them. He had also to reward many ambitious and energetic
adventurers and lieutenants without whose assistance the Yusufawa might not
have won. Yet, while distributing these positions and powers, Aliyu had to seek
out capable administrators bound to himself by ties of personal loyalty, without
alienating his powerful supporters or forfeiting direct control. As we have seen,
Aliyu's situation constrained him to aggrandize his office and to accumulate
overriding reserves of power to the throne, in order that he could reduce his political dependence on those supporters he had satisfied byoffice, and on others who
remained resentful, whether appointed or not.
Excluding his brother Shehu, who had retained the office of Wombai throughout Tukur's brief reign despite his revolt, none of Tukur's central officials held
office under Aliyu, whatever their status as slaves, eunuchs, hereditary nobles,
clients, princes, clerics or other. Many of these central executives had fled with
Tukur to Kamri and fell with him at Tafashiya. Others, such as the Sarkin Bai
Muhammadu Bashare, fled elsewhere, in this instance to Kazaure, thereby vacating their titles. Yet others, such as the Limam Muhammadu Dikko, had remained
at Kano. In either event, all Tukur's central executives had either removed themselves or were removed by Aliyu, who then distributed their fiefs and titles
among his followers.
Aliyu dismissed Tukur's Limam Muhammadu Dikko and appointed Isma'ila,
probably a baGyeni and formerly Limam at Dutse, as Limam at Kano City. The
Alkali Modibo, whom Tukur had appointed at Kamri on the death of Alkali
Babba, was replaced by Sule, the son of Abdullahi's Alkali Zangi, whose history
has been cited above. Like Limam Isma'ila, Alkali Sule was also of the Gyenawa
clerical lineage.
Tukur's treasurer, the Ma'aji Son Allah, was a throne slave appointed by
Mamman Bello. Aliyu replaced him by Usuman, the son of Dabo's treasurer
Gado, whose techniques of prevarication and witholding payment Robinson
describes vividly and at length.68 Simultaneously Aliyu discharged the gatekeepers of the city; most of whom were Fulani, and all of whom were free and owed
their appointments to the Ma'aji. Having served under Tukur, these men had
closed the gates on Aliyu and his followers, and were therefore dismissed. To
police each of the then thirteen city gates thereafter, Aliyu selected reliable throne
slaves, whom the Ma'aji Usuman appointed and supervised, thereby reversing
the status relations of the Ma'aji and gatekeepers. Under Tukur and Bello,
whereas the gatekeepers were free Fulani, the Ma'aji had been a Hausa throne
slave. Under Aliyu the Ma'aji was a free Fulani client with quasi-hereditary
claims to the title, while the city gatekeepers were slaves bound by ties of amana to
the throne. As before, each Sarkin Kofa (Gate Keeper) was rewarded by a hurumi
or benefice of grain tithe (zakka) and by tax due on the three hundred farms

nearest his gate. In addition, these gatekeepers could request small portions of
any goods brought through their gates into the city, or gifts of cash in lieu thereof.
Though customary and unopposed, these routine levies were illegitimate, being
made without the chief's express approval.
Aliyu also reorganised the prison administration. Until the basasa, apart from
the Gidan Shamaki, which contained the prison of last resort for high-ranking
offenders, the state prisons had been administered by the Sankurmi and the
Sarkin Yara. From Dabo's day onwards, these two offices had been regularly allocated to free clients; and following the dismissal of Sankurmi Musa, the son of
Dabo's Hausa Galadima Ango, Abdullahi had appointed his own daughter's son,
Mamudu, to that office, thereby elevating its status to the dynastic margins. It is
known that the Sankurmi under Mamman Bello and Tukur, was a shigege freeman; and throughout the reigns of Usuman, Abdullahi, Mamman Bello and
Tukur, the office of Sarkin Yara had also been filled by Fulani clients, Haburde and
his lineal issue, the Sarkin Yara being then a subordinate (lawani) of the Galadima
and, since Abdullahi's day, the jekada to Gaya. As mentioned above, Abdullahi
had integrated both prisons under the Sankurmi's control. Aliyu seems, however,
to have reorganised the prisons, leaving the Sankurmi in charge of convicted freemen, and creating a new prison for slave offenders, both public and private,
under the Sarkin Yara.
Aliyu also created or revived the office of Ma'ajin Watali, whose official compound served as the public pound, lost property office and temporary jail for suspected criminals awaiting trial. In his role as custodian of such lost property
(tsintuwa) as slaves, horses, money and commercial commodities of all kinds, the
Ma'ajin Watali discharged some functions entailed by Muslim law which had formerly vested in the office of treasurer (Ma'ajl); hence the designation of this new
office, which was remunerated by allocation of hamlets near the city. But in relieving the Treasury of its responsibilities for the care of lost property and vesting
these in a new office, Aliyu was primarily interested in prison reorganization. As
Ma'ajin Watali he appointed Auta, a free Fulani; but at the same time he transferred the offices of Sankurmi and Sarkin Yara, in charge of the prisons for free
and slave offenders, from free men to throne slaves, thereby placing both prisons
directly under control by the palace. Aliyu's interest in thus reorganising the
prisons is easy to understand, given the circumstances in which he came to rule
Kano. Evidently, after the wave of violent reprisals that marked the Yusufawa
occupation of Kano, Aliyu had reason to anticipate numerous arrests of suspected
criminals and dissident subjects, both slave and free, and accordingly sought to
make suitable provisions for their control.
.
Initially the office of executioner, Hauni, had been filled by free Fulani, but
Abdullahi had transferred it to throne slaves. Aliyu maintained this tradition. He
also appointed reliable slaves to the office of Sarkin Dogarai, the chief of police,
who was responsible for arresting offenders, patrolling the palace precincts, commanding the emir's bodyguard, and preparing his camp on campaigns. Under
Aliyu's predecessors, including Mamman Bello and Tukur, the office had generally been filled by throne slaves; but on at least one occasion during Abdullahi's
reign, the Sarkin Dogarai was a free client. Under Aliyu the police, executioner,
prison wardens, city gatekeepers, and the Sarkin Shanu Dan Kwari who adminis-

tered the state during the ruler's absence on campaigns, were all slaves of the
throne, bound to their emir by affection and respect as well as by the symbiosis
institutionalised in amana. In addition, Aliyu had established a powerful slave
force armed with rifles and harpoon-firing elephant guns (sango) under the new
slave office of Shettima. By means of these slave formations and appointments,
Aliyu brought the city firmly under his personal control; and by these means he
simultaneously protected his throne against internal subversion or assault, and
immobilised all opponents or rivals who remained in the city. Aliyu's search for
political security directed these deployments of office among the palace slaves,
who formed the unique and indispensable means of his domination; and his use
of these resources illustrates his considerable political and administrative abilities. Thus Aliyu transferred the office of Kilishi from the Fulani lineage which had
held it since DabD's day; to his namesake, a slave, perhaps because as the senior
court usher, the Kilishi exercised some majordomo functions which Aliyu preferred to vest in trusted slaves.
The Sultan and the Oligarchs
Of senior titles traditionally vested in founding Fulani lineages such as the
Yolawa, Jobawa, Dambazawa, Danejawa and Suleibawan Jamau, Aliyu initially
dispossessed only the Danejawa by appointing Abdullahi's sons, Malam Gajere
and Mahamman, to the titles of Dan Iya and Dan Makwayau respectively, thus
appropriating
those Danejawa offices for Abdullahi's issue. As Madaki, he
appointed the baYole Kwairanga, his mother's mother's son by her first husband
Madaki Umaru. As Makama, following the dismissal of Mujeli whom Tukur had
appointed on the death of Makama Iliyasu at Kamri, Aliyu appointed his leading
baJobe follower, Harnza, the son of Dabo's Makama Isa; and when Harnza died
shortly after in 1895, Aliyu gave this powerful office to his loyal supporter, the
Sarkin Suma'ila Umaru, whose links with the Jobawa were traced through his
father's mother, Habiba, the sister of Malam Bakatsine. Thus, as his second
Makama, Aliyu set aside the traditional requisite of agnatic descent from
Bakatsine's father, Malam Umaru, and appointed a Jobawa cognate on whom he
could rely. As regards the Dambazawa office and fiefs, following the flight of
Muhammadu Basheri to Kazaure in 1893, Aliyu rewarded Abdusallame, a grandson of Dabo Dambazau, for his active support with this hereditary title.
The Suleibawan Jamau were less fortunate, and nearly lost their lineal title in
Aliyu's reign. As expected, on moving to the palace, Aliyu replaced Tukur's Sarkin Dawaki Mai Tuta by a loyal supporter, Shehu, from the same lineage; but not
long after, for reasons unknown, he dismissed Shehu and appointed his younger
brother, who was later dismissed for administrative blunders by the British. By
these successive dismissals of his Sarkin Dawaki mai Tuta, custodian of the
Shehu's flag, and his appointments of Makama, Madaki and Sarkin Bai, a senior
councillor of state, Aliyu abruptly broke the historic conventions that had formerly prevented the Emir from dismissing any of those hereditary title-holders.
Title-holding lineages of lesser eminence and power fared rather rudely at
Aliyu's hands. As mentioned above, besides dispossessing the Hausa Alkali
Usuman's issue of their chiefship at Kura, Aliyu transferred their family title,

Magajin Malam na Hausawa, to the ex-Ciroma Musa, Abdullahi's son, who had
contested his accession at Garko. At some period between the deaths of Yusufu
and Tukur, Musa had withdrawn from Kano into Bauchi, perhaps in fulfilment of
his threat to secede if Aliyu succeeded Yusufu. On learning this, presumably from
the Emir of Bauchi, caliph Abdu had written to Musa instructing him to return at
once to Kano, and tried to persuade Aliyu to communicate with him in the hope
of negotiating a settlement.69 Presumably such directives enabled the Emir of
Bauchi Umaru (1883-1902) to secure Musa's return; but Aliyu sardonically gave
Musa the title of Magajin Malam na Hausawa and so demoted him. Following
Musa's death not long after, Aliyu returned this office to Malam Usuman's issue,
and appointed Sule of that lineage.
During the civil war, Mundubawa officeholders had fought faithfully on
Tukur's side, perhaps seeking thereby to preserve their two family titles, Dan
Amar and Mai Anguwan Mundubawa. However, it seems that by 1897 Aliyu had
transferred the title and fiefs of the Mai Anguwan Mundubawa to his shigege
client Na ta-Allah, a son of that Sarkin Dutse Bello whom the Emir Usuman had
murdered. Presumably this was done to punish the Mundubawa for their exclusive allegiance to Tukur. According to some informants, Aliyu also dispossessed
the Mundubawa of the Dan Amar title; but this requires further study; since the
identity of Aliyu's Dan Amar remains obscure. Likewise, it is said that Aliyu dispossessed the Balarawa of their family office, Dan Darman, the Danejawa of Dan
Kade, and other Fulani lineages that had held such titles as Dan Goriba, Dokaje
and Barwa, by allocating these ranks to shigege clients or, on occasion, to princes.
However, at Minjibir he reinstated the Yerimawa lineage that held the titles of
Turakin Romo and Sarkin Fulanin Minjibir by appointing his supporter Maso to
replace Audu who had fled with Tukur to Katsina. Thus Aliyu proceeded pragmatically in allocating those central offices to which particular lineages had established hereditary rights. If the holding lineage had some suitable representative
among his supporters whose loyalty and previous service recommended him, or
someone to whom the position had already been promised, Aliyu did not hesitate
to appoint them. However, if the title-holding lineage had stood solidly behind
Tukur, Aliyu felt free to employ their endowments to reward his trusted and
needy supporters. In either event, Aliyu's appointments were governed by his
need for effective and loyal administrators, his need to reward men who had
fought for him, and the need to consolidate and enhance his political authority.
The Sultan and the Dynasty
Predictably, Aliyu's greatest difficulties lay with his kinsmen, the heirs of
Abdullahi, on whose behalf Yusufu had initiated the revolt. Despite Aliyu's
prompt appointments of several brothers to such important offices as Galadima,
Wombai, Ciroma, Turaki, Sarkin Dawaki Tsakar Gida and Dan Buram, many
others remained without major office, as did their cousins descended from Dabo's
other sons. Aliyu attempted to provide for these remoter collaterals by careful
appointments. To DabD's only surviving son, Sa'adu, he gave the title of Dan Isa;
and to Dabo's grandsons Mai-Bene and Arabu, begotten by the Galadima
Abdulkadiri and Madaki Salihi respectively, he gave the titles and fiefs of Dan

Lawan and Dan Maje. Further, having dismissed Tukur's Tafida Malanta, the Son
of Usuman, he gave that title to another collateral prince. On promoting Abdullahi's grandson Abdu na Gwangwazo from Dankade to Barde Babba, following
the death of Jamau, Aliyu appointed another of Abdullahi's grandsons,
Abubakar, as Dan Kade. Only in 1895 on the promotion of his brother, the Turaki
Mamman Nakande, to the office of Wombai, following the Wombai Ishiyaku's
promotion to Galadima, did Aliyu appoint any of his sons to a title, namely,
Mamman, also called Dibgau, who then became Turaki. Not long after, when
Turaki Mamman was killed by the Ningi in battle, Aliyu appointed another son,
Mujeli, to succeed. Later, after the Wombai Mamman Nakande died as related
below, Aliyu promoted his full brother Mamudu from Ciroma to Wombai, and
installed his own son Abdulkadiri as Ciroma. These were the only two official
positions that Aliyu conferred on his children; and it is said that he later dismissed the Turaki Mujeli for fighting with him. If so, the title fell vacant, since
Aliyu appointed no further Turakis.
During his short reign, Aliyu appointed three of his brothers to the office of
Galadima and four to that of Wombai. These successive appointments were associated with Aliyu's repeated promotions from Wombai to Galadima, following
the death of Tukur's Galadima Malanta in 1894 and of Aliyu's appointees, Shehu,
in 1897 and Ishi'aku in 1900. On Ishi'aku's death, when the former Ciroma
Mamudu, who had succeeded Mamman Nakande as Wombai, became Galadima,
Aliyu appointed his younger brother, the Sarkin Dawaki Tsakar Gida Abbas, as
Wombai. It is not known who succeeded Abbas as Sarkin Dawaki Tsakar Gida'
but clearly, by these appointments, Aliyu sought to break with the tradition of hi~
predecessors by placing his brothers and cousins in office ahead of his sons. By
such appointments, which reversed the narrow patrimonial familism of Mamman
Bello, Aliyu identified his brothers firmly with his regime, and strengthened their
loyalties, without thereby reducing his own autonomy.
Inevitably, since there were far fewer offices than eligible claimants, several of
Aliyu's brothers were variously dissatisfied with his appointments, and on at
least two occasions after the return of ex-Ciroma Musa from Bauchi, Aliyu faced
the risk of revolt by dissident siblings. In 1897 Aliyu's paternal half-brother Safiyanu planned to revolt, but was rendered powerless by Aliyu's prompt action.
Safiyanu had fought for the Yusufawa throughout the revolt and had apparently
been promised some office (sarauta) without further specification when the Yusufawa won. For three years following Aliyu's capture of Kano Safiyanu waited in
vain for his reward, becoming increasingly disaffected. As his impatience and
hostility became known, other disappointed Yusufawa and untitled clients clustered about him as the sons of Abdullahi had clustered around Yusufu in
Mamman Bello's reign. It seems likely that Aliyu learnt of this development
rapidly from his spies and informants. The dissidents finally decided to repeat
Yusufu's withdrawal from Kano and assemble their followers at a rural town
where they could raise the flag of revolt. But on learning of Safiyanu's departure
from Kano, Aliyu promptly despatched the Madakin Dan Rimi with sufficient
riflemen to overawe and disperse Safiyanu's party, directing them to capture the
prince and bring him to Kano, along with some of his fellow-conspirators. Aliyu

then had Safiyanu bound and placed in Sankurmi's prison. It is said that later that
evening he instructed his slaves to kill him. The Limamin Hausawa was summoned to read the required prayers over Safiyanu's body, and, according to this
tradition, he was buried secretly that night at Gware by the slave Dan Kacalla.
In the following year, 1898, Aliyu faced another threat of revolt, on this occasion from the Wombai Mamman Nakande, who evidently felt that he should have
succeeded as Galadima on Shehu's death, ahead of the Wombai Ishi'aku whom
Aliyu had then appointed. It is possible that Nakande may have played some part
in Safiyanu's conspiracy. He clearly knew the details of this affair. Ambitious,
impatient and perhaps personally hostile to Aliyu, the Wombai on various pretexts employed his wealth to accumulate war gear, including firearms and lifida,
chain mail and the corslets of quilted cotton worn by the slave cavalry who were
sworn to die defending their chief. Despite his public denials, it seems that
Nakande revealed his inclinations or intentions of revolt to his confidants not
long before Aliyu's spies informed him that the Wombai had declared he would
occupy the palace by force, as Aliyu himself had done. Alternatively, the allegations may have been fabricated in some intrigue. However, Aliyu at once sent his
Shamaki Harisu to visit Nakande, ordering the Shamaki to bring all the Wombai's
lifida and firearms to the palace. Nakande refused to surrender the weapons; and
when Shamaki reported this reply, Aliyu declared that he would attack Wombai
himself immediately. The Shamaki demurred and advised against this, undertaking to persuade Nakande to surrender his war gear without bloodshed, since a
second civil war would clearly be destructive to Kano and the dynasty. While
Aliyu waited, the Shamaki returned to Nakande with the same argument, guaranteeing amnesty and suggesting that, as Nakande would succeed Aliyu on the
throne, there was really nothing to fight about. On these grounds the Wombai at
length gave in, and handed over all his rifles and lifida to Shamaki for deposit at
the palace. Thereafter Aliyu took no secular action against Nakande; but since the
rebellious Wombai died in 1899 within a year of this incident, it is widely believed
in Kano that his brother the emir employed mystical means of various kinds, in
which he was thought to be skilled, to secure his early death, following which
Aliyu conferred the office 'of Wombai on his full brother Mamudu, whose bonds
of kinship and personal association guaranteed strong allegiance.
Oddly however, within a year Aliyu had to deal with yet a third arrogant kinsman, his uncle, the Dan Isa Sa'adu, Dabo's sole surviving son, who refused to
turn out as required under the Wombai Mamudu for an attack on Damagaram
that Aliyu had mounted. Perhaps the Dan Isa Sa'adu may by then have felt too
old to go on campaign; but on appointing the Wombai Mamudu to command the
expedition, Aliyu had ordered all Kano hakimai to join Mamudu with their retainers. Thus, Sa'adu's refusal to serve under his nephew, the Wombai, challenged
Aliyu's authority. Aliyu at once dismissed Sa'adu from the office of Dan Isa; and,
the army having already set out, he sent a message to his brother the Wombai,
instructing him to appoint whoever he wished to the vacant title. This was an
unprecedented honor and transfer of chiefly power to Mamudu as tirika in
command of a force in which most Kano noblemen were then assembled. Unless
equally assured of his own overriding power and of his brother's good faith and

sense, Aliyu could hardly have commissioned Mamudu to take this action; that
Aliyu felt sufficiently secure by 1898-99 to take this step indicates the political
pre-eminence he had achieved by his appointment policies and by other means.
On receiving the Emir's instructions, the Wombai Mamudu halted the army
and assembled the princes and titleholders. Having informed the assembly of
Aliyu's letter, he then made two appointments in swift succession, promoting
Abdullahi's son, the Dan Makwayau Muharnrnan, to the title of Dan Isa vacated
by Sa'adu's dismissal, and appointing as Dan Makwayau another of Abdullahi's
sons, Shehu (Usuman), who later became Emir of Kano under the British.
Mamudu's response to his brother's commission indicated an equally high confidence in Aliyu's good faith, since, although commissioned to confer only one title,
he had publicly conferred two, both appointments being welcomed by the astonished assembly, and by Aliyu, since both ennobled Abdullahi's sons, the brothers
of Aliyu and Mamudu. Not long after, when the Galadima Ishi'aku died in 1900,
Aliyu again demonstrated his regard for Marnudu by promoting him to that
office, traditionally the most senior at Kano under the throne, and even in Aliyu's
day the most powerful, despite its recent truncation and the newly created vizierate held by Abdullahi's full brother, Ahrnadu. The Sarkin Dawaki Tsakar Gida,
Abbas, was then appointed as Wombai.
Predictably, perhaps inevitably; in the course of these appointments, sometimes conventional and sometimes innovative, Aliyu modified the distribution of
territorial fiefs among the central hakimai in many ways. For such new offices as
the Waziri or Shettima he was obliged to furnish fiefs, generally by transfers from
other titles. Thus to the vizier Ahrnadu, Aliyu transferred control of Gaya,
Gezawa, Gammo, Gwaram and Butubutu; to the Shettima, Harbau, Bici, Tangar
and Majiya; to his slave Sarkin Shanu, Keffin Agur; to the Sarkin Dawaki Mai
Tuta, in compensation for the loss of Kura, the town of Yargaya; to Shamaki
Harisu, Gora, formerly a fief of the Dan Makwayau; to the Galadima, Sarina and
Gazara; and to Yusufu's senior grandson, Ahrnadu, the town of Daddare as a gift
in celebration of Ahmadu's marriage which Aliyu had arranged. These and other
fief reallocations are indicated in Table 6 that compares the territorial administrations of Aliyu and Marnrnan Bello. By such reallocations, Aliyu sought simultaneously to equalise the revenues of hakimai who held titles of comparable level,
and to equalise their differential resources, status and political significance; but
these territorial reallocations also demonstrated the Emir's authority and were
employed to enhance his power, for example, by appropriating Rano, Dutse,
Jahun Tsakuwa, Dawaki ta Kudu, Kura and other areas to the throne.
Aliyu is credited with having increased the Emir's share of rural revenues in
Kano from its former level of approximately 40 per cent of the amount actually
collected to nearly two-thirds, by closer supervision of the collection process
through his throne slaves. As Abdullahi's jekada commissioned to supervise the
town of Garun Malam, Aliyu had a thorough firsthand knowledge of the contemporary processes of tax collection and the various techniques of under-reporting
amounts received. Those elderly informants who were familiar with the administrative methods that Aliyu employed credited his unusual success in securing the
bulk of the tax receipts for the central treasury to this early experience as his
father's agent at Garum Malam; but undoubtedly his extensive intelligence

network and prompt dismissals of defaulting village chiefs and hakimai also
helped to secure these increased revenues, much of which were use~ to ~urchase
firearms, ammunition and other war gear for the army. Notably, unlIke his predecessors, Aliyu did not increase the rates of taxation that prevailed at his accession.
Instead, by exercising pressure on his administrative agents, Aliyu increased his
.~share of the taxes, and thus had no need to raise their rates. Moreover, with the
recovery of Fulani herds after the rinderpest epidemics, jangali collections were
resumed, thereby augmenting the government's sources of revenue. Finally,
having cut his ties to Sokoto, Aliyu had freed his treasury from exorbitant
demands by the caliph and vizier.
Foreign Affairs: The Threat from the East
Despite the vigor and success with which he applied his domestic policies to
transform the government of Kano, like his father Abdullahi, Aliyu was mainly
preoccupied throughout his reign to defend a beleaguered state. While Kano was
suffering the ravages of civil war, Rabeh, a Sudanese adventurer, at the head of a
formidable force, well-armed and efficiently organized, had invaded and overrun
the ancient Kanuri state of Bomu. In his early days, Rabeh had served as a senior
lieutenant of the notorious raider Zubeir Pasha whose armies plundered the
Sudanese tribes for slaves. Following Zubeir's death, Rabeh withdrew westwards
from the Sudan to escape Anglo-Egyptian forces despatched to stamp out these
activities and disarm or destroy the bandit armies engaged in them. For some
years he lay low, while entering into politically useful relations with the Mahdi,
whose armies overran the Egyptian Sudan during the eighties; and it is possible
that Rabeh aided the Mahdists in their attacks on tribes in Darfur. As his arms and
following increased, he moved gradually westwards from Darfur to Wadai,
which he attempted to overrun without much success. He then moved on to
Bagirmi southwest of Wadai where he occupied several important towns and
raided widely for slaves and other loot. In vain the Sultan of Bagirmi appealed to
Bomu and Wadai for help against Rabeh?O
Unable to overthrow the Sultan by seizing his capital, after he had plundered
Bagirrni extensively, Rabeh moved west in 1893 against Bomu, devastating the
settlements on both banks of the Shari river. The Shehu Kashirn, grandson of
Alhaji Arninu EI Kanemi, first ordered Rabeh to desist, and then sent a strong
force against him; but the Bomu cavalry were no match for Rabeh's disciplined
troops, organised in companies or "standards" under captains, armed with rifles
and supported by cannon. In three successive battles the Kanuri were defeated,
following which Kashim's nephew Abba Kiari, had him killed for cowardice, and
assumed leadership of Bomu. While Kiari collected his forces for a decisive battle,
Rabeh attacked the capital of Bomu, Kukawa, slaughtering some three thousand
inhabitants and burning all he did not remove. Rabeh then attacked Kiari's forces,
defeated them, slew Kiari, and established his headquarters at Dikwa southwest
of Lake Chad?! With Kanuri resistance thus broken and the people terrorised,
until his death in 1900 Rabeh ruled Bomu and Dikwa without further opposition.
Rabeh had completed his conquest of Bomu before Aliyu entered Kano on
Tukur's flight. Thereafter, like his eastem neighbours, the Fulani of Misau, Katagum, Gombe, Bauchi and Hadeija, Aliyu looked anxiously eastwards, anticipat-

ing Rabeh's attack. At Dikwa, Rabeh soon allied himself with the dissident
Torodbe prince, Hayatu, a grandson of the caliph Bello, who, having failed to
obtain suitable office, had migrated eastwards from Sokoto, ostensibly on pilgrimage to Mecca, only to halt northeast of Adamawa, attracted by prospects of
establishing there a chiefdom of his own. It is said that Rabeh allowed his followers to represent him as an agent of the Mahdi, and that he attached Hayatu and
his troops to his cause by offering to establish Hayatu as the ruler of Sokoto, following his conquest of the Fulani territories.72 However apocryphal this widespread view of their relationship, Rabeh strengthened this alliance by giving his
daughter Hauwa in marriage to Hayatu at Dikwa, where Hayatu settled, near to
Rabeh's palace. Like Damagaram, the small eastern Emirates of the Fulani empire,
Misau, Katagum, Jama'are and Gombe, awaited the assault by Hayatu and Rabeh
they regarded as imminent. Given Rabeh's success and brutality in Bornu, these
lesser emirates did not seem likely to withstand him. At Kano, Rabeh's desire to
conquer the emirate was well known. Hence, while keeping himself informed
about the western movements of Rabeh's and Hayatu's troops, Aliyu sought further firearms from Lokoja and Nupe against the anticipated attack.
Fortunately for Kano, following the subjugation of Bornu Rabeh's attention
was temporarily diverted. In 1895 he did send expeditions westwards against the
Bedde of Potiskum and against Katagum. From the Bedde, Rabeh took many
slaves; but at Katagum his troops were repulsed with heavy 10sses.73 The following letter from the emir of Hadeija Muhammadu to Aliyu Babba at Kano depicts
the situation clearly.
After salutations, the reason of my letter is to tell you the latest news here. Rabeh
has sent twelve standards (companies) of his people to Bedde. They came there and
fought with the people of Bedde and were not able to conquer them. When the
Bedde people saw no way out, Sarkin Bedde Mai Duma got up, he himself with all
his people, great and small, free and slaves, male and female, and came to us and
remained with us. They are here now and have left Bimin Bedde. The people of
Rabeh entered Bedde and the inhabitants of the villages and farms of the Bedde
country were all scattered, and of them some came to us, and some went into the
bush. Therefore I tell you that between us and Rabeh there is no one who has power
over him save Allah. It has also been heard that Rabeh has moved and intends
going to the west. Some say he is going to Kana by our road, others that he is going
to you by Katagum, and others that he will go to Kana by Damagaram. May Allah
preserve us both from his mischief.74
Another letter received by Aliyu at this time came from Muhammadu
the emir of Misau.

Manga,

After salutations, to inform you of the latest news which we have received of Rabeh.
He has sent out seven standards (companies) to the west, four to Bedde and three to
Gujba. We have not heard where they will go next. For our part, we do not trust
them in our land. He is a traitor, a mischiefmaker and a deceiver. We have driven
away their people from our country. Peace.75
Rabeh had organised his troops in companies or standards averaging about
200 riflemen each. Fortunately for Aliyu the dreaded attack on Kano by Rabeh's

forces was never launched. Instead, Rabeh's second western expedition was
halted by the combined forces of Misau, Gombe and Katagum; and though Rabeh
defeated these Fulani armies, "his losses were so severe that he was compelled to
return to Bornu."76 Kano thus owed its escape from Rabeh to the courage and
resourcefulness of these minor emirates. Following that campaign, which took
place in 1896 or 1897, Rabeh launched no more attacks on the Fulani states, but
prepared to march against Zinder (Damagaram) instead.
Though his dreaded attack on Kana never materialised, Rabeh presented the
greatest threat to Kana's security during the early years of Aliyu's reign. His withdrawal eastwards to Dikwa, following his costly victory over the armies of Katagum, Gombe and Misau, spread relief throughout the city; and the subsequent
breach with his Torodbe ally Hayatu, which led to Hayatu's death at his hands,
further weakened his chances to conquer the Fulani states, including Kano. To
Aliyu's relief, after Hayatu's death Rabeh directed his attacks mainly at Bagirmi
and Adamawa.
As mentioned earlier, during the civil war, Yusufu had negotiated with the
emir Muhammadu of Hadeija before and during their conference with the Waziri
Buhari. According to one tradition, at that meeting "Yusufu said to the Sarkin
Hadeija, 'If you put me on the throne I will give you (the town of ) Miga.' But
although the Sarkin Hadeija came, he did not help him, returning to his own
affairs. Nonetheless he seized Miga."77 He also seized the town of Kwanda twenty
miles south. On his accession, Aliyu asked Muhammadu
to return Miga and
Kwanda to Kano, since Hadeija had remained neutral throughout the struggle.
Muhammadu declared that Yusufu had given him these towns. Aliyu rejected this
reply and demanded Hadeija's withdrawal. Muhammadu then garrisoned Miga
and Kwanda and repaired their walls against attack. In reply, Aliyu strengthened
his alliance with the Sarkin Gumel Ahmadu, whose father Abubakar had helped
the Yusufawa materially during the Civil War. As a Kanuri state, Gumel was an
inveterate enemy of Hadeija; and thereafter Hadeija and Kano maintained hostilities with desultory border fighting and raids until 1901, when the Sarkin Dutse
was attacked and killed by a force from Hadeija while fortifying the town of
Shatari at Aliyu's orders, In response Aliyu sent Sarkin Gaya Kolo and Sarkin
Kunci Dabo with sufficient forces to police the border between Kano and Hadeija.
He also decreed that anyone known to come from Hadeija who entered Kano
should be arrested and executed. Maimaina, the Sarkin Askira who spied on
Aliyu for Lugard, witnessed such executions at Kano in 1903. Hadeija retaliated in
kind; and for the rest of Aliyu's reign, relations between the two states remained
tense.7B Nonetheless, at no time did Aliyu launch a frontal attack on Kwanda or
Miga, partly perhaps because he did not wish to injure their innocent inhabitants,
but also because he was busy on other fronts.79
The Ningi were another recent ally with whom Aliyu's relations deteriorated
rapidly; but in this case we do not know the specific issues that led to further
fighting. Probably Dan Yaya, then the Ningi chief, claimed certain territory or prerogatives as rewards for assisting the Yusufawa. If so, Aliyu rejected these claims.
Whatever the immediate "cause" of their dispute, both parties had inherited such
deep historic hostilities that their continued alliance was intrinsically improbable.
As Abdullam's son, Aliyu was doubly Dan Yaya's hereditary foe; and as the heir

of H~runa a.nd D~n Maje, I?ar: Yay.a reciprocated Aliyu's enmity. It is thus possible
that m dealing wIth the Nmgl, Ahyu determined to renege on any commitments
Yusufu had made, in the belief that Yusufu would have done likewise. By 1895
Kano had resumed its war with the Ningi, and Aliyu continued to press this even
though Dan Yaya made overtures of peace. In 1895 and 1897, Aliyu undertook
two successful campaigns against Ningi settlements southeast of Kano. He als
fortified the southern settlements of Fajewa, Dando, Kwajali, Bura, Magami an~
Musa against anticipated Ningi attacks.80 However, Aliyu was never able to brin
th: ~ingi to ~attle, since Dan Yaya took care to avoid his superior fire-power. Th~
Nmgl accordmgly retaliated by swift destructive raids against unwalled settlements, withdrawing rapidly with their loot to avoid interception.81
Foreign Affairs: The Northern Enemy
. ..To the north, Damagaram (Zinder) under its aggressive chief Ahmadu Majerm)l (1893-1899) presented a more immediate threat to Kano's security. Ahrnadu
had inherited from his father, Tanimu, several hundred guns, a foundry for manufacturing cannon, and workshops for the manufacture of ammunition. In 1884
following Tanimu's death, his successor Suleimanu gave his suzerain, the Sheh~
Hashimi of Bornu, ten carmons and 480 muskets manufactured at Zinder.82 It is
said that Tanimu left an armoury of 6,000 muskets and 40 cannons,83 some
cannons having been mounted locally on cast iron wheels to facilitate their transport on campaigns. Tanimu had employed these exceptional armaments with
signal effect against Muniyo, Hadeija, Kazaure, and other nearby states in a series
of aggressive campaigns aimed at expanding the territories of Damagaram. His
successor Suleimanu (1884-1893) did likewise, and attacked Madaka in Kano
during Mamman Bello's reign. Ahrnadu Maje-rinji pursued this program of military agression with greater vigor, stimulated by Rabeh's conquest of Bornu, by the
deaths of Shehu Kashim and his successor Kiari, by the termination of Zinder's
v~ssalage to Bon:u, and by the threat of Rabeh's impending attack. While freeing
Zmder of restramts from Bornu, these developments
together intensified his
expansive drive to forestall further moves by Rabeh to the west. Thus, in 1894-95,
Ahmadu of Zinder led his troops through Zango in Daura and Kazaure to
Malikawa in northwestern Kano, took the town and seized its chief and people,
together with much booty, removing all to Damagaram.84
Since Mamman Bello's day, relations between Zinder and Kano had been
strained by reports of the abuses suffered by Kano traders (jatake) in Damagaram.
Some had been dispossessed of their goods, while others were forbidden to move
freely in Damagaram. If merchants from Zinder received similar treatment at
Kano, we do not know. On returning to Kano, these traders had reported their
experience to Mamman Bello, and appealed to him for protection and redress.
Bello had written to the Limam at Damagaram, seeking explanations and reparations; but following the deaths of Suleimanu and Bello in rapid succession, these
negotiations seem to have lapsed; and throughout the civil war it seems that Kano
merchants avoided Damagaram. Thus, although communications had virtually
ceased between Kano and Damagaram in 1893-4, the two states remained technically at peace and without any issues that generated friction. Accordingly,
Ahmadu's seizure of Malikawa in 1894 took Kano by surprise.

At Kano this assault was promptly attributed to the intrigues of Aliyu's
enemy, the caliph Abdu Danyen Kasko at Sokoto. Having failed to secure Aliyu's
voluntary subordination, despite his return of Kana's chiefly insignia and the refugees from Tukur's ranks, he had declared his intention of re-establishing his
suzerainty by other means. It is said that initially caliph Abdu decided to lead an
imperial army summoned from the loyal emirates against Kano himself, but that
he was dissuaded from this by one of his kinswomen, who argued that such a
course would create even more destruction than the basasa at Kano, and would
spread general ruin throughout
the Muslim (i.e., Fulani) community whose
welfare remained the caliph's first charge.85 As these incidents were well known
at Kano, when Ahrnadu attacked Malikawa without apparent cause or warning, it
was widely believed that he had done so either at the instigation of caliph Abdu
or the vizier Buhari, who thereby hoped to compel Kano's renewed allegiance.86
Aliyu probably accepted this interpretation of Zinder's sudden attack, but
preferred to remain independent of Sokoto, even at the risk of war with Zinder.
By terminating Kano's vassalage to Sokoto, he had discontinued the onerous
tribute which had impoverished Kano in Mamman Bello's reign while it enriched
the caliphate. He had also freed Kano of the obligation to fulfil all the caliph's
numerous donations and unpredictable ad hoc requests for disbursements from its
treasury. Thus Aliyu simultaneously enriched the Kano chiefship by abolishing its
heaviest recurrent expenditures, and brought the powerful economic sanction of
their lost revenues to bear on the caliph and vizier of Sokoto. Aliyu could therefore easily explain the caliph's suspected encouragement
of Ahmadu's recent
aggression by attributing that to his resentment at Kana's secession and the consequent fall in his revenues since Tukur's defeat. He evidently concluded that war
with Zinder was preferable to vassalage to Sokoto, and undertook the risks of
combat accordingly.
For some years following his raid on Malikawa, Ahrnadu Maje-rinji was occupied with the conquest of Macina and Nguru, both of which were formerly
subject to Bornu. He also launched an attack on Gumel, the Bornu vassal which
had supported the Yusufawa in the civil war and was thus allied with Aliyu.
However Ahmadu's attack on the capital of Gumel was a failure, and although
his cannonades demolished one of the city gates, the townsfolk repelled the
attackers.
On his expedition against Gumel, Ahrnadu tried to conceal his objective by
threatening the town of Sankara in northeastern Kano with assault. To this end, he
wrote the Sarkin Fulani Sankara to warn that his town would shortly be attacked.
Since Aliyu was then away on campaign against the Ningi, the Sarkin Fulani of
Sankara, lacking the material resources to beat off Ahrnadu, asked a local malam
for ritual aid to defend the town. Ahrnadu's failure to attack Sankara that year
was promptly attributed to the spells and charms by which this malam had rendered the town invisible to the Zinder army.87 Clearly, Ahrnadu's letter had successfully misled Sankara and Gumel about his real objective.
Next year, in 1897 or 1898, Ahrnadu again invaded Kano, evidently intending
to attack the capital. This time his army marched due south to Gezawa, about
twenty miles northeast of Kano, where Ahmadu directed his captains to rendezvous on the following day at Fage, outside the city walls. Meanwhile, on learning

of Ahmadu's advance, Aliyu decided to intercept the attack, and moved his forces
to Wangara five miles from Gezawa, which had already been evacuated. Early On
the following day the main Zinder force set out for Fage, ahead of Ahmadu. On
learning this, Aliyu ordered his drummers to beat the Zinder drum-rhythm, and
so lured the main Zinder force into an ambush near Gezawa, where they were
slaughtered. Ahmadu's remaining force was then attacked, routed, and driven
homewards.88
On returning to Zinder, Ahmadu determined to square accounts with Kano in
the following dry season. Meanwhile elated with his victory; Aliyu set off on a
campaign against the Ningi, and marched to Burra, an important Ningi town. As
usual, the Ningi withdrew before Aliyu to avoid a frontal assault; but that night
they surrounded his camp and attacked it, throwing Aliyu's force into total disorder and capturing many prisoners. Aliyu himself escaped northwards with difficulty.89
In 1898-9, Ahmadu Maje-rinji returned to Kano via Zango, Kazaure, and the
northwestern
route towards Tattarawa, south of the river Tomas. Again Aliyu
elected to intercept the invaders north of Kano. Learning of Ahmadu's advance,
he moved in strength to Damargu, about five miles northwest of Tattarawa.
Against the advice of his malams, who are said to have predicted defeat if Aliyu
gave battle on the following day, the Kano cavalry under Madaki Kwairanga
attacked, and at first with such success that Ahmadu directed his troops to use
their muskets and cannon against the Kano horsemen. When next they charged,
the Kano horses panicked at the volleys and explosions among them, and reeling
backwards, spread such disorder through the ranks that Aliyu's army broke in
rout as Ahmadu attacked. His army broken, Aliyu, accompanied by a few horsemen, fled direct to Kano to organise its defence. Ahmadu meanwhile moved to
Panisau, Dabo's old marshalling ground (sansam), five miles north of Kano. Entering the town, Ahmadu seized its inhabitants and marched to Nassarawa, Abdullahi's holiday palace about a mile outside the city walls. There also, Ahmadu
seized the ruler's slaves, concubines, cattle and palace stores without opposition.
Within the city, Aliyu meanwhile assembled the leading malams to invoke the
aid of Allah. He also mobilised the city Arabs and placed them on the city walls,
armed with rifles to defend the town. Ahmadu's failure to attack the city at this
time is locally attributed to the influence of these collective prayers, for which
Aliyu is said to have paid some thirty million cowries. However at Nassarawa,
Ahmadu was stricken with fever and forced to abandon the prize within his
grasp. From Nassarawa he withdrew northwards to Zinder without harassment,
taking with him an enormous haul of booty, captives and cattle.90
It is possible that Ahmadu abandoned Kano and returned home, having learnt
at Nassarawa of the arrival of a French expedition under Captain Pallier at the
western borders of Damagaram. Having accounts of their own to settle with
Ahmadu for the deaths of the explorers Cazemajou and d'Olive at Zinder in the
preceding year, the French authorities at Dakar had despatched a second expedition under Pallier with sufficient force to exact retribution; and shortly after his
triumphant
return to Zinder, Ahmadu was defeated by Pallier's disciplined
spahis at Termini, twelve miles west of the town. Ahmadu fled, but was pursued
and killed at Rinji in 1899. The French then appointed his younger brother

Ahmadu dan Bassa and incorporated Damagaram in the new Territoire Militaire
of Niger.91 Pallier's victory and Ahmadu's death thus removed the most immediate threat to Kano's independence and existence as a Fulani state. In the following
year, 1900, another French force elimina.ted the other outs:and~ng threat to Ka~o's
security, when Gentil defeated and kIlled Rabeh at Kissen, a hundred miles
within the territory allotted to Britain under the Anglo-French agreement to partition the region.92
The Threat from the South
The deaths of Ahmadu Maje-rinji and Rabeh in 1899-1900 thus removed the
two most obvious and immediate threats to Fulani rule in Kano; but although
apparently the nearest and most obvious, these were neither the only nor the ultimate threats. On January 1st 1900, the British Government had assumed those
political, military and adminis~ativ.e powers prev~ously veste~ by charter, in t~e
Royal Niger Company and which SIr George Gol.die had exerc~sed, ~ollowmg ~s
clash with the Fulani emir of Nupe, Abubakar, m 1897.93 As Its HIgh Comrmssioner authorised to disestablish the political and military roles of the Royal
African Company, and to delimit, pacify and administer the vast territories it now
claimed to protect, the British Government appointed Captain (later Sir) Frederick
Lugard, an officer with wide political and military experience in India and East
Africa. Anticipating resistance from the powerful Fulani emirates to the north,
and particularly from Kano and Sakoto, Lugard devoted his first y~ar in offic~ to
diplomatic exchanges with the caliph Abdurrahman at Sokoto, whIle assemblmg
an army at Jebba, his headquarters on the Niger, in preparation for the coming
struggle.
Shortly after takng office as High Commissioner for the Protectorate of Northern Nigeria on January 1st 1900, Lugard issued his justly celebrated Proclamation
on slavery. This decreed that all children born within the new Protectorate after
April 1st, 1901 were legally free, irrespective of their parents' status; that all slaveraiding and slave-trading was thenceforth illegal and punishable; and that all
slaves could be redeemed or could redeem themselves or their kin on payment of
5 or its equivalent in cowries'to the local Alkalai.94 Knowing how heavily the
Fulani economy and regime depended on slavery and slave-raiding, Lugard was
well aware that this proclamation could not be implemented until he had broken
the major centres of Fulani resistance. Indeed, during his first fifteen months as
High Commissioner, he "still found it impossible to get in touch with Sokoto,
Gando, Kano, and Katsena, the great centres of the northern Haussa States, but
Zaria ... was ostensibly friendly,"95 though he had already occupied Zungeru and
Wushishi in the pagan areas southwest of Zaria. Realistically, Lugard did not
expect that the powerful Fulani emirs would surrender their autonomies and
'obey his regulations without a fight; and with his limited resources of men, materials, money and political support in Britain, Lugard's two major problems were,
firstly, to postpone the inevitable confrontation until he was fully prepared, and
secondly, by diplomatic and other means, to avoid mobilising all the Fulani states
simultaneously against him under the leadership of Sokoto.
By March 1902, Lugard was able to establish a garrison and place his representatives at Zaria when the Emir Kwassau appealed for assistance to stop his neigh-

bour, the Torodbe Sarkin Kontagora, Ibrahim Ngwamatse, a great-grandson of the
Shehu Usuman, from devastating northwestern Zaria by slave raids. Lugard sent
a small force under Captain Abadie to arrest the bandit emir, and ordered Abadie
to set up his base at Zaria. Thus by March 1902, the British had secured a highly
strategic base at Zaria, a hundred miles south of Kano City via Makarfi and
Bebeji, and two hundred miles from Sokoto.96 Later that month Lugard reconstituted Zaria emirate as an administrative
Province of the Protectorate under
Captain G. F. Abadie as Resident; and in September 1902 he deposed and banished the Emir Kwassau to Wushishi for "continued slave dealing and extortion
and intrigue with the Emir of Kano, who was showing marked hostility."97
Before the end of 1901 Lugard had sent his spy Maimaina to Kano disguised
as a travelling trader to verify reports that Aliyu's troops were not only equipped
with western firearms, but were also familiar with western military techniques.98
Maimaina crossed from Zaria to Kano a month or two before Abadie arrested
Sarkin Kontagora Ibrahim at Kaya in response to the Emir Kwassau's appea1.99
If Lugard was sufficiently concerned about Aliyu Babba's intentions and
resources to despatch spies to Kano, on his side Aliyu became increasingly uneasy
about Lugard's purposes, as reports came in from neighbouring emirates concerning the movements and activities of British troops. From Zaria he received the
following letters with ominous news.
(1) After greetings, the object of my letter is to inform you of the corning of the
Christians. For they have increased among us, and have settled more firmly than
before. As to news of the others, they have corne to Kwaba and have collected stores
for war. They declare that when they have finished what they are doing among us,
they will go away and corne to you. I have written a letter to you, that you may have
the news. Peace.IOG
(2) After greetings- to inform you that three Christians and their soldiers have
arrived and are camped near the east of their former halting place on the Likoro
road. Further, the Christians have collected men and made them work. They have
given orders that every chief shall set four men to work to clear the road, and they
have done so. Further, we have heard that the Christians from Bauchi are corning to
join them. This is to inform you that heavy trouble has corne upon us, for by Allah
we can neither stand nor sit, and have no power to remain in the same place with
them. May Allah protect us and you from all trouble and misfortune, by the protection of the Prophet.101
(3) After greetings, to inform you that the Christians whom I told you were
corning from Bauchi have arrived. Mai Jirnina (Captain Abadie) has corne, and
those with him, and others. Also that you may know that they are assembling, and
intend to go to Kano. May Allah think of us and protect us. He is the hearer of the
prayers of those who pray to Him. We beseech Allah to scatter their company and
disperse their gathering. May He instil fear and trembling in their hearts and grant
you victory over them and also to all Moslems. Peace.1G2
As the "Christians" from Bauchi moved across Misau, Katagum and Azare,
delimiting provincial boundaries and instructing Fulani chiefs in their new obligations, Aliyu received a stream of letters from the emirs of Jema'are, Misau and
Katagum reporting their activities. From the day when the British established

their garrison at Zaria, Aliyu Babba had good grounds for anxiety and concern
about Lugard's intentions; but after the proclamation of Zaria Province and the
deposition of the Emir Kwassau, Aliyu could hardly mistake the real alternatives
that Lugard offered: submit, with or without a struggle. As he awaited further
news of Lugard's plans, sundry British expeditions imposed Lugard's order on
various states south and east of Kano, while other British forces assembled at
Zaria City, only a hundred miles away, ready to strike at Kano.
In October 1902, Captain Maloney, Lugard's representative at Keffi, a southern
vassal state of Zaria, was struck down and killed in public by the Magaji Dan
Yamusa of Keffi. In the following furore Maloney's agent, Audu Tintin, was also
hunted down and despatched.103 To escape arrest, the Magaji and his accomplices
fled north, avoiding the British garrison at Zaria and heading for Kano. However
tense Maloney's personal relations with the Magaji and other Keffi notables may
have been, his murder expressed the general Fulani resentment of British domination that crystallised after Lugard's high-handed deposition of the Emir Kwassau,
the suzerain of Keffi, at Zaria in the preceding month. In killing Maloney, the
Magaji Dan Yamusa had struck a blow for Fulani resistance against British
,demands for submission that was to have resounding consequences.
When the Magaji arrived at Kano in late October, seeking refuge and protection, Aliyu could scarcely have turned him away without thereby signifying his
intent to accept British rule without resistance; had he done so, Aliyu might well
have forfeited the allegiance of his officials, and therewith perhaps the throne.
Instead he welcomed the refugees from Keffi with princely hospitality as Muslims
who had fought for Islam against the heathen. To Lugard, news of this offered a
suitable pretext for war with Kano and sealed Aliyu's fate. By welcoming the
Magaji Dan Yamusa to Kano, Aliyu had aligned himself against the British administration, since Dan Yamusa had murdered a British officer and was wanted for
.trial by Lugard's police. British preparations for the attack on Kano acquired new
urgency.
AJiyu, Sokoto and the British-1903
On October 9th, six days' after Maloney's death, the caliph Abdurrahman
Danyen Kasko died at Wurno; and on the 12th October, Ahmadu Attahiru, the
,Hrst son of Ahmadu Zaruku, succeeded.104 With Abdurrahman's
death, the road
for Aliyu's reconciliation with Sokoto was finally open; and in the prevailing circumstances, such reconciliation was equally urgent and necessary for the security
f both states. Aliyu at once wrote to congratulate Attahiru on his accession and
arranged to visit Sokoto shortly to render homage (mubaya'a), thereby terminating
Kano's nine years of independence freely and in good faith. If we overlook those
political and military considerations that undoubtedly influenced Aliyu's renewal
of allegiance to Sokoto at this juncture, by the manner and timing of his declaration, Aliyu obliquely indicated that the deceased caliph, whose unpopularity was
great, was solely responsible for the recent estrangement. Kano had already demonstrated its ability to stand alone against threats from Zinder and Rabeh; but in
the presence of Christian aggressors, it behoved all good Muslims to unite under
the leadership of Attahiru as amir el-Mu'minin or caliph. In these circumstances

Aliyu's resumption of allegiance on caliph Abdu's death was welcomed by the
ruling Fulani at Kano, and not least by Abdullahi's issue, whose legitimacy as
Kano's rulers was thus enhanced.
Before setting out for Sokoto to meet Attahiru later that year, Aliyu wrote to
inform the caliph of the latest developments and to advise the vizier about the
appropriate Muslim response.
From Sarkin Kano Aliyu to Sarkin Musulrni Muhammadu Attahiru, greetings, etc.
After greetings, to tell you of our latest news, with all there is to tell, whether true or
false. It is that some of our neighbours tell us that the Unbelievers, the Christians,
have corne to them from the East and departed again. Then one of our chiefs, Sarkin
Gwaram, sent to tell us that the Unbelievers, who are in Bauchi, had all gone away
West to Zaria and that the Sarkin Bomu (of Misau) Ahrnadu, on hearing of their
movements, left his country and carne to ours, to a place called Chediya, and
camped at the gate of the town. After that we heard no more, but one of our chiefs,
the Chief of Tudun Wada, sent to tell us of the departure of the Christians who were
in Bauchi to Zaria. Any further news we may receive, we will send to you. May
Allah prolong your life. My present to you is two burnous.lOS

After greetings, I have seen your letter and honour it. We clearly understand from it
that you are following my advice, that both we and you seek for a plan which will
be of assistance to our religion and to earth and heaven. I have found no more
useful plan for all Muslims and for us and for you than as I wrote in my letter which
my messenger brought to you, that we leave this country, all of us-this is my clear
conviction-as these dogs have surrounded us and threaten to overcome us. May
Allah grant that your eyes are opened speedily. May Allah assist us both and lighten
our troubles. Peace.106
Evidently, in a preceding letter, Aliyu had proposed that the Fulani nobility
should emigrate eastwards en masse under the caliph and vizier, beyond the
reach of British arms, presumably on pilgrimage to Mecca. Unless Aliyu had
already recognised the futility of resisting Lugard with force, this proposal could
scarcely have crossed his mind. He had earlier awaited assaults on Kano by
Ahmadu Maje-rinji and by Rabeh with courage and was not averse to further
wars. Thus, unless the situation seemed to exclude other alternatives, neither
would Aliyu have made such a radical proposal, nor could the caliph and vizier
have countenanced it.
At the turn of 1902-03, and just before Lugard's force of roughly a thousand
with its supporting artillery set out from Zaria to Kano, Aliyu assembled the Kano
nobility and set out for Sokoto to greet Attahiru, to render homage, and to press
his proposal that the Kadiriyya Fulani should emigrate as the 10,000 Tijaniyya followers of Haj Umar had already done when they fled en bloc from Masina to
Sokoto in 1901 after defeat by the French.107 Perhaps Aliyu removed the Fulani
nobles from Kano in the hope of an immediate migration; but on learning that he
had set out for Sokoto escorted by 2,000 horsemen, Lugard promptly moved
against Kano to forestall the possibility of united Fulani resistance.

The British were marching on Kano by the end of January 1903 . Ten miles
north of the Zaria border they found the walled town of Bebeji shut against them.
When the townsfolk refused to surrender, Bebeji was stormed, and the column
proceeded to Kano without further opposition. At Kano the main British force
took up positions opposite the Kabuga gate, while two smaller detachments stood
by outside the Duka Wuya and Gadan Kaya gates. On leaving Kano, Aliyu had
placed the city under his slave, the Sarkin Shanu Dan Kwari, while his womenfolk and young children at the palace were in charge of the Sallama Jatau. Both
fought bravely but in vain; and after the Sarkin Shanu had fallen defending the
palace, the Sallama Jatau fled westwards with the Emir's womenfolk to seek his
master. Having pacified the city the British occupied the palace.10B
Before he set out from Kano to Sokoto, Aliyu may have anticipated a British
attack; but it is unlikely that he believed it would be launched in his absence.
Nonetheless he had ordered a determined defence should the Christians attack;
and his decision to leave for Sokoto at this time did not escape opposition. The
Madaki Kwairanga,
Aliyu's cross-cousin
and staunch supporter,
objected
strongly. After further dispute, on crossing the Challawa River at Kanwa, Kwairanga refused to proceed. Aliyu promptly dismissed and arrested him, and
appointed Kwairanga's son, Faruku, as Madaki. Then, with Kwairanga under
guard, the column continued to Sokoto.Hl9 There, Aliyu's proposal of collective
. emigration was already familiar to the inner circle of Fulani leaders grouped
around the new caliph, Muhammadu Attahiru I, and the vizier Buhari; but before
Aliyu's arrival, caliph Attahiru had been persuaded to defer this scheme until the
British showed their hand. The following letter addressed to the caliph by his
brother, the Marafa Muhammadu,
to whom Attahiru owed his accession, indicates some of the considerations that apparently prevailed.
After greetings, to inform you that we have no more news beyond what we have
sent to you and are awaiting the arrival of the spy we sent. If we hear any news of
them, we will send to you. Further, I earnestly beseech you, in God's name, let no
one hear the suggestion of our departure from your mouth in this land, as this
would mean ruin for our affllirs. Our subjects and people, who are within the
boundaries of our land, would certainly throw off their allegiance to us, on hearing
such news. We should get no assistance from them of what they have promised to
us. Tosum up, let us sit and await the issue of the matter'-Help lies with Allah alone,
and if He makes easy for us this matter, He is all-powerful. If we remain in our
kingdom, all will be ordered for us by the Great Ordainer.
If circumstances indicating departure arise, let us depart, otherwise not. But let
us only prepare-till such time as God decrees for us departure.110
Thus before Aliyu arrived at Wurno, Attahiru had decided to defer the order for
mass emigration until the British revealed their design. In these circumstances,
after further discussion, Aliyu had no alternative but to return to Kano; and so,
having rendered homage and concluded his reconciliation, he set out along the
homeward road with his escort of nobles.
At Daba one of the Sarkin Shanu's men met the returning column and
reported the British occupation of Kano. Aliyu affected to disbelieve the report,

perhaps to keep his company from flight; but a little farther on they encountered
the Sarkin Fada Bagarmi who repeated the story and reported the Sallama's
removal of Aliyu's womenfolk. "Some are at Wasai, some are at Gogel, and We
have brought the rest with us." 111 Aliyu continued past Faro to Goga, where
Sallama Jatau himself came and related what had befallen. Aliyu then took
counsel with his slave commanders,
the Shettima Shekarau and the Ciroman
Shamaki Mahakurci, and with the Limam Ahmadu and the Limam's son, whom
Aliyu had previously appointed as Magajin Malam na Cedi. The Sallama, Shettima and Ciroman Shamaki advised him to order the column to return to Sokoto
where they could settle and farm. The Chronicle, evidently recording an eyewit~
ness account, says that Aliyu then lost his nerve. He then consulted privately with
two individuals, Mai-Kano Buzu and Alhaji Baba, who offered to guide him to
Istanbul. That night, having prepared his loads, Aliyu directed the Shamaki
Harisu to escort his family to Sokoto, accompanied by his brother, the Galadima
Mamudu, his son, the Ciroma Abdullahi, and all his other children. When the
Shamaki had withdrawn, Aliyu deserted his people and slipped away into the
night. On the following morning, when his absence was discovered, the Shamaki
set out for Sakoto accompanied by the Limam, the Alkali, the Magaji dan Yamusa
of Keffi, the Galadirna Mamudu, the Ciroma and Abdullahi, and all the members
of Aliyu's family.1l2
On learning of Aliyu's flight, dismay and uncertainty divided the Kano party.
While the Wombai Abbas and the majority chose to proceed directly to Kano and
there make peace with the British, the Waziri Ahmadu and many others determined to fight. The column accordingly divided into two parts, led respectively
by the Wombai and the Waziri Ahmadu.ll3 Meanwhile, at Kano Brigadier
Kemball, who had taken command, received news that Aliyu was approaching,
determined to fight. Leaving a small garrison at Kano, he marched out to meet
them. At Kotorkwoshi near Chafe, in the district known as Katsina Laka, the
small British force encountered the Waziri Ahmadu and his followers. For two
hours Lugard's troops withstood twelve charges from the Waziri's party, killing
65 and dispersing the rest. Among those who fell fighting were the Waziri
Ahmadu, the Sallama Jatau and several senior palace slaves. On learning that
Aliyu had fled at Goga some days past, Kemball sent some officers to apprehend
him. Evidently intending to find his way eastwards, Aliyu had gone north from
Goga into the Hausa territory of Gobir, where he was captured, and word was
sent to the British. A detachment at once rode north to apprehend Aliyu; and he
was removed via Sokoto and Argungu to Lokoja, where he remained in exile until
his death in 1926.1l4
The reasons for Aliyu's stealthy desertion at Goga in the middle of the night
remain unknown. The Kano Chronicle puts it down to fear.l15 According to
Lugard, Aliyu "fled alone in the night. He was said to be a brave man, but he mistrusted all his chiefs, who detested him, and he feared to be deserted in the battle."1l6 Others say that Aliyu decided to set off on pilgrimage secretly, convinced
by the fall of Kano that further efforts on his part against the British were useless.ll7 It is also possible that Aliyu feared punishment if he was captured by the
British for the hospitality he had extended to the Magaji Dan Yamusa of Keffi,
Maloney's killer. Quite likely he genuinely believed that flight to the East was

obligatory, given the conquest of Kano by heathen. However, only Aliyu could
give the reasons and motives for his precipitate flight; and I know no statement of
his on that matter.
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